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ABSTRACT

Packer and Goicoechea (2000) and Wortham (2006) propose that academic

learning is both personal and social transformation. This transformation is continuously

negotiated through classroom interaction and curricular choices. The current

ethnographic study of an urban southwestern charter high school investigates academic

learning in two contexts: a Spanish heritage-language (SHL) class and a humanities class.

The study examines Mexican-origin students’ resistance to studying their

ancestral language. From the first day of their SHL class, students refused to speak

Spanish (despite their proficiency), rejected published Spanish-language materials, and

acted out. Student resistance was rooted in their perceived lack of relevant tasks and

materials, teacher-respect for their home language and culture, and student belief that

learning “proper Spanish” could threaten social and familial relationships (see also

Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Labov, 1972a; Mehan, Hubbard, & Villanueva, 1994).

The resistance of the heritage language learners contrasts sharply with the

engagement of the same students in their Humanities course in which students connect

enthusiastically with subject matter and instructor. Findings suggest that engagement was

fostered through the teacher’s strict adherence to the principles of place-based learning

(Gruenewald, 2003a, 2003b), critical democratic pedagogy (Shor, 1992), and the

instructor’s teacher ethos.

Latinos have the greatest high school dropout rate in the United States while

simultaneously being the largest growing demographic group (Carreira, 2003; "US

Census Report," 2004; Waggoner, 2000). The pairing of these two statistics should draw
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alarm. Thus the study of Latino student engagement and resistance to academic learning

is crucial for understanding this problem as well as exploring what pedagogies hold most

promise. In terms of HL instruction, analyses reveal that a critical place-based approach

to heritage-language instruction holds such promise.
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CHAPTER ONE: BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS

Doing ethnographic research is complicated. Unlike the experimental study where

a “subject” enters a lab, performs a quantifiable task, and shortly leaves, ethnographers

spend considerable time with “participants,” immersed in their local, situated contexts in

order to gain greater insights into a group’s or individual’s “culture” or “way of life” (J.

Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, & Roberts, 1976, p. 10). In the present study of adolescent

heritage-language learners of Spanish1 in a first-year charter high school, I found that

knowing participants personally greatly contributed to my analysis of classroom

interaction that a purely “objective” analysis could not have accomplished alone. This

personal, interpretive construct, along with the examination of historical, social, political,

linguistic, and the participants’ individuated contexts, allowed me to more completely

describe, explore, and explain recorded events and turns of talk. The lens of analyses thus

joins the personal, subjective, interactive, contextual, and analytic. In sum, I use a

constructivist theoretical framework (Charmaz, 2000, 2005), which I further discuss in

the subsequent methods chapter.

Emic and etic perspectives

I entered the research site, a newly minted high school, as an outside

researcher—an educational anthropologist and linguist by training. However, with the

passage of time, a total of three years though the current study focuses on the first, my

position as an outsider shifted as I became personally involved in the lives of students,

                                                
1 Valdés (2001) defines heritage language learners as learners of an ancestral language who possess varying
degrees of bilingualism. A detailed literature review regarding definitions of heritage language learners and
their linguistic needs is provided in Chapter Four.
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teachers, and administrators, a shift that invariably aided my understanding of events,

language use, and pedagogical choices. The ethnographer’s challenge is to balance this

intimacy with enough social distance that the “taken-for-granted” (Garfinkel, 1984) does

not completely recede and become inconsequential and unnoted. This noticing and

recording is a twin objective of a researcher of social phenomena, particularly one

working within a criticalist paradigm (e.g., Carspecken, 2002; Gruenewald, 2003b; Mills,

1997; Pennycook, 2001). Routinely questioning the taken for granted interrogates

assumptions and practices that, if left unchecked, continue to bolster and reinforce

ideologies that disenfranchise or maintain inequalities (Freire, 1970; Giroux, 1997;

Pennycook, 2001).

Thus framed, the ethnographic researcher is both community member and outside

academic. These social positions allow the researcher to have a certain amount of “Zen-

like” detachment while simultaneously cultivating a degree of empathy or

intersubjectivity (Schutz, 1970) with participants in order to better interpret recorded

actions and discourse from an insider’s perspective. Therefore, my process as a

researcher was a phenomenological enterprise (Schutz, 1970): an enterprise concerned

with how individuals, including myself, make sense of the world through interaction,

intersubjectivity, and categorization of past experience.

Again, these methodological and theoretical constructs will be further explored

and developed in Chapter Two and “performed” to a certain extent in the current chapter.

The first chapter of this dissertation, unlike the bulk of the following six chapters,

embodies the dynamism between the personal and the academic. It also underscores that
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data are told—that is, ultimately selected, shaped, and interpreted by researcher/writer

(Charmaz, 2005).

Chapter One organization

The following narrative presents a sample of my experience with students and

teachers in the fledgling school. The narrative introduces participants and school context

in more “human,” subjective, and holistic terms in opposition to depersonalized “data

sets” or disembodied “stretches of conversation.” The account begins with a descriptive

telling of a school camping trip and day hike set in southern Arizona’s Chiricahua

Mountains. Then, from the hike through a “place,” I move from a material location into a

theoretical consideration of “place” as an ideological construct situating the curricular

philosophy of place-based learning found at City High School (CHS). Place is further

elaborated through a description of the school’s physical location, architecture, opening

days, and how I became involved with the school and formed my research questions.

The fluctuating voice of the academic and the personal performs my experience as

a researcher who endeavors to balance both the intimate and analytic—a “schizophrenic”

state, but one I found necessary for describing and analyzing the complexities

surrounding ethnic identity, academic identity, bilingualism, heritage-language

acquisition, and pedagogical choices. In the following story of a school trip, I put flesh on

the “data,” which in subsequent chapters are presented more “clinically” as expected for

this particular academic genre. Nonetheless, this augmented way of presenting data is

important for the kind of work that I do. Working with people in their own environments

is messy, and overly sanitized descriptions and cut-and-dried analyses suggest otherwise
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(see Rampton, Roberts, Leung, & Harris, 2002). I therefore present my findings found in

Chapters Three, Four, and Five in ways that address both expectations for academic

reporting and my own perceived needs for maintaining a connection to the human

complexities of the data.

CAMPING WITH CITY HIGH SCHOOL

Midway up the steep climb, Adi, Ethan, and I2 realized we didn’t have enough

water to safely continue on our hike. Typical of late spring in Arizona, the weather was

warm with temperatures steadily climbing into the 80s and 90s. Brett, prepared with his

Camelpack, poured water from his portable water pouch into our plastic bottles so we

could move on. Earlier, the rest of the hikers, two teachers and four City High School

students, had decided to head back to our campsite, preferring the shady pines to

sweating it up the mountain.

Brett, one of the founding teachers of City High School, along with the two other

founding teachers, Carrie and Eve, had been coming to the spindly, stacked, and massive

rock formations of the Chiricahua Mountains, located in southeast Arizona for years.

When teachers and students planned the first City High School camping trip, the

Chiricahua national monument seemed the logical choice in both its majesty and

familiarity.

The three teachers had decided to form their own charter high school some four

years back, and I had the good fortune to document their first year as a school through

                                                
2 Names of participants are pseudonyms. However, the three founding teachers have elected to use their
own names. Because “place” figures strongly in the school’s philosophy, place names have not been
changed and I have been authorized to use the actual name of the school.
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ethnographic research. Ethnographers immerse themselves in a local context to gain both

an emic, an insider’s perspective, and an etic, a social scientific perspective, of a people’s

“way of being” (Goodenough, 1970; Harris, 1980; Pike, 1967). This is accomplished

through the research method of participant observation. Participant observation entails

observing events and social practices with as much detachment that can be mustered,

while on other occasions, actively participating as one of the group (see Fetterman, 1989;

Hymes, 1974; King, 2001; Moerman, 1988; Philips, 1993; Rampton et al., 2002; Saville-

Troike, 1989). Through this practice, the participant observer has enough of an insider’s

perspective to understand (to the extent that it is possible) views held by community

members, while at the same time maintaining an outsider’s perspective useful for

understanding events and social practices impassively, critically, and analytically. I tried

the difficult task of balancing both actions simultaneously.

My choice to be more “observer” or more “participant” at any given moment was

mainly dictated by the needs of the school, as I did not want to become burdensome. For

example, if a chaperone was needed to accompany a small group of students while they

interviewed a local business owner, I was more of a participant, accompanying the

students as a watchful adult, while on other occasions as a participant, I would act more

like a high school student and grab a smoothie with a couple of kids instead of doing our

work at hand. I never instigated such behavior, but never discouraged it either. I tried to

make it clear to everyone that I was not a teacher at the school, and thereby not

responsible for discipline, but of course issues of personal safety were paramount. I
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wanted students to be able to trust me, but at the same time I also made sure that teachers

could entrust me with their students.

As an observer, I would lurk in the background, quickly writing all I could survey

in my small black notebooks. Once I became a fixture in the school and participants

trusted me, I videotaped classroom interaction and school events so I could later

transcribe conversation, gesture, and spatial relationships more accurately. In addition to

participant observation, I conducted individual and focus group interviews with students,

staff, community partners, and school board members. Interviews were later transcribed

and analyzed3. In this study, I also connect local practices to larger societal issues,

ideologies, and histories in an attempt to bridge what occurs at the micro or local level to

the macro or societal level and vice versa.

At the time of our hike, the school’s first year was almost over and the heat of the

city was starting to aggravate. The beginnings of a large endeavor, such as opening a

school, are exhaustive and exhausting. This quick trip out of town was going to recharge

all of our batteries. My job of documenting, analyzing, and writing about this venture was

relatively simple in comparison to opening a new school. However, deciding what to

focus on for this dissertation about a first-year school was challenging as so many

questions and issues could be further explored in a study of this kind (e.g., service-

learning efficacy, the construction of teenage sexual orientation, teen use of social

networking websites, factors that contribute to gang membership, etc.). Despite myriad

                                                
3 I will discuss my methodology, along with my theoretical framework(s) in greater detail in the following
chapter.
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possibilities, I chose to focus this study on factors that contributed to Mexican-origin

student engagement in and resistance to learning in their Spanish and Humanities classes.

Examining engagement and resistance amongst Latino students is a vital area of research

as Latinos are simultaneously the largest growing population in the United States and

those performing worst academically ("US Census Report," 2004).

As a researcher, teacher, and teacher educator, I wanted to understand how the

educational system could better serve these students. Latino youth also have diverse and

complex linguistic and cultural backgrounds and identities. The linguistic, social, and

cultural capital these students have access to are resources from which curriculum can be

developed and expanded. Unfortunately, these resources are too often viewed as

roadblocks to be overcome as evidenced by English-only curricular mandates in states

such as California, Arizona, and Massachusetts (Stritikus, 2006). As the Latino

demographic continues to expand, educational research and innovation seeking to resolve

achievement gaps must take center stage.

For me, this overnight camping trip and hike was a chance to get to know a few

City High School folk better outside of the school context. As we hiked, I learned that

Brett had worked for a software company in Singapore, and had also taught English as a

Foreign Language (EFL) in Japan. I had also taught in Japan in the early 1990s not long

after my college graduation. During my senior year at UCLA, many of my peers

discussed moving to Japan to live and work in order to take advantage of the Japanese

economic bubble. On the hike, I got a chance to spend more time with City High School

students Adi and Ethan, students who were not focal participants in my study. Adi, an
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Anglo freshman, had been home schooled his entire life; this past year had been his first

in any public or private school. In fact, there was a small handful of students who had

marked this year as their first in a formal educational setting. They were an impressive

bunch: bright, confident, and independent. Ethan, a tall, lanky freshman of Yaqui Indian

heritage, was a thoughtful, quiet youth. Cameron, another City High School teacher who

was also on this camping trip, once commented, “Ethan is who we made this school for.”

What she meant by this was that a student like Ethan, shy and not as academically

prepared as he should have been, can benefit immensely from a small-school atmosphere

because of the personal and specialized attention students can get.

Ethan had learned about the school as he passed it on foot one afternoon before it

had officially opened. A year before the school launched, the storefront that would soon

become its urban “campus,” was occupied by Carrie, the school’s principal, who had

taken a year’s leave of absence from her high school teaching position to work full-time

toward City High School’s opening in the fall. I learned that Ethan commuted a total of

four hours by bus each day from the Pasqua Yaqui nation to get to school. His family life

had been troubled and City High School seemed a refuge. I got this impression from

many of the students who lingered at school for hours after final classes had ended. In

fact this is how this impromptu camping trip came about.

As we sat in our folding lawn chairs outside our tents, Emma, a City High School

student and fellow camper explained. “We were sitting around in March. And it was

Scott Thomas, Mark, me, Emily, Adi, Ethan, other people, but they didn’t come,” She

laughed. “But that’s when we decided, when Eve said, ‘Brett, how about a camping trip?’
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And that’s when everyone was like ‘Yeah, camping trip! Camping trip!’ So that’s when

we decided.” “First it was a joke,” Scott Thomas said. “Yeah, it was a joke,” Emma

continued.  “And then they were serious, and then the kids were like ‘Yeah, camping

trip!’ That’s,” she laughed, “how it happened.”

Eve, the students’ humanities teacher, and one of the school administrators and

founders, had a knack for seeing the possible and making it happen. Soon she, Brett, and

the kids decided that they would be the trailblazers of what would be future, larger-scale,

overnight school trips. Luckily, I was also invited to come. There was one stipulation

however, “No field notes.” I could videotape, but we were just going to relax. This was

not going to be a working vacation, although the teachers were still on duty.

On this trip I could see that Ethan and Brett were bonding—wherever there was

Brett, there was Ethan. Ethan’s attachment to Brett made me acutely aware of the

importance of male role models in the lives of students, especially for those who do not

have fathers in their lives. As Adi, Ethan, Brett, and I approached a shaded grove of pines

at the top of our hike, we decided to rest. I was surprised to find out that this was Ethan’s

first hiking experience and camping trip. While doing my research with City High School

students, this was not the first time that I caught myself taking for granted my privileged

upbringing that included backpacking trips and family vacations.

Earlier that morning we loaded a rented van and Eve’s truck with our gear. I was

impressed by the amount of supplies that we would be taking on our short trip. Pushing

aside Eve’s featherbed which was to line her one-woman tent, we filled her truck and

then the van with our tents, sleeping bags, a barbeque, large bottles of water, a massive
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cooler packed with ground beef, hamburger buns, lettuce, tomatoes, and onions, cold

cuts, wheat bread, a couple of dozen eggs, berries, pancake mix, ground coffee, a French

press for our early morning brew, real cream, and finally, marshmallows, chocolate, and

graham crackers because camping is not complete without s’mores around a campfire. I

chuckled at the abundance of food. Eve explained, “If you are going to car camp you

might as well go all out.” The wealth of supplies physically represented to me the

teachers’ excitement and exuberance surrounding the school’s first overnight excursion.

Scott Thomas, an African-American youth, known on this trip as “Brooklyn,”

because of the New York City borough’s name splashed across his blue jersey, and his

relatively recent move from New York to Tucson, rode up with me, as there wasn’t room

for him in the van. He didn’t seem to take the exclusion personally. On past occasions, I

had heard teachers comment that Scott Thomas, more so than any of the other students,

was at home in the company of adults. It was a challenge for teachers to pry him away

from the school’s downstairs entrance and administrative space where he could have

happily chatted all day with Linda, the school secretary, or anyone else who entered the

school. In my field notes I have very few instances of Scott Thomas actually being in

class. He wasn’t a stellar student and perhaps hanging out downstairs was a type of

coping strategy, uniquely possible for him in this learning environment. Eventually,

Carrie, the school principal, would work with Scott Thomas one-on-one with his

assignments.

Doing participant-observation research in schools can (for some) catapult the

researcher back to a time of adolescent insecurity and self doubt (Eckert, 1989).
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Magnifying my feelings of anxiety, at the beginning of the school year, some kids shied

away from me because it wouldn’t be cool to be too chummy with someone resembling a

teacher. Scott Thomas, on the other hand, always greeted me with a toothy grin. I really

appreciated this about him. Scott always made me feel welcomed when other kids looked

right through me. I felt like a ghost in those first months. Although I had been out of high

school for over 20 years, being back in that context brought back teenage insecurities and

desires to fit in and be liked. Intellectually, I knew that I didn’t have to be “best friends”

with these fourteen and fifteen year olds to be able to do my research, but I also knew

that they would need to accept me to some degree if my research were to be successful. I

needed to have their trust in order for them to be candid with me about their learning

experiences.

Earlier that morning Eve’s grey truck led the way down a gravelly road to our

campsite, covering my little white compact in dust. It was a regular camping spot for

Brett, Eve, and Carrie. The three teachers had often vacationed together, not only on

overnight camping trips in the mountains, but weeks in Europe. The three vehicles

arrived at the campsite, and we began to unload and stake our tent territories. Large pine

trees punctured the black soil every several feet. A small clearing near the edge of our

camp looked well worn from past campfires. A slow stream slid below.

After we pitched our tents, Brett gathered us around this small open space to

outline camp rules. The boys had already begun whizzing a football around camp, and it

was time to make sure that this weekend would be relatively peaceful and injury free. We

sat in a circle and Brett began, “One, don’t hassle each other, don’t give one another a
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hard time, respect each other, that just goes without saying.” These rules were mainly

aimed at Mark who had been in and out of trouble all year. Brett reminded us that this

trip was “to get away from things.” Ethan looked around the circle, “We all thank you

Brett. And Eve. And Cameron. And Kim.” Ethan paused, “And the students.” At that,

everyone chuckled. Quickly following Ethan’s words, Brett and Eve reminded everyone

not to complain. Emma, wearing a floppy floral hat and Jackie-O glasses commanded

sergeant-style, “This is City High School’s first camping trip so you better enjoy it!” We

laughed again. “There is just one more very important rule,” Brett paused, “don’t kill

anything. A fly is okay, something biting your leg; take action, but nothing else.” Brett

was nervous that butterflies and innocent wild life would become targets, but it never

happened.

Next, Eve asked who wanted to be on cleaning and cooking detail. The ten of us

quickly divided into the cookers and the cleaners. After that was decided Eve added,

“And everyone is on the wood collecting crew.” Emma ended the meeting suggesting that

everyone have his or her own peeing area, which Emily seconded. At that suggestion,

Brett joined the group with a substantial shovel, “This is the bathroom if you have to go.”

“Are you serious?” Emily asked. “Don’t go on the shovel, okay?” Adi joked. Brett

continued, “Dig a hole for number two, you don’t have to for number one.” Ethan

quipped, “Brett, can you demonstrate?” “No, you can make it up as you go along.” Scott

Thomas shook his head “no.” He seemed very wary of this whole process. This too was

his first camping trip. Eve joked that we should burn our toilet paper in our holes—little
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bonfires— and quickly added, “Don’t be bringing your toilet paper back to camp!”

Everyone laughed.

The casual banter between teachers and students presented above illustrates a

more personal and intimate relationship that I hadn’t seen to this degree prior to the trip.

If this type of relaxed relationship is desired in a learning environment, “off hours”

excursions of this nature contribute to individuals being able to express themselves more

freely. By the end of the weekend, I felt I had seen everyone as “whole people” and not

just in their roles as teachers and students. For teachers, the advantage of knowing

students more three dimensionally allows them to create more intrinsically rewarding

curriculum that builds off of learner interests, thus motivating more thoughtful and

thorough work (Schiller, 2007). In addition, by knowing students more fully, teachers can

better understand the daily challenges students might face such as long commutes,

parental troubles, personal trials, and other poor living conditions that impinge upon

learning and completing assignments. Students also learn to appreciate teachers as people

with lives outside of school, thus humanizing them and fostering greater student-teacher

empathy.

The students on this trip weren’t necessarily best friends, the best students, nor the

best behaved, but they all felt comfortable enough with one another to hang out for a

weekend (not to mention hang out with their teachers, and their teachers wanting to hang

out with them). The same could be said about most of the students at City High School:

One could, have most likely select any six first-year student for this trip, and a similar
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relaxed camaraderie would have been observed. By the end of the school year, students

had become like a family.

Of course it didn’t begin this way. In the first weeks and months of the newly

opened school, students sorted themselves according to perceived ethnic identities,

musical tastes, intellectual interests, or any other semiotic combination. In the first

months, students balked at working in cooperative learning groups with people they

considered to be “different” from themselves. Eventually these students who were more

reluctant to interact with perceived “others” left the newly formed school. Eve explained

that many of these students left to attend another charter school set up for students to

work individually at their own pace where they filled out worksheets and took computer-

assisted tests that would ultimately grant them a high school diploma.

With the reluctant students absent, a less combative and friendlier learning

environment emerged. During passing periods, students would stream out of class and

begin their ritual group hugging. One couple would hug, of same or different sex, and

then another would join, and another, and another until a small knot of arms and torsos

were formed. When it was time for the next core class to begin, it was a challenge for

teachers to get the students to separate. By the end of the school year, in interviews,

students referred to themselves as a family with no clear hierarchy based on popularity.

What contributed to this familial atmosphere? Students themselves said it was due

to the school’s small size. There were also several students who helped shape the student

body ethos of affection through their caring, accepting, and affectionate stances that

“infected” the campus. This may contradict the statement that there was no hierarchy
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based upon popularity, but these kids didn’t necessarily fit the stereotypical “popular”

mold. Thus contrary to what students claimed, there was a hierarchy at the school, but it

was based on friendliness, tolerance, and being outside the norm—not on the usual

criteria of attractiveness and athleticism.

Teachers and staff also played a part in shaping a caring culture. Teachers were

young, creative, and energetic; in such degree that one student in an interview described

teachers as “kinda like kids themselves,” which contributed to the students’ perception

that school was safe and accepting. The students’ Advisory class, similar to a homeroom

that provided academic advising, also helped to positively shape the environment. The

advisory class was set up so that students would remain a cohort for the duration of high

school—four years with the same students and teacher. When Advisory met before lunch,

it was common for students and their Advisory teacher to have potlucks in a neighboring

park, or go to a nearby open-air food court to eat together. Students were “forced” to a

certain degree, to spend time with people they wouldn’t necessarily choose to associate.

Such informal and supervised groupings of students created safe spaces for students to

interact and get to know one another both by “forcing” comradeship and creating natural

spaces for relationships to emerge through close contact and interaction.

Back on the trail

On our way down the mountain, much of our conversation returned to how we

were going to eat the apple pie that waited for us at camp. Although it was scorching,

Brett and I thought that a slice would taste good with a cup of coffee. Before arriving at

the Chiricahuas, Brett insisted that we stop at a small rustic mercantile to buy what Brett
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claimed to be one of the best apple pies found anywhere. If size alone accounted for

anything, this pie was a champ, weighing in at about ten pounds and standing a foot high

from its center. As Brett, Ethan, Adi, and I got closer to camp, we could see Emily,

Emma, Eve, and Cameron—the art and special education teacher—reading paperbacks in

the shade.

Brett made straight for the pie gingerly removing it from its box. He carefully

sunk the heavy knife into its depths, slicing a piece for each of us. As if a dinner bell had

sounded, Scott Thomas and Mark were soon in line for their share. Brett was right. Both

tart and sweet, with a light and flakey crust, the pie was one of the best I had ever tasted.

We sat as a group and savoring the last bites of our pie. Adi, Emily and Emma

were discussing what the school mascot should be as one had yet to be selected.  “How

about the ‘City High Gila Monsters’?” Emma asked. Adi countered with “Pikachus,” a

Pokémon® character of Japanese anime fame. Eve practically leapt from her seat to

suggest that the school be known as the “Pigeons.” “Yeah, the Pigeons!” Emma agreed.

“Then we’re like flying pests,” Adi said. Eve still insisted, “They’re cool, they’re city

birds!”. “Flying rats,” Scott Thomas added under his breath. “City High Pigeons,” Eve

said with finality as if the decision had just been made. Brett didn’t share her enthusiasm.

Emma struck a bargain, “The City High School Squirrels,” a city animal, but cute. Eve

laughed. “You should have seen us when we were figuring out the name of the school. I

almost walked out crying and walked home from Mount Lemon.” “Why?” Emma

prompted. The kids looked at Eve, intrigued by her revelation. Students listened with

great interest as Brett and Eve remembered the school naming process.
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The importance of a name

During the presented stretch of conversation that describes how the new school

received its name transcribed below, all members of the camping party are sitting in a

large circle under shade trees. Eve is lying back on a propped up pillow outside of her

tent, Brett stands to her left, Ethan sits between them on an ice chest. On Eve’s right, in

order, sits Cameron, Scott Thomas, Emily, Emma, Adi, Mark, and me holding my video

camera. The conversation is transcribed using transcription conventions borrowed mainly

from conversation analysis pioneer, Gail Jefferson4 (Jefferson, 1972; Sacks, Schegloff, &

Jefferson, 1974).

Segment I: The naming of a school

1 BRETT: what were some of the other names↑ there was uh the

[Downtown Essential School=

2 EVE: [Tucson Community School

3 BRETT:                                               =[which was my second choice

4 EMMA:                                     [that sounds like a bad school

5 EVE: I was down ((as in bad)) on the Essential [part= ((looks at Brett))

6 BRETT:                                                                   [Downtown Essential School

liked (1.0)

7 EVE: =[it sounds like a vitamin a protein drink

8 EMMA:            [you should write all of our ideas down

9 SCOTT: (… gotta …) ((singing)) ((Eve quickly looks at him and laughs))

10 EMMA: are we going to remember our names↑ squirrels?=

11 BRETT:                                                                              =no it was Tucson

Essential School=

12 EVE:              =Tucson Essential School ((head nods down, counting)) Tucson
                                                
4 See appendix A for transcription conventions.
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Community School um

13 SCOTT: Tucson Crack Heads whoo hoo ((kids laugh, Cameron looks at him with a

smile, head tilted at an angle, and shakes head “no”))

14 EVE: <Sonoran>

15 BRETT: <Sonoran>

16 EVE: Sonoran >City< Southwest City High School like

[Sonoran City High School

17 BRETT: [Sonoran City [High School

18 EMMA:                         [>City High Scotts<

19 BRETT: >Sonoran City High School<

20 SCOTT: ↑whoo hoo↑ (1.0)

21 EVE: Desert↑ no

22 EMMA: City High Kids

23 EVE: I’m sure we saved the notes

24 BRETT: yeah

25 EMMA: I like squirrels

26 EVE: we kept voting and voting we were way up into [late at night

27 BRETT:                                                                              [a lot of the names

that we liked were already taken

28 EVE: <right>

29 KIM: >like what?<=

30 ADI:                                  =like what?

31 SCOTT: ↑whoo hoo↑

32 EVE: yeah like what? ((looks at Brett))

33 ADI: haha

34 ETHAN: on the spot ((singing voice, looks up at Brett))

35 BRETT: like uh La Frontera

36 EVE: o:h yea:h we liked that ((Brett tips head left))
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37 BRETT: or Presidio ((tips head left, bends brim of cap)) is not bad ((slowly

shakes head “no”))

38 EVE: no Presidio’s not bad ((Brett nods head up and down, continues to

bend cap)) they got that

39 BRETT: yeah

40 EVE: we um=

41 SCOTT: ↑whoo hoo↑

42 EVE: =at one point we were gonna try to name ((looks forward)) our

school based on the street ((looks at Brett)) oh↑ Pennington

Street=

43 BRETT:           =oh yeah [Pennington Street School

44 EVE:               [but we weren’t going to buy the building so

[we didn’t know

45 BRETT: [I was against that (.3) that woulda been a great name=

46 EVE:                                                                                        =or like

Congress Street School [woulda been cool=

47 EMMA:                                       [>ew that’d be great<

48 EVE: =if we had our school on Congress [Street

49 EMMA:                                                          [cra cra Congress I can’t even

[pronounce it

50 BRETT: [I know but because we weren’t buying the building

51 EMMA: Crongress hehehe ((Scott flips through a book))

52 ADI: I go to *Crongress Street School*

53 EMMA: Crongress Squirrels

54 SCOTT: ↑whoo hoo↑

55 KIM: [isn’t Presidio military?

56 EMMA: [I saw one squirrel downtown

57 ETHAN: Brooklyn ((to Scott))

58 EVE: yeah it’s Spanish fort ((looking down)) (2.0)
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59 EMMA: >I like City High< ((Ethan drops a water bottle that was tossed to

him and picks it up and gives it to Brett))

60 SCOTT: ↑whoo hoo↑

61 EVE: I do too

62 EMMA: it’s perfect

At the time, we didn’t realize how fitting it was to be discussing place names in

Apache territory. According to Jesuit Juan Nentvig, writing from northwest Mexico

between 1750 and 1767, he reported that Chiricahua is an Ópata5 word meaning wild

turkey; the fowl had roamed the mountainous region up until the 1900s (nps.gov) and

was an important source of nutrition. Place names in this context—the Native American

and the fledgling school—held concrete connections to place, describing

physical/metaphysical aspects of the terrain. The significance of place, and the agreed

upon school’s name, will be discussed below from a more theoretical perspective.

The importance of place

Anthropologist Keith Basso (1996) in his book Wisdom Sits in Places: Language

and Landscape Among the Western Apache6, documents the importance of place names

to the Western Apaches living in the community of Cibecue on the Fort Apache Indian

Reservation located in Arizona’s White Mountains. Elders would invoke place names

like Whiteness Spreads Out Descending To Water, Trail Extends Into A Grove Of

                                                
5 Ópata is an Uto-Aztecan language of northern México once spoken in the states of Sonora and
Chihuahua. Mexican officials report the language to be extinct though some civil groups, as recent as the
1990s, have reported there to be as many (or as few) as 146 speakers (ethnologue.com).
6 Although Basso’s ethnography may be critiqued as a nostalgic, prosaic view of the Cibecue Apache, I
find his and the Apache elders’ discussion concerning place to be particularly apt for highlighting the
significance place held for CHS pedagogy.
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Sticklike Trees, or Widows Pause For Breath as a means of (re)teaching cultural values to

listeners who had trespassed them or as a means of “Talking around” an individual’s

misdeeds without directly condemning. These places, and their names, were associated

with an event (fictional or not) that had occurred there—usually someone acting foolish

and getting bested by a wiser other. The stories would be told again to individuals whose

present day actions mirrored the “fool” in the story. The listener, familiar with the tale

invoked by its place name would, more likely than not, understand the personal

significance of the story, and every time he or she would pass that place or hear its name,

would be reminded of his or her imprudence and the lesson (hopefully) learned. Through

stories connected to place, elders passed along community values. Elder Benson Lewis

explains:

I think of that mountain called Tséé Ligai Dah Sidilé (White Rocks Lie Above In
A Compact Cluster) as if it were my maternal grandmother. I recall stories of how
it once was at that mountain. The stories told to me were like arrows. Elsewhere,
hearing that mountain's name, I see it. Its name is like a picture. Stories go to
work on you like arrows. Stories make you live right. Stories make you replace
yourself. (Benson Lewis, age 64, 1979) (Basso, 1996, p. 38)

Thus physical geography embodied wisdom, as Basso’s title aptly describes, tying

everyday practices to lived places. The land holds stories that guide and instruct: place is

a physical reminder of cultural mores and expected conduct. The stories, and their

associated place names, make one a better person.

This perceptual understanding of place, and the power place-name evokes, is not

limited to the Apache; it also occurs with the Navajo. Basso (1996), quoting linguist and

anthropologist Harry Hoijer, writes: “Even the most minute occurrences are described by

Navajos in close conjunction with their physical settings, suggesting that unless narrated
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events are spatially anchored their significance is somehow reduced and cannot be

properly assessed” (p. 45). Place, and by extension place name, serves to make the

abstract, concrete. Place functions as physical repositories of life lessons that indexes

cultural values to be remembered. Places, areas marked by rocks, rivers, and trees, were

for the most part fixed, unless changed by some kind of natural phenomenon, thereby

insuring the longevity of important stories crucial for maintaining a community’s cultural

legacy. As stories were not written, “reading” geography was a form of literacy and

record keeping.

Although dominant Anglo culture is not tied to physical places as profoundly, we

see by the above conversation in Segment I, that names do hold significance for us.

Names invoke a cultural construct perhaps in the same way that metaphors do (see

Quinn, 1991). Conceptual metaphor is defined as the understanding of a more abstract

conceptual domain (target domain) in terms of another familiar conceptual domain

(source domain) in order to make the abstraction more concrete and comprehensible

(Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Quinn (1991) explains that metaphors arise from a cultural

model, and that speakers will utilize those metaphors that resonate with the shared

understandings of a given larger culture. The name for a new school also arises out of a

shared cultural semantic domain and can tell a lot about the educational values that a

school holds.

The name City High School evokes its urban location, but also suggests that the

city will be its campus and object of study. In this “place-based learning” (Gruenewald,

2003b; Lewicki, 2000; V. Long, Bush, & Theobald, 2003; Loveland, 2003), the school’s
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curriculum draws upon the city’s (and region’s) history, geography, ecology, politics,

economics, arts, and languages. Learning takes place not only school grounds, but at

local museums, businesses, gardens, libraries, theaters, state and national parks,

university, and so forth. Place-based learning affords students concrete, tangible,

relational, and relevant manifestations of course content. Like the stories the White

Mountain Apache tell, knowledge or wisdom is no longer an elusive abstraction.

Teaching and experience become anchored in place, becoming more comprehensible and

alive. Thus, place embodies learning so when it is indexed or passed by, that knowledge

is re-membered. Because of its multi-modal, experiential orientation, place-based

learning is particularly effective for students with learning styles and aptitudes that are

not as compatible with traditional, logocentric pedagogy.

In the context of a charter school, this observation may be particularly apt as

many parents/guardians choose charter schools as alternatives to mainstream public

schools as a result of their child’s needs not being met through traditional public

schooling ("TUSD Charter school study," 2005). Charter schools, which are public

institutions, are often formed by parents, teachers, community leaders, ethnic/racial

groups, and entrepreneurs in response to the perception that local, and often large public

schools are not doing their job to address a particular group’s needs (Hoxby, 2004; Wells,

Lopez, Scott, & Holme, 1999). Creators of charter schools thus create educational

curricula that specifically address course content and services not adequately covered and

provided by district-run schools. Despite this personalization or customization that

charter schools provide, they are still accountable to state-mandated standards regulating
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subject knowledge and criteria for graduation (Wells et al., 1999). In the case of City

High School, their aim was to remain small in size and use the framework of “place” as

an organizing category for designing curriculum in order for learning to be contextualized

and relevant while also meeting state standards for content-knowledge.

As the name City High School denotes the study of the city (and region), the

curricular design also attempted to connect learning to the students’ varying

communities. Too often there is a disconnect between a student’s physical and mental

habitats and habitus (Bourdieu, 1974 [1967]) and what is taught as important in school

(Moll, 1992). This discrepancy is what critical place-based pedagogy seeks to eliminate

(Gruenewald, 2003b).  The insertion of “critical” to place-based pedagogy stresses the

importance for learners to gain greater conscientização or conscientization (or

consciousness raising) (Freire, 1970), regarding their own communities, thus motivating

a greater sense of ecological, economic, political, and I will include, linguistic

stewardship and activism. According to Gruenewald (2003): “Place-based pedagogies are

needed so that the education of citizens might have some direct bearing on the well being

of the social and ecological places people actually inhabit. Critical pedagogies are needed

to challenge the assumptions, practices, and outcomes taken for granted in dominant

culture and in conventional education” (p. 3). The injection of the “critical” creates a

space for teachers and learners to examine social inequalities, environmental politics, and

give them a means to explore alternatives. In a related way, the marriage of place-based

learning to critical pedagogy also helps critical pedagogy to be less abstract and utopian,

thus challenging two common critiques often aimed at it (Gur-Ze'ev, 1998).
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Learning more about one’s own community also leads to greater understanding of

identity. Keith Basso (1996) explains: “Knowledge of place is therefore closely linked to

knowledge of the self, to grasping one’s position in the larger scheme of things, including

one’s own community, and to securing a confident sense of who one is as a person” (p.

34). Place-based learning therefore makes lessons more concrete and comprehensible,

and through the exploration of students’ own places, personally and within their own

communities, helps students to gain greater self-knowledge.

Thus, with City High School’s emphasis on place-based learning, the school

camping trip was exactly what Eve, Brett, and Carrie had in mind when they imagined

opening their own charter high school back in 2001: Teachers creating educational

environments that introduced students to experiences that were meaningful, personal,

cooperative, and sometimes uncomfortable. In addition, by having a school that was both

small and autonomous, they had the freedom to act on a serendipitous idea with

absolutely no school-district red tape. This would have been out of the question at the

large public high school from which they had come.

THE BEGINNINGS OF A SCHOOL AND RESEARCH PROJECT

I became acquainted with City High School the winter before the school officially

began. I had been analyzing interview data for my final doctoral class most of the day. I

decided to take a break and walk down to Fourth Avenue and check out the annual street

fair. Strolling crowds of every stripe filled the downtown street—former Dead Heads still

dressed in tie-dyed garments, bikers in leather chaps, middle-aged folks dressed in jeans,

teens with spiked clothing and hair, and young families with children in hand. Despite the
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diversity of the crowd, all seemed to enjoy the winter sun, the fiddlers, jugglers, and

many food and craft booths. As I passed the usual street fair merchandise— cutlery

transformed into wind chimes, homemade herbal soaps, Nepalese cotton clothing,

rainbow glazed mugs, and wafting aromas of Kettle Korn—I spotted a white wooden

booth with the poster “Place-Based Learning” stretched across its side.

I had a sense of what place-based learning was, as I have been a proponent of

experiential and service learning for years, but I had to see for myself what this school

was all about. I began a lively conversation with Eve (introduced above) who was

promoting the soon-to-be-opened charter high school, located just blocks away in the

heart of downtown.

Eve and I had an immediate connection, and after talking for about twenty

minutes, I asked if it would be possible for me to do my dissertation research in the new

school.

Eve thought it would be a great idea to have an outside eye documenting their

first year. Of course, she would have to run the idea by Brett and Carrie (the two other

founding teachers) and their board of directors, but she was confident that it wouldn’t be

a problem. I was excited by the prospect of observing and participating in a pedagogy

that held so much promise for making learning more tangible and relevant.

I left Eve impressed by the idea of a group of teachers who saw the possibility of

providing students with a different type of educational experience, and could actually

turn their theoretical dreams into a practical reality. I felt energized intellectually and

personally.
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To start, Brett, Carrie, and Eve, formed the Tucson Small School Project (TSSP), a

not-for-profit organization whose mission was to promote “professional development and

community dialogue that foster smaller and more equitable learning communities for all

students” ("City High School," 2005). The not-for-profit then applied to the Arizona State

Board for Charter Schools for a charter application for City High School and were

subsequently approved in March of 2003. City High School then joined the Coalition of

Essential Schools, a national school reform network formed in 1984. The Coalition’s

mission is to “create and sustain equitable, intellectually vibrant, and personalized

schools and to make such schools the norm of American public education” ("Coalition of

Essential Schools,"). Through this relationship with the Coalition of Essential Schools,

City High School is mentored and assessed by a more established charter school in their

region. This partnership creates a support network that is crucial for any newly formed

entity. Thus situated, the new charter school opened its doors in 2004 with 85 students,

coming from 45 different middle schools within the Tucson Unified School District

(TUSD). The pioneering teachers had previously been teaching at an affluent, high-

performing public high school, yet they believed that students needed more school

options, which the large district-run high school could not provide.

Many educators and parents across the United States feel the same way. The

formation of charter schools has been steadily rising throughout the nation, with the states

of California and Arizona taking the lead. Currently there are 2,300 charter schools in the

U.S., of these schools, 502 (20%) are in Arizona, and 58 (12%) of those in Arizona are

within the Tucson Unified School District’s geographic boundaries. Nationally, there are
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approximately 565,000 students in charter schools, and in the state of Arizona there are

81,612 (14%) ("TUSD Charter school study," 2005). Between 2003 and 2005, 5,200

students have left the Tucson Unified School District for charter schools, reducing district

school funding by 27 million dollars ("TUSD Charter school study," 2005). The TUSD

study found that the primary reason parents sent a child to a charter school is their

perception that public schools could not meet a particular child’s needs, ranging from

learning disabilities to giftedness, while their other children, without special needs,

remained in the TUSD system. The TUSD study indicates that unless district-led public

schools address the needs gap, alternative-learning environments, such as charter schools,

will step in to provide more personalized and relevant educational experiences.

City High School’s philosophy of learning

The educational philosophy of City High School is based on three principles:

Place-Based Learning7, Habits of Heart and Mind, and the Ten Common Principles set

forth by the Coalition of Essential Schools ("Coalition of Essential Schools," 2005). The

first principle, place-based learning, connects the academic curriculum to the geographic,

economic, ecologic, cultural, artistic, social, linguistic, historical, and political contexts

surrounding the city and region from which the school resides. A good example of

connecting curriculum to place was in the City High science class in which students

studied the water cycle and how water is processed and delivered to homes. Students

spent a full week in the field learning the mechanics of water distribution through a

program run through Tucson Water, a department of the City of Tucson. Water is a

                                                
7 Place-based learning is capitalized, as this is how it is represented in City High School literature. In other
contexts when it is discussed more generically, I have chosen not to.
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highly relevant topic considering the school’s location in the Sonoran Desert, and what

Arizona US Senator John McCain considers to be the state’s most pressing political,

economic, and ecological issue (McCain, 2004).

An integral component of place-based learning at City High School (CHS) is its

“City Works Program”8. In City Works classes, students and teachers partner with local

organizations and institutions to collaboratively engage in community-based projects for

an academic year. For example, CHS and the University of Arizona’s Flandrau Science

Center created a traveling science exhibit where high school students taught elementary

school students about everyday science. CHS and the historic Fox Theater collaborated in

the theater’s “memory project” documenting patrons experiences with the theater in its

1930s and 40s heyday. City Works classes met twice a week: once for a regular 50-

minute class period, and once for a three-hour block every Wednesday afternoon. In the

first year of the school’s operation, students would arrive on campus at 11 AM on

Wednesdays, attend an all-school meeting, eat lunch, and then proceed to their City

Works classes. The three-hour block allowed teachers and students to go off site for

extended periods without interfering with other classes. Currently the 3-hour classes meet

mornings instead of afternoons.

The second principle of CHS’s educational program, The Habits of Heart and Mind

(see Groff, 1995; D. Meier, 1996), is a set of practices and evaluative criteria embedded

in course projects to encourage life-long learning. They include: Action (What can I do to

make things better?); Inquiry (What do I want to know?); Reflection (What can I learn

                                                
8 As an observer of City High School these past three years, I would characterize its City Works classes as
its signature program.
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about myself?); Expression (How can I share what I think and feel?); Evidence (How do I

know what I know?); and Perspective (Whose viewpoint should I consider?). The Habits

of Heart and Mind guide teachers in the design of course curriculum with concepts that

are shared throughout the entire school curriculum as well as inform grading rubrics. The

Habits of Heart and Mind also provide a shared vocabulary for teachers, students, and

parents to use for discussing student work and progress at semester-end conferences9.

The third set of values, The Ten Common Principles, can be summarized as

follows: teaching and learning should be personalized, inclusive, focused, authentic,

democratic, and performance-based—set within a school context that values “unanxious

expectation,” trust, and decency—defined as fairness, generosity, and tolerance

("Coalition of Essential Schools," 2005). The three-pronged guiding principles and

philosophy described above are succinctly summarized on CHS’ website and promotional

materials as follows: “City High School is…small enough so that everyone is known

well; organized around democratic principles; challenging and engaging for all students;

a place where learning is connected to real-world issues in the Tucson community” ("City

High School," 2005, ellipsis in original). In addition, Carrie, the school principal,

explained that City High School’s curriculum not only strives to prepare students in the

“three Rs,” traditionally known as, “reading, writing, and arithmetic,” but also in another

trio of Rs, “rigor, relationships, and relevance,” skills and characteristics, she explained,

that are emphasized in high school reform movements across the country.

                                                
9 Advisory teacher, parent(s)/ guardian(s), student, and another individual of the student’s choosing attend
conferences. For example, students can invite another relative, a classmate, another teacher at the school,
the school secretary, a researcher, etc. This format highlights the importance of community in one’s
learning.
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This updated set of Rs courses through the City High School curriculum with

increased strength as each year passes. This dissertation, however, focuses on the

school’s first year in which its identity was still forming (not that identity is ever fixed).

The school was sailing new waters that were choppy and unpredictable, but sometimes

smooth. I use the metaphor of voyage because the launching of this new school was truly

a discovery of the unknown that both had risk and reward. In the following section,

drawing upon field notes, I describe the first days of the new school and how my research

questions emerged from my initial observations of classroom interaction and exchanges

with students.

Fall 2004: Cele Peterson to City High School

After three years of preparation, the opening of City High School would not

happen as planned. Brett was still working with contractors and construction workers to

open the school’s doors on Thursday, September second, 2004. Electrical wiring was still

in progress and many of the interior walls and glass had yet to be installed—fortunately

the first two days of school would take place at the local botanical gardens and museum

of modern art, and Monday, Labor Day, would be a holiday—buying them a few more

days and the weekend. Nonetheless, on Tuesday, despite the extra days, the school’s

building renovation was still incomplete.

In the 1950s, the street where the new school would open was known as

“Fashionable Pennington Street.” Cele Peterson’s eponymous clothing boutique, where

the new school would be housed, welcomed such fashion icons as Lady Astor, Debbie

Reynolds, and Liz Taylor, and was singularly responsible for the street’s allure. There
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was no store like it in Arizona. However, in the early 1980s, Peterson had to close her

downtown store due to the popularity of the El Con mall, the previous site of the

luxurious El Conquistador Hotel—an embarrassing name in light of its fate. Now, even

the El Con mall, with its boarded up interiors, is fading as a commercial hub, boosted

only by its surrounding box stores and Cineplex. As the fate of these landmarks shows,

the passing of time radically shifts our sense of place as changes in migration, economics,

technology, and each new generation’s influence on what’s fashionable, alter the terrain.

With the current revitalization of downtown Tucson, Cele Peterson’s former

fashion emporium would soon be filled with teenagers (with their own pronounced

fashion senses), young and eager teachers, and a vibrant, not-for-profit after-school

writing program. A major task in the renovation, done in stages to accommodate the

growing student body—a new grade added each year—was to bring light into its second

floor. The second floor façade was opened and fitted with large windows overlooking the

street. Builders installed expansive sky lights over the main staircase and an innovative

system of industrial-strength clear corrugated plastic walls running the length of the

windowless classrooms, shaped like the many tin roofs and fences seen throughout

Tucson. Other classroom walls and doors still needed to be fitted with clear glass. As the

school year progressed, these glass walls slowly became covered with student artwork

and posters—done to display student work and minimize hallway distractions. The four

second-floor classrooms sit two to a side and empty into a wide hallway and open

staircase. The after-school writing program occupies a large space to the north of the

classrooms that will later become City High School classrooms in year two as the not-for-
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profit moves to a future renovated space within the large building. To the south of the top

of the stairs lies a wide space filled with southern street-facing windows (described

above), its west corner housing several white desktop Apple computers for students to

use during lunch and breaks. For classroom use, two rolling carts filled with Apple

iBooks with wireless Internet connection are shared amongst the four core teachers

(math, humanities, science, and Spanish) and the elective teachers who require them

(creative writing, photography, and yearbook).

Downstairs two glass swinging-doors open off of the sidewalk into the

administrative area of City High School and Voices. Principal Carrie’s “office,” consists

of a large wooden desk sitting toward the west wall of the open-air administrative space.

Eve and Brett, the two other school founders who act as teacher/administrators, face one

another against a blue northern partition, wooden desks touching. Linda, the school’s

secretary, sits at an L-shaped desk, forming a southern partition, enclosing the

aforementioned desks. Behind Eve and Brett is a small meeting cubicle, a round wooden

table filling the space. Later this cubicle was dubbed the “hard talk room,” as this is

where disciplinary discussions were held with teachers, students, and parents. Beyond the

conference cubicle, to the rear of the building, is the open office area of the after-school

writing program. Descending the central staircase, one can see (and often hear)

everything happening below.

This configuration of administrative space and desks iconically represents the

transparent, interpersonal, and professional relationships amongst staff and students.

Although Carrie, Brett, and Eve are very close friends—often traveling, camping, and
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socializing together—Brett and Eve have a particularly close bond, as the proximity of

their desks suggests. For Carrie, as everyone can see into her work area, she is

reciprocally able to monitor everyone else. Carrie has an uncanny ability and intuitive

sense to know what is happening in the school and lives of students, as if she were

everywhere at once. As the year progressed, school secretary Linda’s position as a buffer,

literally and figuratively, emerged. She forged close, nurturing, and protective

relationships with students—who often referred to her as the school nurse—a name

elevating her status while conveying the ethos of healing and compassion. The

informality of the workspace also reflects the first-name-only naming practices between

administrators, teachers, staff, and students. Students were asked to call all teachers,

administrators, and staff by their first names, linguistically signaling a less traditional and

formal school.

Tuesday Morning—Hotel High

City High School desperately needed a temporary place to begin the fall semester

as construction at the Peterson building was still underway. After negotiating several

possible locations, a hotel, walking distance from the school site was selected. Its

proximity to the school under renovation and the hotel’s conference rooms made it a

logical choice. The rear of the hotel opened unto a large, tree-lined courtyard, lawn, and

gazebo, its perimeter filled with coffee vendors, a hot dog stand, take-out sushi, Mexican

food, a sandwich shop, a gym, and other small businesses. Each establishment stood in

brightly painted primary colors, a nod to the demolished 19th century adobe structures

once standing in this area. During the warm months in Tucson, the courtyard also serves
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as an outdoor theater featuring classic films and free popcorn each Thursday evening.

This plaza, named La Placita (Spanish for little plaza) came to be a favorite place for

teachers to bring students for lunch throughout the school year as their storefront location

offered very little open, outdoor space.

On Tuesday, the first day of “official” school, the hotel lobby filled as parents

dropped their kids off at the hotel’s carport and students on foot, bicycle, and skateboard

rolled in. A stately grand piano sat in the middle of the lobby, along with overstuffed gold

lamé couches and chairs, crystal chandeliers, and valets in burgundy fitted jackets. The

crowd of 85 students in their jeans (tight and baggy), sagging backpacks, spiked hair, and

baseball caps looked like the result of a huge hotel reservation mishap. Not the usual

crowd one expects to see at a hotel that caters to professional conference attendees. Yet

that’s exactly how the hotel prepared for these students and their teachers.

Their temporary classrooms, The Ocotillo Room, The Saguaro Room, The

Cottonwood, were filled with white table clothed tables, padded seats, and many pitchers

of iced water and thick wine glasses. Small flip chart easels and overhead projectors

stood in for white boards. The students were told to congregate in The Palo Verde Room,

a large conference hall upstairs where students would be given maps of the hotel and

their class schedules. Students were clearly excited to be having school in a hotel,

surrounded in relative luxury one does not associate with public school.

THE EMERGENCE OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Uncertain of my exact research focus, I decided to use the first weeks at the hotel

as an exploratory period in order to get to know students, teachers, and the curriculum
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better—hopeful that an interesting issue would emerge. That “issue” soon became

apparent. During that first week, I observed the “Advanced Spanish” class that came to

be known to school staff as the Spanish heritage-language class—a language class for

students who had some degree of Spanish-English bilingualism due to their familiar

exposure to the Spanish language. The class wasn’t initially labeled such, but it became

clear that the class’s composition and the students’ language proficiency were

characteristic of heritage learners. All of the sixteen students in this class were of

Mexican origin10. Some were born in Mexico, others had one or both parents who were

born in Mexico, and others had one or both parent who identified as Latino/Mexican, but

were born in the United States. Generally speaking, heritage learners are closely tied to

the target-language and/or culture. However, it is typical for heritage learners to have a

large discrepancy between speaking/listening skills and reading/writing skills—the

former being dominant as their formal educations have been in English unless they have

attended bilingual schools.

Although the class was eventually given the “heritage” moniker, I don’t think it

fully became apparent to administrators and some teachers11 how distinct the needs of

these students were. To be fair to the Spanish teachers and administrators, this was a

group of learners with whom the founding teachers and other teaching staff had had very

little experience. I on the other hand had never taught Spanish as a heritage language, but

my Spanish-language profile was very similar to that of several of the students—good

                                                
10 In the second semester, an Anglo student and a German-exchange student were included because of their
language aptitude.
11 How teachers worked with students in the Spanish class will be described in detail in Chapters Three and
Four.
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listening comprehension, fair speaking, basic reading, forget about writing. One main

difference between the students and me however, is I am of Nicaraguan heritage, not

Mexican.

Positionality

In doing critical research, it is important, according to Hans-Georg Gadamer

(1989), writing in the field of critical hermeneutics, for the researcher to understand his or

her social frame of reference as it influences research questions and interpretation.

Although I am Latina, and relate to students as a fellow heritage-language learner, it is

important to note that I am not Chicana/Méxicana, I am outside of the “Mexican

experience,” (however complex that is); I cannot completely identify with the participants

in my study. As an outsider, I have not fully experienced the

community/solidarity/history shared between many Mexican-Americans, nor have I

experienced bigotry directly. I have been spared (as far as I know) the psychological

trauma of internalized bigotry.

Because of the small number of Nicaraguan émigrés, most Americans have no

opinion concerning “Nicaraguans” (not counting the Contras and Sandinistas of the

Reagan era). Americans residing in the western United States, on the other hand, have

plenty to say about “Mexicans.” This relative anonymity protected me growing up.

Although I heard plenty of bigoted remarks pointed at Mexicans, and although these

stung (we are all Latino after all), it still wasn’t my specific ethnic group under attack, my

ethnic group was not named. When queried where I “was from,” which happened quite

often as a youngster, I would confusedly reply “America,” and later when I understood
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that my dark hair and eyes prompted the question, I would explain that my mother came

from Nicaragua. Nicaragua is so far off the radar I might as well have said Timbuktu.

Contributing to my ambiguous ethnic identity is the fact that Nicaraguans are a

very small demographic group in the United States without marked enclaves. There was

never a community network (in my region) with which to identify12. Without knowledge

of an actual community, I was not even able to imagine a Nicaraguan community13.

Anderson (1991) defines imagined community as a mental image of one’s affinity with a

community or nation, imagined as it is impossible to know each member of such a large

group of people. Thus, without an actual or imagined ethnic community, I could never

categorize myself as a Nicaraguan-American. My only extended contact with

Nicaraguans had been with my mother who was born in Managua, my aunt, cousins, my

grandparents, and grand aunts and uncles.

Like so many Americans, I am a child of a family who immigrated to the United

States; an extended family who had to learn English, who had to start over. It was only as

an adult that I came to appreciate my family’s sacrifice and the linguistic hurdles they

had to overcome. This realization contributed to my adult need to connect with my ethnic

and linguistic heritage, thus my gravitation to doing research in a Spanish class peopled

with heritage learners. I was further attracted to this particular context because I continue

to be a learner of my heritage language, and I looked forward to spending time in a

classroom where I would be exposed to formal language instruction. As an adult, I deeply

                                                
12 I had visited Nicaragua only as an infant so Nicaragua as an actual place was also outside my
comprehension.
13 Chapter Six further explores the role of first-hand knowledge and imagination within the context of
academic identity formation.
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regretted that I hadn’t pursued formal Spanish study. Upon reflection, I have come to

believe that it was the underlying bigotry toward Mexicans I had experienced growing up

in Southern California that had caused me to devalue the language associated with this

maligned people and therefore disinclined me to study the language as an academic

subject. I therefore attended the Spanish class as a researcher and a learner.

Given my history, I take the field of heritage language learning personally and

seriously. I believe that programs for heritage learners should be de rigueur in K-12

contexts and universities where the student body is ethnically diverse. Because I feel that

my own linguistic potential was wasted, my patience is thin when I see similar things

happen to others, and I am sure this impatience seeps through my descriptive accounts of

the Spanish class attended by heritage learners at City High School; therefore readers

must consider and weigh this admission as they sift through my presentation of findings.

Spanish is a waste of time

One morning at the hotel, I had been observing two “problematic” boys14 playing

in the hotel’s gravel garden under the staircase, ducking and laughing under plastic

palms. I entered the Advanced Spanish class already in session. On the room’s propped

up white board, a column of verb conjugations was listed. The students seated at tables

began to complain. “I could be taking a more advanced math class,” Eva said. Their

teacher Beth responded, “There aren’t any other math classes, it will get better.” I went

over to Isabel who looked at me and said, “I already know this. This is stupid.” I nodded,

but I wanted to be supportive of Beth. I suggested to Isabel that they needed to study

                                                
14 Two of these students were later identified with special needs and given the appropriate individual
education plans (IEP).
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Spanish just like they study English in their humanities class. She responded, “but we

don’t conjugate verbs in there.” Beth sensing the students’ restlessness asked me to take a

group of students outside to La Placita to supervise individual reading.

Once the students and I got out to La Placita all hell broke loose. Scott, Isabel,

Josh, and Eva complained incessantly. Eva, the most academically focused of the group,

repeated, “I could be taking a more advanced math class instead of this. This class is a

total waste of time.” Her brother Josh agreed. Again I suggested that this class was just

like their Humanities class, but in Spanish, “You need to learn to read and write in

Spanish at higher levels just like you do in English. You speak, read, and write better in

English than Spanish, but you’re not saying that that is a waste of time.” This explanation

would never make sense to any of them. But I had to admit that those verb conjugations

didn’t make much sense either.

I felt bad for their teacher who admitted that she wasn’t prepared to teach heritage

learners. She said that it was mainly because she wasn’t a native speaker of Spanish and

had had no formal training to work with heritage learners. To her credit however, she

consulted with heritage-language experts at the University for advice on conducting her

class. Despite her efforts, it seemed like the students weren’t giving her a chance, sensing

her insecurity. Projecting my own (adult) desires, I didn’t understand why the students

wouldn’t want to be fully literate in their heritage tongue—a language that for some was

their first. Although their reaction disturbed and puzzled me (but resembled my own

ambivalence as a youth), I was excited and relieved to have found the focus of my study.
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Essentially I wanted to get to the bottom of the students’ resistance to heritage-

language instruction and, in the second-semester Spanish class, perhaps the more

accurate question was: “Why were students resistant to foreign language instruction?”

This reformulated question is the “punch line” or thesis surrounding student resistance to

the second-semester Spanish class that will be developed in Chapter Four. To

foreshadow, students were in a class that the school’s principal and Beth, the first-

semester Spanish teacher, had considered a Spanish heritage-language class, and was for

the most part taught that way semester one. In contrast, it was in the second semester,

instructed by a different teacher, that the class was taught as if it had been a foreign-

language class with students who had little linguistic and cultural knowledge of the target

language (which was not the case). Therefore, it is not completely accurate to say that

students resisted heritage-language instruction, as they were truly not exposed to it the

entire year.

After spending some time at the new school, the additional questions that puzzled

me were: Why didn’t the students see any benefit to becoming balanced bilinguals? Was

it just the way the class was being taught? Did it matter who was teaching them? Were

they demonstrating a form of internalized linguicism/racism in which they felt English

was a superior language? Were they just weak and unmotivated students? In order to

answer this last question, I observed students in their humanities course, which they also

took together (at least for the first semester). Would their attitudes be different or the

same? These are the questions for which I sought answers. These initial questions became

more formalized and are described below:
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1. What happens when Spanish heritage-language instruction is implemented (and

abandoned)15 in the context of a new charter high school?

2. How do Mexican-origin students respond to Spanish heritage-language

instruction?

3. How do the same students respond to English/social studies instruction in their

humanities course?

4. How do Mexican-origin students identify ethnically and linguistically, and how is

this identification manifested symbolically through dress, music, language choice,

etc.?

Through these questions I wanted to explore what caused resistance to (heritage)

language learning and at the same time, I wanted to investigate the converse, what caused

engagement in learning. Through investigating both the Spanish class and the Humanities

class, with the same students enrolled, I hoped to gain some insights onto these perennial

questions.

Research context

My research focus established, I spent most of my time in two classrooms:

Humanities and the Spanish heritage-language class. I also spent a considerable amount

of time in the Health City Works class, science, the photojournalism and yoga electives,

and attended most whole-school meetings and all school fieldtrips. My role there was as

an extra adult on hand.

In the first semester (the second semester is described below), the Spanish

heritage-language class was held during first period, known as Core 1. The same students

then went to their Core 2 humanities class. Because of this configuration I was able to

                                                
15 The Spanish heritage-language class was not continued in year two or year three. It could also be argued
that it was abandoned in semester two, as the pedagogy clearly did not follow “heritage” language teaching
principles. These principles are outlined in the literature review in Chapter Four.
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observe the same students in two different contexts that included a different physical

space, a different time of day (albeit still morning), a different teacher with different

teaching styles, and different academic content. The student participants remained

(relatively) constant. I will describe them in more detail in the following chapters.

Students often behaved differently depending on the learning context.

The teachers

Beth is a young woman in her late twenties, early thirties. She is a dominant

English speaker, born and raised in the Midwest, but a proficient Spanish speaker. She

has a Master’s degree in Latin American studies, had taught both high school and

university-level Spanish, and had lived approximately two years in South America. She

was politically active in the community, volunteering for an organization that advocated

for migrant worker rights as Mexican border crossers had been dying in large numbers in

the Sonoran desert in their search for work in the north. The increased security at the

border has forced Mexican nationals in search of work in the United States to take more

remote, and dangerous routes.

Beth was a conscientious teacher, strict, and concerned with the growing

discipline issues that were arising in the first weeks of the school. In teacher meetings she

was often the one who instigated questions concerning uniform discipline across classes

and strict enforcement of school rules prohibiting cell phones and portable music players

in class. As this was a new school, discipline procedures were not firmly established and

teachers and the principal were grappling with how best to create and enforce a discipline
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matrix. When Beth interacted with students, I could perceive this concern and perhaps

discomfort as it was visibly etched across her brow and in the strained tone in her voice.

In the second semester, the school schedule changed somewhat. Spanish class was

now offered during Core 4, the last academic period before students took their art and

fitness electives, and they no longer followed Spanish with Humanities. With this change

in schedule, students no longer remained a cohort for their Spanish and Humanities

classes—staying together only for Spanish. In addition, the Spanish class now had a

different teacher. Because of a personal tragedy, Beth, the first semester Spanish teacher,

was forced to resign at the end of the first semester and returned to her home state. A

second teacher was needed to fill her place in a hurry. A replacement was found through

a network of substitute teachers that the school had used in the past.

The second semester Spanish teacher was a young man also in his late twenties or

early thirties who was a Mexican national, married to a US citizen of Mexican origin.

The new teacher, Alberto, was a lawyer by profession, who had worked his way through

college as a fashion model for a large department store; he had had no formal training as

a teacher. Alberto was Spanish-language dominant and an English language learner. As

an ESL teacher for over ten years, I would estimate that at the time of observation,

Alberto was an advanced beginner in his English skill level. Alberto was extremely

affable. No matter the chaos surrounding him, he never lost his cool or smile. He was

very intelligent and whenever he spoke of his life as a barrister, there was no doubt that

that was where his passions lay, but as with many professionals from other countries
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coming to the US, a mastery of English and reestablished professional credentials are

needed before embarking on their prior careers.

As previously mentioned, I was also a participant observer in the humanities

class. Eve, the humanities teacher, was also one of the founding teachers of City High

School. Eve had previously taught at one of the city’s highest performing high schools, as

well as teaching in her native New York City. She has a master’s degree in education and

is a nationally certified public school teacher, an accreditation process she describes as

more rigorous than getting her master’s degree. Eve is authoritative in the classroom in

terms of subject matter knowledge and in creating a safe structured environment for

learning to occur. She consistently enforces classroom policy, is intolerant of

disrespectful behavior, and never has to raise her voice to do this. Instead she redirects

negative student energy through the use of humor. When she has to give a student an

ultimatum, it is always carried through. This structured consistency helped learning

happen.

Eve also celebrated diverse learning styles in every unit. Students created art and

poetry, used oral and written skills, worked in collaborative groups, and are offered

choices in their learning. In my opinion, and the opinion of her students, she is a master

teacher. She is incredibly creative in her approach to teaching, and perhaps more than any

other teacher in the school, her teaching practice is firmly grounded in the theoretical

framework of place-based learning, a pedagogy that makes content relevant to the lives of

students and the places they live and go to school.
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Conclusion

The ethnographic study I conducted focused on the “triangle” of students, teachers,

and course content (Sizer, 1985)—in this case, the teachers and students participating in

the humanities and Spanish heritage-language class. Within this triangle, I examined

language use, classroom interaction, place-based learning, heritage-language instruction,

and student identity construction. Findings from the study will be shared with

participating students and their parents/guardians, teachers, administrators, and board

members, as well as the larger community of educators, linguists, anthropologists, etc.

This project is of interest to those investigating place-based learning, charter school

formation, Spanish language acquisition by heritage-language learners, and heritage

language instruction. In keeping with the concepts of catalytic validity, the measure of

the extent to which research helps to change the status quo (see Lather, 1991, 1993;

Pennycook, 2001), and of ecological research criteria (see van Lier, 2004), research

findings will be shared with teachers and administrators as a means for critical reflection

on teaching praxis with the goal of professional development and curricular innovation

and improvement.

In the following chapters I describe what I observed and recorded in these diverse

classrooms. In Chapter Two, I describe the study’s methodological and theoretical

frameworks in more detail. Chapter Three focuses on the first-semester Spanish heritage-

language class taught be Beth. The chapter’s attention is primarily devoted to an incident

where the teacher (innocently) called certain students “Pachucos,” which students took as

an insult. Chapter Four centers on the second-semester Spanish heritage-language class
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taught by Alberto. The causes for student (and teacher) “performance strikes” (Shor,

1992)—the refusal to do expected work— are examined, as well as an example of where

a learning opportunity was squandered. Chapter Five samples activities in the Humanities

class over an academic year as well as discusses academic identity formation. Interviews

and classroom discourse tell the story behind the success of this class. Chapter Six takes

lessons learned from the Humanities class and suggests a place-based pedagogy for

heritage-language classes as well as offers additional insights through discourse analysis

of why students were resistant to formal Spanish-language instruction. Chapter Seven

summarizes the study’s findings, points out its limitations, and suggests future directions.

Each chapter contains its own relevant literature review designed for greater

comprehensibility and cohesiveness. A comprehensive list of references is also found at

the end of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORKS

The ethnographic study I conducted ultimately focused on student resistance and

engagement in two academic contexts in a charter high school: a Spanish heritage-

language class and a humanities class. From the start, student resistance was the engine

that drove my investigation. Educational psychologist and philosopher, William James,

cited in Packer and Goicoechea (2000), observes, “Bad behavior, from the point of view

of the teacher’s art, is as good a starting-point as good behavior, in fact, paradoxical as it

may sound to say so, it is often a better starting point than good behavior would be.”

Resistance, or “bad” behavior, indicates to the practitioner (and/or researcher) that there

is something in the environment that students are reacting against.

In the present study, student complaints, sullenness, and disruptive behavior

brought into relief pedagogical practices that some learners found disrespectful,

unchallenging, and “a waste of time.” By understanding (and asking students) what

doesn’t work in a classroom, teachers and researchers can forge more responsive and

informed pedagogies. During the same period of resistance, I also observed these same

students interested and involved in learning in their humanities class. Students respected

their teacher, found their work relevant, and had a good time doing it. Similarly, a lot is

learned about teaching through observing learners involved in activity that grabs and

sustains their attention. Ultimately, witnessing resistance and engagement back to back

helped me to imagine a pedagogical framework for heritage language instruction that

honors students’ linguistic and cultural communities through place-based learning.
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 Much has been written, researched, and discussed in the field of heritage-

language instruction in its thirty plus years as a discipline. However, none to my

knowledge empirically investigates the topic through ethnographic research in a charter

high school that includes a cohort of learners compared across two classrooms. Thus, this

dissertation addresses this gap and hopes to positively contribute to the field’s body of

scholarship, especially in an era of increased Latino immigration into the United States.

In fact, many traditional Spanish foreign language classes found in secondary schools

will be de facto heritage-language classes as a result of this immigration. Therefore, the

current study has important implications for teacher education in both Spanish heritage-

language (SHL) and Spanish foreign-language (SFL) fields. Today’s foreign language

teachers need training in heritage language instruction so as to avoid some of the pitfalls

the teachers in this study encountered.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS, METHODS, AND FRAMEWORKS

The introductory chapter set the general scene for the study and each subsequent

chapter will build on this description by including more detail of teacher and student

participants. As previously discussed, the main research questions that guided the study

are the following:

1. What happens when Spanish heritage-language instruction is implemented

(and abandoned) in the context of new charter high school?

2. How do Mexican-origin students respond to Spanish heritage-language

instruction?

3. How do the same students respond to English/social studies instruction in

their humanities course?
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4. How do Mexican-origin students identify ethnically and linguistically, and

how is this identification manifested symbolically through dress, music,

language choice, etc.?

In an effort to address these four questions, data for this analysis were collected

from the following: participant observation and field notes taken within the school

context (including off campus excursions), analysis of classroom artifacts, transcribed

interviews with teachers, administrators, and students, and transcribed videotaped

classroom interaction. I contextualized the above questions with ethnographic

descriptions of the school setting (e.g., facilities, teachers, students, staff, administration,

curriculum) and of the historical contexts for the education of Latinos in Arizona.

In the following section I describe the theoretical and methodological frameworks

that guided data collection analysis at the risk of stating the obvious, I consider this

dissertation my culminating educational experience as a graduate student. Keeping this in

mind, the following methodological descriptions are in part a bibliographic discovery of

the roots (as far as I could manage) of various and related methodological traditions as

they apply to my study. As an emerging scholar, I found this historical exercise to be

extremely useful in knowing where to situate this research contemporarily and

historically.

The frameworks that I draw upon are varied, yet related in that most assume that

identity and interaction are situated contextually, constructed locally, yet influenced by

larger sociohistorical metapragmatic models of identity (see Wortham, 2006) and the

dynamic workings of power that lie within individuals, locally managed interaction,
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institutions, and beyond. Within these frameworks, data are collected consistently and

systematically, perhaps suggesting objectivity; it is important to note, therefore, that the

data’s interpretation is also influenced by the above factors and social frames of the

researcher. Thus, when possible, member checks are utilized to confirm or reject

proposed interpretations, again with the understanding that participants also work under

the constraints of their own positionalities. In sum, this study is rooted in documented,

experiential reality constituted in interaction that links to broader institutional and social

processes.   

The section below discusses the following theoretical/methodological frameworks:

symbolic interactionism, constructivist grounded theory, the ethnography of

communication, microethnography, interactional sociolinguistics, and criticalist

approaches to research including critical ethnography, critical discourse analysis, and

critical applied linguistics. Relevant literature for each framework will be cited below.

Theoretical/methodological framework(s): A theory/methods suite

Situating theory and method as inseparable and coconstitutive is foundational to

the work I propose. Put simply, method and theory are two sides of the same coin and can

be viewed as a “package.” The package I propose—symbolic interactionism and

grounded theory (defined below)—borrows from the work of Clarke (2005). He explains

that symbolic interactionism and grounded theory constitute a theory/method package

because each contributes “a set of epistemological and ontological assumptions along

with concrete practices through which a set of practitioners go about their work,

including relating to/with one another and the various nonhuman entities involved in the
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situation” (A. E. Clarke, 2005, p. 4). In this conceptualization, abstract concepts manifest

themselves as concrete practices. Despite Clarke’s constructive coupling of symbolic

interactionism and grounded theory, I see the package as more of a “twin pack,” and as

such, not sufficiently comprehensive. I endeavor to expand this package and propose a

“suite” of mutually constitutive theoretical and methodological paradigms, each sharing

fundamental ideological assumptions, but each unique enough in method to add increased

depth and breadth to the investigation of a complex research site.

Face-to-face interaction is the focus of study in symbolic interactionism.  It could

thus be argued that insufficient attention is paid to the material and larger socio-political

worlds surrounding this unit of analysis. The same could also be said for the bulk of

research utilizing grounded theory, which tends to primarily focus on interview data

(Benoliel, 1996). To compensate for this potential shortcoming, for the current study, the

inclusion of ethnographic fieldwork and criticalist approaches were bundled with the

grounded theory/symbolic interactionist package. And, in order to closely study actual

language use, spoken discourse will be studied through interactional sociolinguistics—the

study of interaction between self, other, and context (Schiffrin, 1994). Because of the

intricacies surrounding the formation of a new school and its many participants, there is a

need for a multifaceted, integrated theoretical/methodological framework that is cohesive

and consistent, informing data collection, analysis, and theory construction.

Ultimately, one could characterize the research as ecological in nature, which van

Lier (2004) explains is more of a worldview and a way of doing, than a theoretical

framework or method. Ecological research (which has many faces) shares an emphasis on
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context or situatedness (focusing on relationships and setting), considers spatial and

temporal dimensions, aims to be change oriented and critical, and is ecologically and

phenomenologically valid—that is, the researcher is able to achieve an emic perspective

(van Lier, 2004, p. 193). Thus, the enlarged theory/method suite, when viewed

holistically, squarely rests within the ecological paradigm and includes: constructivist

grounded theory/symbolic interactionism, the ethnography of communication,

microethnography, interactional sociolinguistics, and critical approaches to

discourse—critical ethnography, critical discourse analysis, and critical applied

linguistics. Each theoretical/methodological approach is discussed below.

Symbolic interactionism

 Symbolic interactionism posits that individual subjectivity and meaning is

achieved through face-to-face interaction: It is through social interaction that the mind

emerges and knowledge is constructed (Mead, 1934; Morris, 1934). The individual is

socially constructed through the process of taking the attitude and opinion of the other in

order to communicate. Through the process of interaction, and agreed upon meaning,

society forms. This implies not a static conceptualization of society or individual, but a

dynamic one, a concept that also resonates with phenomenology/ethnomethodology

(Garfinkel, 1984; Schutz, 1970), pointing toward a poststructuralist, postmodernist

understanding of the world, and toward constructivist grounded theory.

Constructivist grounded theory

Grounded theory (GT) has its roots in Chicago School sociology, symbolic

interactionism, and pragmatic philosophy (A. E. Clarke, 2005). GT, as initially
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conceptualized by Glaser and Strauss (1967), provides researchers “a general method of

comparative analysis” (p. 1) for generating theory grounded in “data systematically

obtained from social research” (p. 2). Glaser and Strauss explain that “[g]enerating a

theory from data means that most hypotheses and concepts not only come from the data,

but are systematically worked out in relation to the data during the course of the research.

Generating a theory involves a process of research” (p. 6, emphases in the original).

Researchers working within the theoretical paradigm of grounded theory collect data

without a priori notions of what will be found or tested. In this approach, theory emerges

from the data through a recursive analytic process which includes initial coding,

comparison, and categorization, which spurs focused data collection (i.e., “theoretical

sampling”), further comparison, refinement, and progression toward inductive middle-

range theories (Charmaz, 2005; Dey, 1999; Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Glaser and Strauss sought to frame qualitative research as a method for

developing theory and not simply a means for verifying existing theory, or functioning as

a precursor for presumably more rigorous quantitative research. Glaser and Strauss

proposed grounded theory as a challenge to “the hegemony of the quantitative research

paradigm in the social sciences” (Charmaz, 2000, p. 511) in the same way that critical

theorists of the Frankfurt School challenged the authority of positivism over a quarter of a

century earlier (Giroux, 1997). It is important to note however, that Glaser and Strauss

(1967) suggest that where appropriate, quantitative data can be a valuable supplement to

qualitative data collection and subsequent theory generation.
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Despite grounded theory’s paradigm-shifting origins, postmodernists and

poststructuralists attack GT’s assertions of objectivity, an objectivity researchers claim to

reach through the rigor of GT’s method of constant comparison. Charmaz (2000), making

the distinction between constructivist and objectivist GT, explains that objectivist

grounded theorists “assume that following a systematic set of methods leads them to

discover reality and to construct a provisionally true, testable, and ultimately verifiable

‘theory’ of it” (p. 524). Early grounded theory postulated that an objective external reality

existed, and it was up to the researcher to “discover” it. Bryant (2003) argues that the

notion that grounded theorists can mentally set aside prior theory or perspective while

doing analysis is a view of cognition that is objectivist in nature, naïve, and misleading.

Bryant objects to objectivist grounded theory, and suggests that GT be revised and

reconceptualized through a constructivist lens, thus acknowledging the subjective,

relative, and interpretive.

Like Bryant, Charmaz (2000, 2005) proposes moving into an era of constructivist

grounded theory which revitalizes grounded theory’s connection to its Chicago School

roots (see A. E. Clarke, 2005)—specifically symbolic interactionism and pragmatism

(Cooley, 1902; Dewey, 1922; Mead, 1932, 1934). A constructivist approach establishes

intimate familiarity with setting, events, and participants. It focuses on meanings,

processes, and the details of the social context within which action occurs in order to

explain behavior, and pays close attention to language. Charmaz (2000) further explains:

“Constructivism assumes the relativism of multiple social realities, recognizes the mutual

creation of knowledge by the viewer and the viewed, and aims toward interpretive
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understanding of subjects’ meanings” (p. 510). Although grounded theorists claim that

“the data do not lie” (p. 514), collected data cannot be viewed as some monolithic neutral

external reality. Instead, it represents a reality, not the reality.

A constructivist approach contends that what is collected as data (e.g., interview

narratives, naturally occurring discourse, observed action) are co-constructed between

participants, participant(s) and the researcher-observer, and participant(s) and institution

(Rymes, 2001)—“reality” is thus situatedly dependent and needs to be acknowledged as

such. Charmaz (2000) emphasizes the catalytic and interpretive role of the researcher:

“[A] constructivist approach recognizes that the categories, concepts, and theoretical

level of an analysis emerge from the researcher’s interactions within the field and

questions about the data…The researcher composes the story; it does not simply unfold

before the eyes of an objective viewer. This story reflects the viewer as well as the

viewed” (p. 522). A constructivist approach therefore does not assume researcher

disinterest nor does it “assume that data simply awaits discovery in an external world or

that methodological procedures will correct limited views of the studied world”

(Charmaz, 2005, p. 509). And like feminist research paradigms (see Maher & Tetreault,

2001), “constructivists aim to include multiple voices, views, and visions in their

rendering of lived experience” (Charmaz, 2001, p. 525). A constructivist approach does

not seek universal truths, but instead investigates participants’ lived realities as shaped by

their individual paradigms as interpreted through the ideological lens of the researcher,

which can later be checked by participants or other researchers. The goal is not

generalizability, but particularization—“the ability to judge the relevance of one
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scientific activity in the context of another” (van Lier, 2004, p. 202). Thus practitioners

and/or researchers must consider a particular study in terms of its similarity/dissimilarity

to one’s research or teaching context in order to judge its validity.

Constructivist grounded theory takes a poststructuralist view of social

construction and construction of knowledge and makes no claim to objectivity. It also

provides explicit, yet flexible, strategies for data collection and perhaps more

importantly, analysis. This, combined with rich description of the social context through

ethnographic fieldwork, will provide for a more complex rendering of findings and

theoretical assertions. The intersection of constructivist grounded theory and

ethnographic field methods widens the scope of what is often studied within GT, while

GT provides a useful and productive framework for theory generation.

Ethnography of communication

The ethnography of communication, developed by Dell Hymes (1964; 1974;

Saville-Troike, 1989), applies the rigorous field methods of anthropology to the study of

communicative interaction in context, building off of the functionalist tradition of

Bronislaw Malinowski (1923) and Roman Jakobson (1980). To understand both emic and

etic perspectives of language use, ethnographic fieldwork and inductive discovery

became the means for understanding how particular language-using communities

organize discourse (Hornberger, 2003).

Hymes’s work on communicative competence was in reaction to Noam Chomsky’s

notion of linguistic competence (Schiffrin, 1994). In contrast, communicative

competence is interested not in the rules of an internal idealized grammar, but the
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observable rules of speaking in contextually appropriate ways gleaned from ethnographic

fieldwork. Hymes (1964) explains two obligatory characteristics of a linguistic-

anthropological approach: “Firstly…[i]t must call attention to the need for fresh kinds of

data, to the need to investigate directly the use of language in contexts of situations so as

to discern patterns proper to speech activity, patterns which escape separate studies of

grammar, of personality, of religion, of kinship…” (p. 2-3); and “Secondly, such an

approach cannot take linguistic form…itself as frame of reference. It must take as context

a community, investigating its communicative habits as a whole, so that any given use of

channel and code takes its place as but part of the resources upon which the members of

the community draw” (p. 3). Thus, cultural values and beliefs, social institutions and

roles, history and ecology of a community, must be taken as a whole in order to

understand the organization, variation, and distribution of communicative events (Philips,

1993).

The ethnography of communication also resonates with ecological linguistic

approaches to the study of language. Studies implementing an ecological linguistic

framework are concerned with the relationships between various organisms and their

“habitat” or context. Van Lier (2002), writing about the intersection of ecological

linguistics and semiotics, explains: “context is central, it cannot be reduced, and it cannot

be pushed aside or into the background. The context is the focal field of study” (p. 144).

Both of these approaches understand the importance of studying relationships between

people, people and objects, people and places, people and ideas, etc. Using the ecology

metaphor, when anything new or (un)familiar is introduced into an ecosystem, the
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ecosystem is unarguably altered. Van Lier (2004) explicitly draws the connection

between ecological linguistics and thinkers such as John Dewey and George Herbert

Mead because “notions such as relations, emergence, patterning, and value, among

others, permeate their work” (p. 167). In a related way, Mead, as described above,

influences the current research’s claim to socially constructed “realities,” and Dewey, as

will be further elaborated in Chapter Five, is foundational to both critical pedagogy and

place-based learning, important educational frameworks that can inform heritage-

language instruction.

Within the framework of the ethnography of communication, Hymes proposed

three hierarchical units of study: speech situation (e.g., ceremonies, sport events, bus

trips, etc.), speech events (e.g., conversations, lectures, political debates, ritual insults,

etc.), and speech acts (e.g., orders, jokes, greetings, summonses, compliments, etc.)

(Jaworski & Coupland, 2001). Cameron (2001) explains that of the three units of study,

speech event is the most salient because it is linguistically dense. When analyzing a

speech event, Hymes suggests a seven-part grid or rubric to help put observations into

some kind of order, which he explains with the mnemonic device speaking: Setting (i.e.,

time and space, but also psychological setting), Participants (i.e., people involved and

their roles), Ends (i.e., purpose and outcome of event), Act sequence (i.e., form, content

of what occurs), Key (i.e., tone or manner), Instrumentalities (i.e., channels or codes of

communication), Norms of interaction (i.e., specific behaviors, modes of behavior,

conventional attitudes and expectations), Genres (i.e., kind, category, type of speech

event) (Hymes, 1974). SPEAKING is meant to be both comprehensive and applicable to
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any discourse community (Cameron, 2001).

The current research is in some ways a return to the early days of the ethnography

of communication in which classroom communicative practices were widely studied (see

Cazden, John, & Hymes, 1972). Such studies looked at how “different languages or

language varieties [were] ratified by use in the schools, or not, and what the

consequences of such uses [were] for the speakers of the languages, for their learning and

educational opportunities, and for the future of the languages themselves” (Hornberger,

2003, p. 252). In the same vein, the present study explores the ideologies surrounding the

place of Spanish in the school curriculum and the beliefs surrounding Spanish use by

Mexican-origin adolescents, their teachers, peers, and administrators in a multicultural,

urban high school.

As stated in the introduction, Latinos are an ethnic minority group who fair worst

educationally16. They have the highest high school drop-out rate, while at the same time

being the largest-growing minority group in the United States ("US Census Report,"

2004; Waggoner, 2000). The pairing of these statistics is alarming. Earlier studies in the

ethnography of communication often took a comparative approach to investigate

bilingual or multicultural contexts in order to set in relief diverse linguistic and cultural

practices that may contribute to low academic achievement with the goal of seeking to

understand and remedy achievement gaps between dominant and ethnic minority groups.

This comparative approach, which I too, have undertaken, is also practiced in

microethnography, which I will explain below.

                                                
16 Native American students were not included in the census comparison. Groups compared were:
Caucasians, African Americans, Asians, and Hispanics.
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Microethnography

Microethnography has its intellectual roots in context analysis, the ethnography of

communication, interactional sociolinguistics, Goffman’s work on social interaction,

ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, and continental discourse analysis (Erickson,

cited in Hornberger, 2003). The participant observer engaged in microethnography

closely monitors and analyzes a single event, or series of same events, such as classroom

lessons (see Philips, 1993) or interviews (see Erickson & Schultz, 1982). The interaction

within these events are often audio or videotaped—the addition of visuals adds an

important semiotic and multimodal dimension to the analysis of interaction, language

use, and semiosis (Carspecken, 1996; Norris, 2004; van Lier, 2004). Hornberger (2003)

explains that in many microethnographic studies in educational contexts, researchers

provide a detailed analysis of nonlinguistic and linguistic behavior, which highlights the

situated nature of both the interaction itself and emergent identity.

Erickson explains that microethnography differs from traditional ethnography in

terms of focus. General ethnography documents a whole way of life, while

microethnographic approaches investigate one aspect of this life with a focus on the

process of interaction. However, combining the study of macro and micro events can

provide powerful explanatory insights concerning interaction in the micro setting (Heath,

1983; Jaffe, 2003; Philips, 1993). In fact, Philips (1993) notes in the introduction of her

ethnographic study investigating Warm Springs Indian communication that “traditional

ethnography and microethnography are commonly carried out together” (p. xv) and,

microethnography is “also characteristic of almost all of the language socialization
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research growing out of the ethnography of communication in communicative

competence” (p. xv). Finally, and perhaps most importantly for the current research,

microethnographic studies often utilize a comparative method when studying

interaction—in the case of the present study, student participants were observed (and in

some cases videotaped) in their Spanish-language class, humanities courses, and field

trips. As the study shows, interaction and behavior altered depending on course content,

language, location, task, and teacher. In addition to videotaped classroom interaction,

interviews were also audio and videotaped to aid the analysis of non-linguistic symbolic

exchange. Interviews and classroom interaction were transcribed and analyzed utilizing

the framework of interactional sociolinguistics described below.

Interactional sociolinguistics

Interactional sociolinguistics has its roots in linguistics, anthropology, and

sociology—thus its interest in language, culture, and society. Interactional

sociolinguistics is linked with Erving Goffman and John Gumperz, a close associate of

Dell Hymes. Goffman contributes “a description of how language is situated in particular

circumstances of social life, and how it reflects, and adds, meaning and structure in those

circumstances” (Schiffrin, 1994, p. 97). Gumperz, drawing heavily on ethnomethodology

(Garfinkel, 1984), characterizes conversation as joint action, in which symbols both

verbal and non-verbal are exchanged through interaction in order to create meaning or

perceived reality (Jaworski & Coupland, 2001), a concept consistent with symbolic

interactionism (Mead, 1932, 1934) and phenomenology (Schutz, 1970). At the macro

level, Gumperz views language as socially and culturally constructed and as reflecting
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societal meanings such as group identity and status differences (Schiffrin, 1994). Despite

societal influences, there also exists a freedom at the micro level (bound by context) to

renegotiate and reposition self within a range of personal possibilities. Gonzalez’s (2001)

physics metaphor of centripetal and centrifugal force—forces pulling to and from the

center—to describe language socialization, may be useful here to illustrate the dynamic

interplay between micro and macro social forces.

As mentioned, interactional sociolinguistics is rooted in symbolic interactionism

(and phenomenology), and also shares commonalities with the ethnography of

communication: All assert that “the meaning, structure, and use of language are socially

and culturally situated and relative” (Hornberger, 2003, p. 253). They differ however in

that interactional sociolinguistics focuses more on the actual communicative process,

often between interlocutors of different ethnic backgrounds, instead of focusing on the

larger communicative event and its meaning for participants. Hornberger (2003) explains

that methodologically, interactional sociolinguistics differs from the ethnography of

communication in that it analyzes audio-recorded talk to a much greater extent. And like

CGT, it often includes participants to review taped talk in order to form joint

interpretations of the data. Finally, and perhaps most importantly to this study,

interactional sociolinguistics upholds the situated and shifting nature of social roles and

identity (Goffman, 1959), and that the self is a social or interactional construction (Mead,

1934), bringing us back to the previous discussion of symbolic interactionism and

constructivism.
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Criticalist approaches: Critical ethnography, critical discourse analysis, and critical

applied linguistics

The above discussion highlights that considering context is essential in the

collection and analysis of data. In order to study the workings of power within researched

contexts, the application of a critical lens is essential (Mills, 1997; Norton & Toohey,

2004; Pennycook, 2001; Zou & Trueba, 2002). Educational contexts are shaped by larger

political, social, and economic contexts, of which all are governed by people with

agendas and ideologies that can be inferred through examining decisions made and

courses of action taken. In research investigating non-societal language use17, state

politics governing language policy in schools, border politics, race relations, and

institutional decisions made at the research site, power relations need to be considered

and weighed. In order to include an explanation of the workings of power in the analysis

of discourses, ideology, and action, I apply a blend of critical approaches that include

critical ethnography, critical discourse analysis (CDA), and critical applied linguistics

(CALx). I also suggest that CDA is an analytic approach well suited for students and

teachers to use in Spanish heritage-language classes, which will be further discussed in

Chapter Six.

However, it is with some trepidation (and humility), that I venture into critical

waters. Critical workers have been criticized for their utopian views on how the world

should be—democratic, equitable, self-realized—and criticized for how they frame

themselves as catalysts in aiding this idealistic transformation (Ellsworth, 1992; Gore,
                                                
17 Societal language refers to a society’s dominant language. In the case of the United States, it is English.
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1992, 1993, 1998; Gur-Ze'ev, 1998; Orner, 1992). Despite these well-taken critiques, I

aspire to some form of these ends—not as researcher/teacher as “Savior” and knower of

all things—but as an individual who enters a research context with the intention of

working toward social justice; someone who provokes a conversation concerning

assumptions that may have been taken for granted and thus warrant critical examination

and action by researcher and stakeholders.

Perry Gilmore’s (2002) insights accumulated through her collaborative work with

Indigenous peoples address some of these criticisms. Gilmore explains that western ideals

concerning critical research have “largely been seen as ‘failing’ indigenous and other

marginalized peoples” (p. 186), so much so she explains, that in Moari, the word

“research,” because of its linkage to European imperialism and colonialism, is one of the

dirtiest words in the Moari lexicon. To counter colonial tendencies, Gilmore describes her

and David Smith’s experiences collaboratively mentoring Australian Aboriginal students

and organizing summer research institutes in Alaska with Alaska Natives. Research

institutes were constructed to nurture and support indigenous scholars and their work. In

these efforts, students fashion counter narratives and other forms of expression that more

accurately express indigenous knowledge and worldviews, reflecting “presentations of

self (both in style and content) more consistent with individual and community

Aboriginal identities” with the intention “to both rewrite and reright existing academic

research” (p. 187).

In addition, Gilmore recounts her collaboration with Dementi Leonard, an

indigenous scholar, Athabascan linguist, and former student. In this research and
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subsequent writing of the Athabascan language project, Gilmore and Dementi Leonard

consulted with community members and elders, respected community members’ privacy,

and resisted (instigated by Dementi Leonard) Fishman’s foundational model of language

shift and its stages that indexed a dismal picture and cloaked the solidarity and

determination of a local people to revitalize and maintain their language. Dementi

Leonard insisted that this resistance not be done confrontationally, reflecting her

community’s values, but instead, their writing should focus on the supportive language

Fishman has used regarding language revitalization efforts while avoiding mention of the

stages all together. The final manuscript, published in a special volume devoted to

indigenous language revitalization, presented the language revitalization project

descriptively and less theoretically. Instead, it relied heavily on local

expertise/interpretation in order to respect the knowledge base and epistemology of

Indigenous Western Interior Alaska.

In the special issue’s forward, Fishman praised the approach taken by Dementi

Leonard and Gilmore. Thus, a potentially confrontational discourse event was

circumvented. Indeed, the collaborative partnership created a harmonious, respectful,

alternative, and productive contribution to the field of language revitalization—from this

lesson, western academics can surely learn. The “take-home message” for me is that

listening to the “disenfranchised,” the ones that critical researchers claim to

“empower”(!), is not politically-correct lip service, but a means for personal and

professional growth—if not growth for the field itself. It also illustrates the supreme

arrogance that western researchers (myself included) can have toward other ways of
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knowing. It is a continuous struggle to not privilege one’s own epistemological construct;

I believe this is central to critical research and its representation.

Scholars and educators who espouse a critical agenda (among them are

Carspecken, 2002; Foley, 2002; Giroux, 1997; Gruenewald, 2003b; hooks, 1994; Horton

& Freire, 1990; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2002; Lather, 1991, 1993; Pennycook, 2001;

Shor, 1992) cook up a tall order, one that I can only aspire to emulate. In the following

description of criticalist research, specifically critical ethnography, I will draw upon some

of the above authors to outline some of its defining characteristics, but it must be noted

that there is no single monolithic approach for doing critical research.

Phil Carspecken (2002) credits the emergence of critical ethnography with the

work of Paul Willis (1977) who documented how British working class “lads” get

working class jobs. Carspecken explains: “Willis provided a nonreified way to think

about social structure, preserving an emphasis on human agency and the cultural

conditions within which agency always takes place” (p. 60). Willis’s ethnographic work,

and his reworking of praxis theory (i.e., a will to knowledge and a will to power or self

production) helped deconstruct the structure/agency debate occurring at the time,

suggesting “a way through the criticalism versus postmodernism divide” (p.60).

Methodologically, Foley (2002) explains that most critical ethnographers, like

traditional ethnographers, involve themselves in systematic participant-observation

fieldwork for at least one to two years, utilize key informants, and conduct in-depth

interviews that are later transcribed. What distinguishes critical ethnographers is “they

are less interested in producing holistic, universalizing portraits of whole cultures” (p.
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140) and instead focus on “well-theorized ethnographies of societal institutions or

subgroups” (p. 140). Another important distinction is for findings to demonstrate how

“cultural formations both challenge and play into systems of unequal social relations and

how research may contribute to the challenges” (Carspecken, 2002, p.62). Additionally,

critical ethnographers have to produce knowledge that has “catalytic validity” (Lather,

1991, 1993; Pennycook, 2001), that is, knowledge culled from the research that has the

power to stimulate change in the status quo where inequalities have remained

unproblematized. Foley (2002) succinctly summarizes: “critical ethnography is a well-

theorized empirical study with a serious political intent to change people’s consciousness,

if not their daily lives” (p. 140). Foley suggests that this is accomplished when

ethnographers openly collaborate “with the oppressed” (p. 140) to achieve their

conceptualization of social justice.

Kincheloe and McLaren (2002) add that critical ethnographic researchers adopt a

questioning reflexivity of their own taken-for-granted assumptions that can produce a

false consciousness in which hegemonic practices and ideologies are taken as “natural.”

This reflexivity is rooted in the Frankfurt School’s critique of positivism that questions

“scientific” claims to objectivity and “truth” (Giroux, 1997). Related to reflexivity is the

notion that researchers are also to lay bare their positionalities, as their social frames of

reference are influential in shaping thought and analysis (Gadamer, 1989). For

researchers, stake-holders/participants, and other audience members, this self-conscious

transparency is important as it reveals (to the extent that it is possible), inherent bias and

predispositions. Kincheloe and McLaren (2002), discussing Antonio Gramsci, explain
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that Gramsci held the view that a critical philosophy should be viewed as a form of self-

criticism, that is, the ability to critically examine the ideological frames one uses for

making sense of the world. This point is crucial as “claims to truth are always

discursively situated and implicated in relations of power” (Kincheloe & McLaren, 2002,

p. 118). Thus, the workings of power are examined at all levels of the critical project.

Critical ethnography goes beyond a description of culture found in many “traditional”

ethnographies; it advocates action for change by challenging the taken-for-granted

assumptions exposed through research conducted through a critical approach.

Within the current study, I examine discourse through the analysis of transcribed

interviews and naturally occurring interaction. As explained earlier, the approach I take

for this is interactional sociolinguistics; however, as a critical lens is also being applied,

the application of critical discourse analysis (CDA) is appropriate as CDA takes a

distinctively political approach to the analysis of talk distinguishing itself from other

approaches. CDA combines discourse analysis with critical theory (particularly that of

the Frankfurt School, Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida), to create a politically

engaged form of discourse analysis. In this approach, language is viewed as social

interaction that cannot be separated from the social contexts from which it is embedded.

Van Dijk (2003) explains that CDA “is a type of discourse analytical research that

primarily studies the way social power abuse, domination, and inequality are enacted,

reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context” (p. 352). This

political dimension investigating the workings of power in discourse, is especially

striking in the work of Norman Fairclough, who has combined Michel Foucault’s
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discussion of power, with close linguistic analysis—CDA thus helps to concretize

Foucault’s theoretical abstractions (Mills, 1997). CDA, like other critical frameworks

(see Giroux, 1997; Pennycook, 2001), is not only interested in deconstructing the

workings of power, but aims to question and reconstruct social arrangements and work

toward social justice.

Unlike other approaches that utilize spoken data in their analysis, CDA includes

the analysis of written texts (Cameron, 2001). CDA is also considered a textual approach

concerned with writing or institutional speech touching on such issues as gender

inequality, racism, and institutional power (van Dijk, 2003). This is in contrast to

interactional sociolinguistics’ interest in “ordinary” talk, thus providing another

dimension to the analysis of discourse in this study. Important in the current research is

CDA’s interest in the language of the media, as the industry, especially news media,

claim objectivity in their reporting. CDA seeks to interrogate ideological or hegemonic

agendas buried in this false objectivity (see Caldas-Coulthard, 2003; Wallace, 1992; C.

Walsh, 2001). The use of CDA to examine news texts will be utilized in my discussion of

pedagogical approaches when teaching Spanish as a heritage language (see Chapter Six),

and not applied to the analysis of collected data in the form of texts written by

participants or other written documents relating to the research site (which are few).

Integral to this research is the examination and discussion of language pedagogy.

Therefore the inclusion of critical applied linguistics (CALx) is appropriate as it critically

interrogates the domain of language education or applied linguistics. Pennycook (2001)

explains that CALx is more than a simple addition of the “critical” to applied linguistics:
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“It involves a constant skepticism, a constant questioning of the normative assumptions

of applied linguistics…and presents a way of doing applied linguistics that seeks to

connect it to questions of gender, class, sexuality, race, ethnicity, culture, identity,

politics, ideology, and discourse” ( p. 10). Like other critical approaches, CALx is

concerned with the ways in which inequity, discrimination, resistance, and subjectivity

are constituted linguistically with the purpose of acting toward the possibility of a more

just and equitable society. This call for action is deeply rooted in the Frankfurt School’s

working of critical theory “to strive for a better society and world” (Giroux, 1997, p. 64).

In formulating critical applied linguistics, Pennycook (2001) suggests that it adopt a

problematizing stance that turns a critical eye on itself to safeguard itself from replacing

one regime of truth (Foucault, 1983) for another, extending the feminist critique of

critical theory (see Ellsworth, 1992; Gore, 1992). CALx is an approach that both

scrutinizes foreign and second language pedagogy and informs praxis and reflective

teaching. Through this critical way of seeing, I form recommendations and formulate

theory concerning heritage-language pedagogy.

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT AND PRACTICALITIES

Research context and setting

City High School, located in downtown, Tucson, served 85 students in its first

year of operation. At this time, the student body was roughly comprised of 6% African-

American students, 5% Native American, 4% Asian, 40% Latino, and 45% Caucasian.

Nearly half of City High School’s students were eligible for free- or reduced-price lunch.
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Field experiences are a key component of the school’s curriculum, so in addition

to conducting research on the campus of CHS, I accompanied teachers and students on all

major field trips as an adult chaperone. Excursions included trips to the Tucson Botanical

Gardens, The Museum of Modern Art, The Tucson Gem and Mineral Show, Tucson

Water, The University of Arizona, Kennedy Park, The Tucson Convention Center, Head

Start, The “Z” Mansion, Armory Park del Sol (a sustainable housing development), etc.

The majority of classroom observations took place in the SHL class (n=16) and

the same students’ Humanities class. In the second semester SHL class, 12 students

(n=12) were enrolled. In Chapters Three and Four, the chapters concerning the first and

second-semester SHL class, I explain why students switched in and out of the SHL class

and which students left and joined the school mid-year. In the second semester, however,

the participating students no longer remained a cohort for Humanities as a reshuffling of

students was done to strategically ameliorate discipline problems. As there were only

four periods of Humanities, with one of these periods coinciding with the SHL class,

several of the SHL learners remained classmates in the remaining three classes. I rotated

throughout these three Humanities classes as systematically as possible in order to

observe SHL learners in those classes.

I also regularly attended Eve’s advisory class, science, the Health City Works

class, photojournalism, and yoga to get a sense of the overall City High School

experience. I sporadically attended math and other City Works classes as time allowed.

My preference to attend science over math was primarily due to the science class’s

emphasis on place-based learning. To the extent that the context allowed, I followed an
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even distribution of focal participants to these other classes. However, as the school was

small, in whatever class I chose to observe, several focal participants were in attendance.

All field notes were taken in these contexts and formal interviews were conducted

on campus. A more detailed description of classrooms will be presented in the following

three chapters.

Participants

Students. Focal participants in the study included 16 Mexican-origin students

(nine female and seven male) enrolled in the Spanish heritage language (SHL) class first

semester, and 12 (eight female and four male) in the second semester, all freshmen or

sophomores. Because I attended other classes (described above), I enrolled in the study

seventeen additional freshmen and sophomores (eight female and nine male) of which

five were of Mexican-origin18, but not in the SHL class. All students at the start of the

study were between the ages of 14 and 17. In the three chapters that follow, the

descriptions of these students are expanded.

Students were enrolled in the SHL class because they had some (to extensive)

knowledge of Spanish due to family heritage, and in the case of five students (of which

three eventually left the school), Spanish was their first language. Of these five, four were

born in Mexico.

The additional 17 students were selected for numerous reasons. One is that they

were classmates of the 16/12 focal participants. Also, in order to help contextualize the

                                                
18 Other races/ethnicities were included amongst this seventeen, but a breakdown by race/ethnicity of these
students goes beyond the scope of this current study. The focus of this study is Mexican-origin, heritage-
language learners.
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focal participants’ experiences, I felt it was important to interview other students. Finally,

I was also interested in interviewing the Mexican-origin students in this group to find out

why they did not enroll in the SHL class and also learn about their Spanish language use,

linguistic and ethnic identities, and their overall academic experiences. The information

gleaned from these interviews helped me to understand the school context in greater

breadth and depth, but the majority of findings center on the focal participants’

experience.

In order to enroll students into the study, I first called focal participants’ parents

to explain the nature of the study and answer any questions. I then explained that I would

be handing their child the necessary paperwork to finalize their participation. For other

student participants, when I attended CHS open houses, I approached parents and their

children in order to discuss and explain the study to them. Without fail, students and

parents signed the paperwork on the spot. I also waited outside of the school before and

after classes began to catch students and their parents as they were either dropped off or

picked up in order to discuss the study and get signatures. As a rule, parents and students

were very receptive to the study’s purposes, which I explained were to examine

educational practices at the school and systematically see what was working and what

wasn’t. The school’s principal also wrote a cover letter (in English and Spanish)

expressing the school’s approval and support of my study (see Appendix B).

 Teachers. There were eight teachers (six female, three male) enrolled in the

study: five academic core teachers (i.e., one math, one science, two Spanish over the

academic year, and one humanities), one arts teacher who also worked with special
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education students, and two electives teachers (yoga and photojournalism). All core

teachers (minus the Humanities teacher) plus the arts teacher also taught a City Works

class. At the time of the study, teachers ranged in age between 25 and 45. All were Anglo

except for the math teacher and second semester Spanish teacher who were Latino. The

focal teachers in the study came from the SHL class and the Humanities class (n=3) as

explained in the opening chapter.

Community partners.  I also enrolled all six community partners who co-taught

the City Works classes. They ranged in age between 25 and 50; all were female and

Anglo except for one Latina.

Administrators19. The principal is female, Anglo, and between the age of 35 and

40. The principal also taught an Advisory section. The academic coordinator is also the

Humanities teacher (see above); the facilities manager is male, Anglo, and was also a

City Works teacher20. The principal and facilities manager are not included in the teacher

count above.

Staff. The City Works coordinator is a Latina female between the age of 35 and

45; the school secretary/unofficial nurse is an Anglo female between the age of 45 and

50.

                                                
19 The three administrators are the three founding teachers, Carrie, Eve, and Brett.
20 Brett, the facilities manager began the school year teaching two sections of humanities. He and the other
humanities teacher were to co-teach a City Works class. This schedule soon became overwhelming and the
two teachers regrouped. After a couple of weeks all humanities classes switched to the female teacher, and
the City Works class switched over to the facilities manager so that he could devote more time to
administration.
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Board members. Board members ranged in ages between 30 and 60, five are

female21 and two are male. The ethnicities represented are: one Chinese-American, one

Latina, and five Anglos.

     I enrolled all of these adult participants because I wanted as free-reign as possible

in a variety of school contexts in order to capture and understand the complex

undertaking of starting and sustaining a new school. The insights gleaned from interviews

and observations with these individuals helped me to shape a deeper understanding and

appreciation of the school and their work. Not all data collected from these individuals is

directly represented in the current study, but I am deeply indebted for their time and

willingness to share their thoughts and experiences with me.   

Classroom observations, field notes, video/audiotape, and other data collection

Participant observation was the primary form of data collection. Participant

observation entails that researchers merge themselves in the lives of the individuals being

studied while maintaining enough distance to record information in a systematic, matter

of fact manner (Fetterman, 1989). I took hand-written field notes in all core classes,

during whole-school meetings, CFG professional development meetings (i.e., Critical

Friends Group22), and field trips. I did not take field notes in the elective classes, because

doing yoga and note taking was not compatible, and in photojournalism, I essentially

acted as an adult volunteer, taking students outside to shoot photos. In all, I wrote a
                                                
21 The two female board members, Anglo and Latina, resigned at the end of the first year because of the
time demands involved with being on the board and working full-time. The Latina board member
eventually became the Spanish teacher in year three of the school.
22 CFG is a group that I was a member of that included all core teachers at CHS, three individuals from the
after school non-profit youth group that shared the building space with CHS, and a teacher from a state-
wide teacher-education writing program in which the three founding teachers had worked and participated.
The group met once or twice a month. All members were also enrolled in the study.
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thousand pages of notes that I later coded. I expanded upon these notes as time allowed,

transposing them into data files on my home computer.

At times, I was at the school everyday. When my own academic obligations and

teaching intensified, I scaled back my time to about twice a week. I usually spent the

entire day at the school, unless my time was demanded elsewhere. If I could not attend a

full day, I would only attend the Humanities and SHL classes. In classes, I often simply

observed classroom activity and made notes, or acted as a chaperone if students worked

off campus. In the SHL class I often took the role of student, participating and asking

questions in Spanish. If a teacher needed help, I willingly obliged. However, I made it

clear that I would not take a disciplinary role with students. In fact, I actively discouraged

students to view me as an authority figure or teacher as I wanted the power relationships

to be as even as possible.

I also videotaped twelve classes in order to systematically analyze classroom

discourse, interaction, and other non-verbal cues. I hand held the camera in order to have

freedom of movement to capture events of interest. Filming took place only in the second

semester of the study; by then so students and teachers were more comfortable with my

more invasive presence. Students who did not consent to participate in the study were not

filmed and their input deleted from transcripts.

Video logs

After filming classroom interaction, I viewed the tapes using the computer

program iMovie. I roughly transcribed the footage into video logs (see Appendix C), a

grid that included the following information: date, class name and period, classroom
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diagram, video time codes, classroom activity, topic, and code (i.e., researcher notes and

analytic coding). I used these rougher transcripts as a starting point to begin analysis and

then when I had determined themes of interest, I transcribed specific segments of

classroom interaction using the same conventions for transcribing interviews (see below).

The only difference is that I was able to include more nonverbal behavior, which is noted

by double brackets [i.e., ((description))].

Interviews

I conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews to determine the experiences and

perceptions of participants (Patton, 1987). Interviews were video recorded and audio

taped primarily as back ups for one another and to capture non-verbal behavior to aid

semiotic/multi-modal analysis. Interviews were individual, paired, and focus group. The

majority of the interviews, however, took the form of focus group. The benefit of focus

group interviews is that they synergistically help participants formulate views and

provide a more relaxed and naturalistic interview environment (Marshall & Rossman,

1999). Interview groups did not exceed more than six people nor last longer than 90

minutes (see Seidman, 1998). The interview questions (see Appendix D) concerned past

and current experiences in educational environments in which participants were

encouraged to reflect on meaning and elaborate freely. Typed transcripts were made

using the following conventions.

Transcription conventions

Ochs (1979) writes that transcription is theory; Bucholtz (2000) describes it as

political. These ideas suggest that a transcript’s form can iconically represent stance or
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ideology. I therefore chose to use transcription symbols that did not refer to written

conventions, as I believe spoken discourse to be distinct. To represent this belief, I chose

not to use commas, periods, question marks, or capitalization as they are too closely

aligned with written conventions. Instead, for example, I utilized other signs to mark

pauses and rising/falling intonation (e.g., (.3), ↑, ↓). The symbols I preserve from written

discourse, for a lack of options, is the exclamation point, which I used to indicate an

excited tone, quotation marks to indicate the speaker quoting another or around the word

a speaker brackets with gestured scare quotes (quotation marks), and three periods to

mark ellipsis. For all of other conventions I borrow from Gail Jefferson’s work pioneered

in conversation analysis (see for example, Sacks et al., 1974) and other scholars writing

in educational anthropology and interactional sociolinguistics. A convention key is found

in Appendix A.

I also represent when students latch or interrupt (with the symbol =) or overlap, at

the place in the stretch of talk that it occurs instead of returning to the beginning of that

person’s turn. The transcript then resembles more of a musical score, which I believe to

be an apt metaphor for discourse. For example, instead of:

(1)

Student A: let’s go to the=

Student B:=no let’s stay here
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I represent the talk as follows:

(2)

Student A: let’s go to the=

Student B:                       =no let’s stay here

Example 2’s spatial layout on the page more dynamically represents the flow of talk,

again as if reading music.

Photographs

I also photographed publicly displayed student work, publicly displayed

information posted around the school (e.g., announcements, publicity posters, etc.), and a

teacher’s bicycle (see Chapter Five). Photography is a quick and efficient way to record

information that field notes can’t always capture. They also serve as a memory trigger of

complex events when elaborate field notes are not possible. The school also enlisted me

to take photographs at school events (e.g., school play, field trips, etc.) to be used in

monthly newsletters and school slideshows. Photographs were a way for me to

immediately “give back” to the City High School community.

Artifacts

 Artifacts included teacher’s records/notes, instructional materials passed out to

students such as assignments sheets, quizzes, readings, field guides, etc. I also collected

the weekly news bulletin sent out to parents, the monthly school newsletter, newspaper

articles written about CHS, published articles written by staff, television reportage of

CHS, displayed student work (e.g., artwork, photographs, films, project displays, etc.),

and the school yearbook.
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Member checks

I gave chapter drafts and/or transcripts to participants for them to check, amend,

or verify. As several participants had left the school, this proved a challenge. Working

within these constraints, I was able to give drafts to two students and the three founding

teachers. The students corroborated my findings and found certain aspects humorous. In

fact, the students who read the drafts did not want to have their names changed to

pseudonyms (though I did). Throughout the data collection process, I often discussed my

thoughts with the founding teachers. In a sense this was also a type of member check, as

these discussions gave me additional perspectives. Applying a dialogic approach to data

analysis (Frye, 1999) is an attempt to get a more complex picture of what I had observed,

experienced, and interpreted. A more complex analysis of this type can also lead to

contradictory analyses (though this was not the general trend in the current research).

Analysis

In the following three chapters of data analysis and findings, I selected incidents

that both jumped off the page and endured in my memory as significant events. I began

the analytic process by carefully transcribing interviews and adding reflective footnotes

linked to text. These comments were the beginnings of my initial coding of data. I used

the information and themes that emerged from the transcripts, which primarily focused

on resistance and engagement in learning, as a focused guide for reading my mass of field

notes and video logs.
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Conclusion

 Participation and change are inextricably linked. By working with teachers and

administrators, who had a keen sense of what their needs were, the research became less

about detached observation, but more of a reflexive mirror of school practices that I hope

will lead to further discussion, problem-posing, and reform. Through a dialogic approach

of data analysis, and the sharing of findings, I hope students, teachers, and administrators

can continue to work toward creating even more pedagogically effective environments

for all students.
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CHAPTER THREE: HABLAIS COMO PACHUCOS

The study of student resistance to learning foreign and second languages is an

area of research that has great potential for not only informing foreign and second

language teaching and learning, but also heritage-language instruction. However, few

studies specifically look at student resistance in the heritage-language context. Peyton,

Ranard, and McGinnis (2001) explain that a lot is known about foreign language and

English as a Second Language (ESL) pedagogy, but heritage-language teaching and

learning is an area vastly under-researched and under-practiced. The current study hopes

to contribute to this under-researched domain.

The specifics of student resistance have been researched by a number of scholars.

Canagarajah (1993) investigated student resistance to learning English in a compulsory

course he taught at a Sri Lankan university, despite the students’ expressed desire to

acquire English for instrumental purposes. He found the alienating discourses inscribed in

the class’s United States produced textbooks to be responsible for this resistance.

Canagarajah studied the internal conflict students face between “cultural integrity, on the

one hand, and socioeconomic mobility, on the other” (p. 601). In a British middle school

and youth club, Rampton (1995) investigated multiethnic adolescents’ language crossing,

the switching into a language variety associated with another group, as an act of

resistance against teachers and other adult authority figures in institutional asymmetrical

power relationships. Valenzuela’s (1999) ethnographic study of Latino high school

students in Houston, Texas, describes the resistance that emerged when students

perceived teachers to be uncaring, which they defined as teachers being unresponsive to
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student interests, needs, and cultural and linguistic knowledge. Individual resistance

manifested itself through random acts of rebellion, posturing, and mental and physical

absenteeism. Finally, in a study of English language learners in Canada, Norton (2001)

examined the non-participation of two adult ESL students, and their eventual withdrawal

from their ESL classes. The students, one a teacher in her native Poland, and the other, a

Peruvian with strong national ties, each felt dismissed by their respective teachers who

failed to acknowledge each student’s desire to align with their respective imagined

communities of teaching professionals and upper class Peruvians. Students complained of

conflicts with their instructors, which Norton attributes to a disparity between the

learners’ imagined communities (Anderson, 1991) within their classes’ community of

practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and the teachers’ instructional agendas. Although

studies like these provide many insights regarding student resistance and non-

performance, none directly address heritage-language, secondary-school contexts.

Spanish heritage-language classes are growing in number across the country in

response to increased Latino migration ("US Census Report," 2004; Waggoner, 2000); it

is therefore essential that more studies investigate this expanding domain of research.

It is incumbent upon educators to understand and listen to student stories of non-

participation “which are seldom heard and rarely analyzed…[but] offer an important

contribution to research on second language learning and teaching” (Norton, 2001, p.

168). In the current ethnographic study, I describe student non-participation in a class for

Spanish heritage-language learners at a start-up charter high school. Through this

investigation, I explore why Mexican-origin students became disengaged with learning
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Spanish, rejected published language-learning materials, and refused to speak Spanish

(despite their proficiency). From these findings, I offer pedagogical suggestions grounded

in place-based learning (see Chapter Six), an approach that situates the academic

curriculum within the school’s surrounding economic, political, social, linguistic, and

geographic contexts (Gruenewald, 2003b; Lewicki, 2000; V. Long et al., 2003; Loveland,

2003).

The current chapter addresses the following points: it outlines theoretical

explanations of student resistance; presents classroom and interview data which shed

light on why students were reluctant to engage in Spanish instruction; contextualizes the

study within the region’s political, social, historical, and educational frameworks

surrounding linguistic minorities in the United States, and ends with the researcher’s own

meditations/concerns regarding the findings.

RESISTANCE THROUGH NON-PARTICIPATION: SOME THEORETICAL

EXPLANATIONS

Imagined communities

Norton’s (2001) interpretation of Anderson’s imagined communities (1991), is a

useful framework for explaining non-participation in second language classrooms.

Anderson defines a nation as a political and corporal entity in which its individual

members “imagine” a set of shared attributes, imagined because of the physical

impossibility of members to actually meet, see, or hear the majority of their fellow

denizens. Kanno and Norton (2003) further elaborate: “Imagined communities refer to

groups of people, not immediately tangible and accessible, with whom we connect
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through the power of the imagination” (p. 241, emphasis in the original). Norton applies

the concept of imagined communities to classroom and community contexts where no

authentic community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) has been established (i.e., new

learners apprenticed by more seasoned others). Because of the perception of few shared

attributes with classmates or teacher and/or limited access to target-language

communities, learners must then imagine their membership in communities that extend

beyond the classroom and local contexts. When there is a mismatch between how

students envision their status in their imagined communities and how the teacher

perceives their location in a particular social nexus, the students’ sense of self is

diminished or harmed, causing them to withdraw physically and psychically in order to

preserve “the integrity of their imagined communities” (Norton, 2001, p. 173).

Adults and children will manifest this “injury” differently. Typically, adults will

not act out their frustration and resentment; instead they may simply withdraw from the

learning environment with impunity. Children and adolescents, on the other hand, are

legally bound to attend school; as captive members of a school or class, their non-

participation may therefore take on a more anti-social cast, as described below. However,

in extreme cases, like the adults described above, students can physically withdraw from

learning contexts, but the repercussions are much more serious.

Resistance from the margins: Strikes and self-sabotage

Kohl (1994a) explains adolescent resistance to learning in school, as stemming

from a belief that what is being taught will challenge and “destroy” the learners’

“personal and family loyalties, integrity, and identity” (p. 134). The decision to resist
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learning occurs when there is incongruence between the students’ home language and

culture and the sanctioned language(s) and ways of being prescribed by the school (Kohl,

1994b; McCarty, 2002; Philips, 1993). Resistance or non-participation is compounded

when students experience teacher disrespect (real or misconstrued). Learning from

individuals who invalidate one’s (imagined) identity can thereby cause a major loss of

self, with the only (perceived) alternative being “to not-learn and reject their world” (p.

134). The preservation of personal integrity and the belief that one is being dismissed

resonates with the description of teacher-student clashes of “imagined communities”

described in Norton’s 2001 study. When students cooperate in such learning

environments, they are subjugated to what Bourdieu (1991) terms symbolic violence, the

performance of hegemonic power that is not physically overt, but mutually constructed as

business as usual. However, students who try to sabotage this power relationship also

find themselves subjected to symbolic violence as their school failing reasserts their

subaltern position.

It is important to stress that non-participation and its negative academic

repercussions do not reflect an inability to learn, but a willful rejection of the teacher and

course content that is believed to dismantle closely held beliefs about self and community

(Kohl, 1994b).  In a study conducted in San Antonio, Texas, Kohl found that students

“accepted the failing grades they produced in exchange for the passive defense of their

personal and cultural integrity” (p. 135). It is critical that educators be able to distinguish

between failing and conscious “not learning.” Achievement gaps in the United States will

not be understood until considerable attention is placed on understanding why many
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marginalized communities reject schooling. For now, it is up to individual teachers to

critically engage with students on issues of oppression, both socially and at the school

level.

Another form of student non-performance is what Ira Shor (1992) calls

performance strike, defined as the informal, “unorganized mass refusal to perform well”

(p. 20). Performance strikes emanate from student dissatisfaction with classroom tasks,

which they find meaningless, impersonal, and autocratic.  Often a strike manifests itself

through “low motivation, low test scores and achievement” and “discipline problems” (p.

21). Shor claims that such behaviors will persist if students are given irrelevant, teacher-

imposed work that is disconnected from their lived experience. As long as students feel

that they have no voice in their own education, active participatory learning will not

occur. Shor explains: “These student affects are commonly generated when an official

culture and language are imposed from the top down, ignoring the students’ themes,

languages, conditions, and diverse cultures” (p. 23). Valenzuela (1999) agrees,

suggesting that psychic and emotional withdrawal from schooling results from a

curriculum which is “uninteresting, irrelevant, and test-driven” (p. 62) invalidating a

student’s home culture and language.

Student “voice” is thus enacted through strategic disruption and manipulation of

teachers. Shor in dialogue with Paulo Freire reiterates that students are not passive

victims of teacher authority, making the point that “[i]t is a kind of elitism to see students

as weak, passive, or vulnerable…students are shrewd and feisty” (Shor & Freire, 1987, p.

176). Thus, the “shrewd” teacher needs to see student resistance as an opportunity to
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change practice. As Freire astutely comments: “conflict is the midwife of consciousness”

(Shor & Freire, 1987, p. 176). Examining student resistance can thereby provide insights

onto what specific educational trespasses are contributing to learner non-performance,

and through dialogue with students, seek remedies.

NON-PARTICIPATION IN A SPANISH CLASS FOR HERITAGE SPEAKERS: THE

ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

Heritage language instruction: A brief overview

Heritage language classes are designed for students with ancestry in the target

language, who demonstrate varying degrees of bilingualism, and/or have had extended

exposure to the target language and culture (Beaudrie & Ducar, 2005; Valdés, 2000).

Typically heritage learners are more proficient speakers and listeners than readers and

writers because of their exposure to Spanish-speaking communities and their lack of

formal schooling in the target language (Campbell & Rosenthal, 2000; Schwartz, 2003).

Because of weaker literacy skills in the heritage language, Valdés (1981) has advocated

early on for courses that emphasize the acquisition of academic registers. In addition,

because of this asymmetrical range of proficiencies, heritage learners have distinct

linguistic and identity needs that distinguish them from foreign language learners

(Carreira, 2004; García-Moya, 1981; Peyton et al., 2001; Pomeranz, 2002), thus the need

for heritage-language courses specifically designed to address these needs. Yet despite

these apparently shared characteristics, it is important to recognize that heritage-language

learners are heterogeneous and vary economically, socially, linguistically, and

attitudinally in respect to their home culture and language (Kondo-Brown, 2003;
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Pomeranz, 2002). It is therefore important to assess the linguistic needs and interests of

students in heritage language classes in order to provide the most relevant curriculum.

Chapter Four provides a more expanded to discussion of heritage language learner

characteristics and needs.

Background and data collection

The above theoretical explanations for student non-participation and resistance

are productive frameworks for explaining student disengagement and acting out that I

observed over the course of two semesters23 in a Spanish heritage-language class at a

first-year charter high school one hour’s drive from the Mexican border. As discussed in

Chapter One, the pedagogical framework of “City High School” is place-based learning,

a curricular framework that situates course content within the economic, social, political,

ecological, geographic, and linguistic contexts of the school. To reiterate, the purpose of

the study was to observe a cohort of Mexican-origin students in their English/Humanities

and Spanish heritage-language classes in order to compare student engagement, attitude,

and behavior within two distinct linguistic and academic contexts. Data were collected

through participation observation, interviews, and videotaped classroom interaction.

Focal participants: Students

In the first semester of the new school, as previously described, sixteen students24

were enrolled in a humanities and heritage-language (HL) Spanish class. Placement into

the heritage class was done through individual interviews with students, parents, Spanish

                                                
23 The study did not continue into year two because the heritage program was put on hold. The principal of
the school explained that this was due to low enrollment figures. Students were then placed with foreign-
language learners or assigned to TA in those classes.
24 Class size in other courses ranged from fourteen to twenty-two.
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teacher, and principal. After just a couple of weeks, two of the students, a brother and

sister from Mexico, left the school to move to Oregon with their uncle. After winter

break, five students out of this cohort dropped out of the school to attend others, one was

expelled, and two decided to join the non-heritage Spanish class25. In the second

semester, fifteen students were initially enrolled: five were new to the school (three of

these five eventually left the school), and four were moved from the non-heritage class. I

chose to focus on four regularly attending students (although all students in the class were

participants in the study) who were enrolled in the HL and humanities courses over two

semesters in order to get a more comprehensive and consistent overview of student

experience.  I also focus on one student who had previously been enrolled in the non-

heritage class and was placed in the heritage class and one who was moved from the

heritage class to the non-heritage class to get insights on the foreign language/heritage

language distinction.26

Of these six focal participants, all are of Mexican origin. Five are female and one

is male. At the beginning of the school year, two were fourteen years old, three were

fifteen, and one was sixteen. All were born in the United States except one. Two of the

six focal participants report Spanish as their first language, both of whose mothers were

born in Mexico. Other students in the class also had parents born in Mexico, but they are

not part of the focal group. The students’ bilingual proficiencies range from highly fluent

                                                
25 One of these students transferred because he felt that his Spanish proficiency was too low in comparison
to his classmates. The other student spoke Spanish rather fluently, but because of learning disabilities, it
was felt that she would experience academic “success” in the foreign-language section and thereby increase
her self-confidence as a learner in general.
26 To address this foreign language/heritage language distinction goes beyond the scope of this chapter.
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to students who are more receptively bilingual. All however, have a limited range of

reading and writing skills, consistent with the typical heritage-language learner profile.

Doing ethnography in a Spanish heritage-language class

In the first year of operation, as previously introduced, City High School had two

Spanish-language teachers: Beth and Alberto27. After the first semester, Beth had to

resign her position because of a family emergency. Alberto, a temporary teacher, was

hired to replace Beth with the option of applying as a permanent faculty member the

following school year.

Beth, a woman in her late twenties, is a native-English speaker and advanced

speaker of Spanish28. She had a Master’s degree in Latin American Studies, had taught

both high school and university-level Spanish, and had lived a few years in South

America. Beth was a strict, conscientious teacher concerned with the growing discipline

problems that were surfacing in the newly formed school. These discipline issues can be

attributed in part to the lack of a formalized school-wide discipline policy, a document

that was still a work in progress. Beth’s concern and strain over these matters could be

observed through the strain shown in her face and heard in her voice—especially in the

classroom.

Alberto, a man in his late twenties, is a native-Spanish speaker and

beginning/intermediate speaker of English29. He is originally from Mexico where he was

a lawyer by training. Because Alberto could not be a lawyer in the United States, due to

                                                
27 At the school, students were told to call teachers by their first names.
28 I surmise this level through observations of her spoken language and informal verification with native-
Spanish speaking colleagues from her former teaching appointment.
29 His English proficiency is an estimate gathered from my experience teaching English-language learners.
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his limited English and need to be recertified to practice law, he began a career as a

Spanish-language teacher. He had a very pleasant, easy-going demeanor and seemed to

enjoy himself in the classroom.

CLASSROOMS AND LESSONS

Semester I

During the first weeks of the school, described in Chapter One, I attended the full

panoply of classes: math, humanities, science, city works, photojournalism, and even

yoga, but it was the Spanish-heritage language class that grabbed my attention because of

the overt complaining and resentment surrounding the required course. Students did not

see a need to study Spanish formally, and several voiced that their time could be better

spent studying other academic subjects such as French or advanced math.

In response to these complaints, Beth tried a different tactic. In class, she

distributed “How to Tame a Wild Tongue,” a chapter taken from Borderlands/La

Frontera: The New Mestiza written by Chicana feminist, activist, poet, and writer Gloria

Anzaldúa (1987) written primarily in English mixed with some Spanish. The selected

excerpt was an account of the author’s childhood growing up on the Texas-Mexico

border and concerns the prejudice or “linguistic terrorism” (p. 58) she encountered for not

speaking standard Spanish. Anzaldúa explains that she picked up Pachuco “(the language

of the zoot suiters)…a language of rebellion, both against Standard Spanish and Standard

English” (p. 56, parenthetical note in the original) from her adolescent peers. Pachuco, a

term describing the 1930s/1940s Mexican-American subculture that some associate with

gangs and conflicted identity—neither Mexican nor American (Anzaldúa, 1987; Paz,
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1985b)—was introduced to the heritage-language students. Beth used Anzaldúa’s writing

as an entry point for talking about (in English) language varieties and discrimination

people can face if they do not speak the standard. Beth explained to the students that

some of their slang had roots in Pachuco. To illustrate, she said that the students’ use of

simón, meaning “yes, I agree with you,” had its root in this dialect.

During a subsequent lesson, I sat next to Juan and Allison, the first “official”

couple of the new school. At the beginning of class, Beth commented that she was

learning slang from Juan, an indirect reference to the prior lesson on Pachuco slang and

an attempt to show students that she valued them as linguistic resources. Beth asked Juan,

“How do you say that, again?” referring to an earlier conversation. Juan responded softly,

“ah, te, eme.” “What does that mean?” “Forget it” Juan uttered under his breath. Curious

about this expression, I asked Juan what it meant: “a toda madre.” I laughed. I knew the

expression “all fucked up30” but not by its acronym A, T, M. I surmise an abbreviated

form useful for text messaging or softening a curse around adults. I told Juan and Allison

that Beth was just trying to connect with them. They responded by slowly shaking their

heads “no.”

Although many would consider “the Pachuco lesson” an important sociolinguistic

one, especially in regions where language contact influences language varieties, it

seemed to backfire to a certain extent. For individuals like Allison, an award-winning

student and accomplished mariachi violinist, being associated with Pachucos indexed a

gangster or “ghetto” identity that was not part of her imagined community of what it

                                                
30 A toda madre can also mean “really cool,” but the tone in Juan’s voice suggested the negative meaning.
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meant to be Mexican. For example, Nobel Prize winner Octavio Paz (1985), after

spending time in the United States describes the Pachuco as “an impassive and sinister

clown whose purpose is to cause terror instead of laughter…a mythological figure and

therefore, in effect, a danger” (p. 16).  He describes the Pachuco as an “orphan” who

speaks a hybrid language and denies both “the society from which he originated and that

of North America…a suicidal gesture” (p. 17). Paz’s sentiments taps into the gangster

associations surrounding the Pachuco, a tragic figure one may not want to be associated

with. In terms of Allison’s linguistic competence, being labeled Pachuco felt like an

accusation (by an out-group member, no less) that her Spanish was sub-standard, that is,

Pachuco-like. Allison makes reference to the Spanish teacher’s comment twice in the

data, indicating the salience it had for her. She overtly complains about the

(mis)characterization in a focus-group interview comprised of her friends and in

Alberto’s second semester Spanish class captured on videotape, where she comically

frames the occurrence. Both incidents are discussed below.

The first segment comes from a focus group interview conducted at the end of the

school year with four of the six focal participants. We had been talking about their

experiences in the Spanish class with two different teachers, one a native-Spanish speaker

and one a non-native speaker31. Line 1 refers to Beth. Please note: In the following

transcript and in all subsequent transcripts, when Spanish is used, the English translation

is directly placed below the utterance.

                                                
31 It’s important to note that the native/non-native distinction emerged from the data and was not imposed
upon the students.
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Segment I: Language awareness gone wrong (Focus group interview data)

(1)

1 PALOMA: it was like she was kinda learning Spanish herself during at that

time=

2 ALLISON:             =ye[ah

3 SCOTT:                      [yeah

4 ALLISON: and Alberto you can sit down and have a conversation while Beth like

“↑oh lo siento↑” ((spoken in high-pitched Anglo accented Spanish))

“↑oh I’m sorry↑”

you know like [and=

5 SCOTT:                                 [(…)

In example (1), Paloma echoes the stance that several students had regarding

Beth’s Spanish-language competence. For example, one morning after Beth had given

some instructions in Spanish at the start of class, Pedro tells her, “My five-year old

brother speaks better Spanish than you.” Frequently Carla, in a less mean-spirited way,

would ask Beth to speak English because she couldn’t understand her Anglo-accented

Spanish. During these exchanges, Beth would keep her composure and tell students she

was not a native speaker, and although some of them could speak more fluently than she,

she could help them with their academic writing.  Despite this appeal, student acceptance

was still elusive. Thus in line 1, Paloma constructs Beth as a Spanish-language learner,

thereby questioning the legitimacy of her status as a Spanish teacher. Scott and Allison

ratify this in lines 2 and 3 through Allison’s latch and the pair’s overlapping “yeahs.”

Allison builds upon Paloma’s statement with the conjuncting “and” as if line 1 and line 4

were the same utterance, co-constructing their opinion of the teacher.
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Allison continues this co-construction with dialogue animating the “voice” of

Beth in turn 4. Tannen (1989) explains that the listener’s “construction of dialogue

appropriate to someone else’s narrative demonstrates how thoroughly the listener

appreciates the perspective of the speaker” (p. 116). Through word choice, intonation,

accent and so forth, constructed dialogue also demonstrates the impersonator’s evaluation

of the ventriloquized (Bakhtin, 1981) person’s state of mind and their evaluation of the

imitated individual as a person. It is therefore inappropriate to call this “reported speech,”

but constructed dialogue (Tannen, 1989) because it underscores that it is not an objective

accounting of another’s talk, but a reformulation that shifts meaning and encodes stance

(Bakhtin, 1981; De Fina, 2003). Allison signals the dialogue with the quotative “like”

(the word “like” also semantically encodes “an approximation of”) and higher intonation,

paralinguistically signaling a different voice.  The Anglo-accented Spanish indicates

Allison’s epistemic stance toward her teacher’s authenticity and legitimacy as a Spanish-

language teacher, speaker, and interlocutor. The constructed dialogue portrays a Spanish

speaker who could not have an extended dialogue with another in contrast to a

conversation with a native speaker like Alberto.

In turn 4, Allison’s “Beth” begins with a discourse marker “oh,” code-switches to

Spanish, and apologizes: “oh lo siento,” perhaps she is apologizing for not being able to

have the conversation. Discourse markers (e.g., oh, well, I mean, so, y’know, etc.) are

defined as “sequentially dependent elements which bracket units of talk” (Schiffrin,

1987, p. 31) that can occur at turn initial, medial, or final positions in a stretch of

discourse. Sequential dependence suggests that discourse markers are used to regulate
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coherence in talk and “thus depend on sequencing of clauses for their meaning”

(Mendoza-Denton, 1999, p. 275). Fraser (1992) adds that discourse markers function as

indicators of speaker stance or illocutionary intention. Unlike Schiffrin and Fraser,

Mendoza-Denton (1999) makes the case that discourse markers can thus be imbued with

social meaning due to their stance-taking function and range of meanings that a discourse

marker may have as in the case of turn-initial and post-position “no” she describes in a

conversation amongst Spanish-speaking adolescent girls. I will further discuss the

discourse marker “no” in Segment II.

In turn 4, the turn-initial discourse marker “oh,” signals a change of orientation

toward information or a change in the locally constructed state of knowledge and

awareness (Heritage, cited in Schiffrin, 1987). In this case, teacher Beth’s use of “oh”

signals a switch from English to Spanish, an English orientation to a Spanish one, and

thus initiates her code-switch. “Oh” also suggests an exclamation of surprise as in the

“receipt of unanticipated information” (Schiffrin, 1987, p. 89). Through this constructed

dialogue of the teacher, her use of “oh” suggests either surprise to be addressed in

Spanish, thus necessitating her use of it (i.e., lo siento), a highly irregular occurrence, or

it may also suggest a surprise orientation to be using a language that is not her own and

outside of her comfort zone. As students construct Beth as a learner of Spanish, this

explanation is consistent with their perception of her Spanish-language (in)competence.

Additionally, if Beth had been constructed as a Spanish-speaker, her expression of

surprise would be “ay,” the Spanish equivalent of “oh” (Montes, 1999), thus even the

choice of discourse markers ascribed to the teacher frame her as an out-group member of
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a Spanish discourse community. However this is not to say that native-Spanish speakers

who are Spanish-English bilinguals do not borrow English discourse markers when

speaking Spanish. Torres (2002) explains that such borrowings are common in regions

where there is language contact.

After the turn-initial discourse marker “oh,” the constructed teacher then code-

switches to Spanish, a discourse pattern I frequently heard from Beth. Spanish was

almost always used to greet students and give instructions. However, when concepts were

more complex or abstract, such as the discussion surrounding “Pachuco Spanish,” she

spoke in English. This may be due to the comfort level of the teacher to use Spanish to

discuss more complex or abstract issues or reflects her perception of the students

Spanish-language receptive competence. Students also preferred English in the first-

semester class: when spoken to in Spanish, they would invariably respond in English.

Ironically, I was never able to accurately surmise the students’ level of Spanish in that

class (and perhaps neither could the teacher). It was only after seeing them interact with

one another in other contexts, with two visiting monolingual Spanish-speaking students,

or with a parent, that I realized that many of the students were fluent speakers or had

native-like comprehension of spoken Spanish.

The significance of the apology, lo siento, can only be surmised. From a

pragmatics perspective, “the study of speaker meaning as distinct from word or sentence

meaning” (Yule, 1996, p. 133), using the form lo siento to apologize, is more associated

with English-dominant foreign-language learners as it is more of a direct translation of

“I’m sorry.” It is also the more commonly taught form in the foreign language classroom,
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reflecting instruction that doesn’t delve into Spanish-language pragmatics. Native

speakers of Spanish, however, would more likely use the forms perdón or disculpa,

which also mean “sorry” or “excuse me,” to indicate an apology. These forms of apology

or more informal and are used with more frequency in quotidian use. Lo siento is

reserved for more formal or graver instances of apology. It is in this area of pragmatic

competence that native and non-native speakers can be distinguished. Again, through the

use of lo siento the teacher is constructed as outside of the native-speaking discourse

community.

Another way of looking at lo siento in turn 4 is that generally speaking, teachers

don’t apologize much to their students as the authority/subordinate binary usually calls

for apologizing in the opposite direction. Authority figures don’t make a habit of

apologizing because it may damage their credibility and stature, although the ability to

admit error shows modesty, confidence, and openness. Nonetheless, Allison frames this

teacher as an apologizer, which reflects a vulnerable and subordinate position in respect

to the students. As discussed in the above literature review, students do have tremendous

power over teachers that they can exercise through acts of resistance. In this case the

resistance occurs through not speaking the language of study, overtly complaining,

insulting, and sulking. In addition, many of the students are greater authorities of spoken

Spanish, though Beth has greater command of academic Spanish. Thus issues of credible

authority, legitimacy, and authenticity are at work in example (1) explaining student non-

performance.
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Social acts such as apologizing, complaining, or any other socially recognized,

goal directed behavior coupled with stance (i.e., the expression of affective attitude or

certainty/uncertainty), help to establish one’s own and another’s social identity (Ochs,

1993; Tabouret-Keller, 1997). Here the students construct Beth’s social identity as a

linguistic outsider, or someone who lacks the authority to teach Spanish to Spanish

speakers. Identity or self-concept is inferred in part through interactive experience with

others, defining self by the way others “see, define, and treat us” (van Dijk, 1998, p. 118).

In other words we see ourselves through the eyes of others. By not speaking Spanish to

Beth, students in effect negate her self-perceived social identity (Pomeranz, 2002) as a

legitimate member of a Spanish-speaking discourse community because she is not part of

their imagined community of who speaks Spanish. These students, and I would wager

other heritage speakers of Spanish (myself included), don’t interact much with non-native

speakers because our interactions are primarily with family, Spanish-speaking friends, or

relatives and others in Spanish-speaking countries. Interacting in Spanish with other

English-dominant individuals feels fake unless they have native-like proficiency in

Spanish. Our imagined communities of Spanish speakers therefore, don’t include many

non-native speakers and helps to explain the students’ reluctance to speak Spanish with

the teacher. Of course this does not mean that notions of who can and cannot be

considered legitimate members of a discourse community cannot be expanded nor does it

suggest that non-native speakers of Spanish cannot teach heritage courses.

In example (2) Allison continues the social act of complaining. Turns 6 and 9

highlight the injury that further explains student non-participation and resistance:
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(2)

6 ALLISON: =[she like Beth like judged kids like=

7 ARIANA:            [(… …) >no<

8 SCOTT:                                                                   =yeah=

9 ALLISON:                                                                         =like she told some of us

that we talked like a bunch of pachucos like >pachuco talk<

“simón güey32

“yeah man”

and everything she like kinda made fun of us she’s like

“↑simón güey↑”  ((high-pitched Anglo accented Spanish))

 “↑yeah man↑”        

10 PALOMA: ↑hehehe↑ ((high-pitched giggle))

In line 6 Allison explains that Beth judged the “kids.” Ariana overlaps Allison in line 7

and uses “no,” pronounced in a short burst to arrest the turn from Allison. “No” in this

case does not function as a negation of a prior assertion, but instead it is a bid to

contribute to Allison’s complaint akin to what Eckert (1993) calls “cooperative

competition,” a term used to describe White teenage girl discourse seen here to also

operate amongst Latinas (this will be discussed further in Segment II, example 2). Scott

aligns himself with Allison (and Ariana) through his latched “yeah” in line 8, taking a

similar stance, constructing Beth as “judge.”

In line 9, Allison elaborates that the judgment referred to the students’ way of

speaking Spanish “like a bunch of pachucos.” She claims that Beth made fun of the

students by mocking their slang. Again, Allison uses constructed dialogue “to show” the

                                                
32 Güey is derived from büey, meaning ox. In some contexts güey is “ass” (not the donkey), but generally
speaking it translates to man, dude, “homie,” sometimes idiot. Some consider it profane.
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injury versus simply “telling” of it, thereby making the action more concrete and

credible, involving the listeners as if we were actually witnessing the verbal exchange

(De Fina, 2003; Goldberg, 1986; Labov, 1981; Tannen, 1989). Making the incident more

vivid creates a false sense of objectivity, as if the event were unfolding before our eyes,

hence its rhetorical power. In turn 9 Allison’s first constructed “simón güey” is in

accented Spanish: she is both providing an example of “Pachuco Spanish” as well as

either performing herself or another student. It is followed by the general extender “and

everything,” implying “more examples like that” without having to directly state them

(Roth-Gordon, 2006). The second constructed “simón güey” is ventriloquized Beth

mocking or making fun of the student. This perceived attack on one’s sense of self relates

back to Herbert Kohl’s (1994a; 1994b) explanation of why students are reluctant to

participate in their learning. This reluctance occurs when students feel that their home

language or community is being disrespected, or when they are asked to adopt another

way of being, resulting in a rejection of the teacher and the subject material. Their

rejection (and revenge) is enacted through their refusal to speak Spanish to their teacher.

When one speaks a learned language (L2) (in this case, Beth) to native speakers of that

language (her students), and the attempt is met with the learner’s L1, a deep sense of

linguistic insecurity and out-group membership status can be felt.

The constructed dialogue between teacher and student in example (2) is not

without irony: Allison does to Beth what she accuses Beth of doing to her and

others—she makes fun of her Anglo-accented Spanish through her exaggerated

intonation. This is ratified by Paloma’s shrieking laughter in line 10. Earlier in the same
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focus group interview, Allison and Paloma call Beth’s Spanish “white” and “gringo,”

characterizations based on what Allison calls Beth’s “dialect.” This description

emphasizes the Mexican/White binary or in-group/out-group construction that helps to

further explain the rejection of the White/Caucasian teacher. According to these students

not only is the teacher not a legitimate member of their speech community, she is not

qualified to teach them Spanish as explained in example (1), moreover, she disrespects

them by calling their Spanish Pachuco, a “sub-standard” variety. This observation may

have been less hurtful if an in-group member had done it, but as an out-group member

who is a member of the hegemony, the injury is compounded. As Gloria Anzaldúa (1987)

explains: “So, if you want to really hurt me, talk badly about my language. Ethnic

identity is twin skins to linguistic identity—I am my language” (p. 59). Thus, the

Pachuco comment felt like a personal attack. The irony abounds in this segment. Lessons

given to teach tolerance of language variation become the fodder for division, resentment,

and resistance. Below we look at the same incident told again by Allison in second-

semester Spanish, this time taught by Alberto.

Semester II

As the following description will show, Beth was not the only one who

experienced resistance and non-participation; it just manifests differently in Alberto’s

class. Instead of sulking and not speaking Spanish, most students do speak Spanish when

spoken to, but they flagrantly disregard Alberto’s authority, in part because of his lack of

teaching experience and his choice of learning materials. The form and cause of student

non-participation that transpired in the second semester will be discussed in greater detail
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in the following chapter. I include the subsequent example from Alberto’s class as it

relates directly to the above analysis.

Students had just finished watching a segment of La Catrina, a multi-episode

Spanish language learning video series created for foreign language-learners to

accompany the second-year textbook Paso a Paso. The story centers on Jamie González,

a Mexican-American youth in search of the secrets surrounding her great-grandmother

“La Catrina.” La Catrina literally means a wealthy individual and is used disparagingly

to describe aristocratic Mexicans. The Mexican illustrator and engraver, José Guadalupe

Posada, created the Calavera de la Catrina, the "Skeleton of the Female Dandy," as an

icon of death used to satirize the upper classes during the reign of Porfirio Díaz, president

of Mexico at the turn of the century.

As the credits roll, Isabel is still on the desktop computer at the front of the room,

surfing the Internet: “Check out my lunch box it’s so cool.” Daniel, who has moved to the

laptop that was showing the DVD through a projector, crosses over to Isabel to check it

out on the computer screen, “that’s not yours.” “Yes it is,” she replies. Daniel returns to

the laptop and resumes perusing myspace.com, a web-based social networking site.

Alberto turns to Isabel and asks her to return to her desk, but she continues to look at the

screen and ignores his request. Alberto turns back to the other students in order to review

the finished episode, “¿Quién estaba en la fiesta? [Who was at the party?]” and writes a

series of names on the whiteboard. Allison responds, “una mujer [a woman], I don’t

know. María, I’ll call her María.” Ariana laughs. The class continues like this with

Alberto asking comprehension or display questions and Allison answering. In discussing
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the attributes of the eponymous “Catrina” in English, Allison compares the grand dame

to Robin Hood; she breaks the law in order to take from the rich to give to the poor.

Alberto then asks Jorge, who sits in the back of the class and never voluntarily

participates, if he agrees with Allison (see below).

Segment II: Sounding Pachuco (Classroom data)

(1)

1 Alberto: no Jorge↑ ((smiling, head tilts up and looks at Jorge)) (1.0)

2 Jorge: huh↑= 

3 Allison:         =say yes

4 Jorge: yes ((leaning back in chair against the wall, one arm crosses

his chest, clasping his extended arm resting between his

open legs))

5 Alberto: dile simón (1.5)

tell her yeah

6 Allison: hehehe simón güey ((Spanish inflected))

yeah man

7 Jorge: Simon↑ ((pronounced like the name with no Spanish

inflection, he smiles broadly, and puts hand behind head))

8 Alberto: *Simon* ((pronounced without Spanish inflection))

Jorge, a continuing student from the first semester, has had sporadic attendance during

the second semester, and when he does attend, he never actively takes part in lessons. His

non-participation takes the form of not opening books in class and rarely doing his

homework. His “huh?” in line two indicates either legitimate inattention or play-acting

for a laugh. In either case it is a flouting of teacher authority. Jorge is competent in
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Spanish both productively and receptively. At the time of the study he was living with his

aunt who has very limited English-language skills. Spanish is the language of the home,

thereby his behavior does not stem from a lack of Spanish knowledge.

In line 3 Allison tells Jorge to respond affirmatively, which he does in line 4.

Alberto then asks him to do so in vernacular Spanish. Perhaps he, like Beth, is trying to

connect with the student through the use of slang. Instead of Jorge saying simón, Allison

repeats and embellishes it with güey, the laughter indicating that it is a joke. Through the

Anglicization of simón in line 7, Jorge both complies with and resists Alberto’s request

by using a type of reverse mock Spanish—he says the word but without the Spanish

inflection. Mock Spanish is a phenomenon described by Hill (1999) whereby White, non-

native speakers of Spanish anglicize Spanish words for derisive intent. Here a Mexican-

origin youth uses a type of mock Spanish to indicate his knowledge of Spanish

orthography yet resists the command to speak by consciously mispronouncing it. The use

of “reverse” mock Spanish not only resists the teacher’s order, but performs Jorge’s

disconnect with school, Alberto a metonymic extension of the educational institution.

Jorge rejects the teacher’s use of insider slang, thereby denying a more intimate footing

between the teacher, the school, and himself. Finally, perhaps it is this perceived “mock

Spanish” that students heard and bridled against when Beth spoke Spanish. Allison’s

mocking of Beth’s Spanish pronunciation in example (2) seems to suggest that:

(2)

9 Allison: hehehehehe like Beth’s simó:::n he[hehe ((no Spanish inflection))

10 Ariana:                                              [hehehehe
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11 Jorge:                      [oh yeah ((looking at Allison, smiling

with teeth showing, points at Allison, then rests arm on raised knee))

12 Allison: me and Pedro we just look at her like “>no<”

13 Jorge: hehe ((looks away from her still smiling and snaps fingers twice))

14 Ariana: she’s like “simon” ((no Spanish inflection))

15 Allison: no like she told us she goes (.3) she looks at (.3) it was when Juan was still

here “you” ((points pen at Jorge)) she goes she points like to ((left hand

sweeps to the left indicating the division of two groups)) like me Jorge

Jua:n (.3) and Pedro ((tapping her pen to her finger with each name

spoken)) and she goes “you guys sound like pachucos” and I say “no I

don’t” and she goes “yeah you guys use simó::::n güey” hehehehe

((spoken in exaggerated Anglicized Spanish, takes the cap of her pen off

and on in rapid succession and looks at Alberto))

16 Alberto: okay episodio seis el ultimo (.3) que pasó↑

okay episode six the last one (.3) what happened↑

In line 9, by stating that Jorge’s “simon” is like Beth’s simón, Allison connects and

equates Jorge’s uninflected “simon,” a joke/derision, to Beth’s pronunciation of it. Jorge

registers his remembrance of the teacher in line 11, by snapping his finger in line 13, he

further underscore his recognition and amusement.

In example (2) we see three functions of “no”: negation, turn bidding, and

collaborative expansion. Through the constructed dialogue of herself and Pedro, Allison’s

short-clipped “no” in line 12 negates Beth’s attempt to use slang, iconically representing

the impatience with, and rejection of, the beleaguered Spanish teacher. Ariana aligns

herself with Allison through constructed dialogue of Beth in line 14 even though she was

not a member of the class when this incident occurred. Using a turn-initial “no,” Allison
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in line 15 bids for the floor and builds upon the prior utterance with further explanation.

Mendoza-Denton (1999), in a study of Spanish-speaking Latina adolescent girls describes

this function of “no” as a turn-initial collaborative expansion discourse marker “which

bids the floor and inserts an explanation” (p. 281). We see the same phenomena here (see

also Ariana, Segment I example 2, line 7) except that these are English dominant Latinas

speaking English. Mendoza-Denton explains that turn-initial collaborative expansion has

also been found in European-American English speakers, but with positive markers (e.g.,

“yeah but”) instead of a negative, indicating a cultural preference for agreement. In

example (2) the turn-initial no may indicate some Spanish to English language transfer or

a similar cultural disposition regarding agreement (or a phenomenon that commonly

occurs across groups but has not been given sufficient attention). In any case, the

exchange between Ariana and Allison is a further example of adolescent girl talk that

“reveals that neither a cooperative nor conflictive paradigm is sufficient to capture the

details of talk in context” (Mendoza-Denton, 1999, p. 288). Both cooperation and conflict

are embedded in the above “no.”  Allison is not saying that Ariana is incorrect in line 14,

but her bid with a negative marker and expansion is in effect saying that her own account

is the authoritative one.

In turn 15, Allison again uses constructed dialogue to efficiently and quickly

involve her listeners in the dramatic action without an elaborated back-story. She takes on

the role of Beth pointing her pen at Jorge to indicate that he is a Pachuco, the gesture

reenacting the accusatory key or tone Allison wishes to convey. Her (or the teacher’s) left

hand’s parting and sweeping gesture going from center to left also demonstrates a
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division between students in the Spanish class who semiotically represent their Mexican

identity (i.e., “Pachucos”—Pedro, Jorge, Juan, and Allison named in the narrative) and

those who do not. In semester one, students themselves made this distinction by sitting

apart from one another when given the chance based on how they semiotically

represented themselves. By symbolic Mexican representation, Isabel and Olivia (who do

not semiotically represent “Mexican”), explain in an interview that the “typical Mexican”

wears “K-Swiss” tennis shoes (referring to males), “gold bangles,” “big hoop gold

earrings,” and pulls her hair back in a “tight tight pony tail” (referring to females)—a

description that fits Allison minus the K-Swiss sneakers. It can be surmised then, that

Allison’s complaint centers on being unfairly labeled Pachuco with its gangster

entailments based solely on appearance and commonly used slang. Again, we can see the

clash of imagined communities previously discussed—the teacher classifies Allison with

a gangster identity, an identity she rejects.

Allison continues the account in turn 15 and contradicts Beth, claiming she

doesn’t sound like a Pachuco. Interestingly she does not use the pronoun “we” in the

denial, but only defends herself from the teacher’s observation.  Thus the utterance

distinguishes her from the boys.  The separation implies that she thinks the others do

sound Pachuco-like or have a more gangster-like identity and does not want to be lumped

together with them. As stated earlier, Allison is a good student and has had no discipline

run-ins with teachers. The boys on the other hand have—by the end of semester one,

Pedro was expelled for repeated insubordination, Juan dropped out of school, and in the
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fall of the following year, Jorge was suspended for suspected drug dealing33. Through

Allison’s constructed reenactment, we become witness to her purported injustice and

thereby side with the injured party. Tannen (1989) explains that “[t]he casting of thoughts

and speech in dialogue creates particular scenes and characters…it is the particular that

moves readers by establishing and building on a sense of identification between speaker

or writer and hearer or reader” (p. 104). Thus this constructed conversation provides a

forum for Allison to express her complaints and works to align listeners with the student

who feels unjustifiably slighted.

Within Segment I and Segment II, we see two versions of a student’s complaint

concerning the “Pachuco” label given by the semester one Spanish teacher. In the

following discussion, I explain the significance of a story told twice and connect the

“Pachuco” incident to broader institutional, social, and historical processes of what it

means to be of Mexican origin living in the borderlands, underscoring why such labeling

was inflammatory. The following discussion describes discriminatory practices that

began in Tucson in the early part of the 20th century that Gonzalez (2001) suggests still

resonate in the psychic memory of Mexican-American communities. By contextualizing

the study of situated language practices, the following discussion orients the above

findings within an anthropolitical framework (Zentella, 1997, italics in the original)

whose objective is “to understand and facilitate a stigmatized group’s attempts to

construct a positive self within an economic and political context that regulates its

members to static and disparaged ethnic, racial, and class identities, and that identifies

                                                
33 Jorge has been subsequently readmitted.
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them with static and disparaged linguistic codes” (p. 13). Through the following

philosophical, historical, and contemporary political discussion, I contextualize the above

findings in order to further understand the tensions at work in the Spanish heritage-

language class.

DISCUSSION: HISTORICAL CONTEXTS

Mexican masks: Self-preservation, duality, and colonization

Laughter can provide insights on stance, identity construction, and speaker

alignment (Moerman, 1988). Allison’s laughter surrounding being called “Pachuco,” told

in Segment II, is both a defense mechanism and a statement of ownership over the

Pachuco event—her laughter and comic portrayal is an attempt to rob the insult of its

sting. By laughing about being called a Pachuco and lampooning the offender, Allison

positions herself as someone who can rise above insult. The two accounts of the

“Pachuco narrative” can be characterized as public and private iterations of the same

story. Using Octavio Paz’s (1985a) metaphor of Mexican masks34 to describe the

Mexican character of self-preservation, I argue that the story told publicly in the

classroom is the masked one, filled with laughter, smiles, and bravado, while the story

told amongst intimates in the interview is the private one and reveals injured feelings

unmasked. The “masked story” underscores the need for minority group members to

present a public face that conceals the impact of perceived or real prejudice in order to

maintain self and cultural integrity. The above account, the telling and retelling of being

                                                
34 Some scholars may argue this is an outdated metaphor that is not applicable to the ethnic and racial
diversity currently present in Mexico due to recent migration, that being acknowledged, I believe that it is a
productive metaphor for the case I present.
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labeled Pachuco, provides insights unto the tension between public and private

expressions of hurt that Octavio Paz notes is part of the Mexican condition. Paz explains

that the “[t]he Mexican, whether young or old, criollo 35or mestizo36, general or laborer or

lawyer, seems to me to be a person who shuts himself away to protect himself: his face is

a mask and so is his smile…The speech of our people reflects the extent to which we

protect ourselves from the outside world…we believe that opening oneself up is a

weakness or a betrayal” (p. 29-30). This protective stance (as seen in the public telling of

the teacher’s Pachuco comments) emerges from a history of rape and conquests as does

the metaphor of duality—the conqueror and conquered both reside in the Mexican

Mestizo, the DNA of the Spanish conquistadors and indigenous peoples are both present

in the genetic and psychological makeup of many Mexican people. And although Paz

writes about Mexican nationals, the dual nature of the Mexican character does not stop at

political borders.

If Mexican nationals both embody the Spanish colonizer and the colonized, the

Mexican living in the United States adds other social, cultural, political, economic, and

linguistic dimensions to their identities that go along with being American. For the

Mexican living in the United States, especially those living in regions formerly Mexico,

there is another layer of colonization at work that can be described in linguistic terms.

Walsh (1991) in her study of Puerto Rican bilingual children and youth, discusses the

role of language as a colonizing force in which the colonizer’s language takes on official

status, relegating the indigenous language to a subaltern one. Walsh explains that through

                                                
35 Criollo: a person of pure Spanish blood living in the Americas-Tr. (Paz, 1985a, p. 29).
36 Mestizo: a person of mixed Spanish and Indian blood-Tr. (Paz, 1985a, p. 29).
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this process, language “becomes a symbolic force for the implantation of an inferior

status and for the installation of submission and colonial control” (p. 3). She further

suggests that the development of this hegemony establishes a linguistic dualism and

internalization of a subordinate identity. Through the elevation of the colonists’ language,

the indigenous language becomes relegated to private spheres and “substandard

existence” (p. 3).

Thus for the Mexican living in the US (although the Mexican-American condition

is distinct from the overt colonization describing the Puerto Rican experience), it is

colonization times two—first the Spaniards with Spanish and then the Americans with

English. Because of these Americanization forces, both linguistic and cultural, many

Mexican nationals do not perceive Mexican-Americans to be fully Mexican because of

their US place of birth and variety of Spanish spoken (see Carrasco & Riegelhaupt,

2003), nor do certain Americans perceive Mexican-Americans to be fully “American”

because of their language practices and ethnic cultural identification—ni el uno no el otro

I [neither one or the other]—a painful catch-22. This underlying insecurity regarding

ethnic and linguistic identity and the forces of Americanization were undercurrents I

found throughout the data and it helps to explain why students objected to an Anglo

teacher teaching them Spanish, their use of Spanish in school, as well as their sensitivity

to perceived criticisms of their spoken Spanish. It could be argued then, that the observed

Spanish class was a microcosm of larger social and historical factors.

In addition, bilingual heritage learners live in a cultural context that is suspicious

of multilingualism, which may consciously or unconsciously contribute to the study’s
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participants’ resistance to Spanish instruction. As recent political debates concerning

Mexican migration into the United States show, national identity is highly conflated with

language. Implicit is the belief that if one speaks two or more languages that his or her

national allegiances are divided. One must therefore choose English to be a loyal

American. For example, in the November 2006 Arizona election, in partial reaction to the

number of Spanish speakers legally or illegally residing in the state, voters decided that

English should be the official language of Arizona through the passage of Proposition

103—a colonial gesture in response to shifting demographics. In 2006, during this same

period, a record number of marchers protested congressional legislation that criminalized

illegal migration into the United States (i.e., HR 4437). Other political rhetoric

surrounding illegal migration called for demonstrated English language proficiency in

order to gain United States citizenship. Bourdieu (1998) suggests that hegemonic

ideologies that unite language and culture construct, conflate, and legitimize notions of

national identity and culture to be one and the same and, according to Blackledge (2003),

support practices that homogenize linguistic and cultural diversity. Language thus

becomes a powerful index of national identity and perhaps because of the US’s

multilingual, multicultural history through immigration, the “Americanization” process

falsely entails a pledge of monolingualism—a symbolic forgetting of linguistic,

geographic, historical, and cultural pasts in order to create a new and united future.

Unfortunately, this ideology forces a false choice that some individuals feel they

must make between dominant and heritage languages. Thus for young Latinos living in

the US, like the learners in the present study, finding one’s ethnic and linguistic identity
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amongst myriad options can be confusing, conflictive, painful, and liberating. A possible

site for youth to discuss the complexities surrounding identity formation and linguistic

choices/imperialism is within the domain of respectful heritage-language instruction.

In order to gain further insights regarding the sociopragmatic factors that inform

cultural constructs and influence participants’ language practices and stances (and the

researcher’s analysis of data), it is important to discuss the historical, political, social, and

educational contexts that situate the current study. The following sections continue this

discussion by examining the role of art as a type of resistance in regional Mexican

identity formation as well as discussing the educational injustices that were perpetrated

against linguistic minorities in the early part of the 20th century that continue to

reverberate into the 21st.

Living in the borderlands: Resistance and art

As discussed above, living in Tucson and other borderlands for individuals of

Mexican origin is complex and contradictory. On the positive end of the continuum, there

is a large and vibrant community of Latinos residing in Tucson, albeit a community

founded in part by de jure segregation37. Here Latinos are found in all professional,

legislative, and cultural contexts. In addition, Tucson is an artistic mecca for the

performing arts related to Mexican cultural identity. For over a quarter of a century,

beginning in 1983 (G. S. Rodríguez, 2000), the largest gathering of mariachi musicians

and baile folklórico dancers are drawn to the city for the annual Tucson International

Mariachi Conference ("Tucson International Mariachi Conference," 2006). The

                                                
37 In the first half of the 20th century, de jure segregation created Hispanic enclaves because property could
not be purchased north of 22nd Avenue in Tucson, Arizona (Combs, 2006).
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conference is one of the major influences on mariachi music and folklórico dance not

only in the United States, but also in Mexico and the rest of the world. As a result of this

interest in Mariachi music, Mariachi music programs are found in many public schools

across the city, fostering cultural pride and artistry.

Despite Tucson’s valorization of Mexican cultural arts, it has been suggested that

bigotry has been the compost for this artistic fecundity. Norma González (2001), in her

ethnographic study contextualizing language socialization practices amongst Tucson

Mexican-origin families, explains that the city’s flourishing arts scene is a result of

economic and ideological domination— a form of symbolic resistance against bigotry

through the development and valuing of music, art, and theater that positively frame the

cultural contributions of Mexican-origin people. The metaphor of mask can also be seen

to function in this arena in a literal sense. Keeping with Gonzalez’s analysis, the

theatrical make-up and costumes (i.e., masks) cover up wounds and project a positive

identity of Mexican pride as a counterbalance to prejudicial discourses and acts.

Regardless of the proposed psychological origins of these expressive arts (or counter

discourses) in Tucson, they may have helped to forge positive “Mexican” ethnic

identities for individuals and a more “palatable” Mexican identity for the dominant

culture, in spite of an often-cruel history, described below.
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Discriminatory practices in Arizona

Historically in Arizona,38 Mexican and other linguistic minorities have suffered

terrible educational and linguistic oppression. At the beginning of the 20th century,

Arizona state law mandated that all schools must use English as the language of

instruction (Sheridan, 1986). To comply, from 1919 to 1965, school districts with

numerous Spanish-speaking students, including Tucson, established a program called the

1C39 to quickly integrate English-language learners into the public school system. The

program was part of a concerted “Americanization” effort to assimilate “foreign”

students linguistically and culturally into the dominant culture despite the presence of

Mexicans in the region for hundreds of years (Combs, 2006; de la Trinidad, 2000;

Sheridan, 1986). This English-only program had to be completed before students could

begin “regular” first grade. According to Sheridan, 68 percent of the students in this pre-

first grade class were overage and were required to remain in the class until English

mastery was achieved—a daunting task considering the courses had no consistent

methodological framework for second language acquisition or clear language assessment

instruments (de la Trinidad, 2000). Combs’s study found that students as old as fourteen

and fifteen sat side-by-side with five-year-old children. To add further injury, children

and adolescents were corporally punished for speaking Spanish inside the classroom and

on other school grounds. The results of the 1C program were devastating as de la

Trinidad (2000) explains: “Ultimately, the 1-C program resulted in psychological trauma

                                                
38 Mexican Americans also experienced segregation in public schools in Texas, California, New Mexico,
and Colorado from 1900 to 1950 (de la Trinidad, 2001).
39 After 1C was completed, students would progress to 1B, and then to 1—regular first grade (Combs,
2006).
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and educational retardation for many, and contributed to high dropout rates among

Mexican Americans” (p. 6), a problem that is still ongoing. Even today, Mexican-

Americans well into their sixties break down into tears when recounting their time as

students in the 1C program (Combs, 2006).

In November 2000, Arizona voters passed Proposition 203, a proposition that

mandated all English-language learners be placed in English-only classes—effectively

eliminating bilingual education. However, if parents wish to continue to have their child

in a bilingual program, they can sign a waiver stating that their child’s mental health

would be negatively impacted if placed in English-only classes, or if students can pass an

English proficiency exam they can enroll (Goddard, 2003). The choices are hardly

choices at all. The first stigmatizes a child, framing the child as mentally unstable. The

second both defeats the purpose of bilingual education (i.e., for students to learn English

and Spanish, not to already have mastery of English) and unwittingly privileges non-

Latino students or English-dominant students in what have become highly desirable and

scarce bilingual programs as many middle class parents understand the value of a

bilingual education (Pomeranz, 2002; Valdés, 1997).

Although the effects of Proposition 203 are not as psychologically damaging as

the 1C classes, the passage of Proposition 203 still sends a societal message of English

language superiority and by extension, superiority of the dominant culture. González

(2001) suggests that when social injustices are committed against minority groups, a

collective affective memory of “minority status” is created that negatively impacts

psyche and language use—and may have been a contributing factor in heritage-language
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students’ negative attitude toward further Spanish acquisition in their Spanish class. The

irony of such “Americanization” efforts is that minority group members may actually

grow in solidarity and gather around actual and perceived injuries, thereby strengthening

a separate cultural/ethnic identity in direct opposition to the intended assimilation project

(Halbwachs cited in De Cillia, Reisigl, & Wodak, 1999).

Aparicio (2000) argues that the ideology surrounding English-only movements in

schools comes from a belief that speaking a single common language will be a unifying

force and create  national solidarity and that languages other than English, spoken within

the US borders, represent a fractured national identity, a cultural heterogeneity that is

believed to be un-unifying. The concept that a person can have multiple cultural and

linguistic identities seems to be a view not readily tolerated by school districts,

politicians, or voters.  In this paradigm, language is privileged “as a mutually exclusive

icon of nationhood” (Aparicio, 2000, p. 249) and implies that English-language

proficiency is the ticket to success ignoring “the structural, socioeconomic, political, and

racial factors that lead to social segregation and economic marginality” (p. 249). The

argument that language is the linchpin to social unification conveniently tables a serious

national discussion of inequality based on race, ethnicity, and economic class. Such an

ideology also undermines educational efforts that strive to maintain heritage languages

that should be viewed as national resources rather than as threats.

As the 1C program demonstrates, as well as the implementation of Proposition

203, Latinos of Mexican origin living in Arizona have had to endure serious educational

abuse regarding the use of Spanish in educational contexts. Although purportedly well
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intentioned, programs like the 1C and English-only movements fail to understand the

academic and social benefits of first language maintenance. Instead such programs

implicitly and explicitly teach children that their language, culture, and communities are

inferior to the dominant one—an ideology that undoubtedly contributes to the poor

academic achievement of Latinos. One measure used to combat first-language loss is the

implementation of heritage-language programs that aim for language maintenance and

further heritage-language acquisition. To be effective, heritage-language programs must

respect the language students speak and not suggest a linguistic hierarchy that favors one

variety of Spanish over another—which to some individuals may feel like a metaphorical

mouth washing just as the 1C students had to wash their mouths out with soap for

speaking Spanish.

Through this brief discussion of linguistic repression, one can see that being a

heritage speaker and minority member is complex. On the one hand, there are strong and

pervasive forces that encourage the individual to forget the heritage language and replace

it with a single societal language. On the other hand, for some, the suffering that has been

endured creates solidarity and the desire to remain a distinct (and separate) community.

The heritage learner is thus pulled toward and against the heritage language and culture

and helps to explain the ambivalence that the study’s Mexican-origin students exhibited

in terms of their Spanish and English language use. They identify as “Mexican,” speak

Spanish (as determined by context), and understand the value of being bilingual, all while

rejecting Spanish as an academic subject. This theme is further discussed below and

elaborated upon in Chapters Four, Five, and Six.
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Imagined communities revisited

Returning to Allison’s double account of being compared to a Pachuco by her

Spanish teacher and by examining the comparison in light of the conflicted and bigoted

history described above, being called Pachuco by a White/Caucasian outsider can feel

like another injustice in a series of injustices even though the teacher’s intent was not

malicious. For the implicated students, it dresses the mariachi in a zoot suit; the artist is

likened to a gangster. What the teacher thought to be an innocent comment on the

parallels/origins of current Spanish-language slang caused students to feel grossly

misunderstood and maligned. Students who dressed in a particular style (described

above) were in effect given a gangster identity that clashed, particularly in the case of

Allison (an honor’s student and violinist), with a vision of their “Mexican” imagined

communities that included working professionals, student athletes, and mariachis.

In addition, as Anzaldúa writes, the Pachuco speaks a “substandard” Spanish,

therefore any comparison to this group is a negative comment concerning one’s language

variety, and by extension, a direct slight on one’s self, family, and community. Lave and

Wenger (1991) explain that identity can be defined and produced by both participation

and non-participation in an activity. Therefore by not learning the academic Spanish of

the teacher described above, students preserve their self-identity and honor their families

and communities—despite their families’ desire for them to do well in school. Student

non-performance works to align the students with their real and imagined communities

through the rejection of the teacher and her academic content, despite the symbolic

capitol a more formal variety of Spanish may bring. The students’ non-participation, their
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refusal to speak Spanish in Spanish class, is thereby an act of resistance that protects the

integrity of their constructed and imagined identities and communities as well as fashions

the teacher as an outsider to those communities.

The unfortunate result of student non-performance is that learners invariably miss

out on an educational opportunity to increase their linguistic repertoires, improve

transferable Spanish-language and English-language academic proficiencies, and widen

future job and educational prospects. From my observations and interactions with

students, it is clear that although some may speak a very fluent Spanish, their literacy

skills still need development in order to become balanced bilinguals and to be able to use

Spanish in more formal contexts. As I observed in semester two and during some

semester one interactions, students also have gaps in their spoken Spanish as evidenced

by their need to code-switch when discussing unfamiliar topics beyond their current

lexical knowledge. Culturally sensitive heritage- language instruction that honors the

students’ funds of knowledge (Moll, 1992; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992),

imagined communities, and needs and interests, would go a long way in developing and

maintaining their Spanish-language proficiencies.

This chapter examines some of the causes that led to student non-performance in

their first semester Spanish-language class. At root, students did not accept the legitimacy

of their Anglo teacher to be instructing them in their heritage language. In addition, they

felt that their Spanish and, by extension, their imagined communities, were

misunderstood and disrespected. Understanding the causes underlying student resistance

is critical. Latinos as an ethnic minority group have the highest high school drop-out
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rate40 and are the largest-growing minority group in the United States ("US Census

Report," 2004; Waggoner, 2000). The pairing of these statistics should draw alarm.

Although language maintenance is not a panacea for this educational crisis, in a review of

the literature, Baker and Prys Jones (1998) conclude that language maintenance leads to

better student integration, school harmony, social peace, and higher academic

achievement as the result of higher self-esteem, increased self-identity, and positive

attitudes toward school. In addition, in areas where there is a high Latino density, Latino

students may comprise the largest group taking Spanish as an academic subject (Carreira,

2004). Thus a paradigm shift regarding the importance of language maintenance and

development and what constitutes effective teaching of minority groups is in order.

Educators must come to together and determine how to best teach heritage-language

learners who vary widely economically, socially, linguistically, and attitudinally to their

home culture and language (Kondo-Brown, 2003).

As I conclude the analytic portion of this chapter, I am not fully satisfied. As

observer, and participant—my roles during this ethnographic investigation—I feel

compelled to more explicitly express my own perspective on classroom events. After all,

I was there, too. But of course it goes without saying that the above analysis is also my

construction; I selected the narratives and examples, exemplars that I thought best

described the classroom dynamics I witnessed and re-witnessed in the coding and

categorizing of field notes, transcripts, and videotape that resulted in a constructed

portrayal and explanation. Yet despite my careful attempt to uncover the reasons behind

                                                
40 Native American students were not included in the census comparison. Groups compared were:
Caucasians, African Americans, Asians, and Hispanics.
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student resistance in their Spanish class, the above analysis is not the whole story. As

Leung, Harris, and Rampton explain (2004), “working with naturally occurring data is

inevitably a messy enterprise, but one that many researchers find difficult to fully

acknowledge or account for in the presentation of their research data” (p. 242). The

following discussion is my attempt to comment on this complexity.

As a researcher I can honestly say that I aligned myself with students, teachers,

and administrators, and had genuine feelings of affection for all of them. I could see

where students had complaints, but I could also empathize with teachers, being one

myself, while also sympathizing with administrators who faced many challenges of

running a new school, in a newly renovated space. In the following few pages, I would

like to muddy the waters of my above analysis and try to express the messiness that goes

with any human endeavor, especially one as ambitious as starting a school from scratch

(and documenting it).

THE CONFLICTED FEELINGS OF PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION: A
RESEARCHER’S REFLECTION

I see Carrie, the principal of City High School, rolling up her yoga mat. We finish

the Sunday morning meditative yoga class located on the fringe of our historic

neighborhood. We smile and wave at one another from across the narrow room. I always

seem to run into someone connected to the school when I practice yoga at this popular

downtown studio. Seeing Carrie stirs up the conflicted feelings I have surrounding the

data just presented.

Everyone at City High School was doing his or her best, yet the picture I paint

may suggest otherwise. It was the first year of a new school—there were many stresses
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and uncertainties. Teachers who had initially been filled with enthusiasm to be part of

such an innovative curriculum ended that first year somewhat defeated or just plain worn

out—the effort and stress involved with a start-up project are tremendous. In part this

defeat was due to the fact that most of the teachers had had very little experience working

with much of the student population that ended up enrolling. These weren’t the kids (for

the most part) who lived up in the foothills, an affluent part of town that the founding

teachers had been working. These were kids who did not get dropped off at school in

their mother’s Volvo station wagons, but took the city bus, which for some was a two-

hour’s journey one way. Some of these kids had parents in jail, had been in jail

themselves, lived in unstable conditions, and for some, had to be the adult in their family.

Although all zip codes of the Tucson metropolitan area were represented in the school,

reflecting all socioeconomic statuses (SES), about half of City High School’s students

were eligible for free- or reduced-price lunch. This proportion also accurately represents

the SES of the students in the heritage class, but of the six focal participants, only one

was eligible.

My first impression of the student body as a whole was that they lacked maturity

for freshmen and sophomores in high school. Several students would dog pile in the

hallways, lie down on desks or the floor during class, and act out in childish ways—one

even wet his pants purposefully in class when not allowed to use the restroom. However,

when I heard some of their stories, I realized that perhaps it was only during these school

hours that they felt safe and were able to act like kids.
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One afternoon after yoga class, as I was unlocking my bike to ride home, I peered

into the windows of the badly maintained Laundromat next door—a makeshift waiting

room for transients waiting to trade their blood for cash at the blood bank across the

street. Peering from behind a pile of just-washed clothes stood Alex, a petite girl with

dyed black hair, darkly rimmed eyes, intentionally torn clothing, and black painted nails.

She always seemed to be on the edge of trouble. Her image there doing her laundry

reminded me of the comment she once made to me—that her mother acted younger than

she did—a comment that surprised me because of Alex’s somewhat immature behavior in

the classroom. Seeing her there, doing what my mother would have been doing for me at

Alex’s age, helped me to understand in a small way what she had meant.

When we see individuals in contexts such as school, with social identities such as

“teacher” and “student,” we forget that they have lives beyond that context that seep into

their ways of being and affect their actions. I know that many teachers at City High

School knew about the other lives of students because of the personal relationships they

had forged over the course of a year. This intimacy was due in large part to the small

scale of the school—perhaps its greatest strength. But I don’t know if teenagers can

extend that understanding so easily to their teachers. Through the example of Beth, I

think we can catch a glimpse of that lack of empathy and consideration some teenagers

have. They spoke what other people would think unthinkable. I would often leave her

classroom reflecting, “Thank goodness that’s not me because I’m not sure I could do

much better.” Students would not cut her a break.
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It was obvious to me that she was trying to connect with students, but it was also

obvious to me that she was stressed out and vulnerable. Beth, more than any other teacher

at the new school, was concerned with what she felt was a lack of discipline and

structure, and she wanted there to be some kind of institutional uniformity in dealing with

students who were not acting appropriately. This stress and concern could be seen in her

strict and strained classroom management style that seemed so at odds with the “off-

hours” Beth who was kind and sweet spirited. The students never really saw this side of

her, and I believe this was a contributing factor behind their lack of acceptance41.

From the beginning, Beth expressed concern about teaching heritage speakers;

she knew that some of them did speak better than she. To compensate, Beth consulted

with heritage-language experts at the University, took students to a prose reading of a

Chicana author on the University’s campus, and brought in political topics concerning

Latinos that she thought would be relevant to the lives of her students. I really enjoyed

her class. I could see her careful planning—videos of Richard Rodriguez explaining his

anti-bilingual education stance, classic Mexican movies, and crossword puzzles in

Spanish—but her efforts never seemed to permeate the hardened shells of her students. In

an interview with Isabel and Olivia, they admitted that Beth was a good teacher because

she was structured, and as Isabel explained, “had a lot more discipline and like a lot more

control over everyone,” but because of her ethnicity, and her Anglo inflected Spanish, the

girls explained they had a hard time accepting her as their Spanish teacher. With

legitimate puzzlement, Olivia asked why they couldn’t have had a Mexican teacher,

                                                
41 The concept of “teacher ethos” is further elaborated in Chapter Five.
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being so close to the border. Finally, along with these comments, Isabel added that their

second semester teacher, Alberto “ personality-wise…wins like hands down,” suggesting

that Beth was not as personable, as I suggest above, thereby contributing to the students’

unsympathetic views of the teacher.

One preliminary conclusion that I will add at this juncture, that resonates with

Valenzuela’s (1999) findings from her ethnography investigating the educational

experiences of Mexican-origin high school students educational, is the importance of a

teacher’s ethos being caring and personable. It is not enough to have impeccably sound

pedagogy. Good teaching practices need to be coupled with legitimate care and concern

for students. I do not want to suggest that Beth did not care for her students—through our

many conversations, I know that she did. However, I think the stresses of being a pioneer

in a newly formed school, and the stresses of her personal life, clouded her ethos of

caring that the students picked up on.

Teaching heritage languages to minority students where there has been a history

of marginalization is very complex, as the above issues and data analysis suggest. There

are no simple answers or recommendations. In the case of student resistance to learning

their heritage language, this chapter shows that students perceived their teacher as lacking

the Spanish-language proficiency needed to credibly be their teacher. This lack of

confidence was compounded when students, as recounted by Allison, believed that the

teacher insulted their Spanish variety and their “Mexican” identities by comparing them

to Pachucos. These perceived slights could be seen to be particularly insulting and
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injurious when situated within the historical and contemporary contexts of linguistic

prejudice.

The following chapter focuses on the second semester class taught by a Mexican

national, whose findings will further complicate the issue. Chapter Four again examines

student resistance to Spanish heritage-language instruction and, in Chapter Six, I offer a

set of pedagogical suggestions for working with heritage speakers of Spanish grounded in

this study’s findings of effective teaching described in Chapter Five. The suggestions I

offer for teaching Spanish as heritage language are consistent with the place-based

pedagogical framework of City High School and can serve as a model for classes in

similar educational contexts.
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CHAPTER FOUR: IT’S NOT REAL; IT’S JUST SPANISH CLASS

In the previous chapter, non-performance was examined in the first-semester

Spanish class taught by a non-native speaker of Spanish. The findings from the data may

suggest that heritage-language instruction should be reserved for those teachers who

speak the target-language natively as students in the class had difficulty accepting their

teacher as a competent authority on their heritage language, a language that for some was

their first. To complicate such an assumption, this chapter looks at the same class, but

with the new teacher, a native-speaker of Spanish who was born, raised, and educated in

Mexico. As it was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter, student non-performance in

this class also surfaced. Unlike semester one, perceived disrespect of home language and

culture was not an underlying factor contributing to student resistance, nonetheless, I

argue that a more subtle form of disrespect fueled student resistance to learning—the lack

of challenging and relevant course content and learning materials. Indeed, Ira Shor

explains that “a passive curriculum arouses in many students a variety of negative

emotions: self-doubt, hostility, resentment, boredom, indignation, cynicism, disrespect,

frustration, [and] the desire to escape” (p. 23). In the second semester Spanish class, such

attitudes manifested themselves through disruptive student behavior, inattention, and

reluctance to participate—dispositions Shor characterizes as “performance strikes,” or the

willful refusal to engage in expected duties or action. This strike-like behavior will be

discussed in detail in the analysis section of this chapter.
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One explanation for these performance strikes in the observed Spanish class was

the selection of course themes, learning tasks, and materials that failed to acknowledge

the language proficiencies, cultural awareness, and funds of knowledge (Moll, 1992; Moll

et al., 1992) that students possessed through their membership in Spanish-speaking

communities—a disconnect that fueled their feelings of boredom and detachment from

learning. Moll (1992) defines funds of knowledge as “historically accumulated and

culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills essential for household or individual

functioning and well-being” (p. 133). When teaching (any subject), these funds of

knowledge should be made explicit, honored, and used to scaffold and shape curricular

decisions in order to make course content accessible and relevant. Of course when

working with minority students, their funds of knowledge may not necessarily be what

has been sanctioned in mandated curriculum or be consistent with the same knowledge as

the teacher. That being said, Beckstead and Toribio (2003) reiterate that successful

instruction includes orienting curriculum to encompass the community from which

students come, building on students’ linguistic strengths, scaffolding old and new

knowledge, with high expectations for student achievement.

Unfortunately, in the second semester Spanish classes that I observed and

videotaped, the curriculum was not designed to capture and build upon the students’

existing cultural and linguistic knowledge, nor did it connect with the lived experiences

of being Latino in a border city—pedagogical characteristics inline with sound heritage-

language teaching. Instead, the course was taught as if the students were foreign language

learners not heritage learners. The instructor failed to see students and their families as
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relevant linguistic and cultural resources of a vibrant, practiced language. Generally

speaking, students in foreign-language classes do not have many opportunities to interact

in the target language outside of class for authentic, face-to-face, communicative

purposes, nor have intimate cultural knowledge of the language under study, nor possess

certain native-like proficiencies in the target language—this is in sharp contrast to many

heritage learners’ experience who have intimate experiential knowledge of the language

and culture. This being the case, there is great potential for the overall curriculum design

of heritage-language classes to reflect and benefit from this distinction between heritage

and foreign-language learners, creating greater opportunities for making curriculum and

language acquisition more authentically engaging and relevant by sheer dint of the

learners’ access to the target language and personal knowledge of the target-language

culture(s).

These distinctions between foreign and heritage-language learners (HLLs) thus

necessitate an approach to heritage-language (HL) teaching that is distinct from foreign-

language (FL) instruction. Approaches that specifically address the linguistic, social, and

identity needs that HLLs possess are needed (see Beaudrie & Ducar, 2005; Carreira,

2004; Crawford, 1999; Lynch, 2003b; Peyton et al., 2001; Pomeranz, 2002; Roca &

Colombi, 2003; Valdés, 1995). This is not to say however, that pedagogical approaches

recommended for foreign42 and second language learning43 should be completely

                                                
42 Foreign language instruction refers to target language instruction in contexts where it is not the societal
language (e.g., German taught in the US in the latter half of the 20th century and beyond).
43 Second language learning refers to language learning in contexts where the target language is the societal
language as in the case of English as a Second Language (ESL): English is taught to non-native speakers in
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discarded. As heritage learners are often immersed in the target language, such foreign

and second language approaches that are communicative, content-based, project- or task-

based would be the logical and appropriate approach for this group, in contrast to

grammar based or textbook-driven curricula. Lynch (2003a) explains “since the nature of

acquisition for [heritage learners] has been dialogic, discursive and absolutely contextual

from the beginning” (p. 11) communicative pedagogies which promote second language

acquisition could be used wholesale with heritage learners. What lies behind specifically

designated heritage language classes, is not strictly pedagogical, but rests primarily on

(many) HLLs’ distinct linguistic, identity, and social needs, and their greater familiarity

with the target language and culture (described below). Keeping these learner

characteristics in mind, a heritage-language approach is needed that acknowledges these

student needs, but it does not mean that the accumulated knowledge concerning second

language acquisition and learning should be set aside.

Despite this need for distinct heritage-language courses, many HLLs continue to

be “mainstreamed” with foreign-language learners—the current practice at many

secondary and post-secondary institutions44. This mainstreaming may be due to a lack of

                                                                                                                                                
countries such as the United States, Great Britain, Canada, etc, without using the students’ first language
(L1) as a resource for instruction as in bilingual programs.

44 In fact, participants in the study were in effect mainstreamed into Spanish as foreign language
classrooms in the second year of the school’s operation because their numbers were deemed too few to
have a dedicated course. Those with very high proficiency levels were tapped to be teaching assistants in
those classes. For a variety of reasons beyond the scope of this dissertation, the second year program also
had difficulties. Briefly, a third teacher was hired who lacked sufficient training in Spanish-teaching, in
addition, some of the teaching assistants added to discipline problems, were underutilized, or were farmed
out to other teachers who needed assistance. Those who remained as students in the Spanish class were
clearly bored as the Spanish taught was very basic. I am happy to report that the new teacher hired for the
third year is a major improvement, but a heritage program has yet to be developed. The principal of the
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awareness of the research supporting separately designed courses for HLLs on the part of

educational policy makers, and/or the lack of political will, financial resources, specially

trained instructors, materials (albeit authentic materials abound), and theories that address

heritage-language acquisition specifically, though many phenomena are similar to

second-language acquisition (see Lynch 2003a). Despite these reasons, more concerted

efforts must be made for more system-wide, district-wide language policies that address

appropriate pedagogy, heritage-language learner needs, and program implementation. If

not, as students in the study repeatedly echoed, “Spanish is [just] a waste of time.” The

coming together of teachers and parents, government agencies, business leaders,

community members, and activist organizations is needed to systematically address this

issue (Roca, 2001). Finally, increased teacher education programs that address heritage-

language teaching and learning are crucial: Without highly trained teachers, such

programs are non-starters (as the data will unfortunately verify).

That being said, City High School (CHS), with its pedagogical framework of

place-based learning, the cornerstone of the school’s philosophy, has great potential for

creating a heritage-language program that can tap into community and familiar resources,

as well as embody the pedagogical approaches conducive to second and heritage

language acquisition. As the findings from this research come from CHS’s first year of

operation, I have confidence that their language program will find its “place” in years to

come. In the penultimate chapter, I provide pedagogical suggestions in line with place-

based learning for the school to consider as they develop their programs. Other similar

                                                                                                                                                
school, however, has assured me that they plan to develop a program. I hope this dissertation will provide
some insights unto that process.
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schools may also benefit from these suggestions as place-based learning in the domain of

heritage-language instruction offers a promising approach to keeping language learning

“real,” meaningful, and relevant. Place-based learning, with its focus on community,

outreach, and real-world issues, broadens the scope of the classroom to include hands-on

learning that textbook learning can never provide. This idea resonates with the nature of

heritage languages themselves—they are not static academic subjects that reside within

schoolhouse walls, but are languages that have a life beyond such confines. Of course

when a heritage language is no longer used for authentic communicative purposes inter-

generationally within a community, that language can become endangered and lost, as in

the case of many indigenous languages. Contrary to popular belief, even in the case of

Spanish in the United States where there is a steady influx of native speakers, there still

can exist language loss, not at the national level, but within families as a result of

assimilative societal pressures for English dominance (Davies, 2003). Place-based

learning, because of its community orientation, can be a useful pedagogical framework

for both societal and familial language maintenance and revitalization efforts.

Before examining the data and findings from the second semester Spanish class, it

is important to contextualize the classroom I observed. In the following section, I present

a review of literature that expands upon the above comments concerning the distinctive

characteristics of heritage language learners in order to explore the appropriate

pedagogical approaches to implement with these students, as well as provide background

to help understand the resistance I observed.

HERITAGE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION AND LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS
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Carrreira (2004) likens the finding of an appropriate description of a “heritage

learner” to the popular Indian story of six blind men who offer a description of an

elephant based on the part of the elephant they touched. After much arguing over the best

description, the owner of the elephant suggests that only an integrative, holistic

description that includes all of their viewpoints would provide the best understanding of

the animal. Carriera suggests that this is also the case with the varied descriptions of

heritage learners found in the literature—no one definition is sufficient to adequately

define the diversity found in individuals and communities. Fishman (2001) explains that

the term heritage language can refer to immigrant languages, indigenous languages, and

colonial languages—and within each of these categories lies further individuation. For

example some heritage speakers speak an indigenous language that may be waxing or

waning, others an immigrant language with various levels of prestige dependent on the

region where the language is spoken. Despite these varied definitions and contexts,

delineating a set of defining characteristics is needed for sound programmatic and

pedagogic decisions to be made.

Many in the field who write about Spanish as a heritage language (SHL), and

teach Spanish heritage language learners (SHLLs) focus on proficiency as the defining

characteristic (Carreira, 2004). In fact, in the 1970s the field used the term “Spanish for

Spanish Speakers,” instead of Spanish for heritage-language learners, reflecting this

proficiency-based model. Indeed, Wiley (2001) argues that Valdés’s (2001) definition

that specifies some degree of bilingualism in the HL to be the most useful pedagogically.

Valdés explains that a heritage learner is “a language student who is raised in a home
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where a non-English language is spoken, who speaks or at least understands the

language, and who is to some degree bilingual in that language and English” (p. 38).

Most likely, definitions based on proficiency are due to its more concrete measurability

for student placement and course sequencing. The SHL literature also has a strong focus

on the need for HLLs to acquire academic registers of Spanish—again, a proficiency

orientation. What these proficiency models fail to address is the fact that there are many

Latinos living in the United States who have no proficiency or productive abilities in the

HL, or a proficiency in the HL difficult to test and quantify (i.e., the “false” beginner),

yet have identity needs that warrant HL instruction, especially if they are seeking a

cultural connection to their heritage language and culture. With this in mind, courses at

all levels, including those that focus on academic Spanish, should be encouraged to

include discussions of identity and heritage culture in their curricula (to be discussed in

greater detail below).

Carreira (2004) expands the above definition offering four useful ways to describe

heritage learners: 1) learners whose identity is deeply connected to the heritage language

culture, but may have limited or no proficiency in the HL (e.g., indigenous communities

involved in language revitalization processes), 2) learners who are more further removed

from the heritage language and culture and therefore seek instruction in the HL in order

to meet identity needs (e.g., African-Americans learning Swahili45, Italian-Americans

learning standard Italian), and 3) learners who have some degree of bilingual proficiency

                                                
45 In the case of African-Americans, to know one’s ancestral language would be extremely difficult without
DNA testing. Learning a language such as Swahili represents the closest approximation to an uncertain
linguistic history.
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in the HL (e.g., US born Mexican-Americans whose parents speak Spanish at home) 4)

learners who have little to no HL proficiency, but identify with the heritage-language

culture (e.g., Latinos who do not “qualify” to be placed in the HL track due to low

productive abilities). Carreira (2004) makes the case that those students who fall under

definition four should also be enrolled in HL programs when possible. She explains that

if students who ethnically identify Latino are placed in courses with FL learners, it is an

act of cultural identity negation, a negation that can be demeaning and demoralizing.

In the following section, issues and characteristics concerning proficiency and

identity will be explored in greater depth. As this study deals with heritage learners of

Spanish, characteristics will center on this group versus other heritage learners such as

those who speak indigenous Native-American languages (description number one above)

or those who have a more distant relationship to the language and culture (description

two).

Heritage learners as heritage-culture members

As touched upon in the introduction, perhaps the greatest distinction between

heritage-language instruction and foreign-language instruction lies in the students

themselves. In practice, heritage learners possess certain characteristics that foreign

language learners do not. Lynch (2003b), discussing heritage learners of Spanish,

explains that heritage learners bring “lived experience with the language as a social

reality” (p. 30) to the classroom that may be seen in more native-like pronunciation and

an “aptness in circumlocution, more fluid discourse (although vocabulary may be

lacking), instrumental and integrative motivation for studying the language, as well as
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more positive attitudes toward the language in general” (p. 31)—although Lynch admits

that not all students are so motivated. Pomeranz (2002) makes similar claims about

heritage learners of Spanish suggesting that they are distinct from foreign and second-

language (L2) learners in that they have actual experience with the language and culture

which they bring to the classroom unlike FL learners who may have very little exposure

to Spanish-language communities of practice. Pomeranz is quick to add however, that

despite this real-world experience that heritage learners possess, heritage learners vary

widely economically, socially, linguistically, and attitudinally to their home culture and

language.

Proficiency characteristics

An important and complicated distinction between heritage-language learners and

foreign and second-language learners is the large and varying range in HL proficiency.

For example, for some heritage-language students, the heritage language is/was their first

language, whose further acquisition had been halted upon entering school where English,

the societal language, is the medium of instruction thus supplanting their first language;

while for other heritage learners, their first language was the societal language and their

experience with the HL is nonexistent or more tangential, interacting with parents,

grandparents, and relatives less consistently in the heritage language. Other HLLs may

have excellent listening comprehension of the HL, but use English to communicate when

spoken to in the HL. Others fall somewhere in between. Thus, unlike foreign or second

language learners, heritage-language learners come to classes with a range of bilingual

proficiencies and attitudinal dispositions not found in other language learners. Because of
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their individuated experiences with the heritage language, the need for a range of

diagnostic tools and classes becomes all that more salient.

In order to understand and appreciate the complexity surrounding language

proficiency, Bachman (1990) provides a useful framework for categorizing language

competence. He divides language competence between organizational competence and

pragmatic competence. Organizational competence is further divided into grammatical

competence (i.e., vocabulary, morphology, phonology/graphology, and syntax) and

textual competence (i.e., cohesion and rhetorical organization). The second limb of

language competence, pragmatic competence, also has two parts: illocutionary

competence (i.e., ideational functional, heuristic functional, imaginative functions, and

manipulative functions) and sociolinguistic competence (i.e., sensitivity to dialects or

varieties, sensitivity to registers, sensitivity to naturalness, and ability to interpret cultural

references and figures of speech) (p. 87). Students of heritage languages may have any

number of these competencies more fully developed than others, providing additional

challenges and opportunities for teachers of heritage languages that foreign language

teachers most likely will not encounter. However, most scholars will agree that it is in the

domain of academic discourse (both written and spoken) that students find the greatest

gaps between their heritage language and the language in which they have been formally

schooled (e.g., Campbell & Rosenthal, 2000; Chevalier, 2004; Peyton et al., 2001; Roca

& Colombi, 2003; Schwartz, 2003; Valdés, 1995).

To complicate matters further, in addition to not having the full range of linguistic

registers, some students may also speak nonstandard varieties of Spanish, presenting a
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distinct teaching challenge not found in the foreign or second language classroom. Valdés

(1995) explains that there is very little research investigating the processes involved in

prestige-variety acquisition, nor the best way to approach teaching it. She adds that

students who speak non-standard dialects of the prestige variety of the target language

may also not be conscious of the distinctions between the two. For example, Valdés

describes the case where students may believe they are speaking the prestige variety, but

unwittingly “codeswitch” into the stigmatized one, not fully aware where one stops and

the other begins. Foreign language learners on the other hand will always be able to

distinguish between the target language and their first language even when the languages

are similar in structure and phonology. Interestingly, there are no formal theories that

offer insights to prestige-variety acquisition, which is believed to be a different

acquisition process from second language processes (Politzer, 1993). Obviously more

research needs to be conducted in this area.

In a study investigating heritage language proficiency, Kondo-Brown (2005)

looked at three sub-groups of university heritage learners of Japanese and one group of

foreign language learners who had no cultural connections to the target language. The

three heritage language subgroups were comprised of: 1) students who had at least one

grandparent who spoke Japanese, but no parent(s); 2) students who had at least one

parent who spoke Japanese46; and 3) neither parents nor grandparents who spoke

Japanese, but were of Japanese heritage (N=185 for the four groups). Kondo-Brown

                                                
46 It is not explicitly stated in the study how or to what extent that either parents or grandparents used
Japanese with these students. From the questionnaire one can assume that these family members were the
group’s primary interlocutors when speaking Japanese.
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found that the more proficient heritage learners—defined as students who had at least one

parent who spoke Japanese natively—had greater HL proficiency when compared to

foreign language learners and the two other HL groups. Using two instruments, a

language-use questionnaire and a battery of tests that measured listening and reading

comprehension and grammar, Kondo-Brown found the “Parent” group, for whom a few

considered Japanese and English to be their strongest language, outperformed all groups

in all skill levels contradicting Campbell and Rosenthal’s (2000, cited in Kondo-Brown)

claim that HLLs usually only have very basic reading and writing skills. The remaining

three groups scored relatively low and similarly in these areas. In self-reported quotidian

Japanese use, the Parent group indicated significantly more engagement with the

Japanese language for entertainment and face-to-face communication (with family and

relatives) than the three other groups whose responses resembled one another. However,

all four groups indicated much less interest in reading and writing in their daily

routines47.

From these results Kondo-Brown suggests that distinct tracks based on

proficiency should be established and that low-proficiency heritage learners (both

subgroups) could be placed with FL learners, as their language proficiencies were similar.

However, the researcher inserts the caveat that the study did not include affective or

social factors that may also figure in the appropriate placement of students, a concern

outlined by Carreira (2004) above. Indeed, Beaudrie and Ducar (2005), writing about a

beginning-level university heritage program, found through student surveys and

                                                
47 As a learner of Japanese myself, I can completely relate. Mastering the three Japanese writing systems is
a life-long, disciplined endeavor.
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interviews (N=20), that Mexican-origin students were frequently surrounded by Spanish,

but were hesitant to use it due to linguistic insecurity (discussed below). However, like

their higher proficiency counterparts, their ready access to discourse community

members, coupled with their heightened integrative motivation, make them distinct from

foreign-language learners thus meriting beginning HL courses that build on passive

linguistic knowledge and focus on instilling confidence in target-language use. Teachers

should view HLLs as important resources who often have cultural knowledge and access

to native-speaker communities that typical foreign-language learners do not, a clear asset

to any teacher who values the use of authentic tasks, projects, and materials. As will be

outlined in further detail below, issues of identity and language acquisition must not be

regulated to the sidelines with proficiency taking center stage. The domain of heritage

language acquisition is more complex than simply using language proficiency as a

placement tool. The social, psychological, and affective needs of the student must also be

considered when formulating language policy and its subsequent impact on curriculum

and placement.

This is not to say that language proficiency should be ignored when discussing

HLLs, it remains a relevant factor when designing and implementing programs, but

educators and scholars must be careful not to frame any heritage-language program and

its students within a deficit model of learning (Solorzano, 2001): a model that focuses on

the “problems” (as described by Valdés, 199548) that learners encounter due to Spanish-

English language contact, lack of register awareness, and so forth; a focus on what

                                                
48 Valdés (1995) describes foreign-language learners as almost having an advantage over heritage learners
as their use of the target language has not been “contaminated” by language contact with English.
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learners cannot do. The implicit message of this deficit model is that nonstandard or

vernacular forms of Spanish should be eradicated and/or replaced. Instead, learners (and

teachers) need to develop sociolinguistic awareness that explains in a non-judgmental

way the social ramifications of code choice and how linguistic and social factors shape

language change and status. Most importantly, the discussion of proficiency and HL

acquisition needs to take an additive orientation that builds upon the learners’ linguistic

resources and strengths. Indeed, Garcia (1985) surveying 1500 Chicano college students

found that heritage-language maintenance should not be viewed as a problem, but an

advantage. Garcia found that language maintenance correlated with higher self-esteem,

more ambitious plans for the future, greater confidence in achieving goals, and increased

perception of agency. When discussing heritage-language program implementation and

placement, planning should include other motivating factors such as HL acquisition for

affective and social reasons. If not, because of this working deficit model of minority

student capabilities, linguistic insecurity and internalized feelings of inadequacy will

foment as described below.

Linguistic insecurity

Very much connected to the ranges of bilingualism heritage learners possess,

including the stigmatized varieties of Spanish they may speak, is the issue of linguistic

insecurity (González, 2001). Linguistic insecurity refers to feelings of inadequacy and/or

shame when speaking a language that is no longer or has never been one’s dominant

language. Stephen Krashen (1998b) refers to this phenomenon as “language shyness.” It

occurs when an “HL speaker knows the HL fairly well, but not perfectly” (Krashen,
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1998, p. 41) because of the lack of “late-acquired aspects” (p. 41) of the language that do

not impede communication, but mark for example, politeness or social class. Although

foreign and second-language learners can experience feelings of “shyness,” the

psychological basis from which this insecurity arises is most probably different. González

(2001) explains that many second and third generation Latinos may feel linguistic

insecurity in “Spanish because of the erasure of native language skills in the schools...

[t]his insecurity is evidenced by a reluctance to engage foreign-born Spanish speakers in

a conversation where there is no recourse to English and by the circumscription of

Spanish into particular domains” (p. 176). In addition, as heritage learners are ethnic

members of the heritage language, there may also be embarrassment about a lack of

proficiency in the language that is closely linked to their ethnic identity, and so as to

preserve ethnic membership and “face,” the language is not spoken, but left for others to

assume some level of proficiency. This insecurity or shyness is further compounded

when members of the same ethnic group, who are more proficient speakers, engage in

ridicule or provide harsh corrective feedback. Krashen (1998) explains that this creates a

vicious cycle whereby learners speak less for fear of ridicule that leads to “less input, and

less input means less proficiency” (p. 41). A (small) step in breaking this cycle is

carefully designed classes designated for heritage learners that address their particular

linguistic needs, taught in an accepting and caring manner within a supportive

institutional context. Of course, if the state, schools, and the general public had valued

Spanish, coupled with long-term bilingual education programs, many of these issues

would be remedied. Although Krashen does not address this aspect of “language
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shyness,” shyness could also translate to “shame”; shame for speaking, or family

members speaking another language other than English, especially in a culture that does

not place high value on linguistic and cultural diversity or has engaged in overt linguistic

repression of Spanish as in the case of the Southwestern United States (MacGregor-

Mendoza, 2000).

To concretize the above explanations, Carrasco and Riegelhaupt (2003) found in

their study of Arizonan Mexican-origin Spanish bilingual education teachers in a summer

study abroad program in Guanajuato, Mexico, that because of the variety of Spanish

spoken by the teachers, they were viewed as uneducated “hicks” [i.e., “Hablan como de

rancho” (p. 174)] by their Mexican host families. Speaking de rancho, could easily by

attributed to the fact that many Mexicans who immigrate to the United States come from

rural Mexican states49. Because of the stigmatized Spanish they spoke, the bilingual

education teachers felt reluctant to interact in Spanish with their “hosts” claiming that the

correction strategies employed by them were much more strident then the ones aimed at

the Anglo teachers. Carrasco and Riegelhaupt (2003) explain because of such

experiences, “[h]eritage learners may have insecurities about using Spanish and their fear

of being criticized and corrected often prevent them from taking Spanish classes and/or

traveling to Spanish-speaking countries, including to their heritage country” (p. 178).

González (2001) postulates that such reactions by monolingual Spanish speakers, and the

internalized inferiority felt by some heritage speakers, stem from a “sociohistorical

                                                
49 In recent history, for example, the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement in 1994
(NAFTA) has caused many small family-run farms in Mexico to collapse, thus this particular group’s
immigration to the United States (Nazario, 2006).
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legacy of language purism” (p. 176), an ideology of language that valorizes standard

varieties while stigmatizing others as “uneducated” if they do not approximate this

standard.

To ameliorate the negative feelings surrounding linguistic insecurity, Carrasco

and Riegelhaupt (2003) suggest that heritage-language speakers, as a part of their

coursework, need to develop metapsychological knowledge, that is, “knowledge about

oneself and one’s reaction when exposed to the language experience” (p. 178).

Metapsychological knowledge helps make explicit the relationship between attitudes and

feelings and the events/beliefs that cause them, often helping individuals to realize that

their feelings and reactions are “normal” given the circumstances. For example, when the

bilingual teachers came to understand why their host families reacted to them as they did,

they approached the learning context with more sociolinguistic awareness and took the

host family reactions less personally.

Carreira (2000) suggests that courses for heritage learners provide the single most

important forum for debunking linguistic prejudices surrounding Spanish spoken in the

United States. She recommends that heritage courses include: the discussion of the

arbitrariness surrounding linguistic prejudice and the valorization of “standard”

languages over “dialects,” the linguistic overlap between standard and nonstandard

dialects of Spanish, and the instrumental value of learning standard Spanish. These types

of sociolinguistic discussions most likely would not find themselves as pertinent topics in

foreign language classrooms as learning the standard language is taken for granted and

need not be unpacked (although it could), but this type of discussion in the heritage
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context should be a part of the course design as a measure to combat any linguistic

inferiority and insecurity a student may harbor—sentiments with which the L2 learner

need not grapple.

Identity needs

How one uses language(s) and other symbols indexes, performs, and shapes one’s

(and other’s) identity. Within the context of SLA theory, Norton (2000) defines identity

as “how a person understands his or her relationship to the world, how that relationship is

constructed across time and space, and how the person understands possibilities for the

future” (p. 5).  Norton explains that language constitutes and is constituted by a language

learner’s identity that emerges from personal beliefs and ideology that can shift over time

or context. Wortham (2006), in his book describing how student identity is shaped in part

by schools, uses the term “model of identity” to refer to social identity formation

influenced by sociohistorical models (e.g., how social groups—African Americans, boys,

girls, etc.—have been characterized and understood over time) that are mediated through

local models of identity that are shaped and reinforced by school curriculum and

classroom discourses over time. Van Dijk (1998), on the other hand, defines identity as a

mental representation that is “both a personal and a social construct” (p. 118). Van Dijk

explains that an individual’s self-representation is comprised of several categories and

groups (i.e., woman, teacher, US Citizen, feminist, etc.), which are constructed through

the personal experience of events and stored in personal memory, and is the unique and

personal self. Van Dijk is looking at a more subjective view of identity formation versus

a social one.
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Examining social identity within the field of linguistic anthropology, Bucholtz

and Hall (2004) propose that identity is constructed through a variety of symbolic

resources and semiotic processes that include practice, indexicality, ideology, and

performance. Mendoza-Denton (2002) defines identity within the field of linguistics to

mean “the active negotiation of an individual’s relationship with larger social constructs,

in so far as this negotiation is signaled through language and other semiotic constructs.

Identity, then, is neither attribute nor possession, but an individual and collective-level

process of semiosis” (p. 475). Similarly, He (2004), using the framework of language

socialization and an “interactionally enriched linguistic anthropological perspective” (p.

199), specifically addresses the link between identity construction with heritage-language

learning. Through this lens she suggests that identity is 1) indexical with specific acts and

stances constructed through language forms; 2) dynamic, constantly unfolding

interactionally; and 3) emergent through others’ reactions and thus intersubjective and

reciprocal. Within the parameters of the above overlapping and complementary

definitions, identity can be characterized as personal, social, mental, temporal, local,

situated, reciprocally constructed and negotiated, observable, historical, multiple,

performed, reflected, rejected, imposed, and forged through linguistic and semiotic

processes.

Norton (2000) suggests that issues of identity construction need to be included

within the field of applied linguistics as it can figure greatly into how one sees oneself

using (or not using) the target language and interacting within the target-language culture

and thus negatively or positively impact language acquisition processes. Norton
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encourages an examination of the workings of power in the social world and how it

relates to target-language access and language use. More specifically, within the field of

heritage-language acquisition, teaching, and learning, the construct of identity is salient

as heritage-language learners may personally struggle with issues of identity due to their

minority group status within larger society (and their quasi non-native status in the HL

country) and the prejudices that that can entail. He (2004) explains that unlike foreign

and second language learners who are members of their native culture and are acquiring

the norms of the target-language culture, the HLL possesses a “multi-faceted identity as

someone who is both similar to and different from members of the target culture since

he/she is socio-historically connected with the target culture and yet experientially

displaced from it” (p. 208). This ambiguity concerning subjective and social identity can

thereby cause periods of identity crisis for some heritage learners. In turn, heritage

learners may also experience periods of ambivalence regarding the use and further

acquisition of the heritage language especially if the heritage language indexes minority

group status and the marginalization that can accompany it.

A variety of scholars writing on heritage-language acquisition specifically address

its intersection with ethnic identity construction. Tse (1998b), drawing on the work of

Jean S. Phinney, a psychologist who has written extensively on adolescent ethnic identity

formation, proposes a four-stage model of ethnic-identity development, describing how

these stages facilitate or hamper heritage-language acquisition. Briefly the stages consist

of: Stage One, unawareness of one’s ethnic and/or subordinate status; Stage Two, ethnic

ambivalence/evasion towards one’s ethnicity and ethnic culture; Stage Three, ethnic
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emergence, a time of ethnic identity exploration, and possible shunning of the dominant

culture; and Stage Four, ethnic identity incorporation where a bi-cultural identity is

embraced. It is important to note that not all individuals will pass through these stages

lock step, nor pass through all four to neither reach a bi-cultural identity, nor even feel the

need for such hybridity. Nonetheless, the framework provides a useful (albeit reduced)

description to help explain what some ethnic and racial group members have been shown

to experience (Tatum, 1997).

Tse (1998) further hypothesizes that heritage languages will most likely be

acquired if there is both comprehensible input (CI) (see Krashen, 1985) and “club” or

ethnic group membership (CM), except for in stage one, where only CI is necessary.

Adolescence is often a time when ethnic/racial minorities begin to develop and explore

their ethnic/racial identities (Tatum, 1997). This period of exploration—roughly stages

two and three described by Tse above—coincides with middle and high school

matriculation when foreign languages are introduced as academic subjects. At the risk of

essentializing ethnic adolescents, Tse (1998) and Tatum (1997) explain that ethnic

minorities often learn to embrace their ethnic identities through positive experiences with

other same ethnic group members, where dialogue concerning identity occurs—this in

turn has also been a significant predictor of successful language acquisition (R. C.

Gardner, 1985). As language can be viewed as one of the most salient markers of ethnic

or racial group membership (see Zentella, 1990), Tse’s (1998) participants explain that

their desire to be identified with their ethnic or racial group facilitated their heritage-

language acquisition. Thus the desire to learn more about one’s heritage culture and self,
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through the HL and interaction with heritage speakers, is highly motivating and may lead

to increased HL acquisition. In stage four, through the process of learning more about the

heritage culture and language, the learner may discover that his or her identity is a hybrid

one, a mix of the HL culture and the societal culture in which they live and have been

schooled. Through meeting others of similar ethnic/racial backgrounds, as can be the case

in heritage-language classes, self and community acceptance and awareness can be

fostered and the situatedness and complexity of one’s identity embraced and further

explored.

With this in mind, in heritage-language classes where students share, or don’t

share for that matter, similar cultural, ethnic, and linguistic characteristics, may prove to

be the ideal environment to discuss issues surrounding ethnic identity formation because

it may be the only institutional context where learners can do so. Indeed, Carreira (2004)

suggests that heritage-language classes can serve an important role in this regard because

heritage-language learners, as opposed to first language speakers of the HL, “do not

receive sufficient exposure to their language and culture to fulfill basic identity and

linguistic needs” (p.1). Consequently, many HLLs pursue language learning to fulfill

those needs. Carreira thus advocates for endowing all language courses where HLLs are

enrolled to include “a focus on identity and language issues, as these relate to family

background” (p.1). Carreira (2004) suggests that such courses could include: Latino

cultures in the US, personal experiences within these cultures, language contact and loss,

dialectical variation, linguistic prejudice, immigration patterns, and projects that include

Latino community members. These suggestions resonate highly with a place-based
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approach to teaching heritage languages and may help learners circumnavigate future

identity crises, described further below.

Avoiding identity crisis

If the complexities of ethnic/racial identity are not fully explored, individuals may

experience a crisis of identity. The Carrasco and Riegelhaupt (2003) study showed that

Mexican-origin bilingual teachers experienced such a crisis due to linguistic and cultural

clashes they experienced with their Mexican-national host families. These clashes made

them question their “Mexicaness” as they were treated as out-group members. Cho’s

(2000) study of second-generation adult heritage learners of Korean50 (N=114), also

describes learners who have experienced identity crises that were later resolved through

increased heritage-language development and cultural awareness. In a survey of Korean

learners, Cho found that the less proficient speakers suffered much more social ostracism,

isolation, rejection, and judgments concerning their HL skills by Korean community

members than their more proficient counterparts. As a result of these accumulated

negative experiences, the less proficient speakers in the study expressed confusion

regarding their ethnic and linguistic identities. The converse was true of the Korean

participants who had more productive linguistic skills. They explained that their ability to

interact with HL speakers benefited them professionally, cognitively, and personally.

They explained that their knowledge of Korean allowed them to be more involved in the

Korean community at home and abroad in addition to solidifying familial relationships

with kin who did not speak English.
                                                
50 Cho sites census data explaining that Koreans are one of the most rapidly growing ethnic groups in the
United States.
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These findings strongly suggest that heritage-language instruction prior to

adulthood could help mitigate such crises and difficulties that adults may experience if

they find themselves in HL communities without productive HL skills. As identity

resides in situated action and not in persons (Bucholtz & Hall, 2004), the ability to

interact reciprocally and repeatedly with HL speakers in linguistically and culturally

appropriate ways forges linguistic and ethnic identities as “identity is better understood as

an outcome of language use” (p. 376)51. The Korean case demonstrates that a certain

degree of HL competence opens the doors of more reticent HL communities. This access,

coupled with habitual social and linguistic practices or habitus (Bourdieu, 1974 [1967]),

influences ethnic/linguistic/cultural identities and promotes further HL acquisition that in

turn fosters HL community acceptance.

The above discussion is particularly relevant when considering one of the

negative consequences of heritage language loss—the inability for family members to

communicate with one another (Cho, 2000; Cho & Krashen, 1998). As mentioned, this

inability to communicate is alienating: It can also contribute to delinquency amongst

adolescents. In the case of Mexican-American youth, Samaniego and González (1999)

found that when there was a lack of parental control and oversight due to linguistic and

cultural gaps, this situation was highly correlative with adolescent delinquency. Thus

heritage language acquisition and the discussion of cultural nuances between the heritage

                                                
51 It must be understood that I am building a case for HL maintenance and acquisition. I realize that it is not
requisite that one speaks the HL to identify ethnically and culturally with an ethnic or racial group (for an
in-depth discussion, see Myhill, 2003).
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culture and societal culture are pedagogically sound as well as personally and socially

beneficial.

Heritage learners as a resource

In a country of immigrants, participating in a global economy, it is argued that the

languages immigrants speak should be viewed as national resources to be preserved and

developed through heritage language instruction (Crawford, 1999; O. Garcia, 1995;

Peyton et al., 2001; Ruiz, 1984). Valdés (2003) suggests: “If this society is to nurture and

produce loyal Americans who are also speakers of non-English languages, public

perspectives about the teaching and learning of non-English languages, of maintenance

efforts by immigrant communities, and of early educational use of non-English languages

must undergo profound change” (p. vii). Currently when young people go to school

already speaking a global language, the educational system almost necessitates that they

become monolingual English speakers in order to be purportedly successful academically

and perform well on (high stakes) standardized tests. Then, after their home language has

been retarded, they are required to have foreign language skills as they enter secondary

schools and university, often having to relearn and excavate a once productive language.

One may wonder: Are young mathematicians who can solve algebra problems in the

primary grades forced to only solve simple arithmetic? These students are often steered

toward Gifted and Talented programs, but not the student with bilingual potential. Many

educators, and the general public, see math ability as an achievement and/or gift, while

linguistic ability/potential amongst minority students is viewed as a barrier and problem.
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Despite these misguided, uninformed, or nonexistent language policies regarding

language maintenance and acquisition, there are individuals who understand the value of

bi- or multilingualism. Valdés (2003), citing newspaper reports from Texas and

California, points to a group pushing for heritage-language instruction: upwardly mobile

Mexican-Americans. As immigration of Mexican nationals to the United States continues

to grow at increasing rates, their economic and political impact is felt (Peyton et al.,

2001). In order to competitively attract this expanding niche market, Latinos who had

spoken Spanish as pre-schoolers, but were not formally schooled in it, are scrambling to

regain their prior fluency and acquire a full range of registers. The economic advantages

for highly functioning Spanish-language users are myriad.

Pomeranz (2002) researches a similar realization of Spanish’s symbolic, social,

and economic capitol (Bourdieu, 1986, 1991). In interviews, Pomeranz found that middle

and upper class non-Latino elite college students also saw Spanish as a linguistic resource

for professional futures in medicine, education, law, advertising, and social work.

Students in her study explained that Spanish fluency offers them an edge over competing

job candidates abroad and at home. Foreign-language learners in Pomeranz’s study saw

Spanish as a commodity that allows them access to professional and global markets.

These stances are shaped by institutional ideologies, but also from personal experience.

Pomeranz, however, explains that for some Latinos their Spanish is not perceived to have

the same degree of social capital as middle-class foreign-language speakers:

For Latinos and other linguistically defined groups expertise in a language other
than English can be a detriment, threatening their identities as Americans and
limiting their potential for social and economic mobility…Spanish may be viewed
as a problem by both the speakers themselves and English-monolingual, middle-
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class, American society, whereas for upper- and middle-class foreign language
learners it is often seen as a resource. (p. 277, emphasis in the original)

Thus knowing a foreign language is a valuable form of social and economic capital for

elite, upwardly mobile social classes. The underlying language ideology is that only the

privileged can be bilingual in part because of their initial mastery of the dominant

language; it is only then that one can add another language. This parallels the language of

Arizona’s Proposition 227 that outlawed bilingual education; the law stipulates

demonstrated English mastery before a child can enroll in a bilingual program,

automatically privileging the monolingual English speaker.

Pomeranz (2002) suggests that bilinguals/HLLs need to claim the social and

economic capital that bilingualism can afford. The same economic and social forces that

have paved the way for English monolingualism will no doubt see a reversal as the

economic potential of the Spanish-speaking market is fully realized. Interestingly, and

unfortunately not surprising, it is middle class, often Whites/Anglos, who are seizing this

opportunity, when heritage speakers of Spanish are better situated to enter these markets

due to their cultural knowledge and arguably greater potential for a more fully developed

Spanish-language competence due to access to HL community members and varying

levels of bilingualism without formal instruction. The young heritage learner is thus

poised to a greater degree than the foreign language learner to fully profit from expanding

Latino markets. It is likely, these same economic forces that led to the abandonment of

Spanish, will no doubt see a reversal as the economic potential of the Spanish-speaking
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market is fully realized. Heritage language programs can play a huge role in promoting

language maintenance and furthering target-language acquisition.

The language-as-resource metaphor

It must be acknowledged however, that the pervasive language-as-resource

metaphor commodifies linguistic ability and suggests a certain exploitation of linguistic

minorities for the economic and military benefit of the nation as a whole (Ricento, 2005).

Ricento, through a text-based discourse analysis of the rhetoric surrounding heritage-

language education, problematizes the resource metaphor explaining that “the

employment of such discourses tends to perpetuate a view of language as instrument (as

opposed to language as identity marker), and, by doing so, seeks to garner support for the

teaching and learning of heritage languages by de-linking language from ethnicity or

race” (p. 357). Instead of characterizing heritage-language acquisition as intrinsically

beneficial in terms of identity formation, cognitive expansion, ethnic/racial community

needs, and so forth, the national/natural resource metaphor suggests that a heritage

language needs to be “‘captured’ and ‘refined’ before it is ready for the ‘market’” (p.

359). This market includes national security, global trade, and law enforcement.

Ricento argues that these markets serve larger national interests without directly

and tangibly benefiting the HL communities from which these languages come. He

explains that the discourse surrounding the metaphor “is silent with regard to the rights

claims of language minority communities to receive official and financial support and

recognition which is reserved for the dominant language, English” (p. 362). Ricento

concludes that if the heritage language movement is truly geared toward the interests of
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HL communities and promotion of minority languages, the rhetoric surrounding it needs

critical examination. He argues that commodifying heritage languages as strategic assets

entails an economic model of supply and demand that frames a language’s worth based

on its geopolitical value that could actually contribute to the language loss of such

languages not deemed to be strategic assets in the global market place (e.g., Native-

American languages). A lesson gleaned from Ricento’s critique is the importance for

local discourse communities to have a central voice in language policy and planning and

to define for themselves how the heritage language and culture are valued and promoted.

Thus it is important for curriculum developers to work collaboratively with community

members whenever possible. The joint construction of HL programs will allow for many

stakeholders’ voices to be heard and counted thereby creating programs of greater

relevance that build on community funds of knowledge.

Why should we care?

Research in this area, especially as the Latino demographic continues to grow

annually is critical. The US census projects that in the first half of the 21st century, the

Hispanic/Latino demographic will grow from six percent to a quarter of the overall

population (Waggoner, 2000). Currently Hispanic/Latino children are the fastest growing

demographic in elementary and secondary schools, by 2020 it is projected that “more

than one in five children under 18 in the United States will be of Hispanic origin”;

currently the figure is one in six (Llagas & Snyder, 2003, p. 6). With these figures in

mind, it is vital that applied linguistic research, which has primarily concerned itself with

second or foreign language teaching, direct its attention to issues surrounding the
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teaching and acquisition of Spanish as a heritage language. Moreover, research shows

that learners who develop their heritage language benefit cognitively52, socially, and

culturally (see Baker & Prys Jones, 1998; Cho, 2000; Fernandez & Nielsen, 1986; H.

Garcia, 1985; Huang, 1995; Krashen, 1998a; Nielsen & Lerner, 1986; Wong Fillmore,

1991). This is particularly significant in light of census data that show that Latino

students have the highest high school dropout rate in comparison to African-Americans,

Anglos, and Asians ("US Census Report," 2004). Heritage language maintenance and

development is not the only answer to working toward remedying dropout rates, but it is

one prong in a multi-pronged approach whose discussion goes beyond the scope of this

dissertation.

In sum, the above literature review argues that heritage-language learners are

distinct from foreign-language learners and thereby require distinct courses with a

pedagogy that is attuned to their particular linguistic, social, and identity needs as

minority culture members. This is particularly relevant in regions where there are large

pockets of Latinos who will enroll in Spanish foreign-language classes, thus creating de

facto heritage classes. That being the case, foreign-language teachers need dedicated

teacher education courses to help them work more effectively with heritage-language

learners. For one, teachers need to be aware of HLLs varying and often-asymmetrical

proficiencies such as greater listening and speaking abilities and less developed literacy

skills. It is important to stress, however, that proficiency is not the single measure for HL

                                                
52 Of interest, a 2007 Canadian study published in Medical News Today has also shown that productive use
of two or more languages can offset dementia by four years
(http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/medicalnews.php?newsid=60646).
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placement. Although some HLLs may have very limited productive language abilities

suggesting an FL placement, their identity needs, linguistic insecurity, and passive

cultural/linguistic knowledge that is difficult to test, warrants heritage-language

instruction. Secondly, teachers need to be aware that for some learners, there may be a

reluctance to use the HL due to linguistic insecurity or sociocultural forces that have

devalued the language for its use in public spheres. This strongly suggests that teachers

need to have sociolinguistic awareness to dispel any linguistic prejudices they may have

or that have been internalized by students. This awareness includes topics such as

linguistic variation, language contact, code-switching, and the identity and power issues

that influence code choice. Finally, language planners, researchers, curriculum

developers, and educators must also work in collaboration with HL community members

to forge language policies and programs that reflect community values and needs.

With the previous discussion as backdrop, the following is a descriptive account

and analysis of what occurred in the second semester Spanish class for heritage learners

with a teacher who came from Mexico. Although the teacher was a native-speaker of the

target language, an issue for the first semester teacher, he faced a different set of

challenges that contributed to student non-performance or what Ira Shor (1992) calls

“performance strikes”—the willful decision to not participate in schooling when it is

perceived to be irrelevant and purposeless.
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THE ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT: BACKGROUND, DATA COLLECTION, AND

FOCAL PARTICIPANTS

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the second semester Spanish class for

heritage speakers began without a permanent teacher. Beth, the first semester teacher, left

the school for her home state under tragic circumstances. As a result, Jim, a young

White/Anglo teacher, who did his student teaching in Mexico, and had previously taught

at two other charter schools, had been hired as a substitute Spanish teacher during the

Spanish-teacher search. He was currently taking a break from his teaching career,

subbing so he could devote more of his energies toward filmmaking53.

I had been away from City High School for a couple of weeks and was eager to

find out how things were panning out under these unusual circumstances. I met up with

Jim and CHS students finishing lunch at La Placita [little town square], a colorful patio

(introduced in Chapter One) surrounded by small businesses and cafés designed to

replicate a Mexican colonial plaza, jardín, or zócalo [town square, regional]. Students

and teachers ate at the pleasant tree-lined courtyard about once a week, heading for the

lunch spot during the tale end of the students’ advisory class. As previously mentioned,

Advisory meets twice a week and is a type of “homeroom” where teachers act as

academic councilors and student advocates. The class also provides an opportunity for

students to bond with others with whom they would not normally hang out. In addition,

Advisory often acted as the staging ground for whole-school fieldtrips where students

could get background information and remain a cohort for excursions.

                                                
53 In fact, Jim’s documentary film concerning Mexican Zapatistas was met with critical success, and he is
currently touring the country with it.
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We all walked back to campus, and I asked Jim how things had been going for

him. Daniel, a new student to the school and heritage class walked with us and asked,

“¿Que vamos a hacer en Español hoy?”. [What are we going to do in Spanish today?]

“Vamos a ver una película,” Jim answered. [We’re going to watch a movie.] I was

impressed to hear Spanish, especially after hearing so little of it semester one. Jim told

me that even Pedro—a student who had been hostile to Beth—had spoken to him in

Spanish, but the typical pattern had been for the students to respond in English. Jim

explained that he has had the heritage learners translate rock music lyrics into Spanish, an

activity he thought they liked. Despite this relatively good news, he complained that

Jorge’s passivity and negative comments such as, “This is stupid,” undermined the class.

Later when I asked Scott, another heritage learner, about the substitute he responded:

“Terrible. I know more Spanish than him. I could teach him Spanish.” Despite Scott’s

complaint about the substitute, I had heard many positive comments about Jim from

White/Anglo students in the FL class where his Spanish was more than adequate.

Nonetheless, Scott’s assessment that he could teach Jim a thing or two about

Spanish is not too far off of the mark. Scott speaks fluent Spanish although his academic

Spanish literacy is not as strong. Spanish is the language he speaks with his cousins

whom he regularly visits in Mexico, and the language he speaks with his mother, a

talented interior decorator who emigrated from Mexico in her twenties. In an interview,

Scott explained that he chooses to speak Spanish with his mother because her “English

sucks.” I have heard Scott’s mother speak English, and she is a competent speaker. It is

possible that Scott judges his mother’s English based on her first language’s phonological
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influence on her second, but as Lippi-Green (1997) explains in English with an Accent:

“Accent has little to do with what is generally called communicative competence, or the

ability to use and interpret language in a wide variety of contexts effectively” (p. 48,

italics in the original). However accurate this “clinical” explanation may be, it does not

protect those from experiencing linguistically based prejudice. The attitude that there is a

“correct” accent also played a role in the first-semester students’ judgments against their

non-native Spanish-language teacher whose Spanish didn’t pass muster due in great part

to her English-influenced Spanish accent.

A new teacher is found

After about two weeks with the substitute, Alberto, a Spanish-dominant Mexican

national took the Spanish-teaching job. He had been a lawyer in Mexico, had worked his

way through law school as a fashion model, but had no teaching experience. Although

charter schools in Arizona do not require teachers to be credentialed, Alberto’s lack of

experience and teaching credential was still a concern. Indeed, the three founding

teachers, Eve, Brett, and Carrie, seriously debated if they should hire a White,

experienced Spanish teacher who had applied, or hire Alberto, a native-speaker and

member of the target-language culture. But because of the problems encountered with

Beth semester one regarding the students’ perception of her legitimacy to be their

Spanish-language teacher, they decided to go with the less-experienced teacher. Over

smoothies at a local café, I asked Paloma about this choice. She responded, “It’ll be better

because he will know the culture.” I agreed that maybe Alberto would be a better fit.
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So just as the second semester began with new teacher(s), the class composition

of the heritage-language class also changed. Of the original 16 students enrolled, only six

remained; the brother and sister from Mexico left for Oregon54, two students transferred

to the foreign-language section55, five students chose to attend other schools, and one

student was eventually expelled. In addition, four students from the foreign-language

class had been recommended to transfer (two of the four were not of Mexican origin, and

one of these two was an exchange student from Germany); five students were new to the

school of which three dropped out before the term ended resulting in a final count of 12

students of which only nine regularly attended. As previously explained, I collected data

through participant observation, videotaped interviews, and videotaped classroom

interaction.

By understanding the differences between foreign and heritage-language learners

discussed in the first part of this chapter, the following presentation of data, highlighting

the students’ reluctance to participate in the curriculum, will make more sense. The data

analysis explores the manner in which students were taught their heritage language that

was more consistent with foreign language teaching in its use of foreign-language

textbooks and audio-visual materials produced for foreign-language learners.

Furthermore, Alberto did not build on the linguistic and cultural funds of knowledge that

these heritage learners had, instead, the class was taught as if the students were foreign-

                                                
54 The brother and sister left the school relatively early in the first semester.
55 One of these students transferred because he felt that his Spanish proficiency was too low in comparison
to his classmates. The other student spoke Spanish rather fluently, but because of learning disabilities, it
was felt that she would experience more “success” in the foreign-language section and thereby increase her
self-confidence as a learner in general.
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language learners with no real-world linguistic and cultural knowledge and experience.

Thus student resistance was not so much against heritage-language instruction; it was

resistance to foreign language instruction that was inappropriate for HL student needs.

A possible explanation for the teacher’s foreign-language approach may stem

from the teacher’s positionality as a Mexican national, with Spanish as his L1, and no

training in HL or multicultural pedagogy; thus, the heritage-language learners in his mind

were foreign-language learners. Whatever the reason, Alberto’s pedagogical choices, by

straying from the students’ needs, abilities, and funds of knowledge, influenced the

students’ restless, inattentive, and disruptive behavior in spite of their well-intentioned,

well-liked teacher’s efforts.

CLASSROOM LESSONS: PERFORMANCE STRIKE!

Semester II

In early February Alberto joined the faculty at City High School. Spanish class

now began at 1 PM instead of 8:30 AM, and students no longer remained a cohort for

their Humanities class. Because of discipline problems throughout the school, it was

decided to change the dynamics of all CHS classes by reshuffling and separating certain

students who could not work well together. Ironically, this afternoon shift56, and shift of

students, created a much more raucous Spanish class. In the first semester with Beth, the

students were much better behaved in the sense that they did not burn things, shout or

curse at one another from across the room, talk on cell phones, listen to music, or peruse

myspace.com with impunity. Although she was not an experienced heritage-language

                                                
56 It could be argued that the students were just “awake” at this hour and more lively after lunch, which
does contribute in part, but other morning classes also had discipline issues.
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teacher, she was a teacher by vocation and had good classroom management skills.

Despite the good intentions behind Alberto’s hire, discipline problems were rampant

from the start. New student Daniel, and new to the heritage class, Ariana, along with

Olivia’s new disruptive behavior, and the students’ greater familiarity with one another,

contributed to a talkative, unruly atmosphere. In part this was due to the teacher’s lack of

experience and the class’s afternoon hour, but also because of the decontextualized,

seemingly meaningless, inauthentic nature of the lessons and pedagogical materials that

students characterized as a “waste of time,” “retarded,” “fake,” and for “like fifth

graders.”

The following classroom description is fairly typical of what I observed all

semester except that the transcribed classroom interaction found in Segment One, there

are no boys in attendance. The girls are also more subdued than usual, engaging in more

personal activity than side conversations during the lesson. This may suggest that the

boys are the rowdies, which is not the case. For example, Luke, a transferee from the HL

class, speaks to no one in class. He primarily listens to his iPod while reading a

paperback novel and will occasionally converse on his cell phone (school-wide policies

forbid listening to music or using cell phones in class). Jorge is also very passive in

class—when he attends. He leans back in his chair at the back of the room and will

occasionally engage in muted side conversation with Daniel. Daniel is often a lightening

rod for the girls’ teasing—especially by Ariana and Allison. He reacts with loud protests

and is prone to leaving the room without permission. He is by far the most vocal and

mischievous of the boys in this class. I have seen him roll nacho-cheese flavored chip
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crumbs into a fake marijuana joint and pretend to smoke it, light his Axe Cologne mist on

fire creating a mini-blow torch, and surf the Internet whenever possible. Scott speaks

with Allison, Ariana, Isabel, and Olivia, but he seems mainly preoccupied with

decorating his CD case or drawing on paper or himself.

The reader may notice that there are three students that I have yet to introduce:

Leah, “German” Olivia57, an exchange student from Germany, and Cristina—all new to

second semester HL class. Although Anglo, Leah had been recommended by Beth to

transfer from the FL class to the HL class because of her prior immersion experience

studying Spanish in her former high-performing charter school. Leah is bright, keeps to

herself, though she will occasionally enter into conversation with Isabel or Olivia who sit

directly behind her. Leah, like Luke, often reads a paperback in class, even when the

lights are dimmed during the showing of La Catrina, a language-learning audiovisual

series. Beth also recommended that German Olivia transfer into the heritage class

because of her prior experience studying Spanish and her exceptional aptitude for

language learning. Olivia is an excellent student; more mature than the rest of her

classmates, and has loved her time at City High School and in the United States. In an

interview, Olivia explained that what she appreciated most about City High School was

its emphasis on inquiry and individual choice in learning. In Spanish class she listens,

takes notes, and will occasionally answer teacher-posed questions, but predominantly in

English. Cristina transferred to City High School at the start of the second semester and

was placed into the HL class because she is a heritage speaker of Spanish. Cristina is a

                                                
57 “German Olivia” was Olivia’s nickname—distinguishing her from the other Olivia.
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sophomore, shy, and of Mexican descent. Her quiet, reserved nature was in sharp contrast

to her punk-band T-shirts she would regularly wear.

Over the course of semester two, Alberto and the other students, to all intents and

purposes, ignored these three girls. In an interview with Olivia (not “German Olivia”)

and Isabel, both girls believed Cristina to be neither of Mexican origin nor able to speak

Spanish, despite the fact that I have heard her speak Spanish with her maternal

grandmother. Rarely were these girls addressed, nor did they ever (or rarely) initiate

others in conversation. The fact that little to no personal information was exchanged

between students is telling. In my experience, language classes, especially one as small as

this one, are highly interactive and include students getting to know one another through

the target language. Heritage language classes in particular often provide students spaces

to discuss family origins and linguistic histories, including language use (or non-use).

Heritage classes are often the only places in the mainstream curriculum that such issues

are aired, distinguishing them from FL classes (Carreira, 2004). The girls’

marginalization may have been attributed to their “out-group” status as FL learners, or

perceived FL status, as in the case of Cristina. It is possible that they reside in the

margins simply due to shyness or possible linguistic insecurity (i.e., the fear of making

mistakes in the target language), as non-native pronunciation of Spanish was often met

with ridicule, a debilitative practice for anyone trying to learn a new language. In the

girls’ other classes, Leah and German Olivia were more vocal and participatory, while

Cristina remained quite reserved, even at year-end.
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Leah and German Olivia’s placement into the heritage class shows some

confusion by faculty and administration over who should be in a heritage class. Heritage

classes should not be thought of as default advanced classes for non-heritage speakers.

Although Leah (in other classroom contexts) and Olivia were good students, they

probably would have benefited from more traditional FL instruction that does not assume

high listening comprehension, some productive skills, native-like pronunciation, and

target-language cultural knowledge. As the prior literature review suggests, in more

pedagogically sound HL classes (also discussed in Chapter Five), assignments often build

off of the skills and/or in-group cultural knowledge that HL learners bring to class that

the FL learner would be hard-pressed to deliver. And, as explained earlier, the heritage-

learner profile is distinct, and their proficiency in the heritage language does not

necessarily mean they will perform well in an academic context, as their literacy skills

are asymmetrical as compared to their other language abilities. Thus their grouping

together provides a safe place for them to learn and express themselves in the heritage

language without assuming exceptional academic skills that can often be the case for

HLLs in FL classes. Because of the distinct linguistic and cultural profiles between HL

and FL learners, when possible, it is best to not mix them.

 During the class period I describe below, the more subdued atmosphere is due in

part to Isabel’s withdrawal to the classroom’s desktop computer, as she is hard at work on

a deadline for an after-school theater program where she must write a reflective paper on

the plays that she has attended with other CHS students. She is too concentrated on this

task to talk with Olivia, one of her best friends, or Allison and Ariana, the other girls with
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whom she regularly engages in class. Isabel bridges both social groups represented by the

girls —Mexican and White/Anglo. For example, Allison and Ariana semiotically

represent a more “Mexican” identity through their personal style consistent with other

Latina girls observed in the Tucson area. Allison and Ariana’s wardrobes and accessories

generally consist of stacked narrow thin gold bangles, gold wide hoop earrings, snug,

cropped faded jeans, white sneakers, or on occasion, fuzzy bedroom slippers. The most

striking thing about the girls’ make-up is their long mascara-coated eyelashes. The girls

wear their dark shoulder-length hair hanging down in layers, partially clipped back, or

held in nape-of-the-neck ponytails. Olivia, in her wardrobe of tight-cropped slogan-filled

t-shirts, straight or flared ultra mini-skirts, and “ethnic” slippers or thongs, along with her

dirty-blonde hair and blue eyes, indexes a more “White” or Anglo identity. Scott, when

on the outs with Olivia, would insult her by calling her “White,” despite her Spanish-

language fluency and Mexican heritage58.

Isabel, the only remaining participant who was born in Mexico, lives in one of the

most affluent neighborhoods in Tucson. Pretty and popular, her wardrobe is an eclectic

mix of thrift store and the latest mall fashions. Although her hair is predominantly jet-

black, its streaks of color change from fuchsia to parrot-green, her pupil-black eyes are

heavily rimmed with shocks of pink or blue, and her lashes are thick with mascara. Her

style of dress is theatrical, and it is no wonder that she starred in the first CHS play—an

adaptation of Alice in Wonderland. Isabel’s eclectic style iconically symbolizes her

                                                
58 Among the focal participants in the study, calling one’s self, or one’s way of speaking Spanish, “White,”
was a form of self-deprecation and/or display of humor. If pointed to another, it was generally considered
an insult or tease.
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eclectic range of friendships and ability to navigate both Anglo and Mexican identities. If

I were pressed to pinpoint the most popular person at CHS, it would be Isabel. She’s not

necessarily “friendly” (as compared to other well-liked kids), but she is certainly “cool.”

This brief physical description of participants demonstrates the range of HL students in

this class, who for a variety of reasons embody more White or Mexican identities, but

share many linguistic traits. The description semiotically represents how students

expressed ethnic identity, which influenced student-to-student interaction.

Generally during Spanish class, Olivia predominantly interacts with Isabel, Scott,

and teacher Alberto. Thus with Isabel occupied and Scott absent, she is fairly quiet in the

segment below. This contrasts with her usual Spanish class comportment that will be

further described. Others in this particular class were also subdued. As there was an

earlier science field trip to a neighboring sustainable housing development, this may

explain Ariana’s less energetic mood, but it may also be because her “foil,” Daniel, is

missing. Manuela is also in attendance, a rarity. She, too, is introverted, but is friendly

with Allison and Ariana. Manuela is Pedro’s sister.

Pedro was eventually expelled from school due to his insubordination—the first

student to leave on disciplinary grounds. The addition and withdrawal of students, as

indicated by this Spanish class, was a fairly accurate portrayal of the school-wide student-

body instability faced by the new school. When being mentored by their cooperating

school around issues of student discipline, Eve explained that their mentor replied that

City High School didn’t have a “discipline problem,” but an “enrollment problem.” In

other words, they literally could not afford to lose students, even those who seriously
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changed classroom dynamics for the worse. When there is a waiting list to get into a

school, administrators have more leverage with problematic students and the flexibility to

dismiss them.

Pragmatically, this explanation is valid, but in human terms, it is difficult to think

of “giving up” on a student. However, what I witnessed time after time was just one

student could negatively change classroom dynamics. With these individuals in mind, the

founding teachers did not want to scare away parents and students for whom the school

was intended—students who appreciated creative, experiential, self-directed learning.

The new school’s reputation was at stake. They could not be known as a school with a

discipline problem, an infamy that would impact their already tenuous enrollment. With

that being said, teachers tried their best to work with disruptive students, but when those

limits were stretched to breaking, the school’s board59 expelled students either

temporarily or permanently60.

It’s not real: It’s just for learning Spanish

During this class period in the latter part of the semester, Alberto announces to the

eight female students in attendance that they will be watching the last episode of La

Catrina [female aristocrat (satirical)], a ten-part telenovela [soap opera] that accompanied

their foreign-language textbook. When this is announced, Olivia, the student who most

outwardly protested the video series, cries out, “Thank God!”. Olivia had attended a

                                                
59 Disciplinary actions went through the school board who had established formal procedures governing
expulsions including meeting with parents/guardians and student.
60 Pedro, Olivia, Daniel, Jorge (and Scott Thomas from Chapter One) eventually found themselves expelled
over the course of three years either temporarily or permanently. Jorge is the only student who eventually
returned.
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bilingual elementary school and for a year during junior high school, Olivia and her

family had lived in the state of Oaxaca, Mexico while her mother shot a documentary

film surrounding the cultural practices of a small pueblo61. Olivia and her brother

attended Mexican schools where they were immersed in Spanish. As a result of Olivia’s

formal education in Spanish, she also helped her mother construct Spanish-language

documents and grants. Thus, Olivia’s more academic knowledge of Spanish made the

viewing of the made-for-language-learning soap opera especially grating.

As in other lessons, Alberto sets up the DVD, which runs off his laptop and is

projected unto the whiteboard at the front of the class. Generally, while Alberto sets up

the computer and projector, Luke listens to his iPod62 while other students listen to their

portable CD players, read paperbacks, use the room’s desktop computer, talk with one

another, or simply sit. Alberto would then begin the DVD without doing the most basic

pedagogical practices recommended before initiating a lesson to help new information be

more comprehensible, that is: reviewing past action, previewing new vocabulary, asking

students to predict upcoming plot points, or accessing students’ schemata (i.e.,

background knowledge).

Generally after watching a subsection of the ersatz telenovela, Alberto would ask

learners comprehension questions concerning the plot. Allison, the student who most

complained about being called a Pachuco in the previous chapter, was the only student

who consistently answered these questions. Other students would continue to surf the

                                                
61 I am purposefully vague in order to protect participant identity.
62 Students understood that “rich” kids had iPods. There were relatively few iPods in the entire school. As
of 2007, iPods have dropped in price, but in 2005, they were close to 400 dollars.
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Internet on the class desktop computer and Alberto’s laptop used for projecting the DVD,

read novels, listen to music, do work for other classes, converse, write in their notebooks,

leave the room without asking permission, or listen, but would rarely respond to his

questions.

Prior to the following stretch of talk, Alberto augmented the plot by explaining (in

both Spanish and English) that many corrupt Mexican politicians avoid paying taxes, but

adds that corruption occurs in every country. Despite this potentially interesting topic, he

does not have the students’ complete attention. For example, Isabel continues to work at

the desktop computer finishing her theater assignment, Ariana rests her head on her desk

at the back of the room wearing music headphones, Olivia lies on the floor from which

she had been watching the movie, but turns her back to Alberto shifting to her side and

eventually rises to join Isabel, Cristina doodles. However, Olivia does join the

conversation when it shifts to narcotraficantes [drug smugglers], describing in Spanish a

prank she and her friends committed against a known narco [drug dealer/trafficker] when

she was living in Oaxaca: They had sprinkled sugar all over his property to resemble

cocaine. Alberto responded in Spanish that this type of “playing” was dangerous.

Alberto begins the DVD again, finishing the telenovela series. In the following

segment, Alberto has issue with the final plot point of La Catrina, in which the judge

awards Jamie, the protagonist, her great-grandmother’s hacienda [estate or ranch].

Alberto, who was a lawyer in Mexico, explains primarily in English that there were some

inaccuracies in the court proceedings elaborated below. At issue was the lapse of time

between the grandmother’s actual death and the transfer of ownership to the rightful heir.
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Included with the following class transcript is a diagram of the Spanish room and

how students were seated for this particular lesson. Usually (but not for this lesson),

Isabel and Olivia sit together at the far southeast wall (as represented in the diagram) in

the last row, and Leah sits at the desk directly in front of them. The dotted lines with

arrows indicate student movement from one place to another during the segment. As in

the rest of the classrooms at CHS, students sit at small tables and not individual desks63.

Tables are conducive for collaborative work—pushing two together to form a group of

four—although this never occurred in the second semester Spanish class. The room is

rectangular with Alberto’s exterior office walls painted a golden yellow, cutting into the

space as well as cutting off students from one another during plenary discussion. After a

whole-school workday when students and staff had painted many of the school’s walls

bright blues, oranges, and yellows, Paloma commented she liked the bright colors

because they were more “Mexican,” suggesting that even a school’s hue can semiotically

suggest inclusion. The far wall from the white board is made out of a semi-clear

corrugated plastic material that allows light into the windowless room, along with the

door that is partially made of glass.

A note about the transcription: Below a word spoken Spanish (shown in italics) is

an English translation (also in italics). In some cases I provide a literal translation

followed by what I consider to be a more accurate connotation/translation with a

footnoted explanation. If a word has been previously defined, I do not repeat the

definition in order to maintain greater cohesion for the reader. Also, several of the words

                                                
63 Currently as classrooms have been added, small tables have been replaced with desks.
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uttered by Alberto in English are what he in fact said and are not typographical errors. As

he was still learning English, these words represent Alberto’s interlanguage and are

illustrative of what second language learners often do—take a word from the L1 and

modify them morphologically in order to “sound like” the L2 in an attempt to stumble

upon a cognate, which in this case did not exist for these particular words/concepts. He

also utters a word in Spanish (i.e., avecea) that is difficult to comprehend (even for my

native-Spanish speaker informants) as I am assuming it is Spanish legal term. I therefore

transliterate my best approximation of the lexical item.

FIGURE 1

Spanish heritage-language classroom. Participants in attendance: 1. Ariana; 2. Allison; 3.
Manuela; 4. Alberto; 5. Leah; 6. Olivia; 7. Isabel; 8. Cristina; 9. German Olivia
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Segment I: It’s just a story to just learn Spanish; it’s not real (Videotaped classroom

interaction) (5.26.05)

1 Alberto: I saw here (2.0) any (1.5) like any things that are wrong

(1.0) first one ((raises his index finger)) the ley

                                                                      law

Jamie is uh (1.0) under legal age=

2 (…):                                                     =sí

   =yes

3 Alberto: =under eighteen so she has she has to to do to have

eighteen ((outstretches both arms wide)) to have the ((waves both arms

and hands toward himself)) para tener las cosas

        in order to have things

in this case when a one person is a la heredera

        the heiress (literal)

        the legal heir64

have to the law requires one person that can administrate ((waves hands

across his chest)) all the properties like (avecea) is the name (.3)  two

((holds up two fingers)) the other thing is (.3) that that in that case was a

long time ago ((points his right thumb behind his shoulder)) so the law I

think as here ((points down with his right finger)) is the same ((sound of

the classroom door closing)) I think in every country has little the same

((tilts right hand side to side)) prescription (.3) what is pre pres

prescripción

prescription

Olivia you know prescription? ((Standing, Olivia bends over her desk))

4 Kim: prescription↑

5 Alberto: adquisity (1.0) what do you understand what this word ah ah

                                                
64 Heiress is the technical definition, but heiress connotes great wealth, while “legal heir” connotes a more
neutral legal term.
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prescripción   adquisitiva (.3)

written order purchasing power (literal)

adverse possession65 (US legal) or

positive prescription66 (US legal)

it’s when you when you have↑ (2.0) imagine that you go you see you saw

one land (2.0) ((makes a circle with his right hand and arm holding)) one

land (.3) empty without owner

[(.3) and you go there=

6 Olivia: [does anybody have (…)

7 Alberto:                                    =you (.3) first you find out [who’s the owner=

8 Isabel:                                                                                [(… ….) ((to Olivia who

has joined her at the desktop computer))

9 Olivia:   [(… …)

10 Alberto: =[of this land nobody else nobody say nothing (.3) it’s

public you are looking for the owner maybe to buy↑ to

whatever you want (.3) sh:::: ((shushes students)) but only the persons (.3)

the bad bad persons go without authorizations ((Allison walks from the

back of the room back to her seat next to Leah who writes; Manuela looks

into a small mirror; Ariana rests her head on the desk)) and building

something houses or ((Manuela pulls down on her lip to inspect her teeth

with the mirror)) but nobody else claim that land (.3) so what happen↑ the

law give to you five years ((Alberto holds up five fingers)) if nobody else

((waves both arms in front of himself like windshield wipers)) nobody say

“it’s mine I have the document” if five years (.3) it’s yours ((Isabel

remains on the computer; Olivia sits next to her and looks at Alberto))

                                                
65 Adverse possession is a method of gaining legal title to real property by the actual, open, hostile, and
continuous possession of it to the exclusion of its true owner for the period prescribed by state law. I thank
law professor, Corinne Cooper, for her professional consultation concerning these legal definitions.
66 The process of acquiring title to property by reason of uninterrupted possession of specified duration.
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(2.0) prescripción adquisitiva prescription adquisitiva five years you need

(.3) to go to a ((German Olivia sits in the back row with arms crossed

listening; Cristina writes; Allison begins to audibly scratch on her desk

which is heard throughout the following stretch of conversation)) acquire

to para adquirir

     in order to acquire

that land (1.0) so in the public (.3) this is for good the land is good  uh (.5)

how do you say in English↑ good (.3) reason like in the public ((Allison

continues to scratch the desk audibly; Manuela continues to inspect her

teeth)) for bad for malicia for mala razón

                             malice  for bad reason (literal)

     in order to67 avoid bad intentions68

you need to ten years ((holds up ten fingers)) (.3) for example ten years if

you go there and one person knows the owner and you don’t care you go

inside but the owner don’t care too (.3) for example if I have that land in

Mexico and I’m living here now I know ((points to head)) that one person

go in ((both arms dive down)) my property (1.0) that that my parent call

me ((right hand shaped like a phone goes to his ear)) and say “ºhey you

property your house somebody is inside (.3) you have to goº” and I don’t

care (2.0) so if  I don’t care in ten years ((holds up ten fingers)) the

property is your that person ((points straight out))

11 Olivia: wow

12 Alberto: ten years but ((turns toward Olivia and Isabel)) five years

((holds up five fingers)) and is when nobody cames you

need just five years ((holds up five fingers)) (.3) in this case

((points to the DVD image still projected on the

whiteboard)) how many years passed↑ like fifty↑ sixty↑

                                                
67 I am translating Alberto’s English “for” as his translation of the Spanish “para,” which is literally “for”
but can mean “in order to.”
68 This translation is my understanding of what Alberto is trying to convey.
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13 Allison: but she didn’t have family then ((Allison stops scratching

at the desk, Alberto turns to her)) (2.0)

14 Alberto: no ((Allison resumes scratching)) because the law in this

case ((points to the projected image)) well ((grimaces,

cheeks rise, eyes squint)) she win but if the lawyer says

“okay but that happened like sixty years ago nobody has

come here to claim ((both arms/hands scoop toward his body)) (1.0) so”

(1.0) you can’t do a ne:w paperwork for the (1.0) lands and it’s yours

sixty years (1.0) so I saw I saw that that part (.3) but it’s story it’s just a

story to just learn Spanish it’s not (.3) real

15 Allison: you know what you should do Ariana↑ ((speaks off

camera))

16 Olivia: no those ((to Isabel))

17 Alberto: okay let’s see the last

In turn 1, Alberto begins in English, and an unidentifiable student responds in turn

2 with “sí,” indicating an expectation and prodding that the discourse will shift to

Spanish, establishing a Spanish linguistic identity for the speaker while negating

Alberto’s English-speaking stance (Mendoza-Denton, 1999; Ochs, 1993). The

expectation that Spanish be spoken is logical; it is a Spanish-language class, and several

of the students speak better Spanish than Alberto speaks English.

In order to determine if Alberto was justified to use as much English as he did

over the semester, I asked students if they understood Alberto when he spoke Spanish,

even to those who were not heritage learners. Students assured me that although they may

not always be able to express themselves fully in the target language, they understood

most, if not all of what Alberto said in Spanish. For others, like Scott and Isabel, Spanish

was their first language, and I would surmise that their listening comprehension was
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native-like. If students did in fact have such high listening skills, it suggests that Alberto

in this segment is not really interested in teaching Spanish, explaining why he is unfazed

by students’ listening to music, writing, or attending to personal hygiene. In fact, on close

inspection of the videotape, his explanation takes on an almost performance-like display

of knowledge indicated by his often steady gaze directed at the camera. This of course

brings up what Labov (1966) coined as the “observer’s paradox,” that is: Would

Alberto’s explanation have occurred if I hadn’t been present with my camera? In an

interview with Isabel and Olivia, when I asked about Alberto’s use of English in Spanish

class over the semester, the girls hypothesized that he spoke English in class for the

benefit of those students who didn’t understand Spanish well—although the girls had

some misinformation concerning who could understand/speak Spanish (discussed

previously). What’s more, the girls admitted that they thought the teacher was also

interested in learning English and spoke English in order to practice it. This hesitancy to

admit this other motive is an indication of the girls’ affection for Alberto—a sentiment

they directly state in the transcript.

That being said, Alberto’s code choice suggests several possibilities concerning

his emerging identity as an English-speaking professional and US resident. As language

and national identity are often conflated (Wodak, De Cillia, Reisigl, & Liebhart, 1999;

Zentella, 1990), Alberto’s decision to reside and work in the United States motivates him

to use (and learn) the societal language despite its inappropriate use in a class intended to

teach Spanish to learners whose listening comprehension of the target-language is high.

In addition, it is logical to assume that Alberto’s use of English to explain complex legal
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matters is also an attempt to forge a US identity as a legal expert or lawyer. Alberto’s

explanation of property rights and inheritance found in lines 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, and 14 is

technical and not a topic immediately relevant to students. To illustrate, when I consulted

with university educated native speakers of Spanish for help translating prescripción

adquisitiva, the legal term was unfamiliar and unknown to them69.  Because of the

obscurity of the term and concept, Alberto’s choice to use English in the Spanish class

may have been motivated by his wanting his legal explanation to be more accessible to

students. However, I would argue that the explanation might have been more accessible if

he had used Spanish, as his English was still being acquired, and the students’

comprehension of spoken Spanish was quite high. The point is: Law is what Alberto was

good at, and this was his opportunity to display his expert knowledge. As Alberto’s legal

training was done in Mexico, and because of his limited English skills, being a lawyer in

the United States was not in his immediate future. His explanation in class, however,

allowed him to enter the world of law as an English-speaking professional, which of

course was at the expense of the students learning Spanish.

In terms of identity construction, just as teachers and course curriculum can shape

learner identity (Packer & Goicoechea, 2000; Wortham, 2006), I would argue that course

content can also shape teacher identity. Wortham (2006) explains that teachers use

“participant examples,” the use of students’ perceived/emerging/established identities to

illustrate and help explain a curricular point that in turn reinforces and further constructs

learner identity; in kind, Alberto’s legal explanation is a type of “self-nominated”

                                                
69 In order to get the translation, as mentioned previously, I consulted with Corinne Cooper, a former
attorney and law professor.
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participant example. To illustrate, the final episodes of La Catrina center on legal

documents and court proceedings regarding the legitimate heir of a sizable and valuable

estate; Alberto’s knowledge of Mexican law intersects with the curriculum in which he

indexes his own expertise on such matters that are not in the usual teacher’s repertoire of

knowledge. This display of knowledge thus situates the teacher as a member of a

professional community other than teaching. As Alberto’s imagined community (the

concept discussed in the previous chapter) (Anderson, 1991; Kanno & Norton, 2003)

includes a professional community (Norton, 2000, 2001) of US and Mexican lawyers, his

discussion of legal topics in English, of which the students show little to no interest,

demonstrates his overriding interest in forging an English-speaking professional identity

in his chosen field of law.

Similar but converse dynamics were at play in Norton’s (2000, 2001) study of

adult English language learners. Unlike the case of Alberto, these learners were unable to

assert their professional/class identities in their ESL classes, thereby precipitating their

withdrawal from school as a result of feeling misunderstood and undervalued. Alberto as

teacher, on the other hand, has the authority to shape and introduce topics at will; he is

thus able to forge his identity in English unlike many other learners. For Norton’s

participants, the denial of professional/class identities associated with their imagined

communities, resulted in “non-performance” (i.e., withdrawal from school).

Although Alberto is able to construct an identity of his choosing, this classroom

excerpt demonstrates another type of non-performance or “performance strike”—the

willful refusal to engage in expected duties or action (Shor, 1992). In Segment One,
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Alberto has abdicated his responsibility to teach relevant content matter in Spanish, the

object of study, in favor of constructing a professional and ego-gratifying identity in

English. Through this process, he elevates his social status from lower-paid teacher (and

Mexican immigrant) to higher-paid lawyer. Of course this is not to say that teachers

should shy away from bringing their expertise gained from other contexts into the

classroom: this is often a wonderful boon. However, I would argue that in this case, the

content should have been taught in Spanish in order to legitimately expand on the video.

Furthermore, Alberto never asks students to pay attention, quit their side conversations,

or computer use—another abdication of his expected duties as teacher. Admittedly, for a

novice, maintaining and enforcing discipline is difficult. However, one implicit message

this gives to students is that they are not worth the time and effort—lost causes, so to

speak. To illustrate, a high school Mexican-origin student in Angela Valenzuela’s study

(1999) expressed that teachers needed to show students “that we [the students] are worth

their time” (p. 235) and “care about our life” (p. 235). Caring in this case, takes the form

of structure, discipline, and high expectations.

 Performance strike was also at work for the students in attendance as noted by

their lack of engagement in turns 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, and 15. Shor explains that in the case of

students, performance strikes emanate from student dissatisfaction with classroom tasks

that they find irrelevant, impersonal, and top-down; this leads to low motivation and

discipline problems. According to Shor, these symptoms of dissatisfaction will persist as

long as students are given teacher-imposed work that is disconnected from their every-

day lives and their own funds of knowledge. The intricacies of property law, unless
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describing somewhat illicit behavior (Olivia’s turn 11), were apparently of no interest to

the teenage girls. Thus, when students feel that they have no voice in their own education,

active, participatory learning will be absent.

In turn 3, Alberto asks Olivia for a Spanish to English translation of the word

prescripción (which I offer in turn 4) as she is the most likely candidate to know. She

fails to respond and continues to organize her bag. This pattern for students to not take-up

a request for information was not uncommon. It might take the form illustrated in turn 3,

or more commonly, it manifests with students not following instructions to open a book,

write out an exercise, or speak Spanish to one another. Instead, students continue in their

non-classroom learning activities. At root, student non-participation, or performance

strike, stems from a belief that there is no real substance to the Spanish class. In an

interview with Olivia, she echoes other students’ sentiments:

“>in Spanish we’re not learning anything (.3) I try paying attention in Spanish

and I don’t feel like I’m learning anything< (.3) so (1.0) to that I mean↑ (.3) I

might as well screw off you know it’s like I=it’s a waste of time it’s a waste of

my time so I might as well have a good time”

For Olivia, this included disruptive outbursts, throwing items at the projected telenovela,

defacing projected images of telenovela characters, teasing Alberto, using profane

language in Spanish, reading popular magazines, applying make-up, painting signs, etc.

Olivia’s actions bring to mind Carspecken’s (2002) description of Willis’s (1977)

theory of praxis. Carspecken explains: “Human beings are expressive organisms

essentially concerned with their identities. Identities are constructed and maintained, not
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primarily through work oriented to the physical world, but interactively and thus

culturally” (p. 65). Carspecken is careful to add that work is a form of self-expression,

but it is “explained as the result of communicative structure” (p. 65, emphasis in the

original). When individuals do not have control over their self-expression, including

work, alienation ensues. This alienation leads to action/expression that reestablishes

identity claims. Willis explains that “resistance cultures” manifest through this alienation-

action dynamic (Carspecken, 2002). For Olivia, it is clear that the work she is asked to do

in Spanish class, feels in her own words “like for fifth graders.” She is not challenged nor

asked to contribute any of her experiences living in Mexico or describe the contents of

her mother’s compelling anthropological work captured on film. Ironically, Olivia’s

resistance behavior takes on a juvenile quality, the exact complaint she has about the

Spanish-teaching materials. For example in one class, while the instructor is asking

comprehension questions concerning La Catrina, Olivia draws two dialogue bubbles

coming out of the projected protagonist’s mouth: “Wow!” Jamie says, “I suck! A lot!”.

When the DVD resumes and the final credits roll, Olivia throws a rubber eraser at the

screen, landing with a loud thunk provoking the room to erupt in laughter. It’s as if the ad

hoc curriculum constructs a child identity for Olivia, which she in turn enacts. It is

noteworthy that in the Humanities class, discussed in the following chapter, Olivia is

composed, contained, and interested. Although Olivia most expressively demonstrates

her discontent, I believe this same alienation is at work for others in the class.

 In interview transcripts, referring to Spanish class as a “waste of time” occurs

repeatedly. For several of the students they saw the grammar drills presented in their
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textbooks as language very separated from their actual use of Spanish; exercises without

meaning or purpose. For example, in semester one they were taught to conjugate the

vosotros form of the infinitive (i.e., “you” plural, familiar), a form restricted to the

Iberian Peninsula, and what Scott refers to as “retarded Spanish.” In a focus group

interview, Scott, Paloma, Ariana, and Allison complain that vosotros is a form they will

never use as it is not regional and not a variety that their families living in Mexico use.

Allison explains: “[Beth] was trying to teach us vosotros and like we’d always have

arguments with her because none of us (.3) have family (.3) that we communicate

like with over there.” Interestingly, the vosotros form appears regularly in US heritage-

language textbooks suggesting a false hierarchy between continental and Latin American

Spanish varieties (Ducar, 2006). It is clear that for these students overt, deductive,

decontextualized grammar instruction is perceived to be of very little value. Their

exposure to and use of Spanish has been highly contextualized and communicative. It is

therefore logical that their formal language instruction should emulate these conditions

(Lynch, 2003a).

In semester two, another example of the students’ dissatisfaction with grammar

instruction occurred surrounding the simple future tense. In Spanish there are two forms

of the simple future: The more formal and less used (infinitive + inflection) (e.g., [yo]

comeré [I will eat]) and the more common form used in spoken discourse (the conjugated

verb “to go” + a + an infinitive) (e.g., [yo] voy a comer [I’m going to eat])70. When the

first, less used form of the future was taught, without any explanation of when, why, or to
                                                
70 In terms of discourse frequency and register associated with the two forms, I am broadly writing from a
Latin American perspective.
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whom one would use this variation, Scott and Olivia complained: “this is a waste of

time,” “this is stupid,” “we don’t speak this way.”  To make things worse, Alberto’s

erroneous choice of English words (i.e., take off the ending of the infinitive versus add on

to it) compounded the resentment and confusion that was mounting in the room. To

ameliorate this confusion, Scott was asked to help his neighboring classmates. When I

asked Scott about his knowledge of this other form of the future tense, he responded,

“Yeah, I speak proper Spanish, too.” His response implied that the more common

“conjugated ‘to go’ + a + infinitive” was somehow improper—which it is not. As in the

case of vosotros, the introduction of other grammatical forms not regularly used

suggested to students that their more commonly used forms were somehow “improper” or

inferior. As some US Latinos get the message that their Spanish is pocho [literally

discolored or short in length (regional)], a slang term meaning uncultured, uneducated,

and overly influenced by English-language/American-culture contact (Wilson, 1946),

getting this implied (albeit unintended) message in Spanish class is egregious. These

examples illustrate the importance of teaching grammar consciously, contextually, and

communicatively coupled with pragmatic sociolinguistic explanations rooted in actual

use.

In terms of student participation, segment one isn’t entirely devoid of student

input. In turn 11, Olivia’s “wow” expresses her surprise that an individual can take over

another’s property if the owner allows it. And in turn 13 Allison explains the reason why

Jamie was unable to claim the property in the legitimate manner outlined by Alberto.

However as indicated by Allison’s next turn (turn 15), she is no longer interacting with
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Alberto. Instead she has begun an exchange with Ariana, who had previously had her

head on the desk. Similarly, in turn 16 Olivia has moved on to talk to Isabel about

another matter. Thus turns 15 and 16 indicate the girls’ short-lived interest. I would argue

that all of the girls would have been more engaged if the content had centered on their

interests, not the teacher’s.

Olivia’s complaint of “not learning anything” jives with what I thought was a

mismatch between student ability and what Alberto was teaching. In one textbook lesson,

students were taught to give simple directions referring to location (e.g., está en la

esquina [it is on the corner]) or describing the characteristics of an object using the

correct form of “be” (e.g., la televisión es negra [the television is black]). These are

lessons that one would see in a beginning-level foreign language classroom where

students have had little exposure to the target language. The heritage learners in this class

on the other hand, communicate in or hear Spanish on a regular basis. Nonetheless, it is

important to review such grammatical concepts, but the students’ backgrounds merit a

more sophisticated treatment of these grammatical points.

Likewise, the showing of La Catrina was (almost) insulting with its stilted, slow-

paced Spanish; an obvious pandering to less proficient language learners71. As media was

used in this class, I would suggest showing a “real” telenovela created for a Spanish-

language audience. Indeed, after Olivia and Isabel had finished complaining about the

“boring” “dumb” “bad” “fake” show that they had been watching over the course of

                                                
71 I was amused to hear that a well-respected local high school FL Spanish teacher has used La Catrina in
his class, but he has students create a parody of the poorly acted melodrama. Olivia does a similar (and
hilarious) imitation of the show in our interview.
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several weeks, I asked Isabel if she would prefer a broadcasted telenovela. She

responded, “*yeah hehehe it would be fun* because you get all into it,” a comment

suggesting her experience with the form. In fact, Carreira (2003), referring to a national

Univisión survey, writes that “three quarters of Hispanic teenagers watched at least one

hour of Spanish-language television a day” (p. 59). Reveron (2001) adds that Univisión

outperforms network heavyweights NBC, CBS, ABC, and Fox in television ratings for

the 18-35 Latino demographic. These statistics indicate that Latino youth enjoy listening

to or watching Spanish-language media in their free time, activities that would be highly

appropriate for focused heritage-language acquisition, thus capitalizing on student

interest. Thus for students in this class, the viewing of a genuine serial, in conjunction

with schema and vocabulary building, would be a comprehensible, motivating, and

authentic language-learning activity.

In addition, exposure to other Spanish language television genres (e.g., news, talk

shows, commercials, etc.), and other media (e.g., film, music, newspapers, magazines,

websites, etc.) would provide students topical, cultural, and diverse perspectives, not to

mention experience with and increased awareness of, a range of language varieties,

registers, grammatical structures, and vocabulary (Carreira, 2003). There are many

benefits to using these types of authentic materials for language teaching. Authentic

materials provide students with a richer and more expanded language-learning experience

than what is traditionally offered in textbook-produced media as authentic materials

expose students to actual language use (van Lier, 1996). Authentic texts can also

contribute to greater reading comprehension (Young, 1993, 1999), improve listening
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comprehension, increase motivation (D. Long, 1991), and foster positive attitudes toward

L2 learning (Bacon & Finnemann, 1990). Textbooks on the other hand, have a tendency

to present varying or even misleading information about how languages are actually used,

or to present idealized or seldom used target-language forms (for Spanish and French

examples see Ducar, 2006; Fonseca-Greber & Waugh, 2002, 2003; Wieczorek, 1992).

Students’ opinions in the present study also reinforce the benefits of

implementing actual language use in the classroom; in interviews they expressed that

authenticity was very important to them. Regarding face-to-face interaction, they

appreciated that Alberto spoke Spanish natively. As Allison put it, “you can sit down and

have a conversation” with him, unlike the students’ perception of their first semester

Spanish teacher. In interviews, participants explained that speaking with a dominant

English speaker felt forced and artificial. Students also appreciated that Alberto was an

insider to Mexican culture and could therefore relate to them better. The irony of these

sentiments rests in the fact that Alberto often chose to speak English when Spanish would

have been more appropriate and instructive. He also failed to capitalize on his insider

knowledge of the language and culture by not teaching language contextually, opting for

artificial learning materials. In turn 14, Alberto acknowledges the inauthentic nature of

the language-learning DVD when he comments, “it’s just a story to just learn Spanish it’s

not (.3) real”. Finally, Alberto did not explore the students’ nor their families’ experience

with the language and culture—it was as if they were FL learners. This lack of

authenticity and relevance fueled student non-performance and the strike-like atmosphere

generated by students (and the teacher).
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THE YEAR WINDS DOWN

Authenticity, relevance, and affordance

 “Saquen sus libros.” Alberto, standing at the front of the class asks students to

take out their books. “Why?” a voice cries out. He repeats the command, but his request

is met with a ripple of distant canned laughter. Jorge and Daniel stare down into their

opened white Apple PowerBook, softly chuckling as they watch an Internet stream of The

Dave Chappelle Show on Comedy Central’s website. Olivia, crouched in the opposite

corner across the room, loudly stabs her pencil into a large piece of cardboard pasted with

an image of President George Bush wearing a drawn-on black mustache and beard. She

carries the defaced image of the president to a desk in front of the teacher and asks,

“Does anyone have a lighter? I’m going to burn this.” Alberto again tells the students to

open their books to “página two fifty two.” Ariana walks across the room, pats Alberto

on the back, and resumes surfing myspace.com on the classroom’s desktop computer at

the front of the room.

After about 20 minutes of cajoling, Alberto finally gets the students (except Jorge

and Daniel who remain glued to the computer screen) to begin the textbook task of

describing what they would want to insure in case of fire, loss, or theft. Admittedly

possessions are important to a lot of teens, but framed in terms of an insurance policy

didn’t seem the best tactic. As anticipated, attention for this task was short lived. Many of

the students were preoccupied with the end-of-the-school-year ritual of signing

yearbooks. Even the most studious of the students, German Olivia, preferred to sign
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yearbooks than fill out insurance forms. I too got caught up in the spirit of signing

yearbooks and couldn’t help see a message that Cristina wrote to Allison:72

¡yo te quierdo infenito!

   Hey Alyson Iam glad I

met you this year:! Have

fun this summer 

❤ always

Cristina Salas

       K.I.T.

      555-1336

For people who can read Spanish, they will notice that the Spanish is not correct

orthographically. “¡[Y]o te quierdo infenito!” should read, “¡[Y]o te quiero infinito!” [I

love you infinitely, I love you always, I’ll love you always, or I’ll love you forever]. This

short excerpt illustrates what many heritage learners do when they represent what they

are accustomed to hearing. Cristina’s “quierdo,” through the addition of /d/ represents the

flapped /r/ sound. Her creative spelling represents what she hears. Consequently, teachers

should be encouraged not to look at these types of representations not so much as

“errors,” but instead, to see them as indicators that someone has great phonetic

understanding of the target language. When such misspellings occur, teachers can explain

the origin of the error and then provide the standard spelling while also praising the

student’s phonetic understanding. As commented upon earlier, HLLs’ off-target forms

are often framed as problems. Another way to view these “errors” is to understand their

origin and also see the “strengths” behind them. The above spelling example would never

                                                
72 I was given permission by the girls to site this message.
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have occurred with an FL learner suggesting again why HLLs require language classes

that can anticipate their unique needs.

The spelling of “infinito” as  “infenito” suggests that Cristina might be

phonetically representing an unstressed central vowel (/∂/), an influence of English

pronunciation on her written Spanish. “¡[Y]o te quierdo infenito!” with its book-ended

exclamation points also shows that Cristina understands Spanish-language conventions

for punctuation as well as the placement of direct object pronouns. Cristina ends the

message poetically with a parallel sentiment,  “❤ always,” written with a heart symbol

and English. It can be argued that representing such strong feelings of love or affection

becomes one step removed when expressed in a second language (i.e., Spanish) and

through iconic symbols (i.e., ❤). In speaking with the kids, and in my own experience,

using Spanish can either heighten or lessen a sentiment depending on context. Having

two (or more) linguistic systems provides users a larger repertoire for self-expression

than one system alone; an idea that could be discussed in Spanish class.

  Furthermore, as Alberto struggles for the students’ attention during his

“insurance lesson,” Cristina writes a yearbook message in the target language without

prodding. Cristina’s writing in Spanish is illustrative of the concept affordance, the

pedagogical opportunity van Lier (2004) defines as “a relationship between an organism

(a learner, in our case) and the environment, that signals an opportunity for or inhibition

of action” (p. 4). Writing on the ecology and semiotics of language learning, van Lier

further explains affordance as an opportunity for interaction, immediacy, possibility,

potential for action, and meaning making stimulated by environmental conditions. It is
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“what is available to do something with” (van Lier, 2004, p. 91). Van Lier elaborates that

the term affordance also implies the non-static, locally managed dynamics of language

use (see Moerman, 1988), a view critical of conceptualizing language as fixed “input.”

Cristina’s writing exemplifies affordance in two ways. First, for Cristina, the

tradition of yearbook writing, afforded her the opportunity to express herself and perhaps

maintain a friendship, as she was not returning to the school in the fall. Secondly, for the

teacher, the general preoccupation with writing year-end messages, afforded a

spontaneous teachable moment: Instead of fighting the students’ desire to write to one

another, the teacher could incorporate informal personal writing into daily lessons,

including Mexican-Spanish teen vernacular. This pedagogical spontaneity has been

described as reflection-in-action (van Manen, 1991) and mindfulness (Langer, 1989); the

hallmark of an experienced teacher (Dewey, 1904). In addition to writing instruction,

Mexican end-of-the-school-year practices such as having a fiesta, writing in one

another’s lined notebooks, and singing Las Golondrinas [the swallows], a traditional

“good-bye” song, could be introduced and enacted, capitalizing on the teacher’s insider

cultural knowledge.

The definition of affordance also includes the “inhibition of action” (van Lier,

2004, p. 4) or constraints (Shotter & Newson, 1982). A campfire for example, invites

people to roast marshmallows or draw near for warmth, but the flame’s power to burn

and maim inhibits campers from physical contact. In this same way, aspects of the

physical/psychological environment of a classroom, also inhibits learning. In this case,

the lack of control on the part of the teacher, and the inappropriate learning materials, did
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not invite learner engagement or spark curiosity. Instead, this atmosphere afforded unruly

behavior, acting out, and inattention: actions rooted in boredom and lack of perceived

relevance.

Safe houses

 The fact that Cristina chose to write this message in Spanish reflects Cristina and

Allison’s connection through the Spanish language, indexing a Spanish-language

linguistic identity and in-group membership. This yearbook message is an example of

what Canagarajah (2004), drawing on Mary Louis Pratt’s (1991) theorization of

postcolonial contact zones, describes as safe houses: critical spaces for students to

express identity, free from teacher or other adult authority surveillance. Classroom safe

houses include passed notes, cell-phone text messages, electronic-classroom emails, side

conversations, textbook/notebook marginalia, transitions between prescribed activities,

and so forth. Canagarajah explains that minority communities have always

collaboratively constructed “sites of community underlife wherein they can celebrate

suppressed identities and go further to develop subversive discourses that inspire

resistance against their domination” (p. 121). “Domination” is strong language for this

particular classroom context, but one could argue that the learners’ linguistic and cultural

identities as Mexican-origin Spanish users were suppressed through the use of FL

materials, the underutilization of their cultural knowledge/linguistic skills, and the lack of

acknowledgement of student/familial personal experience with the language and culture.

However, the students’ construction of a “community underlife” is an apt descriptor of
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their resistant classroom culture, though most of the “safe house activity” was not so

much undercover, but clearly on the table, an illustration of their (misdirected) power.

However, as shy and reserved Cristina did not engage in this overt community

“underlife,” her behavior resembles this more clandestine feature. As she rarely

expressed herself verbally in class, either in friendly side conversations or volunteered

answers, her note’s sentiments seem out of character, yet it is through this written form of

discourse that she is able to communicate quite personal feelings while also engaging in

identity work and aligning herself with Allison through their shared linguistic and ethnic

identities. Canagarajah (2004) explains that safe houses allow users to construct hybrid

identities deriving from their membership in heterogeneous discourse communities. Here,

this hybrid identity is that of a Spanish-English bilingual, an identity that often includes

metaphorical and/or situational code-switching (defined by Blom & Gumperz, 1972). Of

course one could also argue that her message is illustrative of “typical” yearbook

discourse that includes a degree of forced intimacy and pledges to K.I.T. (keep in touch).

There is probably some element of that operating, but the message’s significance for the

Spanish classroom is its code choice and precedence over any “official” Spanish-

language learning. Thus when there is a legitimate non-contrived reason for self-

expression, or praxis, we see a student, of her own accord, engage in meaning making in

the target language.

This chapter examines some of the causes of the “strike-like” behavior observed

in the second semester Spanish-language class. Fundamental to student resistance was the

lack of meaningful activity that connected curriculum to the places students inhabited
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both metaphorically and physically. Their interests, linguistic skills, and funds of

knowledge were never fully drawn upon. In addition, the cultural and linguistic

knowledge possessed by their families and communities were also never accessed. It was

as if the Mexican-origin students were foreign language learners without certain native-

like language proficiencies and cultural knowledge gained from actual experience. In

turn, the instructor did not fully access his linguistic and cultural repertoire, but instead

relied on published foreign language materials. At times, I was under the impression that

the teacher’s own acquisition of English was paramount, a skill needed to move his

professional ambitions forward, fulfilling his own praxis needs.

Hones (2002) explains that too often “bilingual students” are “mired

in…programs that do not encourage personal expression, creativity, or challenging ideas”

(p. 1183). When this happens we see bright students like Olivia retreat to childish and

destructive behavior, but when affordances present themselves, we see students like

Cristina take risks and express themselves productively.

REFLECTIONS OF A PARTICIPANT OBSERVER

Before closing this chapter, allow me to complicate things a bit.

Although behavior in this class was marked by unruly disruption, this behavior does

indicate a clear lack of curtailing personal authenticity. It was the students’ class. They

had charge of the interaction, and many freely expressed themselves. This was in marked

contrast to their humanities class, where they listened, behaved more appropriately, and

participated when called on. Students preferred the humanities class, but they were also

more restrained. For example, Allison, who so freely and eagerly interacted with Alberto
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in Spanish class, does not do the same with Eve. Although Spanish class with Alberto

was disruptive, it was also a safe house where students could interact at will. It is

unfortunate that this freedom of expression could not have been more academically and

linguistically focused.

In keeping with my positionality explained in the introductory chapter—a heritage

learner whose linguistic and cultural capital was never tapped by traditional schooling—I

take heritage-language instruction personally and seriously. It is with this background

that I am unwilling to tolerate pedagogical malpractice. I give Alberto much less benefit

of the doubt than his students. As he was a novice teacher, I could be more sympathetic.

However, I also know that Carrie and Brett reached out to him as experienced teachers

and helped him plan units that were consistent with place-based learning, but these plans

were never put into action. I also reached out. Before Alberto officially began teaching, I

debriefed him of what I had learned about the students’ interests and needs from my

research in the first semester. As students were constantly reminded to put away their

portable music players and Allison an actual mariachi, I suggested that lessons

surrounding Rock en Español73 and other Spanish-language musical genres might be a

great way to begin—their interest in music a type of affordance. But for some reason,

these plans were never enacted. I have come to learn that if a person is not ready or

willing, no assistance in the world will help.

                                                
73 The genre of Rock en Español is vast; an entire content course could be designed around it. A starting
point could be the music of Los Straightjackets, an American tribute band, immensely popular in Mexico
City, who perform Mexican covers of 1950s and 1960s British and American Rock ‘n Roll. Band member
don Lucha Libre masks, the masks worn by Mexican professional wrestlers, and speak Spanish during their
performances. Units could include discussions concerning the translations of the songs lyrically and
rhythmically, the history of the original rock ‘n rollers and their Mexican counterparts, the contemporary
Mexican music scene, and even the history of Lucha Libre.
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Alberto was a great guy; the students had great affection for him in part because

they could get away with murder, but also because he was friendly, affable, and kind. He

was smart and accomplished. He brought in films (albeit English language) that were

entertaining. He also had students work on a hands-on arts project, which the students

enjoyed. For weeks students were allowed to fashion piñatas; though no real language

learning surrounded their incessant layering of starched newspaper strips, the activity

allowed students to express themselves artistically and culturally. Alberto brought much

potential for Spanish-language learning, but without training, and a passion and gift for

teaching, this potential was wasted.

Once, when I presented my work publicly, a Mexican scholar complained that I

was essentially airing the dirty laundry of a fellow Mexican. I understand this complaint;

Mexicans are too often maligned, but what about these students? Don’t they deserve the

best educations possible? Should their experience not be told? Latino youth (and other

heritage learners in general) do not deserve to have their linguistic potentials squandered.

Their linguistic and cultural capital is a tremendous resource that English-only

movements vanquish. Sound heritage-language instruction is one remedy in reversing

language loss and instituting language maintenance, particularly in states such as Arizona

who have outlawed bilingual education. Heritage-language courses foster Spanish-

language literacy and expanded register use—much-demanded skills/commodities

considering the increasing number of Latinos living in the US. However, economics is

not the only motivating factor to further acquire a heritage language. Knowing one’s

heritage language provides insights regarding one’s cultural history and identity, and
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provides entrée into discourse communities at home and abroad. By losing your

language, you lose a part of yourself.

The current chapter discussing the second-semester Spanish class stresses the

importance of designing appropriate curriculum for heritage learners that builds off of

student interests—in this case, popular media for Spanish audiences, art, and authentic

writing—and students’ linguistic and cultural knowledge as target-language community

members. When classes for heritage learners are taught as if the students were FL

learners, the students’ linguistic potential is neither fully developed nor built upon. As

was demonstrated by the students’ lack of engagement with the FL materials and tasks, it

is important for HL programs to have a clear grasp of the characteristics, needs, and

interests of HLLs, and utilize appropriate pedagogic materials. Building off of the

findings in the following chapter, Chapter Six offers a range of pedagogical suggestions

grounded in the place-based teaching described in the humanities class (Chapter Five)

that could serve as a useful framework for designing HL classes.

In Chapter Five, the humanities class is investigated. There, we see an entirely

different educational experience for these same students, shedding light on what is

possible when students find relevance in their learning and can freely express themselves.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE TAO OF TEACHING

The yielding conquers the resistant, the soft conquers the hard,
this is a fact known by all men but utilized by none.

                                                                                       –Lao Tzu

Student non-participation distinguished the two-semester Spanish heritage-

language class. In the first semester class, “strike-like” behavior was attributed to the

students’ perception that their Spanish teacher was not qualified to teach them their

heritage language. Also at work was the perception that the learners’ language, and by

extension, culture, was not respected. In the second semester class, taught by a native-

speaker of Spanish, students appreciated the teacher’s linguistic and cultural in-group

knowledge, but because of the teacher’s lack of pedagogical training and experience, the

class became unruly and off-task. Fueling this behavior was the choice to use generic

foreign-language texts and materials inappropriate for students who were familiar with

the target language and culture. Without a connection to the students’ interests and actual

language proficiency, apathy and resistance reigned. By enacting a curriculum that did

not honor the learners’ linguistic and cultural funds of knowledge, Spanish class for many

was “a waste of time.”

In contrast, the current chapter investigates not student resistance, but student

engagement. Humanities distinguished itself from Spanish by teacher Eve’s respectful,

consistent stance, infectious enthusiasm, and authoritative presence; a curriculum marked

by relevance, direct experience, creative expression, and choice; and projects that

connected students to place. When I asked Scott, Olivia, Isabel, Allison, Ariana, and
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Allison what their favorite class was, there was no hesitation: Humanities74. Students

believed their work in Humanities had value and connected curriculum to current issues.

They felt respected and challenged. They had fun. Eve’s pedagogy reflected what Ira

Shor (1992) calls critical-democratic pedagogy, a pedagogy that “situates curriculum in

issues and language from everyday life” with course themes that “grow out of student

culture and express problematic conditions in daily life” (p. 55). When students generate

curricular themes that come out of their own experience, deeper critical thought

transpires. The classroom data presented in this chapter illustrates what students are

capable of when they are engaged, autonomous, and respected. Readers of the last two

chapters might dismiss the Mexican-origin students as close-minded, unmotivated,

disrespectful, or even truculent. However, by comparing these same students in a distinct

learning context, a different picture emerges.

Before examining the data, I present a brief literature review of experiential,

critical, place-based learning, pedagogies operating in the Humanities class. Experiential,

place-based approaches concretize abstractions, move learning from textbooks to actual

experiences “with the world” (Freire, 1970), and foster ties with the community. In

Humanities, students met with neighboring business owners, a local author, and attended

rallies for President Bush and Vice-presidential candidate John Edwards. In the second

year this list expanded to include World War II veterans, state and local politicians,

artists, community storytellers, and the Dalai Lama who had been speaking across the

US. Critical pedagogies took the form of students examining previously held assumptions

                                                
74 In interviews conducted with 15 other City High School students, the response was similar.
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and discussing social inequalities such as racism and homelessness, and current events

like the Iraq War.

EXPERIENTIAL AND PLACE-BASED LEARNING

The influence of John Dewey

John Dewey’s influence on progressive pedagogy in the US is foundational. The

three teachers who established City High School acknowledged the importance of Dewey

in forming their vision of place-based, experiential learning, introduced in Chapter One.

In Experience & Education, Dewey (1997 [1938]) outlines a pedagogy that emphasizes

an experiential approach to learning where students interact directly with the content

under study. Course content is not textbook driven, but emerges from students’ lives and

interests with a temporal focus on both immediate and future applications. For learning to

be meaningful, Dewey explains that teachers must tap learners’ past experiences, needs,

and interests while developing and honoring their intellectual capacities and

individuality. In planning classroom activity and projects, Dewey suggests that teachers

build upon prior experiences both inside and outside of the classroom so that a continuity

of experience is developed. In addition, analysis, synthesis, and “thinking” is built into

each learning experience with the understanding that this experience is only a planted

“seed” from which all future experiences can be appreciated and pondered; a concept not

unlike “scaffolding”75 in which learning is supported through planned sequenced activity

coupled with peer or teacher support (Vygotsky, 1978).

                                                
75 Van Lier (2004) comments that Dewey, in the context of cognitive development, employed the scaffold
metaphor early in his career, prior to its popular usage.
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Dewey also proposes that learning is a social process—a sharp contrast to the

traditional classroom in which the teacher possesses all knowledge. Through this social

process, “the teacher loses the position of external boss or dictator but takes on that of

leader of group activities” (p. 59). By creating this collaborative atmosphere, a power

shift democratizes the learning environment. Because learning is social, Dewey explains

that students must take active roles in their own learning and not passively receive de-

contextualized knowledge. He writes:

I think, no purpose in the philosophy of progressive education which is sounder
than its emphasis upon the importance of the participation of the learner in the
formation of the purposes which direct his [sic] activities in the learning process,
just as there is no defect in traditional education greater than its failure to secure
the active cooperation of the pupil in construction of the purposes involved in his
[sic] studying. (p. 67)

Students shape their learning as they cooperate and collaborate with teachers. According

to Dewey, learner autonomy not only contributes to student motivation, but also helps

develop participatory citizens. Students learn to take responsibility for the things that

matter to them.

Dewey’s ideals of autonomy, democratic learning, and connecting curriculum to

learners’ lives were fully realized in the Humanities class. These principles created an

environment where students were interested and eagerly participated. From an interview

with Isabel and Olivia, the girls explain:

1 ISABEL: to me like sometimes I’m like in humanities like I

love humanities like I like worrying about=

2 OLIVIA: yeah

3 ISABEL: =like what she’s teaching you know
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In turn 1 Isabel’s “I love humanities” and “I like worrying” is telling. It shows that the

material in the course touches her at an emotional, personal level that persists long after

class has ended. To love something shows great passion and commitment toward

someone or something that is enduring. To worry means to weigh what is heavily on

one’s heart and mind. Worrying can be accompanied by problem solving so that change

will be affected. Isabel’s “worrying” probably refers to class topics that included: the

Tucson homeless and a soldier’s nightmarish account of his experience in Iraq—issues of

importance that were given a human face. Line 1 and 3’s “ I like worrying about what

she’s teaching” (emphasis mine) might be at odds with the above emphasis on learner

choice and autonomy as it shifts the locus of control unto the teacher. Supported by my

own observations, what I believe Isabel to mean, however, is that Eve created a

structured educational environment, organized learning events, and introduced topics.

Yet, within these pedagogical frameworks, students were given choice, freedom of

expression, and the authority to introduce topics. The teacher is in control, but she does

not dictate. She works with student interests and not against them; she yields not out of

weakness, but strength. In this case, control created comforting structure.

Within this structured environment, Eve played facilitator; she did not frame

herself as the all-knowing expert. Instead, her teaching style is not unlike Paolo Freire’s

characterization of educator-activist Myles Horton’s approach to democratic learning. In

a dialogue between the two educators, Freire observes: “[Democratic learning] is a slow

process, but once the people get comfortable with it, then they begin to see that you aren’t

going to play the role of an expert, except in the sense that you are the expert in how they
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are going to learn, not what their going to learn” (Horton & Freire, 1990, p. 162,

emphasis in original). Freire’s point is that critical educators do not impose a curriculum

on students, but instead, curricular themes emerge from the rich experience of the

students’ lives as guided by an “expert” educator. Eve’s style, especially by year-end,

took this form. Eve’s enthusiasm for teaching stemmed from the fact that she was

learning at the side of her students: the topics and projects were new, the diverse student

body new, her role in a new school new, and through these new challenges, she created a

rich learning environment where students explored content for themselves in a structured

yet flexible space. I do not want to suggest that Eve did not possess content knowledge:

she did. I only want to suggest that her curriculum was not static; it dynamically

responded to her own and her students’ interests and the school’s surrounding context.

Place-based learning

The theoretical and pedagogical framework found in the Humanities class, and the

driving force behind the new school, was place-based learning or what Gruenewald

(2003a) calls place-conscious education. Place-conscious education extends learning and

accountability “outward toward places,” making learning “more relevant to the lived

experience of students and teachers” (p. 620). According to Gruenewald, place-conscious

education “aims to work against the isolation of schooling’s discourses and practices

from the living world outside” in an attempt to counter and personalize “the increasingly

placeless institution of schooling” (p. 620). Through firsthand experience of local life, a

place-conscious pedagogy aspires to enlist teachers and students in understanding (and

impacting) the political processes that shape community. Noddings (2002) argues that
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place-conscious education is an alternative to generic, standardized curriculums of

“anywhere” that have “lost their uniqueness and their connection to natural life” (p. 171).

Through a literature review of ecological place-based education, Woodhouse and Knapp

(2000) describe common guiding principles of pedagogy of place. Characteristics

include: interdisciplinary and experiential approaches, models that instill intrinsic

motivation over extrinsic “learn to earn,” curriculums that connect place with self and

community that include intergenerational relationships, and learning that emerges from

unique landscapes and particular histories—an approach antithetical to standardized

instruction. Gruenewald (2003a) sums up that orienting learning to place expands

people’s perceptions and experiences, examines the interrelationship between culture and

place, questions embedded ideologies and power structures within spaces, increases

awareness for other ways of knowing and being, understands and appreciates

marginalized groups, attends to ecological concerns, and participates “in the process of

place making for living well” (p. 646).

Gruenewald (2003b) also suggests that place-based or place-conscious learning

intersect with the principles of critical pedagogy. For Gruenewald, a critical approach to

teaching and learning entails that individuals challenge “the assumptions, practices, and

outcomes taken for granted in dominant culture and in conventional education” (p. 3). He

explains that a critical pedagogy of place seeks “the twin objectives of decolonization

and ‘reinhabitation’ through synthesizing critical and place-based approaches” (p. 3).

Decolonization and reinhabition refers to Freire’s (1970) notion of situationality, that is,

reflecting on one’s situation and acting upon it. Gruenewald suggests that one’s situation
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is inextricably connected and influenced by local context, community, and social history,

in other words, place. The spatial aspects of situationality and its focus on social

transformation is what links critical pedagogy to place-based approaches. A critical

place-based pedagogy encourages teachers and students to pursue social action that

improves “the social and ecological life of places, near and far, now and in the future”

(Gruenewald, 2003b, p. 7).

Haymes (1995) explains that “place” is an ideological, social construction that

shapes cultural identity. Thus learning to “read the world,” and learning to read one’s

world or place—Freire’s (1970) central pedagogical strategy in a pedagogy of the

oppressed—is a key construct if a critical pedagogy of place is enacted. As place-based

learning is essentially experiential, learners are “with the world or with others” as

opposed to “spectator.” The learner is “re-creator” and not in a dichotomous oppositional

relationship with the world (Freire, 1970, p. 62, emphasis in original); this re-orientation

increases agency. Freire explains in a banking model of education “man [sic] is not a

conscious being (corpo consciente); he [sic] is rather a possessor of a consciousness: an

empty “mind” passively open to the reception of deposits of reality from the world

outside” (p. 62, italics in the original). In the banking approach, educators deem what

constitutes “true” knowledge and regulates it. However, when learners and teachers

engage in experiential, place-based learning, the content and context of the course is

direct and less mediated. With a problem-posing pedagogy that interrogates “power

relations in the classroom, in the institutions, in the formation of standard canons of
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knowledge, and society at large” (Shor, 1992, p. 31), students and teachers critically

weigh these direct experiences and provide their own interpretations and insights.

Thus, critical pedagogies of place incorporate primary sources in classroom and

community research, seek service learning collaborations with community members and

organizations, and provide internship opportunities: experiences integral to the

instructional philosophy of City High School. These types of educational experiences

develop analytic skills, and foster learner inquiry, autonomy, and critical reflection. The

synergetic process of reading the world and reading the word, according to Freire leads to

conscientizacao, the ability to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and

as a result, take action against oppressive forces. Learning through a critical pedagogy of

place makes course content real and personal; pointing a critical lens makes learning

urgent, relevant, and necessary.

In the following presentation of data, we look at some of these principles in

action. A founding “mother” and Humanities teacher, Eve Rifkin, embodies many of the

principles of critical, place-conscious teaching. Throughout my field work in the

Humanities class, I found students consistently engaged in hands-on, community-based

learning that provided opportunities for students to question previously held assumptions

while allowing for creative self-expression or praxis (see Carspecken, 2002). Before

presenting classroom data, I want to embark on the concept of teacher ethos, what many

might refer to as  “teaching persona.” It is an important concept because although the

Humanities class reflected many of the characteristics described above, the pedagogy
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would not have been as effective without a teacher students respected, related to, and

liked.

Teacher ethos

I have been a classroom teacher for 13 years, a teacher educator for three, and a

perennial student (from academics to yoga to language). It is from this experience that I

consider Eve to be a Master Teacher. In addition to her gift for teaching, Eve is a

nationally certified teacher. National certification is a demanding process that requires

teachers to conduct classroom-based research, keep reflective teaching journals,

videotape and assess their classroom practices, etc. For Eve, national certification was

more rigorous than receiving her Master’s degree in education. Despite her impressive

credentials, I believe it is her ethos that sets her apart. Ethos comes from the Greek and

refers to an individual’s (or era’s) disposition or character (Guralnik, 1970). In this case,

however, I use teacher ethos to describe a teacher’s way of presenting himself/herself

with students in a more situated way, that is, one’s teacher identity. Bucholtz and Hall

(2004) describe identity as dynamic and forged in action and not an enduring

psychological state, thus one’s ethos in the classroom may not necessarily transfer whole

cloth to other contexts. I like the word ethos because it evokes the “aura” surrounding an

individual as well as conveys a performative quality. In addition, as students often see

teachers in a single context, the teacher’s identity is their ethos, their “nature.” What

students see is what they believe that teacher to be.

Therefore, teacher ethos or teacher identity is a contextualized expression of self

not unlike a performance (Goffman, 1959). It may be idealized—that is “when the
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individual presents himself [sic] before others, his [sic] performance will tend to

incorporate and exemplify the officially accredited values of the society, more so, in fact,

than does his behavior as a whole” (Goffman, 1959, p. 35)—but I would argue that the

performance also has some grounding in the individual’s inner subjectivity that is formed

in part by past and situated experience. Goffman describes the performance quality of

identity to include a front: “that part of the individual’s performance which regularly

functions in a general and fixed fashion to define the situation for those who observe the

performance. Front, then, is the expressive equipment of a standard kind intentionally or

unwittingly employed by the individual during his performance” (p. 22). The front

includes setting (i.e., furniture, décor, physical layout, etc.), and the personal front:

appearance (i.e., sign symbols that indicate social status, mind set, or ritual state—work,

play, formal/informal activity) and manner (i.e., stimuli that indicates “the interactional

role the performer will expect to play in the oncoming situation”) (Goffman, 1959, p. 24).

For example, if one takes on a haughty, aggressive manner this may communicate that

the individual wants to direct activity and interaction. A timid, apologetic manner may

communicate that the individual prefers to take instruction versus lead. Front, coupled

with ethos, is a helpful framework for understanding how “expressive equipment”

fostered a positive classroom dynamic in the Humanities class. Below is a description of

Eve’s front and teacher ethos that contributed to her success in the classroom.

Eve cut her teeth on New York City public schools. She was educated in New

York and taught there before coming to Tucson. Eve has a no nonsense manner with

students. She is strict, but never rigid. She understands that students have lives outside of
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school. She sees the humor in circumstance and people. Whenever a student sports an

attitude or complains, she uses humor present in the situation to shift the mood. She and

her students laugh a lot. Eve’s manner is forthright; she rarely hesitates to state her mind.

Teenagers (at this school) appreciated straight talk. Eve is smart, insightful, and well

read. These attributes allow her to think quickly on her feet while teaching; her love for

books provides a never-ending source for pedagogical inspiration. She’s a yogi, a

traveler, a glass blower, a trumpet player—she lives a full life that seeps into her

teaching. She dresses casually, usually a button down shirt and jeans with sandals or

clogs, and a tattoo written in Sanskrit wraps around her ankle. Her appearance is

youthful, her manner easy-going, but one that suffers no fool.

Setting also played a role in the success of the class. The classroom, which can

also be viewed as part of a teacher’s expressive equipment, was filled with student work.

Student poetry, posters, and artwork lined nearly every surface of the classroom walls,

sending the message that the learners and their work were valued. It also served as a

reminder that their work should be of “museum quality,” worthy of a place on the wall.

The organization of classroom furniture regularly fluctuated in order to serve the activity

of the day. For whole-class discussion, chairs were pulled from tables to form a circle, for

group work or work centers, tables came together to form square surface areas, for

student presentations, tables would form two concentric U’s facing the front board. The

room, and the work it served, was never static or routine. Additionally, activity was not

confined to the classroom—the setting for learning was also the school’s neighborhood.

This external setting communicated that the learning was authentic—not just an exercise.
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They met with individuals in their places of work, conducted interviews, and observed

street life. Leaving the classroom also conveyed that learning happens “with the world.”

“Base camp,” as Eve liked to call it, was on the front lawn of the city’s main library, just

a few blocks from the school. From here, students would depart to and from interviews

they conducted, observe street life, write, and pause in the sun. Learning in this manner

was like the best days of elementary school before school became a chore.

Goffman’s dramaturgical model, in respect to personal front, does not include an

elaborated linguistic aspect, apart from tone. In keeping with the acting metaphor,

dialect—the language variety a character speaks—could be added to appearance and

manner. Within a linguistic anthropologic view of identity, Bucholtz and Hall (2004)

stress, “identity is better understood as an outcome of language use” (p. 376), not as

fixed, but “as an ongoing social and political process” (p. 376). Students (in the following

focus group interview) perceived Eve to speak the same way they did, thus aligning her

identity with theirs. This observation came up when I had asked Allison and Scott about

the role of grammar instruction in the Spanish class; they insisted that it would be a waste

of time, as they did not intend to use Spanish in professional contexts. In response, I

asked if they would like to be able to use Spanish in the same way they use English.

Allison responded “but we don’t speak proper English in there,” referring to the

Humanities class, in which Scott promptly agreed. Allison then justified her claim by

stating, “and either does Eve.”

The students and Eve do speak standard (aka “proper”) English, but I believe

what they are referring to is academic English with its more complex syntax and ornate
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vocabulary. As freshmen and sophomores, learning this register was part of the

Humanities course, but because the assignments did not seem traditionally “academic,”

they were not fully aware that they were receiving academic English instruction. Eve also

spoke to students informally. She did not use an overly academic register, but she often

incorporated the new vocabulary students were learning each week into her discourse.

Her use of slang was not as pronounced as the students, for example their use of certain

lexical items (e.g., tight, rad, bad, etc.) and frequent use of certain discourse markers

(e.g., like, you know, I mean, I don’t know, etc.) and general extenders, words found at

the end of an utterance that are non-specific in reference and extend otherwise

grammatically complete statements (e.g., and everything, and stuff, and crap, and shit, or

something, etc.) (see Overstreet, 1999; Overstreet & Yule, 1997). Students believed that

both they and Eve spoke improper English because it marks them as outside “the

standard,” which was a value for many of the students, and it places them within the same

discourse community as Eve, reflecting the students’ close affinity with and affection for

their teacher.

Some of the students’ views concerning Eve’s ethos and personal front are below.

The importance of teacher ethos and personal front is clear for educators when

considering the students’ tendency to personify courses: The Humanities class is

described not by its content, but by the character/characteristics of the teacher. Below is a

segment from a year-end focus group interview I conducted with Scott, Ariana, Allison,

and Paloma:
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Segment I: Eve’s tight

(1)

1 KIM: so we’re going to switch to favorite class↓ which what is your favorite

class↑ at City High School and why↓

2 PALOMA: humanities=

3 ARIANA:                     =[humanities

4 KIM:                        =[humanities

5 SCOTT:                       =[yeah humanities

6 KIM: ((looking at each student in turn)) humanities, humanities,

humanities, humanities one hundred per cent humanities↓ even

more than your electives↑

7 ALLISON: yeah

8 SCOTT:       yeah

9 KIM: um why d[o you lik[e humanities[so much

10 ALLISON:                 [cause     [Eve’s tight=

11 SCOTT:                    [Eve           =[yeah Eve’s bad

12 KIM: can you uh give me an example of or why you think that↓

In example (1), when students are asked about their favorite class and teacher,

Paloma in turn 2 states humanities in which Ariana and Scott’s latched responses echo

her sentiment, representing a uniform alignment. It is interesting that Paloma responds

first as she was the least academic of the four. Eve’s class was accessible for most

learners because she tapped various learning styles and intelligences (see H. Gardner,

2006). Assignments and the presentation of work were multidimensional and multimodal.

In order to clarify that Humanities was the favorite class and not just the favorite core

course (i.e., math, science, Spanish, and humanities), I ask in turn 6 if this included the
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elective classes. City High School electives were varied and interesting76. They included:

yoga, photography (and Photoshop), creative writing, guitar, drama, fitness classes at the

local YMCA, outdoor cycling and bike maintenance77, karate, dance, glass blowing, art,

and yearbook. Yet, even with this creative and athletic assortment of choices, the students

selected Humanities as their unanimous favorite. Curious, but not surprised by their

answer, I ask in turn 9 and 12 to explain their choice and provide examples. Again,

students are quick to provide an answer as Allison and Scott overlap each other and me.

Scott in turn 11 at first states “Eve,” again emphasizing the person over the content of the

course. In turns 10 and 11, Allison and Scott explain that she is “tight” and “bad,” lexical

items borrowed from African American vernacular to mean “good.” The choice of slang

to describe the teacher is a reflection of the teacher. They use nonstandard forms to index

a nonstandard person, but the index is extremely positive.

Example (2) provides useful information concerning what students considered to

be good teaching. Students provide further rationale for why they liked Eve:

(2)

13 ARIANA: because I mean like she’s flexible=

14 ALLISON:                                                           =yeah=

15 ARIANA:                                                                       =and like you know she

gives us like these these like things t[o do that makes=

16 ALLISON:                             [is doesn’t seem

17 ARIANA:   =the learning fun and she doesn’t make you like just read out of like some

like literature book or something

18 SCOTT: she’s real laid back

                                                
76 In subsequent years electives expanded to include mural making, sculpture, filmmaking, and orchestra.
77 Students in the class formed a cycling team in the city’s Tour de Tucson.
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19 KIM: she’s laid [back↑=

20 SCOTT:                        [just loo[k at her bike=

Ariana in turn 13 explains that their favorite teacher is flexible, which Scott confirms in

the next turn. Flexibility is an excellent quality especially for the teacher who is able to

spontaneously grab unto a teachable moment and redirect activity or discussion.

Understanding when it is best to let go of a lesson plan comes with experience and talent.

However, a relaxed attitude regarding assignment due dates encourages poor work habits,

a lesson that Eve and other teachers took to heart be year’s end. The students not turning

work in on time was a concern. This tardiness may have been attributed to poor work

habits cultivated over the years; it could also have been a result of students knowing they

could get away with it, or simply not taking the work seriously.

Ariana’s follow-up point that Eve makes the learning fun in turns 15 and 17,

grasps the “ethos” of the class. The hands-on nature, the variety of tasks, the space for

self-expression, and the immediate relevance of the course content made learning

engaging. It also confirms my prior point that due to the “fun” nature of the work, they

didn’t realize its level of sophistication. In Eve’s class, as well as in the science class, I

often thought that the students were doing college-level work in terms of the types of

tasks they were asked to do. Ariana’s comment about not being made to read out of some

“literature book” parallels her complaint concerning the overuse of textbook lessons in

the Spanish class. The overuse of class textbooks (where they were used) was a common

complaint in other interviews78. Students interviewed at City High School preferred non-

                                                
78 Several interviews were conducted during my time at the school, but are not included in this data set. For
this dissertation, I focus on the heritage language learners.
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standardized, personalized texts. Students read “Antigone,” Nickel and Dimed by Barbara

Ehrenreich, Nomads of a Desert City by Tucson author Barbara Seyda whose book is a

collection of local homeless people’s narratives, excerpts from The Republic, and articles

from Harpers Magazine and the New York Times, to name just a few. Following a

textbook suggests a certain lock-step approach to learning that lacks the freedom and

flexibility that teacher and student selected texts offer. In turn 18, connected to the idea of

flexibility, Scott adds that she is “laid back.” When I repeat this back to him as a

question, not to cast doubt, but to seek further elaboration, Scott offers Eve’s bike as case

in point. Eve’s bicycle had also grabbed my attention, so much so that I photographed it.

Presented in Figure 1 below is Eve’s bike in its usual location parked outside the front

doors of the school. Scott suggests the bike is an extension of Eve or what Goffman

(1959) calls one’s “expressive equipment.”
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FIGURE 2
Eve’s bike and lock

                   

Semiotically, the bicycle, with its banana-shaped seat, long handlebars, and

handcuff-like lock index a youthful, kid-like persona, as Olivia’s upcoming comment

suggests: “she seems like she’s still a kid” (Segment II, turn 5). The upturned banana seat

evokes a cruising posture: it tilts the user back; it’s not built for speed, it’s “laid back.”

Cruising also indexes street life, which is associated with teenage spaces (Eckert, 1989,

2000) or even gang communities. The long handlebars mimic or parody a Harley-

Davidson chopper, a bike associated with the Hell’s Angels—an organization that evokes

rebelliousness and danger. The handcuff lock reinforces the criminal element. As a police

officer would not use handcuffs for the purpose of locking a bicycle, it is assumed that

this user is in “unauthorized” possession of the handcuffs, which suggests a number of
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suspect possibilities. The manufacturer of the handcuff lock may be working off of these

possible entailments, while at the same time providing a handy way to lock up a bicycle.

The bike’s bright yellow color and wire front basket softens the rebel picture to a

certain extent. The overall picture however, especially interpreted through teen-aged eyes

is that the user is outside of the mainstream—something that Scott particularly esteemed.

I think it would be safe to say that all three founding teachers were outside the

mainstream. They left a safe, high performing high school, in order to create an

alternative learning experience for students. They are mavericks and rebels, so to speak.

After speaking with Eve, she explains that the bike is ironic, it pokes fun; it is fun. By

juxtaposing this bike with the roles of high school teacher and school administrator, the

bike says of its rider, “I don’t take myself too seriously.”79 The humor and rebelliousness

this bike evokes is exactly what the kids liked about Eve.

Example (3) points out that the teacher is not only “flexible,” “tight,” “bad,” and

“laid back,” she is also firm. Although I prompt this line of talk, the students don’t

contradict me:

(3)

21 KIM:                                                              =[but also=

22 SCOTT:                                                          =[hehehe

23 KIM: =uh she’s also firm though (.3) right↑

24 SCOTT:     (…)

25 KIM: when she says to do something people listen

26 ALLISON: yeah (.3) because they have respect for her=

27 PALOMA:                                                                      =because it’s Eve=
                                                
79 In a member-check with Eve, she agreed with my interpretive analysis.
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28 SCOTT:                                                                                                         =yeah

29 KIM: how do you think she created respect in the classroom?

30 SCOTT: [by not being psycho

31 (……):    [(… … …)

32 KIM: by not being psycho↓ by what else↑

33 ARIANA: by respecting your (…) (.3) to get respect you have to receive

it

In turn 26, Allison explains that students listen to Eve because students respect her.

Paloma latches unto Allison insight (turn 27) and simply states the teacher is respected

because of her ethos, by just being Eve. Ariana echoes these sentiments in turn 33. Ariana

ends the stretch, coda-like, explaining that respect is engendered through reciprocity

(although she makes a performance error saying “receive” instead of “give”).

Eve respected students by listening, providing rationale, valuing student work and

contributions, and by incorporating choice and artistic expression into assignments. In

turn 30, Scott explains Eve created respect in the classroom “By not being psycho.” This

reason stems from a negative experience Scott had had with a CHS teacher. The teacher

had gone from eager and friendly at the beginning of the academic year, to exasperated

by the end. The teacher’s class became increasingly more chaotic and unruly as the year

progressed. In the classes I observed, students wouldn’t listen to instructions, talked with

one another instead of doing their work, and when pressed to turn something in, they

copied from a more diligent student. It was the instructor’s first year teaching high

school. The teacher made the common mistake of being too lenient at first, and when a

reprimand was needed, a threat would be issued, but the teacher rarely followed through.

In this climate, the students were in charge, but not in a good way. The teacher finally
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reached a breaking point, tempers were lost and to all concerned, the teacher’s actions

and words were inappropriate. This account is a lesson for all new teachers. Being strict

initially is far easier than being strict when pushed against the wall. The implementation

of consequences must be consistent or they become impotent, hollow threats.

Eve, because of her experience, training, and temperament, was able to

circumvent such trouble. Although students emphasized her easygoing nature, she had an

authoritative presence and could be tough when needed. Being tough did not mean flying

off the handle or raising her voice and asking a student to leave the room. She didn’t raise

her voice, but instead, took a serious tone. She explained why the behavior was a problem

in an attempt for the student to understand why their conduct “wasn’t cool.” When a

student got a reprimand or warning, it had greater weight coming from a respected

person, and was therefore taken seriously and personally.

Segment II comes from an interview with Isabel and Olivia in which they respond

to similar questions concerning their favorite class and teacher:

Segment II: Eve is interesting

1 KIM: okay ((Olivia clears throat)) um so let’s talk more specifics about um talk

about your favorite class (.3) what’s your=including all classes (.3)

elective everything um what’s your favorite class↑ and why is it↓

2 ISABEL: um (1.0) probably: humanities for me↑

3 OLIVIA: yeah: same here

4 KIM: why is that?

5 OLIVIA: <cause Eve is interesting and we work on interesting things>=

6 ISABEL:                                                                                             =yeah
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Like the students in the focus group, Olivia and Isabel select humanities as their favorite

class. When asked why that was the case, the first explanation is not the course content,

but the qualities of the teacher. Olivia in turn 5 uses the adjective “interesting” first to

describe the teacher and then repeats the adjective to describe the work they do, creating

a semantic parallel between the teacher’s ethos and the class. Repetition connects related

ideas (Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Tannen, 1989) and reveals speaker attitude (Tannen,

1989). Tannen, citing Labov (1972b), explains that repetition stresses what the speaker

thinks to be important.

From the previous chapter, we learn that Olivia doesn’t like boring content,

“interesting” is its opposite. As a bright girl, intellectual stimulation is valued. When

gifted kids don’t get the stimulation they need, they can create mischief. Although I don’t

have the type of data to make a strong claim, the “interesting” work that Olivia refers to,

may have been an additional factor that staved off discipline problems in the Humanities

class. Olivia also explains why she likes the course through an active sentence

construction: “we work on interesting things.” Students are agents, grammatically and

literally. They are not passive recipients of knowledge; they act upon the material.

Alessandro Duranti (1994), doing ethnographic fieldwork in a Western Samoan village,

found that grammatical structures reflected and constituted social relationships. He

specifically addresses agency: “I discovered, grammatical agents were powerful

rhetorical instruments through which social agents were constituted” (p. 38, emphasis in

the original). An analysis of grammar in interaction is a window unto power dynamics.

Here, Olivia voices that students exercise power in relation to their learning.
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After students describe specific classroom projects they enjoyed (turns 7 through

19), I ask about teacher ethos in Segment III:

Segment III: She’s still a kid

1 KIM: okay↑ good↑ and and Eve you like her personality=

2 ISABEL:                                                                             =yeah [she’s cool=

3 KIM:                                                                                 [you like

4 ISABEL:        =she’s all like=

5 OLIVIA:       =yeah I like Eve cause she seems like she’s still a kid (.3)=

6 ISABEL: yeah

7 OLIVIA: =and a lot of the other teachers seem distant (… … …) ((said in

progressively lowered volume, trailing off at the end))

8 KIM: how how does she make herself seem like a kid↑

9 OLIVIA: well she’s just funny

10 KIM: has a lot of jokes↑

11 ISABEL: she like talks to us and she’s like “hey what’s up!” and she jokes around

with us and she=

12 OLIVIA:  =yeah and she makes you feel excited about it

13 ISABEL: yeah she’s like I don’t know

14 OLIVIA: “today we’ll be doing” ((monotone voice)) she’s like “°hey kids!°”

you know basically

In this explanation, Olivia in turn 5 describes Eve as still being a kid. A positive comment

I had heard previously by another student describing several of the teachers at the new

school80. I had also heard the term used to describe a teacher negatively. So acting like a

“kid” can either be child-like (positive) or childish (negative). Being kid-like is

contrasted with other teachers seeming “distant” (turn 7); performing this sentiment,
                                                
80 A casual observer of the school yearbook might note that the teachers’ individual pages are more playful
than the students’.
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Olivia’s utterance fades out as if moving away in the distance. Within this framework,

Olivia’s characterization of Eve as a “kid” lessens their social distance. Olivia explains

that Eve is kid-like because she is funny (turn 9). Her humor was disarming and brought

levity to the classroom. Isabel takes up the idea of lessened social distance in turn 11. She

explains that Eve can talk to them. The emphasized “talk” suggests, “really talk,” which

colloquially signifies meaningful talk delving below surface niceties. This ability to talk

is a result of there being less (perceived) social distance between the teacher and students.

Isabel’s ventriloquized (Bakhtin, 1981), “Hey, what’s up!” presents an upbeat,

enthusiastic teacher speaking vernacular English associated with youth. This constructed

dialogue (Tannen, 1989) performs the teacher’s perceived youthfulness81 and exuberance.

Tannen (1989) uses the term “constructed dialogue” because “‘reported speech’” is not

reported at all but is creatively constructed” (p. 105) and thus nonobjective; it reveals

speaker stance. Eve’s energy makes the students feel excited about learning (turn 12). In

turn 14, Olivia responds with her own dialogue construction. Here she juxtaposes a

monotone manner with an enthused one. In the first, the teacher’s “Today we’ll be

doing,” is a script-like typification (Schutz, 1970) of the “boring” teacher. Becker (cited

in Tannen, 1989) notes much of “apparently free conversation is a replay of remembered

texts—from T.V. news, radio talk, the New York Times” (p. 44). Here, the delivery and

intonation enacted by Olivia evokes for me the lackluster monotone teacher in the John

Hughes film, “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off.” The constructed dialogue is countered with the

aspirated; “Hey kids!” spoken at a lower volume, but higher pitched done to perform a
                                                
81 At the time of data collection Eve was 35. This is by no means old, but I just want to remind readers that
Eve is not in her twenties. For some youth, someone in their mid 30s may be perceived to be old.
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louder voice without having to actually shout. Olivia’s “Hey” format ties or repeats

Isabel’s construction of the teacher. The format tie demonstrates her listenership and

ratifies Isabel’s stance or attitude regarding the teacher.

The use of constructed dialogue in the girls’ narrative animates their points and

draws the listener in as it performs rather than reports events. Through performance, the

listener feels like a witness to events, rhetorically injecting added veracity. The dialogue

also functions as shorthand. The performance quickly takes the listener to an event or

instance requiring less description and explanation by the narrator—it lessens the

rhetorical load.

Teacher ethos: Implications for pre-service instructors

Like other professions, the excellent practitioner has a high level of skills, subject

knowledge, and a personal disposition suited for the job’s demands. All are necessary to

do good work. Although, the data above may suggest that ethos and front are primary, it

must also be linked with sound teaching practices. For example, these same students

really liked Alberto, but that wasn’t enough to instill interest in the course content or keep

behavior in check. Teaching is part art, part performance, and part training. A teacher’s

ethos that meshes with student values, needs, and interests, integrated with theoretical

knowledge and experience, are the ingredients that make for exceptional teaching.

The above discussion’s implications for teacher educators are complex. The data

suggest that courses in teacher education merit greater discussion of teacher ethos and its

significance—a discussion too often neglected (Freeman, 1989). Teacher ethos is akin to

what Donald Freeman (1989) calls attitude. Attitude is one’s stance toward self, activity,
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and others and how these stances manifest in external behavior and performance. One’s

attitude can be investigated through critical self-awareness, introspection, reflection,

dialogue, and action research. I have learned through my experience at City High School,

that teacher ethos, identity, or attitude (however one wants to label it) is a critical factor

in determining course success. Findings from the data show that students pay close

attention to who teachers are and how teachers behave. Teachers need to treat students

with dignity and respect, which in turn fosters personal and intellectual development.

This entails discovering, and building off of student strengths and intelligences, honoring

their funds of knowledge, and including them in decision-making. Teachers need not treat

students as opponents, struggling for their attention and participation; when students are

included and respected, they are more likely to buy into the learning process. When

conflict does arise, teachers can deflect it through humor, frank talk, or any number of

ethos-based strategies that don’t resort to strategies based in anger, frustration, or fear. In

this climate, respect is developed between student and teacher. A foundation of respect is

the bottom line if learning is to happen.

Additionally, injecting the personal on the parts of the teacher and student need

not be shied away from. In this case, the teacher’s attributes of humor and knowing when

to be “laid back,” and when to be strict, served her well. If a teacher’s “opening up” is

coupled with work that students find meaningful, it makes it much more difficult for

students to act out or to performance strike. Providing spaces for students to be

themselves through choice in what they do, while also including spaces for personal

expression, shows respect for the learner and fosters autonomy, creativity, and
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discernment. These practices “humanize” students, so they are not misunderstood or

treated uncaringly. As mentioned previously, Valenzuela’s (1999) ethnographic research

found that it was a caring ethos that encouraged Latino students to stay in school.

Below is a description of the ethnographic context: What I recorded in interviews,

photographs, field notes, and videotape in the Humanities class. I describe the context

and participants and present a sampling of classroom lessons and assignments to illustrate

the students’ experience. To conclude this section, I provide a segment of transcribed

classroom discourse to demonstrate how curriculum can intersect with identity as well as

highlight the importance of student choice in learning.

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

In the first semester of the new school, as aforementioned, Mexican-origin

students in the Spanish heritage-language class also took Humanities together. In the

second semester, students throughout the school were reshuffled in an attempt to separate

certain students who, together, proved to be disruptive. The reorganization of students did

seem to ameliorate some of the discipline issues and helped students get further

acquainted with a wider range of students, but the reorganization no longer allowed the

heritage learners to remain a cohort for Humanities, which was unfortunate from a

researcher’s standpoint.

Participants: First and second semester Humanities

Fifteen students were in the first semester Core Two Humanities class.

Participants include students from the Spanish heritage-language class introduced in

Chapter Three and Chapter Four, plus the addition of a few other heritage learners who
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attended the school in the first semester, but not the second. These Mexican-origin

students are brother and sister Josh and Cate, Nadia, the sister of Pedro and Manuela,

Carla who was born in Mexico, and Alec, the very first student I met on the first day of

school. Alec attended the school the entire year, but I was never able to pin him down for

a formal interview. Carla and Nadia were distant and left before I could really get to

know them. I became well acquainted with Cate and Josh, who were very opinionated,

and it was unfortunate that they had transferred to a parochial school before I had begun

formal interviews.

In the second semester, as heritage learners were dispersed throughout the four

humanities classes, non-heritage learners also appear in the presented classroom

transcript. They were also enrolled in the study. Five of these students figure rather

prominently: Jack, Sydney, Logan, Tristan, and Mabel. All are freshmen and are in Eve’s

Core Two Humanities class along with heritage learners Olivia, Allison, Daniel, and

Manuela who are of Mexican origin, and Leah who is Anglo, but was in second semester

heritage class (explained in Chapter Four). A total of sixteen students were in the class.

Ethan and Scott Thomas, introduced in the first chapter’s camping trip, appear briefly.

The following data focus on learner engagement, as juxtaposed to learner

resistance described in the previous two chapters. To highlight this contrast, the first and

second-semester Spanish Heritage-language class data coincide temporally with the data

presented in this chapter. Therefore we cannot say that learners in the Spanish class were

just having “bad” days as we see them again in the Humanities class during the same

period of time with different stances toward learning.
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THE HUMANITIES CLASS

Hotel High: The first semester begins

One morning while the heritage students were taking observational field notes

downtown, I sit on a short brick wall and watch. A tourist sitting to my left doing the

same suggests that the students look engrossed in their work.  “My husband and I are life

coaches,” indicating the man sitting next to her, “and we can tell when people are

engaged.” My still photos of the same excursion tell a similar story: students taking in

their surroundings, focusing on their clipboards, and scribbling notes. On our way

downtown from the hotel where classes were being temporarily held, Josh had been

complaining that math was too easy and Spanish a waste of time. I asked, “So, what do

you like about City High School?” He said, “The John Edward’s rally82 and play dough in

Humanities.” “Play dough?” They hadn’t working with play dough. “Oh, Plato!” I

laughed. Students had been reading “The Allegory of the Cave” from Plato’s Republic, a

text particularly relevant in an election year as it discusses who should and should not

hold office. For Josh, the classic was serious study. He had come from a demanding

junior high school and missed the rigor. Josh and his sister Cate were extremely bright83

and had pretty traditional notions of what constituted schooling. A challenge that

presented itself early on for teachers and administrators was conveying to students that

field experiences such as going to the Tucson Botanical Gardens or The Museum of

                                                
82 Eve had organized a whole-school field trip to see the 2004 Vice Presidential candidate at the city’s
convention center, which was walking distance. Eve was instrumental in organizing many of the major
school field trips including attending a large public presentation given by the Dalai Lama.
83 The brother and sister left CHS at winter break because they did not find it challenging enough. They
attended a private school for one year, and then Josh decided to attend his local public high school, and his
older sister decided to attend the local community college, foregoing high school altogether.
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Modern Art were school and needed to be taken seriously. Another challenge for teachers

was bridging and accommodating the diverse academic proficiencies students had. In a

single class there might be a fourth-grade reader and a collegiate reader or a student

struggling with arithmetic while another demands calculus. As the school opposed

tracking, finding creative solutions to accommodate all abilities in a single classroom was

an on-going challenge.

As the school’s building was still under renovation, classes were held at a hotel

for two weeks (described in Chapter One). Prior to the excursion downtown, in one of the

hotel’s conference rooms, Eve and the cohort of learners discuss Plato’s Allegory of the

Cave. Their text-based discussion turned to the unquestioned assumptions people hold

against “Other.” Cate offers an insight: “After nine eleven I was trying to understand why

someone would do that, what was going through the hijackers’ minds, and then I put

myself in their position. As children they were radical believers and that’s all they knew,

and they really believed that eternity is through killing.” The conversation shifts to

racism. Pedro blurts: “I hate black people.” “You hate black people” Eve states. Pedro

replies: “My Tio [uncle] calls black people niggers.” The kids laugh. Manuela and Nadia,

his sisters, nod. “He says they stink.” Eve acknowledges that this is racist. She poses the

questions, “What if your Tio, your uncle, were saved by a black person, and he tried to

change other peoples’ ideas, they would probably get into a fight?” Eve’s comment refers

to a point made earlier in the “Allegory of the Cave.” That is, if an individual had become

“enlightened,” that is left the cave and seen “reality,” and wanted to let those imprisoned

in the cave “free and lead them up, they would kill him” (Plato, p. 211). Pedro, not
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recognizing Eve’s intertextual reference, asks: “How does this relate to the cave?” Eve

responds, “If you were racist all your life, it is like living in the cave.”

On this note, Eve explains that the class will be walking along Congress Street, a

thoroughfare cutting through the city’s financial district close to the hotel and school

under renovation. “What beliefs and assumptions do you have about downtown Tucson?”

Without skipping a beat Eve warns Pedro, “If you wear those headphones they are going

to be mine.” Eve lists on the board the students’ ideas: crazy people, homeless people

eating from garbage cans, and dirty littered streets. Scott on the other hand thinks

downtown is fun. Pedro suggests that it’s “better than other places because it is

convenient, you can walk to places easily.” Allison adds that a lot kids hangout at the

outdoor bus terminal because of the “mostly charter schools” nearby. Eve says that a lot

of businesses in the area are wary of the youth that attend the four downtown schools,

and that they (CHS students), through their exemplary conduct, need to shift those

negative assumptions. Eve instructs that these assumptions, referring back to Plato, “are

like the shadows, we are going out of the cave and see what’s going on. Use your five

senses. What are the five senses?’” Carla volunteers, “sight, hear, touch.” “And not

taste?” Eve laughs. “We are going to lick some buildings.” The kids chuckle. Before

leaving, Eve reminds everyone to stick with their partners and keep tabs on one another.

The trip to Congress Street was designed so students could apply Socrates’ ideas (as

represented by Plato) to their own lives and the downtown sector of Tucson. In addition,

as several future projects would require students to observe places and people, this early

activity was done to develop their powers of observation and work on descriptive writing.
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On Congress Street (between Stone and 6th Avenue)

We walk down to the fountain at the corner of Stone and Congress. A low brick

wall circles the fountain with shade trees around its periphery. A pink historic building is

to the south, the Fox Theater to the northeast, a mirrored-glass building flanks the west.

Students are grouped in triad and pairs. They carry clipboards and a series of prompts that

ask them to observe and describe people and their actions; to describe the surrounding

architecture, sounds, and smells; to list the types of commerce present and absent; to

write down the sensations they have walking around downtown; to express what they

find beautiful and ugly; and to explain what they believe to be unique about downtown.

The culminating question asks students to explain if any of their previous assumptions

about downtown had changed. Scott, Isabel, Olivia and Alec write continuously as they

move from building to building. Josh and Cate stand on a corner looking around. The

groups move a long the street, pausing to sit in a vacated entry, fire hydrant, or wall. At

the end of Congress Street I see Carla, Manuela, Nadia, Juan, and Allison eyeing the bus

station. Allison and Juan leave. They hold hands; Allison takes Juan’s hand across her

back. They move west and sit on a low wall across the street from The Grill, a 24-hour

diner. Their worksheet is nearly complete. I tell them I often see teens smoking cigarettes

at the wall before school. Allison says there is a “juve school” nearby (i.e. a school for

juveniles delinquents). I ask Allison if she sees the point of coming out here. She says

that it is “to know downtown better.”

We meet back at the fountain and Josh is talking to the tourist couple. “I wonder

what he’s telling them” Eve says to me. Curious, I join their conversation. They talk
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about the well-known restaurant Café Poca Cosa—a nearby, gourmet Mexican restaurant.

I tell them that there are many shops on Fourth Avenue they could visit. Josh moves

away to sit with his sister. Eve asks me to stay and wait for Pedro and Jorge who are

lagging behind. Pedro and Jorge round the corner and tell me they were in the Chicago

Music Store. “I come down here a lot,” Pedro explains. “Go find Eve so she knows that

you’re back,” I say to the boys. As today’s class was a double period, it is time for lunch.

We walk to the courtyard outside the hotel for grilled hamburgers. The school had

contracted with several local restaurants to provide student meals throughout the

academic year.

When class resumed the next day, Eve asked students to use the details gathered

in their field notes to write a poem, story, report, or rap about Congress Street using the

sensory details they gathered. The following week, when City High was able to occupy

its building, the walls of the new Humanities room were covered with Congress Street

poems. Although Plato may seem far removed from “place,” Eve personalized the text by

relating it to bias and assumptions people have about downtown and teenagers. In

addition, as students had recently taken part in a political rally, the allegory’s theme of

the corrupting powers of politics and the desired qualifications of office holders directly

related to current events.

Other assignments

Like the science class, which covered such topics as the region’s water cycle, the

process of getting water to Tucson homes, sustainable housing, and desert plants and

minerals, the Humanities’ curriculum also aligned itself with place. For example, during
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the first semester Humanities class, students assembled Museums of Place—exhibits of

their neighborhoods. For these exhibits, students researched their neighborhoods,

interviewed neighbors, drew maps, and took photographs. Tucson, like other cities, is

divided into many neighborhoods with distinct characteristics and populations. Each

“museum” included a brief history of the student’s neighborhood, including the story

behind its name, an interview transcript, a neighborhood artifact, a visual representation

of the neighborhood, and a piece of creative writing that communicated something

personal about the place he or she lived. All of these items were arranged on large poster

boards and displayed throughout the school.

Also in the first semester, after attending the all-school field trip to see Vice-

Presidential candidate John Edwards, students crafted “found” poems, a poetic form

popularized by writer William Burroughs. In these poems, students cut out words and

images from newspapers and magazines and rearranged them to communicate their

thoughts and feelings about the issues surrounding the upcoming presidential election.

Poems took such themes as gay marriage (pro and con) and the limited voice Latinos

have in politics. The vast majority of the poems commented on the Iraq war: from the

heroism surrounding the Iraq invasion to the claims of torture committed against captured

Iraqis and other suspected terrorists. Another popular theme was the suspected deceit

surrounding the motives behind the invasion of Iraq. The bulk of these poems (across

four class sections) took a critical view of the war. The 14 and 15-year-old students

presaged and foreshadowed the later public discontent and cynicism surrounding the Iraq

war. The poems’ visual artistry was impressive. Words hovered above the president’s
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desk in the oval office, rose off water like steam, and emerged from Iraqi landscapes.

Through this public display of work, I realized that creative expression was one of the

strengths of these students.

In the second semester, one of the topics students studied was economic theory. In

order to breathe life into the ideas of Adam Smith, students, in groups of three or four,

arranged and conducted interviews with neighboring business owners. The purpose of the

interviews was to compare contemporary economic practices to Smith’s economic and

political philosophy of libertarianism. On one such end-of-the-week interview, I

accompany Ethan, Paloma, and Ariana to a nearby rubber stamp shop. They politely

alternate questions to the owner about how he sets prices, how he deals with competitors,

and what role the government should play with small businesses. As the box store, Office

Max, is the proprietor’s biggest competitor, I ask what he can offer his customers that

Office Max can’t. He replies, “Personal service.” After the kids say their “thank you’s,”

we leave. As we step into the daylight, Ethan says, “I’m going to get a root beer float.”

“¡Apurate! [hurry up]” Paloma commands. After waiting a few minutes for Ethan, we

return to the room with just a few minutes remaining in the class period. Eve advises,

“Write out your interview while its still fresh in your heads.” She goes on to explain that

on Tuesday students will be presenting to the whole class the information they gathered

in their interviews. “I know it’s sad, but class is over,” Eve jokes. She walks over to Scott

Thomas, “You’d stay in here all day.” Ethan responds for them both, “Yeah.”
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SEMESTER TWO WINDS DOWN: FICTIONMANIA

In the following class description and analysis of classroom discourse, I chose to

focus on the final five-week unit of the school year entitled: FICTIONMANIA. I selected

this unit and its culminating presentations because in interviews, several students had said

this was their favorite assignment. As an observer, I also found the assignment

interesting. I was struck by the degree of sophistication and seriousness that students

brought to their work and student-led plenary discussions. Below, I present data from

field notes and assignment sheets, teacher notes, interview transcripts, and transcribed

videotaped classroom interaction.

FICTIONMANIA: Classroom lessons

I walk into Core Four Humanities already in session. As usual the desks are

arranged differently. Today everyone is facing the opaque back wall. The ninth and tenth

graders sit at their tables; some read, others draw or write on gray recycled poster paper.

As I walk around the room I note the following book titles: The Rebel, A Clockwork

Orange, Tales of Genji, Sophie’s World, Johnny Dollar, A Walk in the Woods, The

Dangerous Lives of Alter Boys, Cat’s Cradle, A Confederacy of Dunces, The Stranger.

The room is noticeably silent. I whisper to Eve, “Are they taking a test?” Eve explains

that they are working on their FICTIONMANIA assignment. A week earlier, Eve and

students negotiated and clarified the particulars of the three-part assignment. Today

students have begun their Reading Log posters. On the posters, students write the title of

their self-selected text (fiction or creative non-fiction). Then they select and write a

significant or insightful quote, which they illustrate. Underneath the illustration students
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answer: How does this quote deepen your understanding of the novel and connect to you

personally and to all human beings in general? For the poster, students were graded on

Expression from the Habits of Heart and Mind rubric described in the first chapter.

When I commented on the silence of the room, Eve explained that she thought the

class was like a retreat from the others. They craved quiet. I thought the class was also

retreat-like because it was a shift from routine: Each day students did something

different. At first, students asking, “What are we doing today?” annoyed Eve. She

realized, however, that their queries indicated interested expectation, as nothing was

standard. Yet there were consistencies in the class. For assignments, Eve presented clear

written guidelines and expectations and there was intolerance for disrespectful behavior.

In other classes students regularly tested boundaries, doing activity that they knew

was not allowed—listening to their portable music players, talking with classmates

instead of working, off-task computer use, etc. This happened occasionally in Eve’s class,

but there was no comparison. Eve’s strategy for disarming disruptive behavior was

humor. Humor shifted the negative energy much like a tai-chi practitioner uses the force

of an opponent without exerting much effort. In tai chi, force is not met with force. Lao

Tsu (1997 [1972]), the founder of Taoism, observes in the Tao Te Ching: “Stiff and

unbending is the principle of death. Gentle and yielding is the principle of life. Thus an

Army without flexibility never wins a battle. A tree that is unbending is easily broken.

The hard and strong will fall. The soft and weak will overcome” (verse 76). Although

Lao Tsu’s comments are martial in nature, they are applicable to everyday life and

working with youth who can be unruly and unresponsive. Eve’s approach is case in point.
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Students praise Eve’s flexibility consistently. She does not break like the stiff tree;

instead she yields and uses the students’ energy, both positive and negative to create

calm, focused, vibrant learning environments.  Both structure and flexibility created a

safe place to learn. Unruliness was stemmed through humor and genuine student

engagement: Students involved in activity that interested them, guided by a masterful

teacher.

The second phase of the FICTIONMANIA unit, “Fictionalizing Reality,” required

students to go outside where they were to “settle down and observe” interesting details

and people that “seem like characters.” Students were to write a story around this person.

They could fictionalize such details as the person’s profession, how the person feels

about his/her boss, a current conflict that person is involved in, his/her interests, or what

the person would rather be doing. They were instructed not to stare, but “make something

up.” They could write in the first or third person. In terms of the Habits of Heart and

Mind, students were graded on Perspective.

The third part of FICTIONMANIA, consisted of in-class presentations where

students assume the role of a central character in their self-selected texts. In the voice of

the character students recount a central episode in the character’s life that was critical to

his/her growth. In these presentations, students were required to include one direct quote

from the book. Dressing the part of the character was also encouraged. If students wanted

to use technology such as PowerPoint or video they could. After their first-person

account, students then pose an open-ended question for whole-class discussion that they

lead. The question was to be inspired by the book, but need not require detailed
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knowledge of the plot to answer. Students were encouraged to craft questions that would

elicit multiple viewpoints. Students were assessed for Expression and Perspective.

Below is an excerpt from Eve’s own notes taken one day during two

FICTIONMANIA lessons84. Eve often took reflective notes, including notes on

classroom interaction such as turn taking. Perhaps these habits were instilled during the

national certification process, or through her experiences working with Critical Friends

Groups (i.e., national and local professional development groups who follow structured

protocol for sharing and discussing pedagogical practices). Bailey, Curtis, and Nunan

(2001) write in Pursuing Professional Development that “[s]elf awareness and self-

observation are the cornerstone of all professional development” (p. 22). Diane Larsen-

Freeman (1983) suggests that in order for teachers to make informed choices regarding

their teaching practices they must cultivate awareness through reflective note taking or

self-observation. Richards (1990) explains that self-observation is “a systematic approach

to the observation, evaluation, and management of one’s behavior…for the purposes of

achieving a better understanding and control over one’s behavior” (p. 118). Richards

notes that self-observation can lead to critical reflection of teaching practices so as to fine

tune, alter, or abandon a particular approach, activity, or project as well as bridge what

teachers think they do with what they actually do. These practices place professional

development squarely in the hands of individual teachers. The fact that Eve engages in

such practices is further testament to her skill as a teacher.

                                                
84 Coincidently, students who appear in Eve’s notes were also enrolled in my study, except one, the
student’s name is deleted.
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Eve’s classroom observation notes help triangulate what I observed: students (for

the most part) focused, interested, and on task. The notes come from two class periods;

paragraph one describes one class, paragraphs two and three another. The deleted name

in paragraph one indicates a student not enrolled in the study.

Notes
4/22
Scott shows [deleted] a passage from his book Geek Love. She is reading it and he is
watching for her response. Jayme is reading Teen Inc. I have never seen her do anything
school related with this much attention for so long. Besides Alejandro who has been
hiding under his hood and sighing occasionally, every kid in the room, all 12 of them, has
been reading for almost 45 sustained minutes. I have not had to “shhhhh” once. Quite
amazing. I really hope that Scott gets into the book I gave him to read.

Shawn came in with his book in hand. “Can we read now?” When we finished our short
discussion about the lottery, he asked again, “Can we read now?” “Yes”.
“Are you going to make it all quiet then?”
“Yes”.

I had to pull Sydney and Olivia out of the room because they wouldn’t be quiet. I told
them that the fact that everyone in the room is trying to read quietly is pretty amazing…
don’t screw it up—I told them. I was serious and they understood.

Eve’s notes are telling and underscore earlier observations. In the first class,

besides a sullen Alejandro, students quietly read for most of the period without teacher

prompting or shushing. Eve’s comments concerning Jayme are also significant. Jayme

was a student who got a “bad” reputation early on because she had threatened another girl

on the second day of class. Throughout the academic year she blossomed. She became

more accepting of students who were different from her and her hostility abated. She

talked about college and doing well in school. Eve, who knew Jayme much better than I,

found that this particular assignment engaged her more. The same could be said for

Shawn who anxiously requested silence so he could delve into his book, Cruddy. As
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previously mentioned, the assignment’s sustained silent reading created a quiet space that

students sought. The mood of the class also highlights how learner choice motivates and

sustains activity. Students looked forward to class so they could read what they wanted to

read. Scott’s sharing a passage from Geek Love with another student illustrates the social

nature of reading. Books invite conversation. Rodríguez and Lira (1998) found that when

reading experiences are shared it “helps enhance students’ intellectual and affective

development” (p. 11). Through discussion, a deeper understanding of the text emerges

while also exemplifying the multiplicity of interpretation a text can inspire.

Readers are often attracted to a text because of personal identification. On the

back cover of Katherine Dunn’s (2002 [1989]) Geek Love, a national book award finalist,

The San Francisco Chronicle calls it “A Fellini movie in ink.” The story centers on a

carny family’s tour across the backwaters of the US and interrogates notions of “normal”

and freakish. When I read the press surrounding Geek Love, I wasn’t surprised that Scott

would be drawn to a novel that celebrates difference, as he seemed almost preoccupied

with it. Even his Mexican identity and fluent Spanish were things he used to distinguish

himself. As Scott’s “heavy metal” identity of long black hair, black painted nails, black-

rimmed eyes, spiked jewelry, and chains separates him from the “average Joe,” it also

overshadows any physical traces of his Mexican ethnic identity (see Chapter Three for a

brief discussion of “Mexican” style). He then uses his Mexican linguistic identity to

further distinguish himself within the group of his rocker peers. For example, in an

interview, Scott constructs a dialogue between himself and a friend after the friend hears

him speak Spanish: “No one knows I’m Mexican. Everyone gets freaked out, ‘Oh yeah
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I’m Mexican’ and (…) ‘Oh really?’ ‘Yeah.’” I think Scott derives some (teenage)

pleasure from freaking people out. His fluency in another language sets him apart from

the kids he usually hangs out with. Of interest, Scott did not pick out Geek Love. Eve did.

Again this illustrates her knowledge of her students (and books). The book so well

matches Scott’s sensibilities, that in the interview transcript below, he makes the point

that in this assignment you can pick “any book you want” (turn 8) suggesting that the

book was his choice.

From the second class, Eve reveals one of her ways of dealing with unproductive

behavior. She doesn’t send the students out of the room, but instead, she goes out of the

room with her students to talk. Outside, Eve provides Olivia and Sydney a rationale for

why their talkative behavior was ruining an “amazing” moment. As the girls were more

academically minded, they took reading silently for granted. The fact that all of their

classmates were academically engaged, a fragile state not to be tampered with, was

impressed upon them. Eve’s note suggests that her serious tone drove this point home.

FICTIONMANIA: Student views

Below are two transcript segments that give the students’ opinion regarding the

presentation portion of the FICTIONMANIA assignment. Segment IV comes from a

focus group interview with Ariana, Scott, Allison, and Paloma, and Segment V comes

from an interview with Olivia and Isabel. They reveal and describe their favorite

assignment:

Segment IV: Any book you want

(1)

1 KIM: um let me get back to humanities what was your favorite thing
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project assignment that you did in humanities↓ (3.0)

2 ARIANA: the presentations

3 SCOTT: [yeah the latest one

4 KIM: [which ones=which ones

5 ARIANA: the one about our character=

In turn 1, to determine more specifically what students liked about their favorite class,

Humanities, I ask them what their favorite “thing, project, assignment,” was, I was not

quite sure how to classify what they did with a single word due to their work’s multi-

pronged nature. As illustrated above, projects were scaffolded; one task or assignment

building off of another. In answer to my question, Ariana responds, “the presentations.”

In turn 3, Scott overlaps my question (turn 4), and expands on Ariana’s response; and in

so doing, answers my posed question. As there were several presentations throughout the

year, my question and repetition of “which ones” shows my anxiousness to get specifics.

Ariana again answers my question. Her use of the possessive pronoun “our” to describe

the character in the books they were reading demonstrates the students’ ownership of the

material. It also demonstrates their bond with their books’ characters, as they were to

speak to the class in their character’s voice in order to describe a pivotal event in the

character’s life. In example (2), students provide the assignment’s details:

(2)

6 SCOTT:                                                    =you read a book=

7 PALOMA: <oh yeah> ((agreeing tone))

8 SCOTT:                                                                                 =any book you

want

9 PALOMA: you get to like pursue the role of that characters↑=
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10 ARIANA:                                                                               =instead of like making

you write something like “oh write write something about your book like a

page or something” she’d have you act it out (3.0)

11 KIM: there was some pretty good discussions too with your essential

questions=that was pretty cool (1.0) there was some good good

discussion↓ alright um

Related to ownership, in turns 6 and 8, Scott explains that they were able to pick any

book that they wanted. He begins the description from the beginning of the process,

which was for students to select for themselves a novel or work of creative non-fiction.

Here Scott highlights a defining aspect of this assignment: student choice. Paloma, in turn

9, builds upon this idea, stating that they got to pursue the role of the character, it wasn’t

the teacher telling them what character to pick or in what direction to take the

assignment. Paloma uses the words “get to” in describing the assignment versus “have

to,” suggesting that it is an opportunity, not an obligation. Of course the construction still

conveys the authority of the teacher and inherent power structure of schools to approve

and allow activity.

Using constructed dialogue in turn 10, Ariana compares the assignment to a

teacher vaguely asking for “a page or something” about “something.” For Ariana,

dramatizing a selected scene in the voice of the character had more appeal. Of course,

this may indicate a dislike for writing, but it also demonstrates the draw of alternative

assessments that stress other skills such as discerning, planning, orating, storytelling, and

taking another’s perspective. Other forms of expression are valued in this assignment,

which is important in a class where students come with mixed skills and abilities and are
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still developing as writers. However, the presentation exercise (i.e., telling the story from

a character’s perspective) is still a useful one in a course that includes writing as it makes

students conscious of story construction that includes voice, exposition, meditation,

perspective, cohesion, clarity, and imagery. I end this stretch of talk adding my own

evaluation. My repetition of “good,” to describe the student-led discussions, allowed me

to parsimoniously stress how impressed I was with the depth of thought I had witnessed

during this assignment.

Segment V comes from an interview with Isabel and Olivia. Isabel, too comments on

the importance of student choice:

Segment V: You can read a book you want to read

1 ISABEL: … we just do more of a thinking and reflecting and like (.3) I’m more of a

like thinking person than like (.3) anything else and >I don’t know< (.3)

because like you can read a book that you want to read instead of like (.3)

you know “here’s a book you have to read it you know do a project” >I

don’t know<

2 KIM: do you like that whole (1.5) taking the character’s

persona=persona↑=

3 ISABEL:                  =yeah (.3) >yeah that was interesting especially if you

like like the book and you have fun doing it but (.3) if you don’t

like the book it’s pretty boring (.3) you know< (1.0)

Isabel’s preference for the FICTIONMANIA assignment connects with her personal

preference for thinking and reflecting, perhaps the essence of this assignment. The

classroom discussions probed many deep, thoughtful issues that many adults wouldn’t

think teenagers considered (e.g., honesty’s limits in relationships, national security versus
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individual freedom, the nature of creativity, the state’s role concerning people with

mental illness, etc.). Echoing the other students in Segment IV, she explains that she likes

the assignment because “you can read a book that you want to read” (turn 1). She

counters this with a “constructed” teacher telling students what they “have to read” and

do, similar to what Paloma states above in turn 9, and Ariana’s constructed teacher in

turn 10. In turn 3, Isabel adds one caveat, however: if you select a text you don’t like, the

whole process is pretty boring. Thoughtful discernment is thus crucial. Both of these

segments underscore the students’ preference for choice in their learning. Although Eve

sets the parameters of the FICTIONMANIA assignment, students played a huge role in

the process: They chose their own books (though Eve suggested titles to some), selected

the quote to illustrate, picked the characters to portray, and designed their own probing

questions.

Reading self-selected texts

In K-12 contexts, students who read authentic texts, such as the novels students

read in their Humanities class, perform better on comprehension tests than students who

do skills-based drills to improve reading ability (Krashen, 1993, 2004; Paulson, 2006).

Krashen (1993, 2004), reviewing reading research investigating the correlation between

reading and academic progress, concludes that extended reading is the only way to

increase reading proficiency as compared to decontextualized reading exercises.

Additionally, sustained pleasure reading develops good writers, spellers, and expanded

vocabulary users. It also promotes advanced grammatical competence. Paulson (2006)

explains that approaches that implement sustained silent reading “at the K-12 level show
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self-selected reading for enjoyment to be crucial to academic success” (p. 53). Paulson

adds that although reading promotes academic skills, it is important that reading

programs instill that reading for the sake of reading is intrinsically rewarding (see also

Marlow, 2002). From the data presented, students clearly grasped this point.

Studies show that many learners across the nation (some national reports say as

many as two thirds) read below grade level and read much less than previous generations

(C. Rodríguez & Lira, 1998). This is a dismal and disturbing situation considering the

positive correlation between sustained reading and academic achievement and retention,

and the reading demands of our information-based, highly technological society. Fowles

(cited in Rodríguez & Lira, 1998) reports a different a picture, however; he cites

commerce data that indicate that book buying is nationally on the rise with the largest

growing sector being juvenile fiction. He suggests that students are willing to read if they

are given the appropriate time and materials. The students’ behavior in the Humanities

class support this claim.

With these statistics as a backdrop, Rodríguez and Lira (1998) investigated how

reading for pleasure could be cultivated. In a review of literature they found that the

following conditions contributed to sustained pleasure reading: teachers who are

enthusiastic about reading and allocate adequate time for it; students who select and

discuss their own books; and parents who are involved. Additional factors include

teachers who create conducive reading environments and limit the amount of test-

preparation drills. Observations of the Humanities class corroborate the above

conditions/recommendations. Although parents were not directly involved in the
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FICTIONMANIA project, their involvement in their children’s education was

encouraged school wide through biannual conferences, numerous parent nights where

students exhibited their work, and participation in field trips.

The Humanities data presented, suggest that learner choice, that is, students

selecting their own books, was crucial. Frank, Dixon, and Brandts (2001), in an

ethnographic study of elementary school readers found that when teachers gave students

text choice, it helped them have real conversations about books. Rodríguez and Lira

(1998) point out that the self-selection of texts allows student to develop their interests in

reading and discover the personal and pleasurable benefits of it. Students aren’t as

amenable to reading literature and writing essays about literature that their teachers like

or meet state standards. This was also demonstrated in the same Humanities class. When

students read Carson McCullers (2000 [1940]), The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, a book

they did not choose, but was recommended for high school readers, they did not exhibit

the same enthusiasm and interest they did when they selected their own books of which

many were of the same artistic caliber as McCullers’. Students can learn to appreciate a

wider range of literature by first selecting topics and genres that interest them. Once a

habit of reading forms, students may be more open to styles and genres that are were not

originally appealing.

Easy access to books is a key element in any program or class where students

select their own texts (Krashen, 1995, 2004). Of course this was not an issue for students

at City High School. The largest public library was blocks from the school, and was the

location where most students selected their books. If students don’t come from
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households that read for pleasure, they may not be in the habit of going to a library (or

bookstore), so this assignment also taught essential library skills and the relative ease of

library borrowing. Overall, a culture of reading was begun in the Humanities class.

Students experienced extended pleasure reading, talked about their books, and discovered

first hand the ease and inexpensive way of accessing books through the public library.

The following section discusses the FICTIONMANIA presentations. The

majority of interviewed students identified these presentations as their favorite

humanities assignment. The presentation format was for each student to come to the front

of the room, state the book’s title and author, and provide some background information

regarding setting and the character they would be portraying. The student, in character,

then tells of a key event in his or her life. Following the account, the presenter poses a

“probing” question that is inspired from one of the book’s themes. The student then leads

a discussion surrounding the posed question. Eve occasionally helped clarify a posed

question or interjected her opinion. However, her overall presence during discussions was

minimal. Presentations lasted between five and seven minutes and consistently ended

with enthusiastic applause.

FICTIONMANIA: Student presentations

I could have selected any number of student storytellers/discussion leaders to

illustrate the FICTIONMANIA presentations.
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I selected Jack’s presentation because he was a student (though not a heritage learner)85

who was fairly reserved in class and because his punk rock style with its history of

anarchy and rebellion also figures into the analysis below. In addition, his confident

demeanor during the discussion he led showed me a glimpse of his potential that may not

have been revealed without such an assignment.

The presentation shows, as did others, the intersection of curriculum with learner

identity. For many students, the themes brought up in their books reflected their personal

interests and concerns, and through their probing questions, revealed that students were

grappling with what it means to be an adult in today’s society and how to lead one’s life.

At this time in the semester, students were between the ages of 15 and 18, a time in their

lives where such questions were relevant. The following summary of Stanton Wortham’s

ethnographic research in schools provides some insights regarding identification

processes and learning.

Stanton Wortham (2006), through longitudinal classroom observations, explains

that social identifications that are historically and locally constructed are resources from

which academic learning draws and in turn shapes. Wortham found teachers (and

students) using stereotypical social categories, such as promising Black girl and lazy

                                                
85 This data source is a weakness in the overall coherence of the study. Although focal participants are
audience members during the student presentation, none are the actual presenter. This is a flaw in my data
collection. Unfortunately, I was unable to capture these students on videotape as their presentation times
coincided with my own teaching responsibilities at the time of the study. However, because this assignment
was the favorite one of the majority of focal participants (spanning the entire academic year), I felt I would
be remiss to not include it in my ethnographic account. I therefore chose a presentation that included the
most HLLs in attendance and includes one HLL in the post-presentation discussion. It must also be
impressed upon the reader that the HLLs in attendance were focused on the presentation, did not engage in
side conversations or off-task behavior. This is in sharp contrast to the data presented in Chapter Four and
is illustrative of their engaged learning.
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Black boy, to illustrate curricular points. These indexical references, known as

participant examples, link the students’ personal attributes to material being studied.

Participant examples further entrench local models of social identification that include

“girls are smart and promising while boys unintelligent and unpromising” (p. 19). In this

way, teachers and students used analogies from classroom life to explain societal issues

discussed in their curriculum, which they in turn used to construct local identities of

students.

Wortham (2006), citing Latour, points out that no knowledge is “pure”;

knowledge is bounded by “social identities, institutional arrangements and power

relations” (p. 14). Wortham explains that academic learning and social identification

became interdependent, aided by the personalization of content through the use of

students themselves as examples of curricular concepts. This dynamic is detrimental if

stigmatized identities are forged through these processes. In Wortham’s study certain

students became identified as “outcast” and “beast.” Others however, were constructed as

“smart” and “promising.”

I found similar, but distinct dynamics at work that are explored in the following

presentation and analysis of classroom discourse. The following presentation took place

in a Humanities section early in the presentation cycle. Sixteen students were present

including Olivia, Allison, Daniel, Manuela, and Leah from the Spanish heritage-language

class. Students sit at their tables in two concentric semi-circles facing the front

chalkboard. A stool, for the presenter, sits in front of the board. Eve sits in the back of the

class, while I sit on a table against the back wall from which I videotape.
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In Segment VI, Jack presents the story of “Alex” from Anthony Burgess’s A

Clockwork Orange. Jack is dressed and groomed in his usual punk rock style. His hair is

in a “Mohawk.” The sides of his head are closely shaved. A two-inch strip of longer hair

stands on end and runs through the center of his scalp from his forehead to the nape of his

neck. A tuft of hair falls to his nose reminiscent of 1950s rock and roll coifs. He wears an

untucked light yellow T-shirt with “Descendents” written across his chest in black. A

cartoon figure sits below the band’s name doing the splits—cover art from their 1985

album “I Don’t Want to Grow Up.” The sleeves are cut off at an angle. Jack’s T-shirt is

lightly cinched by a studded black leather belt and plain black leather one that drape over

his slim pegged jeans. He wears black high-top canvas sneakers, a black studded leather

bracelet, a silver hoop nose ring, and large metal rings in his earlobes that create large

noticeable holes. He appears to have dressed in character, yet this is also his usual attire.

The segment begins with Eve thanking Mabel for her presentation, which is

followed by loud applause (turn 1) and, “Yeah Mabel!” (turn 2). Eve (turn 3) then

announces: “Jack is up! Jack of A Clockwork Orange.” He too is encouraged with a “Go

Jack!” (turn 4) from the crowd. Students’ rooting for one another in this way was fairly

typical across all school contexts. Jack walks to the front of the room and announces his

book as he sits down on the stool. He presents a synopsis of the story, but veers from an

important part of the assignment and does not tell the story from the main character

Alex’s perspective. This may be due to the fact that he was an early presenter and hadn’t

seen many presentation examples thereby not fully grasping the assignment. Jack was

smart, but not a stellar student.
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Jack begins by explaining that fifteen-year old Alex had killed a woman and is

sent to jail. In jail, he is giving the option of undergoing a “technique” that makes you

“good” (turn 5). Jack explains the procedure in which Alex goes to a hospital where he is

given injections while “they show him a bunch of films of like lots of violence and sex”

(turn 5). The injections cause “sickness whenever he sees violence or sex or anything that

is weird” (turn 5). Because of the successful treatment, Alex is released from jail. On the

outside, his victims seek retaliation, his parents disown him, and he eventually attempts

suicide. He is readmitted to the hospital where the treatment done in prison is reversed

and in the end “he’s back to normal” (turn 5). On this note, Jack poses his discussion

question: “Is it better to be good than be free?” (turn 5).

The transcript below shows an utterance prior to the posed question and the

discussion that ensues.

Segment VI: To be “good” or “free”

(1)

5 JACK … and so: they↓ they fixed him all up ((looks to his right, smiles)) <<and

it turns out that in the end he’s back ((looks straight ahead)) to

normal>> ((looks down and up)) and my question was <is it better to be

good than to be free↑> (4.0) ((tilts head and torso back, raises eyebrows

quickly up, closes eyes, lifts bottom of mouth up frown-like, nods head

once, opens eyes, smiles from left side of face))

Jack’s slow delivery accompanied by elaborate facial gestures and body language

suggests the delivery of a weighty, complex question. Critical ethnographer Phil

Carspecken (1996), suggests that critical ethnographers record body language with care

as meaning does not solely reside in spoken discourse, but in action and bodily states.
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In turn 5, a glimpse of Jack’s stance regarding his probing question is revealed.

The question, as Jack posits, is a choice between being “good” and being “free.” In other

words: Is it better to be an existentialist or moralist? The query, whose meaning students

negotiate below, essentially asks if it is better to conform/law abide (be a “good citizen”)

or be “free,” that is, true to your self or nature. The first line of the turn, “they fixed him

all up,” suggests that Alex’s revulsion to violence (i.e., what made him “good”) has been

“fixed” (i.e., reversed). The choice of the word “fixed,” suggests that to be “good” (or no

longer in control of one’s mind and actions) is akin to being broken. Jack’s smile

indicates pleasure regarding the treatment’s reversal and states that Alex is then back to

“normal,” his old self (i.e., free). It is normal (and thus right) for Alex to be himself,

which also implies that committing acts of violence is normal. The converse is also true:

not being one’s self is abnormal, undesirable, and “unfreeing.” Jack sets up a construct

that aligns freedom with the expression of the existential self.

In example 2, Sydney seeks a definition of “good”:

(2)

6 SYDNEY: >what do you mean↑< (1.0) ((Jack looks at her at his left) like how do you

define being good like↑

7 JACK: well (.3) “good” ((raises both forearms to form scare quotes with fingers))

in like layman’s terms of being good in this book like ((looks down)) they

want him to be just like (.3) like uh like (.3)

8 (….): >good citizen<

Sydney, a highly inquisitive student (an inquisitiveness that she says got her into trouble

with teachers at her past school), asks for clarification of Jack’s question (turn 6). I am
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not going to refer to this negotiation of meaning in turns 6 through 2086 as a “repair”

sequence (Hatch, 1978), a process of making meaning clear. The metaphor of repair

entails that an object or utterance is broken (which could be viewed as disparaging), and

when fixed, the object or utterance is back to its original state (or worse off, rarely

better). The concept of repair, at least in Segment VI, does not accurately capture the

creative aspect that transpires when individuals seek clarification through engaged

questioning. The original utterance and its embodied idea do not return to an original

state, but instead, the ideas are expanded and extended. The process shows evolution of

thought and understanding through interaction that the concept “repair” inadequately

captures. A conversation between peers assumes that members of the discourse are on

(more or less) equal footing—although the dynamics of power are inevitable.

Nonetheless, there is not a superior member trying to fix or repair the inferior member’s

“broken” monologue, but rather the stretch of talk shows peers in dialogue trying to

develop an underdeveloped idea collaboratively.

In turn 7, Jack begins to clarify the meaning of good by first putting it in scare

quotes and then elevates the status of the word and/or explanation by couching it in

“layman’s terms.” Scare quotes are used in writing to convey that the “word” is not to be

taken at face value, that there is some skepticism and/or irony surrounding its meaning in

that particular context. Jack’s use of scare quotes suggests a more adult stance in that one,

it indexes a written convention not usually found in children’s literature and two, it

suggests that like an adult, mature thinker, he is able to see more nuance in things. In this

                                                
86 The ending of the negotiation is debatable.
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case the word “good” in scare quotes conveys that the idea of good is relative and

subjective, an idea that is further developed in the segment. Jack in this sense is opening

up a communal, epistemological dialogue.

The phrase “in layman’s terms” is used to explain a technical term associated with

a particular professional register through the use of a more pedestrian term. For example,

in medicine, “lesion” in layman’s terms means cut or sore (or some cases internal scars).

In example 2, the word “good” is not professional jargon needing to be translated into

quotidian English. However, its use by Jack frames him as an expert who will then

explain to his “lay” audience its meaning. In sum, turn 7 is an example of Jack practicing

his emergent intellectual (or academic) identity. Jack is unable however, to provide the

lay terminology and one of his (unidentifiable) fellows ratifies his train of thought by

providing in turn 8, “good citizen.”

The facilitation is spoken quickly, speedily giving Jack back the floor in example

3 below:

(3)

9 JACK: yeah [just like (3.0)= ((looks at Sydney))

10 SYDNEY:         [you mean like the average

11 JACK: =like the typical good American= ((shifts gaze from Sydney and looks

down to his right))

12 SYDNEY: >mm hmm<

13 JACK: =you know (.3) but in order to be free (2.0) ((looks at Sydney, nods head

slightly to his left, and lifts left shoulder)) he’s got to be (2.0) good

((widens eyes, lifts both hands about two inches, palms up, shrugs his

shoulders, tilts his head left, mouth lifts up and down also like a shrug and

looks down))
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In turns 9 through 12, Sydney and Jack continue to negotiate the concept of “good,”

taking up the example of “citizen” offered in turn 8. The students seem to be operating

from their imagined community (Anderson, 1991) of what it means to be an American

citizen, which entails that US citizens are upright and law abiding as apposed to A

Clockwork Orange’s Alex. Following the construct set up by Jack in the previous

examples, this suggests that “typical” Americans are more law abiding (i.e., good) than

free (i.e., being true to their nature). In an era of terrorist threats and the resulting

enactment of the US Patriot ACT, which some argue threatens (or has the potential to

threaten) civil liberties, this dichotomy between law abiding and free is not far fetched.

To complicate matters, Jack in turn 13, seems to be tapping into another meaning

of “free,” which is more in line with the plot of the book. In order for the novel’s Alex to

be released from jail (i.e., be free) he has to be good (i.e., not his violent self “cured”

through aversion therapy). Jack’s shrugging shoulders and upturned hands signal a type

of resignation and surrender regarding Alex’s forced compromise. Jack’s comment no

longer runs parallel to his original question that proposed a good/free binary; now one

entails the other. Sydney, perhaps seeing the shift the question has taken in turn 13, seeks

clarification for the meaning of “free” in turn 14 below:

(4)

14 SYDNEY: like to earn=when you say free >what do you mean↑ (he has no choice in

…)↑< ((Sydney’s head and torso rests on the desk))

15 JACK:   what↑

16 SYDNEY: when you say free you mean he can do whatever he wants as opposed to

(…)
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17 JACK: yeah well (.3) like no doubt

18 OLIVIA: so (.3) if he kills someone↑ [he shouldn’t go to jail↑

19 JACK:                                            [he had the choice (1.5) he had the choice to um

to he could stay in jail and serve his sentence and crap and be bad full of

violence and rage (.3) you know (.3) or he could >you know< he could be

brainwashed (.3) and (2.0)

20 SYDNEY: be free

21 JACK: yeah be free (.3) but what’s the point of being free if you’re just going to

live like like you’re (6.0) ((looks around the room, Logan raises a hand,

Jack nominates him by pointing his book at him))

When Jack doesn’t hear Sydney’s muffled question, she switches from question,

to directly stating that she believes Jack’s conception of “free,” to mean that “[Alex] can

do whatever he wants” (turn 16). Sydney’s switch from question to assertion

demonstrates that not all “questions” seek answers to unknowns, as she already had an

answer in mind, but that questions also serve an elicitation strategy, not unlike what a

teacher does. Asking a question can also function as setting up a slot for the asker to then

answer the question without directly stating the opinion at the outset—an act of

“knowledge display,” not genuine query (McKenzie, 2005). Jack then agrees with

Sydney’s assessment (turn 17). Heritage learner, Olivia, interjects her opinion in question

form, challenging the notion of being able to do whatever one wants. As Olivia’s

comment really wasn’t a question, but an act of disagreement, Jack doesn’t answer it

directly, but instead explains Alex’s choice: stay in jail and be full of rage, (but remain

mindfully free) or be brainwashed (i.e., changed and thus “good”). Sydney co-constructs
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the idea by completing Jack’s explanation with the words “be free” (turn 20) implying an

alignment with Jack.

Now the question has essentially shifted from: Is it better to be good (law abiding)

or free (one’s self)? To approximately, Is it worth it to be good (brainwashed, law

abiding, not one’s self) and free (not in jail, locked up) OR imprisoned (not free) but

one’s self? This ontological question asks if Alex should be defined by society’s norms

and ethics or by his “self.” Jack in a sense answers the question by stating the futility of

being free physically (turn 21) if one is brainwashed (turn 19).

After a long pause, Jack looks around the room for someone to respond. Logan

raises his hand, and Jack nominates him by pointing his held book at him:

 (5)

22 LOGAN: well uh (.3) it might be like you know better to be it’s like better I think to

be you know like a free person or whatever but in this case if being free

means like just causing harm to other people (.3) violence and stuff than

that’s (.3) basically >I mean< then you’re not really↑=you don’t really

respect freedom cause you’re limiting their right ((Jack nods)) or ability

to be free=

23 JACK:                =that’s what I was getting at hehe absolutely↓ Tristan ((Jack

points to Tristan who raises his hand))

In turn 22, Logan begins his comment with a series of hedges to soften his comment that

counters Jack’s prior claim that being brainwashed is not freedom; freedom is achieved

when an individual is free in mind and acts accordingly. Logan complicates the notion of

being free (returning the original question), by stating that “freedom” has its limits. He

agrees that it is better to be a free person, but if that free person causes harm and
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impinges upon the rights of others, freedom is not “respected.” His comment reflects the

earlier remark that being “good” is akin to being a “good citizen.” The remark is also

consistent with US constitutional values and US Supreme Court rulings that have also put

limits on freedom. For example, the First Amendment, granting freedom of speech, does

not permit all manner of speech: one cannot yell “Fire!” in a crowded theater, blare

announcements from a PA system in a residential neighborhood, air inappropriate media

content when children are likely to be present, and so forth. These rulings limit freedoms

if they infringe on others’ rights, safety, personal space, and ethics. Logan makes his

point using the pronoun “you,” (e.g., “you don’t really respect freedom cause you’re

limiting their right”) which most likely functions as the generic “one.” However, in light

of the current conversation, this could be also be referring to Jack directly.

Jack on the other hand, doesn’t argue with Logan, but instead confidently agrees

with him, stating that this was his intention all along (turn 23). From conversations with

teachers, a few have commented that certain boys look up to one another or even try to

seek approval of other boys whom they consider intelligent. Faculty and students alike

regard Logan to be one of the brightest students on campus. Jack may therefore be

aligning himself with Logan, because his intellect is respected and/or Logan’s argument

has won him over, and he has reconsidered his position. As time hasn’t sufficiently

passed for the kind of deliberation needed to change a course of thinking, it is more likely

that the argument hasn’t won per se, but Logan’s ethos has won. Jack isn’t aligning

himself with the argument, but with Logan.
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As Jack states “absolutely,” he pulls himself up confidently and points a finger to

Tristan who has raised his hand. Jack’s manner of calling on students is self-assured, as if

he regularly leads discussions. In example 6, there is no doubt as to Tristan’s use of the

personal pronoun “you”:

(6)

24 TRISTAN: it is better for you or for Alex (.3) the actual person to be free↑ (1.0) but it

is better for the people <around you>=

25 LOGAN:                                                  =yeah

26 TRISTAN: =if you’re ((sweeps right arm from elbow to hand to the right like a

windshield wiper, then makes scare quotes in the air with two fingers of

each hand)) (1.0) >“good”< ((Emily looks at him with a slight smile,

laughs, and imitates his scare quotes with her right hand)) (4.0)

27 EVE: >hmm< (3.0)

In turn 24, Tristan conflates Jack and Alex. Jack didn’t play the role of Alex, so the

confusion doesn’t originate from playacting. Tristan may be drawing on Jack’s personal

style that is Alex-like in its personalization, leather, rips, and metal, but as far as I know,

he has no reason to link Jack’s comportment to Alex. Jack is a sweet, polite kid. Some of

the students he associates with have had discipline issues at the school, but not Jack.

Tristan uses Jack/Alex as a participant example to illustrate why in certain cases

personal freedom should be limited. Tristan seems to be drawing from larger societal

constructs of justice. The rights of others hold precedence over those who cause harm.

For example, this ethic pervades the US penal system for which citizens have voted. The

trend is to imprison lawbreakers (dangerous or not) rather than seek underlying causal

factors behind crime and recidivism (often the result of drug addiction) and fund
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alternative solutions. In fact, the United States, with 2,000,000 people behind bars, has

the highest incarceration rate in the industrialized world (Martin, 2007). Logan latches to

Tristan’s assertion (turn 25) indicating the similarities between their two thoughts.

Tristan also makes use of the gestured scare quotes around “good,” format-tying

Jack’s earlier “good” in turn 7 thus connecting the two utterances’ propositions. Again

this gesture visually indicates a more mature and literate understanding regarding nuance,

irony, and subjectivity/relativity. The gesture similarly contributes to Tristan’s

intellectual identity formation. Emily shows amusement in the gesture and imitates

it—perhaps practicing it for later use herself.

In turn 27, Eve comments for the first time, but it is merely a quick “hmm.” It is

unclear if her interjection shows approval, disapproval, or simply interest. She leaves the

discussion moderation and development to the students, a fairly consistent pattern. By not

entering into the dialogue, authority lies with the students and power is more evenly

distributed amongst them, although some students’ opinions may wield more authority

than others. It is nearly impossible to encounter any context where power is equally

distributed. The teacher’s relative absence, however, takes a very powerful discourse

member out of the equation who has the authority and presence to alter (in this case) the

(psychological) setting, participant roles, ends, act sequence, key, and norms of

interaction (Hymes, 1974). The speech event, although supervised by the teacher, is

student governed.

In example 7, Sydney enters the conversation again this time to comment on

Alex’s psychological state:
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(7)

28 SYDNEY: I think that um (3.0) ((fingertips of both hands rest on her chin, her head is

raised off of the desk)) it’s <better> it feels better to be free↑ but in this

case↑ >your main character’s name is Alex↑<

29 JACK: yeah

30 SYDNEY: I think in Alex’s case ((scratches head with right hand)) maybe he wasn’t

(.3) >free< he was free physically but I think that mentally he was ((both

hands go to head)) trapped =

31 JACK:                                             =>yeah [yeah<

32 SYDNEY:                                                          [in his mind so I think that he wasn’t

free at all and so I think >it would be better to just be good because then<

(.3) >it would be easier when he was free as apposed to having↑< (.3)

>how long how long was it before he was (.3) out and kinda crazy< before

he was fixed↑

33 JACK: what’s that↑

34 SYDNEY: how long how long was that period of time when you know when he was

((circles head with both hands)) having the dreams and he was

brainwashed and stuff

35 JACK: >oh it was like a fortnight I guess ((brings left hand to his head)) that’s

like fourteen days or something like that<↑

36 LOGAN: [yeah it is ((Jack looks at him and nods))

37 SYDNEY: [oh okay (1.0) oh I don’t know I think it’s just better to just like

38 JACK: yeah but it was just ((snaps fingers)) like everyday they’d show violent

movies and what not

39 SYDNEY: mm hm
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40 JACK: they’d make him watch and pull his eyes open and strap him in his chair

(2.0) and fucken (…) ((students laugh loudly, a student quickly turns to

see Eve’s reaction)) (4.0) yeah but they like do it everyday and you know

by the time he got out he was totally screwed up in the head (2.0) ((looks

around the room and points at Mabel)) <Mabel↑>

In turns 28 and 30 Sydney’s wording suggests that being mentally trapped occurred while

Alex was physically free (i.e., “good”). Jack agrees with her assessment or is simply back

channeling in turn 31. However, in turn 32 Sydney suggests that Alex’s state of mind, as

a violent individual, is not a free state of being, but a trapped one. This alternate

interpretation was arrived at because in turn 32, Sydney says he should just be “good” so

being on the outside would be easier, thus his “trapped” self was the violent/free one.

Using the second interpretation, she is comparing Alex to someone with a mental

disability or mental illness who may have limited autonomy or control over his or her

actions. She continues to say under these conditions it is better to be good or brainwashed

so that his life outside of prison would be more manageable. In turn 32 it also appears

that she has misunderstood Alex’s physical and mental condition as a free “good” man,

not equating the “dreams” as a nasty side effect of his treatment. Being “good” then,

wasn’t so good.

She asks for how long Alex was brainwashed (turn 34), in which Jack answers a

“fortnight,” that he guesses is about fourteen days. The term “fortnight” is an intertextual

reference found in the British, A Clockwork Orange. Jack appears to be experimenting

with a new word he has learned contextually. Like Jack’s earlier “in layman’s terms,” this

word with its origins in Shakespearian English, elevates Jack’s discourse and adds to his
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intellectual identity. Prompted by Jack’s “I guess” concerning the meaning of fortnight,

Logan backs up Jack, in which Jack nods his approval or at least nods his acceptance of

Logan’s contribution. Logan’s verification of the uncommon word contributes to his

status as intelligent. Jack may also be using “I guess” in a similar way that Logan used “I

think” (turn 22). “I guess” softens his use of “fortnight” so that he can simultaneously use

a high register word, but not come off as pompous. Similarly, he follows his definition of

the word with “something like that” using a raised intonation indicating uncertainty while

he accurately defines the word. Hedging and softening have been associated with female

discourse (Tannen, 1991), but here we see the same phenomena with teenage boys.

Sydney begins to assert her opinion along previous lines, but leaves her thought

incomplete (turn 37). Jack counters with “yeah but,” a turn-initial collaborative expansion

discourse marker (Mendoza-Denton, 1999), which bids the floor and offers an

explanation, in this case, the beginning of his account concerning Alex’s aversion

therapy. He finishes the utterance with “and what not,” a general extender that allows a

speaker to intentionally leave an utterance partially underspecified or undefined

(Overstreet, 1999; Overstreet & Yule, 1997; Roth-Gordon, 2006). Jack continues to

explain Alex’s brutal treatment. Caught up in the emotions of the story, Jack accidentally

uses an expletive. Jack’s slip of the tongue reflects his emotional involvement in the story

as he forgets to monitor his language. It may also indicate his increased comfort level

moderating at the front of the room.

In turn 40, Jack’s classmates laugh uproariously, as foul language, especially in

the context of a formal presentation, goes against school norms. In this case however,
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Eve lets the infraction slide. The slip of the tongue appears accidental; to interrupt the

discussion at this point would be counter-productive. The expletive, and its ratification of

sorts by the teacher, also frames Jack as an adult or mature person. Foul language is adult

language, and Eve certainly wouldn’t reprimand an adult for using it. This mature, adult

ethos is constructed through Jack’s leadership at the front of the room, and the

sophisticated content of the conversation the students have thus far been engaged.

Jack, MC-like, points his index finger at Mabel who has bid a turn. In the final

example, Mabel returns the conversation to existentialistic self-determination:

(8)

41 MABEL: <um so when he was brainwashed I would say that (.3) that would be

something> >that I would do< to try to change the way I was >you

know↑< but because it’s someone else trying something that they thought

of and trying on me↓ and that would that just might mess me up

completely=

42 JACK:                   =yeah but he (you know) didn’t really know what what was

going to happen to him because he didn’t know anything about this

technique=

43 MABEL: exactly!

44 JACK: =except that for that it would get him out of jail and that’s all he really

cared about he didn’t really care about the consequences

45 MABEL: yeah (5.0)

46 EVE: all right! thank you↓ good job! ((students clap loudly, Jack gets off of the

stool and walks toward his table at the back of the room))   

In turn 41, Mabel begins by stating that she would undergo brainwashing under the

important stipulation that it would be performed under her informed consent. She
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explains that if she wanted to change, she would do it; but the fact that it would be others

imposing their will on her, that that would be even worse than the original ailment or

behavior disorder. Mabel’s idea taps into the cultural construct of “self-improvement”

where individuals can better themselves through behavior modification, medical

treatments, or motivated free will, but when free will and self-determination is taken

away, it is damaging. In turn 42 Jack begins with a “yeah but,” but his counter argument

supports Mabel rather than counters her. He adds that Alex didn’t consider Mabel’s

concern because he only cared about getting out of jail. Mabel sees this and interjects

“exactly!” as Jack finishes his point.

Mabel taps into the western democratic construct that values self-improvement,

self-determination, and autonomy (Traube, 1989). Jack’s point suggests that Alex’s

desperation does not allow him the luxury to carefully weigh consequences. Although

this is not elaborated upon, Jack’s comment illustrates that not all people have the

privilege of choice. After waiting for any other students to comment, Eve closes the

discussion in turn 46. She thanks Jack and the students vigorously applaud.

DISCUSSION

Segment VI, through the discussion led by Jack surrounding Alex, the main

character of A Clockwork Orange, students engage in an intellectual conversation that

weighs autonomous freewill against the rights of others. The question asks if it is better to

infringe on another’s freedom of mind if it will ultimately benefit society. Through the

discussion, students tap into a number of cultural constructs found in western

democracies, specifically the US, such as: self-determination, autonomy, freedom of
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expression (albeit violent), and self-improvement. These ideas are tempered however,

with a discussion concerning the conditions that would warrant the curtailment of these

freedoms—curtailments that are continuously negotiated and constructed by individuals,

legislators, judges, and jurors. As future adult members in a representative democracy,

these issues are relevant personally and socially. On a personal and social level, students

are in the process of understanding who they are and where they fit on the individual-

societal continuum.

In addition, through this ontological discussion, the students’ own ontological

selves are constructed. This construction is shaped not only by what students say, but also

by how they say it. As the context of this discussion is in a classroom, through the vehicle

of a formal, assessed presentation based on a literary novel, intellectual identity formation

is salient. The most pronounced examples of this lies with Logan, Tristan, and

specifically, Jack. Jack’s body language, choice of words, and moderation style illustrate

a burgeoning self-confidence and intellectual identity. As time progressed “on stage,”

Jack’s demeanor became more self-assured as he led the group through serious talk. The

on-line, real-time process of enacting the assignment could be called an identity event, a

speech event where stance and identity are germinated/performed/constructed through

talk. Arguably the vast majority of speech events could be considered identity events; I

simply want to highlight the ontological aspects of speech events in the context of

schooling.

Packer and Goioechea (2000) explain that ontological learning is the process by

which individuals construct and transform themselves through interaction with others and
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various sign systems. Thus any kind of learning, in this case academic learning,

transforms the individual through changes in knowing: a change in knowing is a change

in being. Learning entails an active social construction of knowledge that is personally

transformative. Cobb and Yackel (1996) explain that “learning is a constructive process

that occurs while participating in and contributing to the practices of the local

community” (p. 185), a process that actively cognizes individuals. Learning is therefore

psychologically and socially reciprocal.

Ironically, the above discussion on the whole suggests that the students believe

they are autonomous, free agents, and not social constructions. There was no elaboration

as to what causes an “Alex” to come into being. Instead they discussed choice as if it

resided in a vacuum.

Classroom turn economy

A noticeable aspect of the above classroom segment is that relatively few

students—six out of sixteen—actively participated. The lack of full classroom discursive

participation was due in part to the authoritative turn economy present in the discussion; a

turn economy found in bureaucratic settings such as classrooms and courtrooms. The turn

economy comprises three strategies of interaction on the part of the setting’s leader: turn

control, question control, and control of ratification (Philips, 2006). In this case, however,

the tables are somewhat turned as students manage turns, questions, and ratifications

under the guidance of their teacher. Although the teacher set up the assignment and

structure of content delivery, it was up to the students to select their own texts, the

content they chose to present, and their probing questions. However, after presenting a
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scenario from their books, students proceeded to guide discussion using the three

strategies of interaction much like a teacher would.

So a question that arises is: Do these strategies of interaction disenfranchise

participants no matter who uses them, be it teacher or student? There is no question that if

a teacher wants all students to actively participate in the learning at hand, the above turn

economy is not the answer. However, as this authoritative discursive style was not the

norm, the benefits of students being in charge, outweigh its negative aspects. Each

student would eventually become “the sage on the stage,” and even the weakest students

would experience being the authority in the classroom, sending a powerful message that

whatever they have to say and contribute is worthy of everyone’s attention. During these

presentations, I witnessed discussions of great profundity that arose out of student

interests and experience that could not have occurred under the leadership of a sole

authoritative figure. The curriculum did not come out of the mind and experience of one

teacher, but arose from 85 individuals who shared a common coming of age.

That being said, I would not suggest that this delivery system be the norm,

shifting the teacher’s talking head for a student’s, but done as a culminating experience, it

has value. In this case, students literally took control of their learning. They explored

ideas that in no way could have come out of single educator’s experience. Because

respect had become part of the classroom culture, students took the assignment and each

other seriously. By students being framed the authority, even for this brief period, they

experienced something few had ever experienced in the classroom up to this point. Too

often they had been receivers of knowledge not crafters of it. Such events shape identity.
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In the classroom discourse presented, students explored issues that interested

them as they entered a new phase in their lives, separating from parents/guardians while

concurrently forging intellectual/academic identities. The curriculum, through the self-

selection of books afforded them this opportunity. Students sought texts that connected

with their own concerns and found specific textual incidents that reified these interests.

By selecting their own texts they set the parameters for relevant themes, and as they read,

they zeroed in on these themes and brought them to their peers for dialogic discovery.

Through this exercise, students learned that literature’s role is to provoke thought and

discussion regarding life and personal experience. In the case of Jack, a punk rocker, he

used the discussion to explore who he is, and how far he can take his own individuality

and his own rebelliousness represented in his music and personal style. In no other class

had the learning been so personal, meaningful, and profound.

REFLECTIONS OF A PARTICIPANT OBSERVER

A careful reader of my work said I was “comparing apples to oranges” when I

compared Eve’s teaching to those of the Spanish teachers. What this comment meant was

that it wasn’t fair to contrast a Master teacher to a less experienced one, and another who

was a novice. I agree. On the other hand however, this wasn’t an experimental study

where I set up the conditions; I observed what was there. But what I perceived to be

“there” was filtered through my biases, and the revisited data also passed through this

sieve. My pedagogical predilections favor experiential learning. My own prior language

learning experiences and the still memorable field trips of my elementary school days

influenced this bias. In my work as an ESL curriculum developer, I drew from my own
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experiences as a learner, and I designed curriculum that included direct and authentic

experience with the target language and its speakers. My students and I experienced

success working within this framework.

When I met Eve at the Fourth Avenue Winter Street Fair, I felt I had met a

pedagogical kindred spirit. So it may not be a fair classroom comparison because I went

into the site predisposed to the pedagogies embodied in place-based learning. At the end

of the day however, students in this study backed me up. Every focal participant named

Humanities as their favorite subject. Of the 17 other students I interviewed, all said the

same but one. This one student stated Spanish with Beth had been her favorite class, and

she missed learning language with her.

Teaching is a challenge. It is also a pleasure. Concerned educators constantly seek

innovations to improve instruction. I decided on City High School as my research site for

selfish reasons: I wanted to become a better teacher. Through observing so many lessons,

talking to teachers and City High School students, I hope this to be the case. One thing is

certain: I learned a lot. I learned what makes students resist and engage. I learned about

place-based learning and the field of SHL instruction, and as a result, I learned a lot about

myself.

In the following chapter, I apply this knowledge to conceptualizing a place-based

approach to Spanish heritage-language instruction.
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CHAPTER SIX: CRITICAL PLACE-BASED SPANISH HERITAGE LANGUAGE

LEARNING

Chapters Three, Four, and Five have presented classroom descriptions and

analyses of both the Spanish Heritage-Language class and the Humanities class. To

reiterate, in the first semester, the study’s participants remained a cohort for both classes

and in semester two, students remained together for Spanish, but were in different

Humanities classes87. From the findings from these two classes—causes behind student

resistance and engagement—I suggest an approach to teaching Spanish as a heritage

language that is in line with place-based learning described in Chapter Five.

Although much has been published concerning the differences between foreign

and heritage language students and the need for heritage language classes and pedagogy,

there is a lack of literature that specifically addresses strategies for HL instruction that

also apply cross-linguistically (Chevalier, 2004). That being said, in the following section

I present some of the literature surrounding HL pedagogy including academic register

instruction, the benefits of independent free reading for language acquisition, and the

importance of classroom sociolinguistic awareness raising that respects students’

language varieties and cultures. I follow the review of literature with student voices

explaining their resistance to acquiring academic Spanish, but who also suggest activities

for the classroom. In conclusion, I expand upon the presented literature and draw upon

collected data and their analysis to suggest a (critical) place-based approach for heritage

language teaching, the overall pedagogical framework of City High School. Although I

                                                
87 As there were only four sections of Humanities, several students still remained together.
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specifically address SHL instruction, place-based pedagogy is a sound approach for

teaching heritage languages across the board especially languages with community

enclaves.

HERITAGE-LANGUAGE PEDAGOGY: POWER, LITERACY, AND POSSIBILITIES

Literacy and academic register acquisition

As described in Chapter Four, one of the common features among speakers of

heritage languages is a greater facility with spoken informal discourse as compared to the

full range of stylistic registers that include formal and informal writing (Chevalier, 2004;

Kondo-Brown, 2005; Valdés, 1995, 2001). This asymmetrical balance of skills is typical

of what happens when a language undergoes intergenerational language shift from the

heritage language to the societal language (King, 2001). As language shifts, it becomes

increasingly more compartmentalized, reserved for specific interactional domains,

contexts, and interlocutors (Seliger & Vago, 1991). This shift is particularly common in

second and third generation speakers of the HL where the heritage language often shifts

to the domains of home and family. For instance, a common pattern found among the

participants in the current study, as well as in my own experience, is to speak the heritage

language with Spanish-dominant family members (or other Spanish-dominant

individuals) while speaking English with English-dominant individuals generally in

public spheres such as school and work. However, the choice to use Spanish or English

with Spanish-English bilinguals is highly variable and contingent on numerous factors

such as the degree of linguistic insecurity one is experiencing in a given context, situated
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identity needs, and a heritage learner’s degree of intrinsic, extrinsic, and integrative

motivation to further acquire the HL.

As a result of compartmentalized language use, basic interpersonal conversation

skills (BICS) are much more developed than cognitive/academic language proficiency

(CALP) defined as the ability to use language in decontextualized academic situations

(Cummins, 1984). CALP is not picked up through casual conversation; it takes time,

study, and instruction. One could say that a native speaker’s K-12/K-16 experience is the

pursuit of CALP. Nonetheless, individuals such as teachers, politicians, policy makers,

voters, and highly functional HL speakers may mistake BICS for the linguistic skills

associated with the more cognitively demanding, context-reduced academic registers and

therefore see no need for focused CALP instruction. Heritage-language classes thus serve

the important function of providing a context for CALPs to be introduced and developed.

Cummins (1984) suggests that the acquisition of CALP is initially aided through

embedding reading and writing instruction in communicative contexts that are related to

the learners’ previous knowledge and experience. The inclusion of context scaffolds

cognitively challenging academic content and develops academic language and skills in

the target language that can be later applied to more cognitively challenging, context

reduced assignments. In turn, any academic language acquisition in the target language

can also positively transfer to academic English. This is an important point as HLLs are

also acquiring formal registers of English. It must be stressed however, that HLLs are

distinct in their linguistic needs due to their complex linguistic and social histories that

include immigration patterns, generational levels (i.e., first, 1.5, second, third), socio-
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economic factors that influence social capital, and so forth. The permutations are endless;

thus crafting HL courses are a particular challenge.

A context-rich approach to language acquisition resonates with Lynch’s (2003a)

recognition that second language learning pedagogies that stress context, content, and

communication are the logical choice for HLLs as they have learned the HL through

context-rich interaction. Hence, place-based learning, a pedagogy that connects course

content to immediate issues and local communities, further helps to contextualize abstract

concepts and language in authentic and relevant ways. Like content-based approaches,

place-based language learning is similar in that it teaches language through content,

contextualizes language, and is often project-based. The “content” simply has more focus

on the learners’ own communities and region, issues and interests surrounding those

physical, social, linguistic, psychological, economic, and political contexts, and the HL

learners’ countries of origin. The stress on place is important because often a school’s

standard curriculum covers minority students’ histories, cultures, language, and identities

marginally. Heritage language classes can fill this gap.

Chevalier (2004) offers teachers some practical guidelines for how they can

expand their students’ linguistic repertoires for students of varying language

proficiencies. For the purposes of this discussion, Chevalier uses “register” as an

umbrella term for style (i.e., individual variation in language use) and genre (i.e.,

convention-based organization of texts) to refer to “socially conditioned language use”

(p. 2). In other words, the conventions of language use, such as the language patterns

surrounding apologies, requests, compliments, jokes, formal discourse(s), etc. are
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acquired through experience and reflect one’s access to a variety of situations calling for

differentiated linguistic forms (Finegan & Biber, 1994).

Chevalier (2004) discusses how target-language literacy—a socially and

culturally determined construct—can be developed in the heritage-language classroom.

He explains that literacy includes familiarity with a range of genres and the lexical,

grammatical, pragmatic, and syntactic conventions that govern each. For HLLs with

limited experience with written forms of the target language, they often resort to writing

the way they speak. With that in mind, it is important for learners to be able to distinguish

how written and spoken forms of the language differ, developing metalinguistic

awareness. Once HLLs are able to identify specific genres and their text types, they begin

to produce their own texts off of the models introduced and analyzed. To be successful,

students need a basic familiarity with the morphological and orthographic rules of the

heritage language and writing conventions. In addition, Chevalier stresses the importance

of teaching discourse cohesion because cohesion in spoken discourse is not as strictly

prescribed as it is in written forms. Students who are more familiar with conversational

forms of the target language require formal instruction on how to link ideas in more

syntactically complex ways.

Specifically, Chavelier (2004) proposes a four-stage model of HL literacy

acquisition; each stage’s assignments and accompanying linguistic forms build upon

received knowledge, scaffolding the increasingly more complex academic forms of the

target language. In Stage I, Chevalier suggests that students work with spoken discourse,

especially for students with little experience with writing. For example, students could
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compose dialogues based on characters in a short story they have read in class or write an

interior monologue of a fictional character. Students could also write informal letters to

family members of the heritage language culture explaining why they are enrolled in the

Spanish course.

Students in Stage II are introduced to descriptive writing; language forms include

adjectival morphology and intersentential connectors so that learners can create more

syntactically complex sentences. Texts in this stage focus on narratives that feature

temporal or causal sequencing. Some sample assignments are for students to write

descriptions of persons or landscapes from a film viewed in class in which relevant

vocabulary is brainstormed prior to writing, or for students to compose their own

narratives such as writing a family history.

Stage III students are exposed to evaluative and explanatory language and become

familiar with more complex linguistic structures such as passive voice and subordination.

For instance, students learn strategies for expressing opinions and explaining causal

relationships. Possible assignments include writing a review of a film, performance, or

even restaurant. Next learners could write a summary and cause/effect explanation of a

news story focusing on cultural or social issues. Students could also write a report

concerning social practices in the HL culture such as dating, courtship, family life, leisure

activities, etc. that they contextualize historically, socially, or geographically.

In Stage IV, features of formal academic discourse are introduced in which

sentence structure (across languages) tends to be more complex lexically and

syntactically, using greater subordination. Students draw upon knowledge acquired in the
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previous stages, but write using more sophisticated language structure in order to argue

and persuade. Here they can write a research paper based on a single question drawing

from a variety of text types and genres, following the stylistic requirements of the target

language.

The aim of the four-part model is for students to acquire meta-linguistic

awareness of discourse types through textual analysis, understand the link between form

and function in texts, and apply this knowledge to their own written texts. Reading and

analyzing a variety of texts is a key component in accomplishing this. It is also important,

however, that students engage in sustained independent reading of their own choosing

(Krashen, 1993) in addition to reading texts that focus on a certain linguistic forms or

genres.

As discussed in the previous chapter, independent reading of self-selected texts is

both engaging and developmental. In a review of forty-one studies, Krashen (1993) found

that reading for pleasure in the target language resulted in greater grammatical accuracy,

expanded lexicons, improved writing skills, and increased reading comprehension.

McQuillan (1998), in a review of research on reading in heritage language contexts,

found very similar findings. However one important distinction is that HLLs in the

United States have relatively limited access to target-language books (McQuillan, 1998).

Pucci (2003), in a survey of two metropolitan areas with dense Latino populations (Los

Angeles and Milwaukee), found that bookstores and libraries had very limited selections

of Spanish-language texts for youth. With these limitations in mind, Pucci recommends

that teens read Spanish language daily newspapers, magazines such as Eres, Gente
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Artista, Deporte, and the Spanish-language version of People, bolsilibros (i.e., small soft

paperbacks written as comics or novellas), and fotonovelas (i.e., adolescent love stories).

Internet booksellers and Spanish-language websites can also help fill this gap.

Classroom-based dialect awareness

Heritage learners who have good productive and receptive skills may not perceive

a need to acquire other registers of the heritage language. This position may be more

common with younger individuals who have had limited work and educational

experience and have not seen a need for higher linguistic registers. English is the societal

language and its acquisition from a larger societal point of view takes precedence.

English-only ideologies are influential in negatively impacting heritage language

maintenance and language esteem. Students and their families may internalize this

linguistic hegemony and in turn place scant value on further HL acquisition.

Where these ideologies are present, it is incumbent that instructors and students

“unpack” these attitudes concerning language value and purpose. One way this could

unfold pedagogically is through classroom activities, discussions, and projects that

explore sociolinguistic issues surrounding linguistic standards, the societal mechanisms

that imbue some languages with more value than others, and the social function of

language variation.

An entry point for this sociolinguistic discussion is through what Martínez (2003)

calls “classroom based dialect awareness” (CBDA). CBDA is a student-centered, inquiry-

based model of learning where students research variation through hands-on data

collection of spoken discourse. CBDA’s theoretical framework is grounded in critical
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applied linguistics (CALx) (Pennycook, 2001). CALx is an approach to teaching and

learning languages that includes a discussion of the workings of power distributed

throughout all social interactions that produce and restrict possible forms of behavior

(Foucault, 1983; Mills, 1997). Through a critical lens, CALx interrogates the relationship

between language structure and social structure and the complexity of issues and

problems faced by ordinary language users (Candlin, cited in Pennycook, 2001). Thus,

critical applied linguistics is concerned with the ways that inequity, discrimination,

resistance, subjectivity, and so forth, are constituted linguistically with the purpose of

acting toward the possibility of a more just and equitable society (Pennycook, 2001).

Classroom based dialect awareness concretizes the ideological basis of CALx for

heritage learners of Spanish. For example, Martínez (2003) suggests that students

investigate how dialects are distributed across social groups and what the distribution

signifies in terms power and social capital (Bourdieu, 1991). To investigate such

distribution, students could investigate lexical variation dependent on interlocutors and

context. Martínez explains that in Southwest Spanish, women may use the word

blanquillos [eggs] instead of huevos [eggs] to avoid “the physiological connotations of

the latter word” (p. 8) (i.e., testicles). Students could investigate how family members use

certain lexical items (tokens) as in the huevo/blanquillo distinction, careful to note

context, interlocutors, speaker attributes, etc.

Through a learner-centered approach to language variation, teachers avoid what

students may interpret as a judgmental stance toward the language varieties they and their

families may speak. In this sociolinguistic/critical way of teaching Spanish as a heritage
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language, language is approached as a social construct whose framing allows students “to

rise above the essentialistic ideologies that regard their language and, indeed, their own

selves as inferior” (Martínez, 2003, p. 9). CBDA’s awareness-raising methodology lends

itself to a more conscious attempt to challenge taken-for-granted power relationships and

cultivate what Luke (2004) describes as a “desire for voice and identity” (p. 28). In other

words, knowledge fosters agency, esteem, and possibility. Martínez (2003) makes it clear

that the goal of CBDA is not for students to abandon one’s dialect for one of more social

prestige, but to leave the heritage classroom with the tools for making informed decisions

regarding code choice.

Christensen (1994), who teaches students standard English, a process not so

different from teaching standard Spanish, explains the importance of not further

stigmatizing the non-standard varieties of the target language students may speak. Similar

to CBDA, she explains that language functions as a gatekeeper, deciding who gets

managerial jobs and who serves up fast food. She explains to students that “people will

judge them by how their subjects and verbs line up” (p. 145), so she teaches students the

rules because she would be “cheating” them if she “pretended otherwise” (p. 145).

However, these rules are not presented objectively; questions such as “who makes the

rules, who enforces the rules, who benefits from the rules, who loses from the rules, who

uses the rules to keep some in and keep others out” (p. 145) are discussed and reflected

upon. Christensen explains the importance of this interrogation: “[T]he study of Standard

English without critique encourages students to believe that if they fail, it is because they

are not smart enough or didn’t work hard enough” (p. 145). The knowledge that language
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is socially constructed and reflects power constructs helps to remove internalized

stigmatization. Additionally, raising sociolinguistic awareness teaches students that other

language varieties or registers can be added to the students’ linguistic repertoire, and not

substituted for ones already acquired. Language is highly situated, context bound, and

rife with power. Acquiring other language varieties and registers provides access to more

varied contexts and should be framed as empowering and not divisive that is,

accommodation without assimilation (Gayles, 2005; Mehan et al., 1994).

When discussing the students’ language, like CBDA, Christensen explains this is

done without judgment or humiliation. Her approach is not to rely on textbook drills, but

to use the students’ own writing and language as springboards for language discussion

(see also Day-Vines & Patton, 2003). Students also read standard texts and texts written

in vernacular. This approach parallels what other educators do with students who speak

African-American Vernacular English (Delpit, 1998; T. Meier, 1998; Miner & Secret,

1998). In these approaches the students’ language is validated, language awareness

heightened, and the power relationships that affect language form and function are

examined. In an interview with Oakland, California teacher Carrie Secret (Miner &

Secret, 1998), she explains that it is critical that students’ cultures are respected, if not,

educators “negate [students’] very essence” (p. 80). Secret’s curriculum includes

activities that increase critical thinking, mutual respect, and metalinguistic awareness that

include grammatical form and phonetics. Students recite their own poetry, journal, dance,

sing, learn African proverbs, and set intentions for themselves and their teacher, all of

which is grounded in academic content.
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Secret’s method of integrating student culture into classroom practices is similar

to Nézi Brito’s approach to teaching Cape Verdean (CVL) as a heritage language to

Boston-area high school immigrant students (Brito, Lima, & Auerbach, 2004). Cape

Verde is an archipelago off of the west coast of Africa where CVL is a home language.

Portuguese, however, remains the official language and language of instruction, despite

Cape Verde’s independence from Portugal in 1975. Because of Portuguese’s elevated

status, there is a certain degree of stigma associated with CVL. Many view it as a sub-

standard language not suitable as a language of instruction. As the previous discussion

attests, language is inextricably linked to culture and identity. If it is denigrated, its

speakers, believing that they and their culture are of little worth, can internalize this

prejudice.

The aim of the course “Cape Verdean Language, Culture, and History” was to

build linguistic awareness of the colonizing influences shaping student identities and

perceptions of CVL. In addition, by teaching in CVL, it not only legitimates its use in

institutional contexts, but by developing first-language literacy skills, these skills can

transfer to the acquisition of Academic English (Ovando, Collier, & Combs, 2003). Brito

infused her course with the teachings of Paulo Freire, which she outlines below:

[P]edagogical processes must be democratic, with all participants working as a
group for a common goal; that everyone’s knowledge counts; that content should
come from the context of students’ lives and issues that are important to them;
that family and community knowledge should be drawn in and valued; that
students should develop a critical consciousness of who they are and what their
language represents by examining questions of language, culture, and history
through the lens of power; that the study of Cape Verdean history should include
a focus on linguistic mechanisms that perpetuate colonialism; and that learning
should also entail action for change. (pp. 188-189)
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Brito’s encapsulation of Freire’s critical pedagogy for the CVL context, presents a

pedagogical stance appropriate for any heritage-language classroom. It crystallizes the

importance of valuing HL student and community knowledge, emphasizes a learner-

centered curriculum, creates space to discuss cultural and linguistic identity through a

lens of power, and propels students to act as change agents.

These principles were enacted in the course by first tapping into student beliefs

about CVL and culture and their expectations of the course. Brito experienced some

initial resistance regarding the value of studying CVL and culture; but by drawing on the

students’ own funds of knowledge, students became engaged when they were able to talk

about and research self-selected cultural practices. Family members and elders in the

community also shared their expertise (e.g., storytelling, drumming, singing, etc.) and

experiences with their struggle against colonialism. Learning and academic strategies

were also integrated into the course that included reading approaches, argumentation, and

comparison skills. Brito also used writing prompts to scaffold student writing, which she

later used as authentic texts for discussion and analysis. Through class observations,

student self-assessments, and student projects, Brito, et al. (2004) found, that by the end

of the course students had learned to take more responsibility for their own learning; girls

became more assertive voicing their views; and students had acquired a range of

academic skills and socio-political linguistic awareness.

SPANISH INSTRUCTION: ETHNOGRAPHIC VIEWS

The following section includes focal students’ views concerning academic Spanish

instruction. The discussion includes why they resist academic Spanish teaching and what

skills and activities they would like to see in a Spanish class for heritage learners. At
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heart in their resistance is a lack of perceived need for literacy in Spanish and a belief that

the acquisition of formal registers could create a gulf between the learner and

family/community members who do not use formal registers. Suggested pedagogy for the

HL classroom includes a curriculum infused with art and opportunities for authentic

interaction with local HL community members and in Mexico.

Perceived needs

As the above discussion attests, academic discourse must be taught and practiced;

it is not acquired through osmosis. A high level of fluency in the target language does not

necessarily mean that one has acquired cognitive academic language proficiency.

Because some heritage learners speak and/or comprehend well, they do not see a need for

further instruction that includes academic registers. To illustrate, some HL speakers in the

present study did not perceive a need to expand their stylistic registers in Spanish. The

following interview transcript illustrates this lack of a perceived need to use Spanish in

more formal contexts.

After asking Allison why she didn’t want to learn academic Spanish, she offers

the following explanation:

Segment I: It’s not like I’m gonna go to Mexico to work

1 ALLISON: I don’t know because I mean because it’s not like I’m gonna go to

Mexico to work and like write an ess=like an application and an

essay (.3) explaining (.3) everything you know

2 KIM: <so: you’re saying that (.3) you don’t need to know Spanish as

well as you know English because you won’t nee:d it as much as

English↑>

3 ALLISON: >I mean you’ll need it and everything but I mean you get paid

more if you are bilingual<
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4 KIM: uh huh

5 ALLISON: but to learn how to write it like pro:perly and everything (.3) it’s

like (.3) why↑ I mean I’m not going to write a documentary in

Spa:nish or (2.0)

6 KIM: but you don’t know (3.0)

7 ALLISON: [we::l:

8 PALOMA: [I would like the sp[eaking

9 ALLISON:                                [yeah

In turn 1, Allison’s first reaction for not wanting to pursue academic Spanish is

that there is no need because she will not be working or going to school in Mexico and

therefore will not need to know how to fill out an application or write an essay. The

statement suggests that Allison believes that these more formal skills are only applicable

in Spanish-speaking countries and not in the US. When I ask if she believes there is more

need to know English over Spanish, she disagrees citing Spanish’s instrumental value.

Thus turn 3 shows that Allison sees the economic value of being bilingual, but her

comments suggest that this refers only to oral proficiency. Being bilingual for her means

speaking the language. As the students have been primarily exposed to spoken forms of

Spanish this is a logical conclusion. They have not been in contexts where they have seen

formal written forms used other than Spanish class (primarily in the first semester). For

them, Spanish is a spoken language. It is used between family, friends, and in relevant

commercial exchanges in Spanish-speaking businesses located in Spanish-speaking

enclaves.

Although oral-language skills are essential and, perhaps more pressing in day-to-

day life, there is a demand for individuals living in the United States with high levels of
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Spanish literacy who are more highly compensated than those with only verbal skills

(Carreira, 2003; Pomeranz, 2002; Valdés, 2003). Carreira (2003) makes the point that

non-Latinos see this opportunity and pursue language study for these professional and

economic reasons. She argues that the HLL is better poised to acquire this level of

Spanish as they begin with certain native-like proficiencies and have greater

understanding of the target-language cultures.

In turn 5, Allison continues to explain that she doesn’t need to know “proper

Spanish” because she won’t write “a documentary in Spanish.” The comment suggests

that she has yet to see that increased linguistic skills could give her access to a greater

range of personal and professional opportunities. I challenge her assumption in turn 6.

Her pause, tone, and drawn out “well” indicates a hesitant, but nascent ratification of this

proposition. The concept of “imagined communities” (Anderson, 1991; Norton, 2000,

2001), as discussed in Chapters One, Three, and Four, is defined as “groups of people,

not immediately tangible and accessible, with whom we connect through the power of the

imagination” (Kanno & Norton, 2003, p. 241). This definition may help explain Allison’s

more limited concept of her linguistic potential. If Spanish is used primarily at home, the

established habitus (Bourdieu, 1974 [1967], 1991) or habits of action and mind (Hanks,

2005), has not habituated her to imagine herself interacting with an imagined community

in contexts that would require more elaborated forms of the language. In this case,

imagined community does not solely refer to members of a nation (Anderson, 1991), but

includes communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) that comprise professional colleagues.
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If teachers don’t cultivate engagement or practices of the imagination—“a

process of expanding our self by transcending our time and space and creating new

images of the world and ourselves” (Wenger, 1998, p. 176)—students won’t see the

rewards that an investment in learning their heritage language could bring. At this point

in the students’ adolescent development, they are not grasping that their identities can be

myriad, flexible, and situated. Perhaps this is because they are just forming an identity

that is separate from their parents and discovering their own core values. However, this

time of self-exploration may be the opportune time for adolescents to be exposed to

possible life choices. In the case of the HL classroom, these choices entail a discussion

concerning the linguistic resources that students already have and can further develop,

and the possibilities that increased competencies can bring. In this way, students can

make more informed choices regarding language study and professional and personal

opportunities.

Returning to the above segment, in turn 8, Paloma overlaps Allison’s utterance

and interjects that she would like to improve her spoken Spanish. Allison ratifies this

desire through her overlapping “yeah” (turn 9). As speaking Spanish is a more regular

practice than writing for these girls, one can “notice the gap” (Schmidt & Frota, 1986)

more readily between one’s spoken language and the target forms used by more

proficient users. Noticing is conscious attention to the form of language input; it is argued

that noticing is a necessary process for L2 acquisition to occur (Schmidt, 1990). Through

spoken interaction and noticing, one is made aware of the gaps in one’s communicative

competence thus creating a heightened need for greater oral proficiency. This
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phenomenon is most likely behind the girls’ desire for “speaking” practice over a literacy

focus. For many heritage learners there is an incomplete acquisition of the HL, thus

providing the motivation for seeking instruction (Silva-Corvalán, 1994; Valdés, 2005).

In another interview with Isabel and Olivia, Isabel expresses a similar desire to

improve her speaking skills after I ask her where she would place her Spanish proficiency

on a scale between one and one hundred:

Segment II: Spanish was my first language

(1)

1 KIM: where would you put your Spanish? (2.0)

2 ISABEL: mm >I would put it just like a little bit below like (.5) English (.3) because

it’s like (1.0) I don’t=cause like Spanish was my first language but like I

came here and I like forgot like (.3) and I’m forgetting my Spanish now↑

like I still understand you know like (2.0) you know if I hear someone

talking Spanish I understand it but like I really can’t speak it all that

well↑=

3 KIM: mm hm

4 ISABEL: =anymore↑ just because like I’m not used to talken it<=

5 KIM:                                                                                             =<would you like

to speak it better?>

6 ISABEL: I guess I would but like I don’t find it really necessary like around here

(1.0) >>you know because like everyone I know like speaks English so

like I don’t have to=like<<< (2.0) speak in Spanish and >>>you know

what I’m sayen<<<like if I can talk to them in English (.3) like if I lived in

Mexico then like “yeah!” like=

In turn 1, I ask Isabel to quantify her Spanish because I had no clear sense of her

language proficiency as I rarely heard her speak Spanish. I had seen Isabel and her
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mother88 (a native Spanish speaker) together at school functions, and I would hear

Isabel’s mother speak Spanish to her, and Isabel respond in English. Isabel’s listening

comprehension from my estimation was near native-like, but I was curious about her

productive skills. Isabel explains that her Spanish is a little bit below English because it

was her first language; she was born in Mexico and had lived there until about age four.

She continues to explain however, that she is forgetting it. Isabel’s mixed message stating

her Spanish is just below her English, yet she has difficulty speaking it, reflects her

asymmetrical receptive and productive skills.

Isabel has difficulty expressing herself in the target language as a result of not

actively producing it. Valdés (2005) makes the point that it is difficult in these cases to

know if the reduction in oral proficiency is language attrition or incomplete acquisition.

In this case, it is probably a combination. Isabel identifies Spanish as her first language;

thus she has experienced attrition of her Spanish spoken at the developmental stage in

which she began to not speak Spanish resulting in incomplete acquisition. In order to

reverse attrition (and promote further acquisition), the process requires “rich input and

intensive interaction typical of monolingual linguistic environments” and perhaps some

direct instruction on form (Valdés, 2005, p. 418). Effective pedagogies for both attrition

and further acquisition are topics in need of further research (Valdés, 2005).

Although Isabel “guesses” she would like to improve her productive skills in

Spanish, she shows ambivalence because she doesn’t perceive a need to speak Spanish as

everyone she interacts with is bilingual. Her relationship with her own mother is case in

                                                
88 Isabel’s mother also consented to be in the study although I never interviewed her, for this reason I did
not list her as a participant.
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point. Although her mother speaks Spanish to her, Isabel has no need to respond in

Spanish because her mother understands English. In communities close to the border, or

other Spanish-speaking community enclaves where individuals vary in their degree of

Spanish-English bilingualism, this pattern of interaction is a communicative strategy

where individuals are able to speak their dominant language be it Spanish, English, (or

mixed) and be understood. However, in a Spanish-dominant context such as Mexico,

Isabel explains that speaking Spanish would be a necessity (turn 6).

In example 2, Olivia adds that if one lives in a Spanish-speaking environment you

can just “catch on” to the language:

(2)

7 OLIVIA: yeah

8 ISABEL: =I’d really like to like=

9 OLIVIA:                                    =but when you go to Mexico you’re just going to

catch on like=

10 ISABEL: yeah

11 OLIVIA:        =like Selena needed to catch on=

12 ISABEL:                                                           =yeah=

13 OLIVIA:                                                                                 =(.3) when she already

learned it (.3) you know

14 ISABEL: yeah

Although there is no question that immersion experiences in the target-language culture

benefit second language acquisition if one has access to target-language speakers, casual

conversations with native speakers are not sufficient for academic language development.

As the prior literature review suggests, this type of “catching on,” refers mainly to basic
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interpersonal communication skills, and not more formal registers of the language; this

requires instruction and guided practice. Olivia is tapping into the societal understanding

of language acquisition that has fueled the dismantling of bilingual education programs in

California, Arizona, and Boston. In these cases, the underlying assumption one can

extrapolate is that if a child speaks Spanish, he or she has command of the entire

spectrum of Spanish and further instruction is not necessary. In Arizona where bilingual

education is outlawed, unless students have special wavers, the legislation reads that a

single year of English instruction (where students pick up BICS) is sufficient time to have

mastered the language (Goddard, 2003). These ideologies, expressed in example (2) and

current educational policies, fail to acknowledge that academic registers take time and

dedicated study.

Olivia’s turn 11 refers to Gregory Nava’s (1997) film “Selena,” an English-

language film that the girls had seen in their second-semester Spanish class. The film is

about slain Tejana singer Selena Quintanilla Perez. In the film there is concern that

Selena does not speak Spanish well enough to debut in Mexico and interact with her

public and the press. Selena, played by Jennifer Lopez, defies everybody’s expectations

and charms the press and her fans with the Spanish she had acquired at home in Texas. It

is highly ironic that a film shown in Spanish class had the take-home message that

learning Spanish doesn’t require instruction; it can just be picked up. The fact of the

matter is that it is extremely difficult to “catch on” to academic registers or literacy skills.

Olivia lived in Mexico, so she is speaking from personal experience, but she was also

enrolled in a Mexican school and exposed to academic Spanish. When one is living in
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another country, it is true that language skills can be improved if you interact with others

regularly in the target language; however, these contexts offer little literacy practice or

the acquisition of more formal oral skills. BICS and CALP are definitely being confused

here—the same confusion that runs largely through US society.

In Segment III, taken from the focus-group interview, Paloma raises a relevant

point concerning the ramifications of acquiring “proper Spanish,” and its potentially

deleterious affect on social and familial relations:

Segment III: Most of them don’t talk proper Spanish

1 KIM: would you like to learn proper Spanish↑ (2.0) quote un quote

proper Spanish↑

2 PALOMA: it would be a waste of time

3 KIM: it would be a waste of time (.3) why↑

4 PALOMA: because I mean I know Spanish so for me it would be a waste of

time (.3) I don’t know I talk to my family (1.0) >like I talk to my

(mother)< like if I talk to my family in proper Spanish you know

then [(…)=

5 ARIANA: then [(…)

6 PALOMA:                 =on the streets you know they obviously they talk (.3)

most of em don’t talk proper Spanish so I’m just going to talk how

I talk I’m not going to waste my time (…) talk Spanish (1.0)

it’s not necessary (.3) I don’t think it is

In this stretch of talk, I ask Paloma like I asked Allison in Segment I, her position

regarding academic Spanish instruction. In turn 2 she begins that it would “be a waste of

time” because she already knows Spanish (turn 4). However, in turn 4 and 6 she uncovers

her concern that speaking “proper Spanish” to her mother, other family members, and
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“on the streets,” would not be appropriate because most of these individuals “don’t talk

proper Spanish.” Thus, the acquisition of formal registers is not necessary, as it does not

serve an immediate purpose for authentic communication. Paloma’s statements show her

concern that learning academic Spanish would separate her from her family and

community. By speaking “proper Spanish” she would in effect be abandoning them

linguistically (and socially). Paloma’s concern is not unlike what Labov (1972a) found

with inner city youth who spoke AAVE. He found it was not language interference that

negatively impacted their academic skills in Standard English, but political/cultural

conflicts between peer-group membership/solidarity and societal group membership

represented by the school. Academic success was akin to abandoning community.

Paloma’s comments also suggests that the Spanish that she now speaks, is who she is,

and who her family is, to change the way she speaks would thereby instigate an

ontological change. In light of the previous chapter’s discussion, this concern has merit.

Although this is not the entire solution, discussions surrounding the concerns

brought up by Paloma should take place in the heritage classroom. One line of discussion

could be dialogues surrounding the situatedness of identity, in other words, individuals

have myriad identities dependent on context and goals of interaction. These discussions

would form a part of CBDA (discussed above) emphasizing language’s form/function

relationships and how language choice impacts social distance. All of these issues are

extremely important to discuss in language contact situations, where being

bilingual/bidialectal is complex.
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The above segments shed light on student ambivalence regarding HL instruction.

On the one hand they do no see a perceived need to acquire Spanish’s academic forms,

but they do see a need to fill the gaps in their spoken language due to language attrition

and/or halted acquisition. The students’ comments provide further insights unto their

resistant stances behaviorally demonstrated in their first and second-semester Spanish

classes. Their resistance to textbook learning and grammatical exercises may stem from

this perceived lack of need. The prescribed grammar taught to them was “a waste of

time” because it was not the language used in their daily spoken language with family

and community members. For them, academic Spanish served no immediate purpose.

More importantly, for Paloma, a shift in register signified potential social distancing from

loved ones.

Resistance toward teachers, by either not engaging in the target language

(semester one), or shunning textbook instruction (semester two), was thus a form of

protest against what they considered to be futile instruction that could harm social

relationships. It is likely that the students’ greater personal resistance to their first-

semester Anglo teacher was due in part to her more pronounced embodiment of formal

and academic discourse: she spoke a more prescribed Spanish variety and lacked more

vernacular forms. As facility with spoken language indexed “bilingualism,” this

“vernacular gap” contributed to the students’ belief that the teacher was not competent.

Alberto, on the other hand, could effortlessly switch between formal and vernacular

Spanish. The implication for teacher education is somewhat ironic. As the literature calls

for teachers to instruct HLLs in academic forms, it is also incumbent upon teachers to be
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able to communicate in vernacular forms as well. A teacher’s facility in “register-

shifting” models for students that the acquisition of one register does not necessitate the

abandonment of another.

Student suggestions for Spanish instruction

In the following transcribed Segment, Olivia and Isabel describe some

pedagogical ideas for the HL classroom elicited after I asked them to place themselves in

the role of teacher:

Segment IV: If you were the teacher

(1)

1 KIM: okay↑ um (1.0) if you were the teacher↑ (1.0) you’re the Spanish

teacher

2 OLIVIA: mm hm

3 KIM: what=how would you make the class (1.0) more interesting do you

think↑ (.3) or better↑

4 OLIVIA: somehow incorporating artwork

In turns 1 and 3, I ask the girls to think of themselves as Spanish teachers and provide

some examples of activities that would make Spanish class “better.” In turn 4, Olivia

suggests that she would incorporate artwork. As mentioned in Chapter Four, of all of the

activities done in Spanish class, making piñatas was a favorite. Through my observations

at the school, especially in Humanities and dedicated arts classes, it was clear that

students at CHS excelled at creative self-expression. One adult observer had told me that

every time she passes the school, the City High School kids remind her of the TV show

“Fame,” a series set in a prestigious New York City performing arts high school. Many
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students, like the characters in “Fame,” had a highly personalized style of dress and

flamboyant energy. Olivia’s comment suggests that, be it Spanish or any other class,

tapping into students’ strengths is a logical strategy for developing class projects.

In example (2), the girls add that students should interact directly in target-

language contexts:

(2)

5 ISABEL: I would go to Mexico=

6 OLIVIA:                        =>YEAH<

7 ISABEL: *you’d go to Mexico*=

8 KIM:                         =like a week trip↑ or a=

9 ISABEL:                                                             =yeah=

10 OLIVIA:                                                                       =like a weekend trip

11 ISABEL: like a weekend trip that’s like everyone like go out go to like the markets

like (.3) go to like a restaura:nt↑ and [like stuff like that

12 OLIVIA:                                                            [and like you could do some kind of

obstacle course where you have to haggle (.3) someone=

13 ISABEL:                                                                             =mm hm

14 OLIVIA: =and see if you can actually get the prices down=

15 ISABEL:                                                                  =hehehe

In example 2, Isabel suggests a trip to Mexico (turn 5). This suggestion isn’t too far

fetched being that the school is one hour’s drive from the US-Mexico border. In fact, in

years two and three of the school, the freshmen Humanities class (taught by Eve) and the

freshmen-level integrated Math/Science class (taught by a new teacher) traveled to a

marine research station in Puerto Peñasco, Mexico for a week’s stay studying estuaries,

tide pools, and natural history. At Isabel’s suggestion, Olivia loudly agrees (turn 6). For
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some reason unknown to me, Isabel laughingly says to Olivia, “You’d go to Mexico.” I

can only conjecture this comment refers to an earlier conversation in which Olivia had

complained about Mexico. After I enquire to the length of stay, Olivia suggests a

weekend trip, a more modest length of time than CHS’s actual trip to Mexico. Isabel

ratifies this idea with a format tie and adds that the students could visit markets and

restaurants. Olivia overlaps Isabel, suggesting a certain excitement, and proposes an

activity that could be done while shopping in the market. Isabel’s following laughter (turn

15) expresses amusement at the idea.

Markets in Mexico are rich cultural experiences. Meats hang from ceiling hooks,

stalls are filled with fruits, vegetables, flowers, herbal remedies, crafts, hardware, etc. and

tables are often set out for casual and cheap dining. At these individual stands, it is

obligatory to interact with the vendor to either ask a price, request an item, or bargain.

Olivia’s suggestion of students going through some kind of obstacle course illustrates her

knowledge of the highly interactive nature of the traditional Mexican market and the

cultural expectation to bargain over merchandise. The idea is an excellent one

considering that interaction is a key ingredient for second and heritage language

acquisition (Lynch, 2003a; Swain, 2000; Swain & Lapkin, 1998; Wong, 2006). Olivia’s

idea also stresses the importance of learning in authentic contexts that necessitate the

negotiation of meaning and offer affordance opportunities (see Chapter Four) (van Lier,

2004). Authenticity, as mentioned in Chapter Four, was very important for these learners,

without it, learning feels fake. Later in the transcript Isabel makes it clear that any

activity must be in the context of “a real situation.” With Mexico relatively close and
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Spanish-speaking South Tucson just a few miles away from the school, setting up such

authentic interactions would not be difficult. 

Learner needs

The development of speaking skills is a logical starting point in a HL curriculum.

Students directly experience gaps in their spoken language skills and therefore seek

opportunities for improvement. After all, being able to use the heritage language with

people important to students is an important goal of HL instruction (Carrasco &

Riegelhaupt, 2003; Cho, 2000). Norton (2001) found that students looked to classroom

learning to complement the learning that takes place in other contexts—in this case,

contexts include interactions with abuelos, padres, tios, and primos. This is not to say

that literacy practices are not taught in the HL classroom, they are, but it is integrated into

communicative projects strategically. Reading and writing in Spanish needs to be

contextualized and embedded in real experiences that are a part of projects done for

authentic purposes. Reading and writing are thus not an end in themselves, but a

necessary means for effective communication—especially if that communication is

invested with meaning for the student. In this way, students will understand how literacy

practices can be useful to them. Thus couched, students may come to the realization that

classroom learning can develop skills that are not as readily developed in casual

conversation.

In the following section I delve into possible projects for the HL classroom that

use a critical place-based approach. Several of the ideas for this section come from my
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personal experience as a HL learner and experiences in the Tucson community during the

time of the current study.

CRITICAL PLACE-BASED HERITAGE LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

Through the investigation of what provoked resistance and engagement in two

subject-area contexts described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, several themes emerged that help

provide a pedagogical framework for a more engaged heritage-language pedagogy. From

data from the Humanities classroom and transcribed interviews, findings suggest that

place-based learning is an approach that makes learning authentic, relevant, and

meaningful. Students worked on multi-faceted projects that they were interested in, that

highlighted their skills, brought them in contact with community members, and

stimulated critical thinking. Content, through hands-on assignments, connected students

to real world issues thus concretizing abstract concepts.

The student resistance described in the Spanish classroom data and transcripts can

serve as pedagogic signposts for creating a more appropriate, relevant, and respectful

curriculum. What can be inferred from these data is the importance of respecting

students’ HL linguistic and cultural knowledge, creating hands-on, authentic learning

tasks and projects, incorporating artwork, and the importance of listening to students’

linguistic and identity needs and concerns.

Regardless of the differences across heritage-language learners (see Chapter

Four), Carreira (2004) suggests that two common pedagogical principles apply when

designing courses: “1) linguistic objectives must be calibrated relative to class internal

and external realities, [and] 2) the curriculum must address the identity needs of students”
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(p. 14). Thus implementing a personalized curriculum, which was effectively

demonstrated in the Humanities class, is a sound and logical choice. A learner-centered

approach taps student interests, talents, family and community funds of knowledge, and

meets the linguistic and sociolinguistic needs of students implicated in social

identification. Through the primary organizing category of “place” (described in Chapter

Five) for course design, the above requisites can be readily subsumed. Heritage-language

Place-based learning includes family and community, varied sociolinguistic contexts, and

authentic activity outside of the physical classroom.

The infusion of place-based learning with critical pedagogy, described in the

previous chapter, sets up a dialogic and democratic framework from which day-to-day

classroom activity and projects emerge. Sonia Nieto (2002) explains that the basis of

critical pedagogy (CP) is student empowerment. Critical pedagogy helps students

develop multiple perspectives and promotes decision-making and social action skills.

Nieto writes that CP “values diversity and encourages critical reflection, and action” (p.

44). Critical pedagogy is based on student viewpoints and experiences so by its very

nature it is multicultural.

Nieto (2002) outlines five concepts within a CP framework that are apt for place-

based HL instruction. The first is “agency and co-constructed learning” where teacher

and students enter into a process of mutual discovery. Learning is “based on the idea that

all students have the ability to think and reason…learning is not simply a question of

transmitting knowledge, but rather of working with students so that they can reflect,

theorize, and create knowledge” (pp. 7-8). With the inclusion of family and community
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research within a place-based model, students become creators of knowledge, not passive

recipients of it. As the teacher has distinct experiences from students, she authentically

learns from her students within this framework.

A second concept is “experience.” In this case, experience refers to the cultural

capital that students bring to school. This is particularly relevant for HL instruction, as

students have lived experience with the language and culture of instruction. Students’

experiences, accumulated knowledge, and abilities must take a central role in developing

relevant course content, activities, and projects.

A third concept is “identity/hybridity.” Nieto explains that “[h]ybridity

complicates the idea of cultural identity. It means that culture is always heterogeneous

and complex; it also implies that assimilation or cultural preservation are not the only

alternative” (p. 13). These ideas are extremely relevant to HLLs who may be struggling

with issues of cultural and linguistic identity and may be seeking a hybrid form. Nieto

adds that cultural identity is implicated with power and privilege. Thus, a culturally

responsive pedagogy is a political project that prepares students to question “the

structural inequality, the racism, and the injustice that exists in society” (p. 128). A

critical lens introduces the discussion of the workings of power found in language and

social hierarchies.

The fourth principal is “context/situatedness/positionality.” Nieto explains that

culture is not context-free, and when it is thought of that way, it fragments people’s lives.

Culture is not simply a series of rituals, foods, and holidays, it “[r]efers to that level at

which social groups develop distinct patterns of life, and give expressive form to their
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social and material life-experience” (J. Clarke et al., 1976, p. 10). Nieto explains that it is

how these different ways of being are viewed by dominant society that can impact

whether and to what extent students learn. Thus teaching and learning are not neutral

processes “uncontaminated by the idiosyncrasies of particular contexts” (p. 15).

Dominant ideologies therefore play a role in learning. When these ideologies conflict

with student cultural identities, it may be no wonder that they resist. As HLLs are (often)

minority culture members, this fourth principal is particularly relevant for teachers

working with these learners.

The fifth and final principal is “community.” Nieto, citing Vygotsky (1978),

explains that development and learning is a social process influenced by society and

culture and therefore situated. The point that Nieto makes is that schools can never be

neutral; they invariably favor some cultural groups over others. Teachers who work with

ethnically diverse students, as in the case of HLLs, must “validate the cultural symbols

used by all their students, not just those from the majority backgrounds” (p. 18). In the

case of HLLs this includes language varieties students may speak.

Projects and themes for critical place-based SHL instruction

The possibility for activities and projects are as endless as heritage language

learners are unique. That being the case, I am limiting my pedagogical suggestions to

what I directly experienced as a heritage speaker of Spanish and community events that

occurred during the time of data collection in order to more concretely discuss possible

and practical curricular directions. Below I propose several curricular strands or

organizing categories that could span an academic year. They include family and
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community research, collaborative service learning, and classroom critical discourse

analysis. Within each strand, field experiences, creative expression, language variation,

and literacy development are included.

Family and community research

The first strand in the proposed curriculum is “family.” Language instruction that

begins with family provides a familiar (and most likely comfortable) place to begin.

Family research could entail gathering information regarding family histories or more

specifically family or individual immigration narratives, family or individual experience

living in Tucson, or any other individual or family experience that students want to

explore. Interviews or oral histories would be conducted in Spanish and audio recorded or

videotaped, then later transcribed in part and summarized. Transcribing the spoken

discourse of more proficient or native speakers of the target language can raise awareness

regarding syntax, language function, cohesion, and word choice. A photographic essay,

with captions written in Spanish, could also accompany transcribed oral histories and any

other relevant artifact of the students’ choosing. Family history assemblages would be

orally presented and publicly displayed.

In a more involved project, students could create short documentary films about a

family member. Footage could include interviews, scanned photographs, “day-in-the-

life” footage, and so forth. Topics could range from immigration, hobbies, life in Tucson,

to professional experience. Creating films would be possible at CHS as filmmaking was

both an elective and City Works course in its second year. Video cameras were available

and Apple computers came installed with iMovie, an easy to use movie-making computer
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program, in addition, CHS also purchased the more sophisticated Final Cut Pro. Part of

language instruction would be the technical language surrounding computer, software,

and camera use. Technical language in Spanish is part and parcel of functional academic

language registers that students would acquire through actual computer/camera use.

I tried my hand at this project on one of my trips home to California where my

Nicaraguan grandfather, Ramón Salas, lives with my parents. In light of the political

discourse surrounding migrant Latino workers, I realized that I didn’t really know my

grandfather’s immigration story. I knew about my mother’s experience as an 11-year old

girl coming to the US, but I didn’t know how my grandfather felt to leave his country and

the family members who remained. I set up my video camera on our back patio and

interviewed my abuelito in Spanish with my mother present. I also wanted her to recall

some of her memories of living in Managua, Nicaragua as a young girl.

In the taped interview, I learned that my great grandfather was a respected saddle

maker and that my grandfather did not pursue that line of work, but instead owned and

operated a small store and gas station. My grandfather had stayed in Managua for several

years to run his businesses before joining my grandmother, mother, and my tio and tia

abuelos [the brothers and sisters of my grandparents] in Hollywood, California. My

grandfather described Nicaragua as a land of lakes, hence agua [water] in the country and

capitol’s names. My grandfather expressed no regrets immigrating to the US, explaining

that life was better here, despite his middle class status in his home country. The only
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thing he missed, along with my mother, was the fruit—nancites, jocotes, and

mamones89—fruit that still appears in my mother’s nocturnal dreams.

During our interview, because I was so concentrated on filmmaking and

spontaneous interviewing, I didn’t monitor my language. When I reviewed my film

footage, I was able to notice my linguistic gaps. Students examining their own

interlanguage provide another viable, and less judgmental option for error correction.

Indeed, Potowski (2002) warns HL teachers of the potential damage of prolonged

teacher-centered corrective feedback can have on speakers of US varieties of Spanish

thus leading to further linguistic stigmatization. After our interview, my grandfather

produced a stack of black and white photos from his Managua days. These photographs

could easily be scanned and included in a film if I were to make a short documentary

about my grandfather’s immigration experience. Also included in the film could be

information about the heritage country recounted through a voice-over or titles.

In a HL class, the interview footage could also be used as data for classroom-

based dialect awareness. Teacher and student could examine if certain lexical items or

Spanish accents were different dependent on region, nation, gender, or age. In terms of

lexical variation for example, the Nicaraguan fruits jocotes are called ciruelas (or

yoyomos in southern Sonora, Mexico) [a plum variety not found in the US] and nancites,

nanchis and bananos, platanos [bananas] in Mexico. Mexican and Nicaraguan varieties

differ in their use of the second person familiar, for example, vos hablás [you speak,

                                                
89 The fruit names do not have an English-language equivalent, as they are not grown in the US, though
mamones can be found growing wild in the US Virgin Islands. Nancites are small, yellow and cherry-like,
but not necessarily sweet; jocotes look like miniature mangos and have large pits; mamones look like small,
spherical limes that peel like citrus, with a peach-colored flesh and large pit.
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Nicaraguan] instead of tú hablas. Several Central American and South American

countries (e.g., Guatemala, Costa Rica, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, parts of Mexico,

etc.) use this voseo form. Nicaraguan Spanish (and other “voseo varieties”) also put stress

on the second syllable of the imperative form of the verb, for example, calláte vs. callate

[you be quiet]. In this approach, students working with collected spoken discourse

become researchers of their own community’s language varieties. Within this framework,

students are not told of regional differences, but actually discover linguistic variation on

their own. Of course, this kind of instruction entails that teachers have had some

sociolinguistic course work in their teacher education courses.

While teaching in an intensive English program at the Monterey Institute of

International Studies (MIIS), two colleagues and I created a similar documentary film

project for two separate ESL classes, one high beginning and one intermediate. Students

conducted community research through the process of documentary filmmaking. Students

brainstormed questions they had about US culture and then formed film teams (dyads)

based on common interests. Students created research questions, wrote interview

questions, mapped out storyboards, and arranged for interviews. Topics included US car

culture, American eating habits, US slang, the history of Monterey’s farmer’s market, and

a profile on a local artist.

Teachers compared script writing to academic writing in that both required a

thesis/argument, evidence/examples, and a conclusion. In tandem with this, students

learned film and software/computer terminology (e.g., establishing shot, voice over, pan

left/right, zoom, track, save, etc.). Van Lier (2004), a MIIS professor, writes about our
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community-research classes: “such project work requires a tightly designed and richly

varied curriculum, with a controlled progression that gradually leads to learner

autonomy” (p. 159). He goes on to emphasize that in courses that integrate technology

and language, “it is essential that activities are designed that allow [students] to develop

both [computer and] language skills at the same time, through the same activities” (p.

159). Thus content and language are both emphasized through authentic learning tasks. In

our course, technical filmmaking skills were gradually introduced and supported with

user-friendly illustrated interactive instruction sheets. We often presented technical

content couched in collaborative learning games and tasks. Like other content-based,

project-based approaches, student learned language through subject matter and direct

experience, much like place-based learning.

In addition, community research has the potential to challenge previously held

assumptions, a key component of critical pedagogy. In my particular class for example,

the students researching American eating habits, entered the project believing that all

Americans ate a steady diet of fast food and were unhealthy, unconscious eaters. Through

their on-camera interviews, they found this not to be the case. Thus a stereotype students

had cultivated in their home countries was dismantled through community research.

Some examples of community research in Arizona could be documentaries

surrounding Tucson institutions such as the Tucson International Mariachi Conference,

the Tucson All Soul’s Procession that coincides with the Latin American celebration of

Los Días de Los Muertos [Day(s) of the Dead], the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show, the

El Tour de Tucson bicycle race, etc. Community-research projects could also include
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research on Spanish-speaking barrios, border politics, and community members’

experiences living in Tucson that could include veterans, activists, artists, musicians,

writers, politicians, business owners, educators, etc. Topics would emerge from student

interests, and as van Lier suggests, technical, linguistic, and academic content carefully

scaffolded so that students can engage in projects independently. This type of film

assignment could help circumnavigate student complaints concerning the acquisition of

academic Spanish. By teaching language and literacy skills in the context of a (fun)

project that honors community and/or family members—much in the same way academic

content was delivered in the Humanities course—students would feel less threatened

while learning more about the communities from which they come.

Once films were produced, documentaries could be presented as part of a film

festival (like we did at MIIS) with accompanying publicity posters written in Spanish.

Films could be shown to foreign-language students accompanied with Mexican candy

and snacks. Heritage language students would then be making authentic materials for

their FL peers. Students sharing their projects to classmates frame HL learners as experts

and creators of knowledge. It is too often the case that minority students’ linguistic

capital is seen as an obstacle to learning and not seen as a resource to be praised,

cultivated, or featured. The public display of work helps shift such prevailing societal

attitudes.

Collaborative service learning

Collaborative service learning is another place-based project that could be done in

the HL classroom. The following idea comes from my observations of the CHS science
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teacher’s City Works Class taught in the school’s second year. The Audubon City Works

course centered on ecological issues, an important strand in critical place-based learning

(Gruenewald, 2003b), that included working with a Mexican high school located in

Nogales, Mexico. A requirement for Mexican high school graduation is service learning.

The Mexican educational system’s requirement increases the potential for finding a

collaborating partner for an HL class. In the Audubon City Works class, Mexican and US

students worked along the Santa Cruz River in Arizona planting additional trees to

prevent land erosion and create shade. CHS students also visited the school in Nogales to

help them build a green house.

When I visited the Santa Cruz River work site, Mexican and American students

segregated themselves along linguistic lines, as the students were not conversant in each

other’s languages. In an HL class however, linguistic barriers would not be so

pronounced, which would facilitate authentic communication between same age peers.

However, as some HL students may experience linguistic insecurity, team building would

be an essential component to making the cross-border relationship function. When

students were not physically together, they could correspond with one another through

email, creating another authentic context to work on written Spanish. Conversely,

Mexican national students could also work on their written English creating a mutually

beneficial intercambio [cross-linguistic language partners]. Service-learning projects

could have any number of foci; the above ecological project is just an example.
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Classroom critical discourse analysis

Through my attendance of pro-immigration rallies that occurred in Tucson during

spring 2006, I came to the conclusion that the issues surrounding the political debates

regarding migrant workers could be a potential theme for a heritage-language class.

Rallies and marches were organized to protest proposed legislation (HR 4437) that would

harshly criminalize working in the United States without legal documentation. Rallies

across the country drew record numbers of people. In Tucson’s Armory Park, walking

distance from City High School, 12,000 protestors gathered, while in Phoenix, the state’s

capitol, 120,000 gathered. The rally in Armory Park was organized by Tucson High

School Mexican-origin youth. Students took the stage and explained in both Spanish and

English that they had organized the march and rally in order to honor their families who

had come to the US in order for them to have better life opportunities. Several local

politicians, most of Mexican origin, religious leaders, and community organizers also

addressed the crowd in Spanish. A common message was for people to cast their votes in

elections so they could form a powerful political body that could not be ignored. While I

was at the rally I saw three city high school students: Alec, a heritage-language learner

who switched into the FL section, Adi, who was busily taking photographs, and another

female student. As the rally took place during Spring Break, there was not a formal

school trip organized.

While attending the other various rallies, it occurred to me that such historic

events would be an ideal unit for a heritage-language class. As other rallies did take place

while school was in session, HL students could have potentially researched issues
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surrounding the immigration debates, attended political rallies conducted in Spanish (all

within walking distance from the school, other public schools had provided busses so that

students could attend), taken photographs, conducted informal interviews with rally

attendees, or even scheduled more formal interviews with local political leaders. In fact,

in year three at CHS, local politicians visited the school, so such an invitation would not

be out of the question.

Interviews with politicians and/or coverage of the rallies could be written up

journalistically. In preparation for this written assignment, students could visit the

newsroom of La Estrella de Tucson [The Tucson Star], the Friday-edition Spanish-

language newspaper published by the Arizona Daily Star. Students could see how the

newspaper is printed and produced and meet with Spanish-language reporters to learn

about their journalism careers and pick-up interview techniques. Reporters, speaking

Spanish, could also cover the ingredients of a good newspaper story, which students

could then replicate. Part of this replication would include a rhetorical analysis of stories

found in the Spanish-language newspaper. This would include reverse outlining in which

students examine how stories are structured paragraph by paragraph to see how

information is presented and framed. The use of cohesive devices, transitions, syntax,

grammatical forms, and relevant lexicon would also figure into this lesson.

A related activity would be for students to do a critical discourse analysis (CDA)

of local, national, and international newspaper coverage of the immigration debate. In

this unit, students would read articles printed in English-language newspapers and

compare their rhetoric to Tucson’s La Estrella and Mexican regional and national
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newspapers such as El Norte and Gaceta. An interesting comparison would be to contrast

these stories to the leftist, independent Latin American newspaper, La Insignia. Students

could also see if the US immigration story crossed the Atlantic to Spain by checking

either Cinco Dias or El Pais. Other regions could include South America, including

stories in La Republica (Peru) or Central American, with students reading news in La

Prensa (Nicaragua). Through this analysis, students examine how immigration issues are

framed based on newspaper origin and the newspapers’ intended audiences (not to

mention another look at language variation). Underlying political ideologies would be

explored and analyzed. Students could be grouped according to newspaper origin thus

forming a whole-class knowledge web where students are responsible for pieces of

information that later form a larger whole.

In the CDA project, students read for meaning while also engaging in critical

thinking. Findings from the newspaper analyses could be presented orally using

PowerPoint thus combining oral and written language for authentic communication

and/or in a more formal academic paper—this of course, would depend on the

proficiency level of students. Ira Shor (1992) explains that critical studies of a theme such

as immigration, “where students judge different versions of history instead of absorbing

only an official story” are examined by looking at “primary materials from period, event,

or public policy…” in this way “students could become historical researchers” (p. 177,

Shor, 1992). A lesson that students learn through this process is that their knowledge of

another language grants them access to a greater range of viewpoints. A final essay

related to this unit could be for students to contrast media stories to their own families’
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stories of immigration and opinions on the matter, thus comparing their own conclusions

with that of the official press.

Border politics was found to be a topic of interest amongst CHS students. For

example, when I attended the third annual Spring 2007 City Works Showcase, where

students publicly presented their yearlong projects, the most enthusiastic student-

community partner collaboration was the class that investigated border/immigration

issues. Of note, many of the students in the class were of Mexican-origin. Throughout the

year, students met with citizen action groups on both sides of the issue, visited desert

water stations set up for crossing migrants, collected garbage left behind in the Sonoran

desert by those seeking work in the US, and researched pending legislation and proposals

regarding immigration and migrant labor. Student presentations conveyed the

complexities surrounding the immigration issues, clearly indicating their understanding

of the multiple and varying viewpoints that mark any divisive issue.

If similar issues affecting Latino communities were to arise during an academic

year, and if students were interested as indicated by learners in this City Works class and

Mexican-origin youth throughout Tucson, a unit devoted to its coverage would be rich

pedagogically, linguistically, critically, and personally.

Other field experiences

 With Tucson’s close proximity to the Mexican boarder, a trip to Mexico for a

week or weekend, perhaps in conjunction with other City High School courses, seems a

logical field experience, and one that has already been tested at the school. For example,

a language component could be added to the natural history trip that CHS has now taken
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two-years running. Heritage-language learners could create bilingual materials for the

research site and their own assignments could be done bilingually. As Olivia suggested,

activities centered on cultural exploration of the city could be created. Such a project

could also include a student designed bilingual website devoted to Mexican natural

history which could be linked to the school’s official website.

Other experiences could include internships or shadowing experiences at Spanish-

speaking businesses or institutions, volunteering at organizations in need of Spanish

speakers, and so forth. The important criteria for designing and choosing field

experiences is that they are set in contexts where students are compelled to speak Spanish

and where students see the value in their work. These varied experiences thus expand the

scope of the students’ imagined communities of Spanish users.

Conclusion

Place-based, experiential approaches, give teachers and curriculum designers the

organizing category of “place” as a creative launching pad for meaningful and authentic

learning opportunities for their students. All of the above discussed projects and

activities, through a critical, place-based lens of local politics, ecology, geography,

history, and local and heritage-language communities, create linguistic and cultural

opportunities for students to use their heritage language in order to learn content and

accomplish tasks. Language and content learning are not contrived or manufactured, but

are authentic in nature.

A critical concept throughout the HL course is for students to understand that they

have multiple and shifting identities that are influenced by context and circumstance.
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Throughout these proposed ideas, students have opportunities to examine their own

language and communities, opening up spaces for students to engage and grapple with

questions of ethnic identity that they may have. Included in questions of identity, is

academic identity construction. In the HL course, academic language skills can be framed

as utilitarian; that is, they are linguistic tools that offer individuals increased life options

(Gayles, 2005). Gayles (2005) writing about three African-American high achieving high

school students and their framing of social status, explains that “by separating their

achievement from social status within [their high school] and engaging their achievement

in a utilitarian manner, their achievement had no apparent negative social consequence’”

(p. 258). These students excelled in school because they believed academic achievement

could transform their future lives. Through introducing HLLs to multiple and rich hands-

on experiences, they gain the power to imagine themselves in a wider variety of contexts

that they may not have ever considered. Considering the high dropout rate for Latino high

school students, infusing learning with imagination and possibility may be one small step

toward keeping students in school.

Finally, Tse (1998a), in a literature review of studies investigating how attitude

can impact heritage language acquisition, concludes that a supportive school environment

can positively impact student attitude toward learning their heritage language. If students

believe that their HL courses are sanctioned by their school, and are set in an educational

setting that values their HL acquisition, these HL programs are more likely to succeed.

Thus, curriculum must not only be well conceived, but situated in an educational climate

that values language maintenance and multicultural education.
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The current chapter presented a framework for HL instruction: Critical Place-

based Spanish Heritage Language Learning. Ideas that shaped this framework came

primarily from my fieldwork in the Humanities and Science classes. In these courses,

content came directly from community and environmental sources, sources particularly

apt for heritage language instruction where large enclaves of target-language users reside.

Insights from participant observation were also coupled with student suggestions

gathered in focus-group interviews. As there was concern that “formal” language

instruction might be alienating and unnecessary, student suggestions that centered on

language learning tasks that were authentic, hands-on, and community-oriented were

stressed in the above discussion. Also, as this particular student body was predisposed to

art-oriented learning projects, curricular strands included ideas for creative expression,

underscoring the need to create curriculum that resonates with student interests and

talents.

The following concluding chapter presents a summary of the current study and

includes additional insights and conclusions not fully expressed in the first six chapters.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION

In the late spring of 2007, I attended my last City High School event as an

ethnographic researcher of the school—at least in the form of the current study. It had

been over three years since I first met Eve and began preparing for data collection. The

occasion was the third annual City Works Showcase where students and community

partners publicly present their major projects to parents and interested public. With the

school’s focus on place-based learning, City Works could be considered the school’s

signature program. I had attended the past two years’ evening Showcases, but this one

marked an end of an era for me. The school’s first senior class was to graduate this year,

and so was I—from my research at City High School and my doctoral program.

Although the previous chapters concern the school’s first year, I have kept tabs on

City High School in years two and three. Despite this base touching, every time that I

visit the school, I feel more and more of an outsider. At one time I knew every teacher

and every kid well. Now I see a crowd of strangers as two new classes have matriculated

and several students have left.

Of the HL class participants that I have written about in this dissertation (n=16,

semester I; n=12, semester II), only five remain at City High at the end of its third year.

The others have moved or have left to attend other schools (n=13), one was expelled, two

were suspended (one returned, included with the five above, the other is studying

abroad), and two have become mothers. Of these two girls, one has already received her

GED, while the other had already dropped out of school when she had become pregnant.

To date, she has not resumed her studies. Statistically, teenage pregnancy usually occurs
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after a girl has dropped out of school (Manlove, 1998). The reason behind this girl’s

dropping out had more to do with family conflict than issues with the high school.

Teenage birthrates are highest in Mississippi, Texas, Arizona, Arkansas, and New

Mexico. In Arizona, Latinas between the age of 15 and 19 have the highest pregnancy

rate when compared to Anglos and African-Americans ("U.S. teenage pregnancy

statistics: National and state trends and trends by race and ethnicity," 2006). In the

current study, of the five female Mexican-origin focal participants, two add to this

statistic.

A final visit

I arrive at the school through its side ally. An expansive mural designed and

executed by the mural-making class stretches along the entire expanse of the neighboring

brick wall. Large hibiscus flowers and red and yellow roses edge its perimeter. A satellite

circles the solar system with the Milky Way Galaxy receding behind it. A large dove held

in brown hands flanks one end of the design while at the other, a flying mythical creature

hovers at the edge of outer space. A large manga-like (i.e., Japanese comic book) female

figure with pouting red lips, large blue-lidded eyes, and purple hair coyly stands to the

side of a dozen silhouetted students who stand nearly life size across the mural’s center.

The words “City High” shine through their lilac-colored bodies, the stylized script fat and

sinuous. Students stand close, shoulders touching. Behind them both mountaintops and

skyscrapers loom, the sky illuminated orange by the setting sun.

Walking toward the back of the ally, I check out a series of displayed student

projects created in the City Works sculpture class. For this final project, students voted to
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create a theme-based miniature golf course. The theme they chose was “cults.” To my

right the orange fuzzy gerbils that invaded the Star Trek Enterprise and rapidly

reproduced, line artificial golf turf. Next on the course is a mini fairway strewn with fake

money: L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of Dianetics and the Church of Scientology, perches

above its hole. The most startling of the assemblages is a golf hole dedicated to the

Manson Family cult. A living room scene depicts a bloody female corpse edging the golf

hole. “Political Piggy” screeches in fake blood across the wall behind the body, couch,

and side table with phone. A painted picture of Charles Manson hangs above the scene. If

a teacher had wanted students to “think outside of the box,” this miniature golf course

was certainly it.

I enter the ground floor through the back door off of the ally. Rows of folding

chairs line the school library set up for the evening’s opening remarks by representative

students, a community partner, and Carrie, the school principal. A table of refreshments

sits near the front door where a handful of students are stationed to meet, greet, and

handout programs. I wave at students, teachers, and parents I know and settle into a chair

near the front. Carrie announces to the crowd to find a seat, as the program was to begin.

Students, representing the year’s six City Works classes, sit and face the audience.

Each stands and says a few words about his or her class and the projects that will be

displayed or presented that evening. Partnerships included Habitat for Humanity, Pan

Left, a non-profit video collective, the University of Arizona’s Flaundrau Science Center,

and year-long collaborations with community groups involved in sculpture, gardening,
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and investigating US-Mexican border politics. Each academic year new partnerships are

formed, though the partnership with the university is three years running.

Wednesdays are half days and are devoted to City Works classes. Students meet

with their community partners at school or off site. Whenever I discuss my research with

someone from yoga, a colleague, or a new face at a party, it’s almost inevitable that the

person knows something about City High School through a personal contact or through

personal experience as a result of the school’s numerous community collaborations even

beyond the City Works classes. For such a small and new school, they already have a

solid foothold in the community. This is due to the nature of the curriculum, but also a

result of the teachers’ many civic connections. In fact, during the course of this research,

principal Carrie was voted one of the most influential citizens under the age of forty,

receiving an Edge 40 Under 40 Award.

Like their teachers, students are also involved in the community as individuals.

Across the city’s extracurricular activities aimed at youth, City High School students are

represented disproportionately. For example, The Arizona Daily Star selects two high

school students to be guest columnists, this past year they chose both from City High. At

the Tucson International Film Festival held in the spring, a City High School student, one

on a very short list of young filmmakers, exhibited a short film made through his

collaboration with Pan Left. Through a very competitive interview process, several were

also selected to be a part of Voices, an after school journalism program for minority and

lower economic youth that publishes stories in an annual magazine within the Arizona

Daily Star newspaper.
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At the institutional level, the school’s first senior class participated in year-long

internships that included working for the County Prosecutor’s office, The Tucson

Children’s Museum, The University of Arizona’s Optical Science’s Lab, Bicycle Inter-

Community Action & Salvage (BICAS), engineering firm Environmental Systems

Products, and community radio station KXCI, to name just a few. Through these

community endeavors, City High School has lived up to its name. The city is its

classroom.

At the end of City Works Showcase, awards were distributed to students who

excelled in the school’s Habits of Heart and Mind. These habits include Action, Inquiry,

Reflection, Expression, Evidence, and Perspective. I wasn’t too surprised that the bulk of

the evening’s awards were given for Action and Expression. As each student was called

up to receive his or her award, kids hooted, clapped, and shouted out the winners’ names

accompanied by a few “I love you’s.”  These awards weren’t given out to the “most

popular,” the “most attractive,” or even “the smartest,” but to a range of students who had

blossomed over the year and had greatly exceeded expectations. Sitting through this

ceremony, tears filled my eyes. The student body’s warm applause signified to me their

appreciation and affection for those whom more “mainstream” kids wouldn’t notice.

After chairs had been folded, and most families gone, I had a chance to talk to a

few teachers. One teacher commented that the kids given these awards would probably be

overlooked at any other school. She remarked that the school was really for kids who

couldn’t fit-in at other places. Some students were exceptionally gifted while others

struggled: two margins for which it is difficult for large public schools to adequately
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address and serve. Many students exhibited artistic dispositions and temperaments that

manifested in unique personal styles, interests in music, art, and theater, and distinctive

visions of the world. As each year passed, the student body seemed to increasingly take

on this “artistic” profile.

City High School, a “teacher-led charter school” (Wells et al., 1999), one of six

charter school composites that include “urban, ethnocentric, and grassroots charter

schools,” “home schooling/independent study programs,” “charter schools founded by

charismatic educational leaders,” “parent-led charter schools,” and “entrepreneur-

initiated charter schools,” is well poised to meet diverse needs. Teacher-led charters,

according to Wells et al., are particularly focused on instructional reform with well-

defined pedagogical foci. Instructional reform is more likely to occur in schools, like

charters, that have the autonomy to enact change. In the case of City High School, along

with its focus on experiential learning, it is committed to small school size and

classrooms. Reduced size allows teachers to meet individual student needs more

effectively. The personalized curriculum coupled with small class size offers students

with special needs a viable alternative to district-run public schools. Of course for

teachers, meeting these needs is both a source of stimulation and challenge, especially for

the novice, of which there were several at the new school.

The following encapsulation of findings illustrates both the challenges and

rewards of working with students who for various reasons opt for educational alternatives

charter schools provide. In the case of HL participants, these reasons included the

school’s more racial and ethnic diversity as compared to their designated neighborhood
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school, the experiential nature of the curriculum, and the school’s small size that could

better accommodate students with learning disabilities and histories of discipline

problems.

REVIEW OF FINDINGS

Wells et al. (1999) urge researchers to explore the liberatory and emancipatory

potential of charter school reform. Through participant observation, I sought to

investigate just this at a first-year start up charter high school. Entering the study, my

intention was to observe place-based learning in action, an approach to learning I

believed to be cutting edge. I had hoped to capture a “best practices” vision of education,

with a focus on HLL. Indeed, I observed participating students engaged in learning

processes, but because of a number of circumstances both institutional and particular, I

also observed the same students resisting instruction. The current study presents an

ethnographic account of what lay beneath these two phenomena in two classroom

contexts. The study’s findings are rooted in documented phenomenological experience

constituted in interaction that links to broader institutional and social processes.

Mexican-origin students enrolled in the Spanish heritage-language class made up

the bulk of the study’s participants. I decided to focus on Mexican-origin students for a

number of reasons. Census data indicate that Latino students are more likely to drop out

of school in greater numbers than any other ethnic or racial group ("US Census Report,"

2004). Thus, examining underlying factors that contribute to Latino student resistance

and engagement may provide important insights regarding this educational crisis. Sixteen

Mexican-origin students were enrolled in the first-semester HL class, and 12 students
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were enrolled in the second90. Amongst these participants, I focused on six focal students

for data analysis because they were enrolled for the entire school year and attended

school regularly.

In addition, as Latinos are the fastest growing ethnic group in the United States

(Peyton et al., 2001; "US Census Report," 2004; Waggoner, 2000), coupled with their

high drop out rate, suggests an even greater educational crisis and mandate for creating

and providing culturally relevant pedagogy. One strand in this larger curricular picture is

heritage-language instruction. Census data indicate that Latinos are entering the US

educational system in ever increasing numbers, therefore Spanish foreign-language

classes are becoming de facto heritage classes (Carreira, 2004). For this reason,

understanding how to create compelling and appropriate HL curricula, grounded in

empirical research, is essential. Indeed, language maintenance leads to better integration,

harmony, and social peace, while higher academic achievement fosters self-esteem, self-

identity, and positive attitudes toward school (Baker & Prys Jones, 1998).

Below, I review key findings from the Spanish heritage-language and Humanities

classes that contributed to student resistance and engagement. In addition, from the

vantage point of a completed study, I coalesce findings to inform further conclusions and

insights.

SEMESTER I AND II: RESISTANCE IN THE SPANISH HL CLASS

In the first-semester heritage-language class taught by a non-native speaker,

students refused to speak Spanish (despite their proficiency). The reasons explored stem

                                                
90 As explained in earlier chapters, not all second semester students were of Mexican-origin.
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from incidents of “language-awareness gone wrong.” The teacher, in attempt to validate

contact language varieties of Spanish, told students who symbolically represented a more

Mexican ethnic identity (primarily through dress), that they spoke Pachuco Spanish. The

teacher indexed Gloria Anzaldúa’s (1987) description of her own Pachuco adolescent

identity growing up bilingual in Texas that students had read in class. Anzaldúa’s writing

and scholarship is foundational in the discipline of Latin American studies, especially

with those who study US-Mexico borderlands, which was the case of the instructor. Thus

the teacher’s comparing students to Anzaldúa’s experience of growing up Mexican-

American on the US-Mexico border was in a sense complimentary. However, these

students did not have the same educational background in Chicano literature and political

movements and were unaware of Anzaldúa’s stature; they therefore took the Pachuco

comparison as an insult.

Without contextualizing the term, for many Mexican-Americans, Pachuco entails

a “ghetto” or gangster identity and a stigmatized way of speaking Spanish. In light of

these associations, students, and in particular Allison, resisted the Pachuco social

identity—especially when given from a person perceived to be an out-group member and

a member of the dominant/domineering culture. Paloma, in a focus group interview,

expressed contempt for Anglos/Whites, thus any perceived slight from a member of this

group was magnified. In the same interview, Allison explained that students felt unfairly

“judged” by the Pachuco reference, as their views of themselves were much broader.

Additionally, the teacher’s lack of knowledge of the internal variation within the

students’ ethnic group marked her as an outsider—that is, her mistaking kids for
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Pachucos showed a lack of understanding of social stratification amongst Latino youth in

terms of dress and language. Allison and Scott explained that the students referred to as

Pachucos simply used slang like people used slang in English; therefore being singled

out as Pachucos, created resentment at the mischaracterization. According to Allison,

students felt unjustly stereotyped. Herbert Kohl (1994b) explains that feeling disrespected

by a teacher can result in the refusal to learn from that individual as this complicity would

negate the students’ self worth. This “refusal to learn” in the HL class manifested itself in

sullenness, refusal to speak the target language, negative outbursts geared at the teacher,

and overall reluctance to participate.

An additional factor that contributed to student resistance in the HL class was the

teacher’s (constructed) identity as an out-group member and not a member of their

Spanish-speaking imagined community (Anderson, 1991; Norton, 2000, 2001). Students

perceived the teacher to be a learner of Spanish, not a teacher of it. This perception was

enhanced by the teacher’s Anglo appearance and Anglicized pronunciation of Spanish,

although she was a highly competent speaker. Her case was not unlike other adult

foreign-language learners who rarely achieve native-like pronunciation (Scovel, 2000).

These symbolic manifestations of identity framed the teacher as someone who was not

sufficiently competent to teach students their heritage language, which for some was their

first. Students contributed to the teacher’s outsider identity by refusing to respond to her

in Spanish when she addressed them. The students’ refusal to engage the teacher in their

heritage language functioned to create social distance between them and negate the

teacher’s identity as a legitimate member of the students’ discourse community.
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Interestingly, the negation of identity can work both ways. As discussed in

Chapters Three, Four, and Five, the refusal to speak Spanish may also be a result of

linguistic insecurity (González, 2001; Krashen, 1998b), the reluctance to speak a non-

dominant language for psycho-social reasons. In this case, for students who had less

developed Spanish-speaking skills, their use of English functioned to preserve their

Mexican ethnic identity by not revealing their lack of fluency. Often language fluency

marks one’s ethnic or national identity (Tabouret-Keller, 1997), so the converse can also

be true—one’s inability to speak the heritage language can negate ethnic identity. As all

participants identified as “Mexican,” not speaking fluent Spanish might cause

embarrassment, shame, or cast doubt on one’s “authenticity” (see Pomeranz, 2002). To

illustrate, students would often poke fun at one another for speaking “white” Spanish,

that is Spanish influenced by English phonology, or they would comment on one

another’s Spanish fluency suggesting that this was something to which they paid

attention. Thus speaking English in Spanish class functioned to both distance the teacher

and preserve student dignity and identity.

Chapter Six presents an additional source of student resistance. In a focus group

interview, students reveal that they believe there is no need to learn “proper Spanish.”

Allison considers the formal use of Spanish, and therefore its study, to be irrelevant in the

US context. Allison’s imagined community (Anderson, 1991; Norton, 2000, 2001) does

not include individuals who use written or academic forms of Spanish in their daily lives.

For her, bilingualism lies in the domain of spoken language. Paloma shares a similar

stance. She, too, is unable to imagine additional contexts where she could use a more
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expanded linguistic repertoire. She adds however, further insights regarding language and

social identification: Paloma considers “proper Spanish” to be a form of discourse outside

of her community’s register. She explains that no one in her family speaks “that way,” so

that learning proper Spanish would be a waste of time and could potentially cause social

distance between family and community members.

Code choice reflects social identity, thus academic Spanish symbolizes an

alternate social stratum and its use has the potential to signal actual or perceived social

distance between community members. Paloma’s concern mirrors prior research with

involuntary minorities (i.e., African American and Latinos) who associate academic

achievement, and by extension academic discourses, with being alienating and divisive

(Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Labov, 1972a). Fordham and Ogbu (1986) explain that for

African Americans and Latinos, there is a belief that social and economic success is only

possible through assimilation into the majority culture. Unfortunately this view of

language and culture contributes to actions that perpetuate class stagnation in “the status

hierarchy” (Mehan et al., 1994, p. 94). In response, Mehan et al, (1994) suggest a cultural

strategy of “accommodation without assimilation,” which could create a type of situated

identity. In their study, students resolved this (false) choice between success and

community loyalty by developing social, linguistic, and academic skills without erasing

cultural identity, a process facilitated by a supportive high school program for achieving

minority students. However, in the present study, this conflict was neither addressed nor

resolved.
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In light of the negative perceptions regarding the role of academic Spanish, it is

no surprise that students acted up, tuned out, and were reluctant to engage in language

instruction over the course of the year. It also explains the ambivalence students had

regarding Spanish. On the one hand students felt proud to be Mexican and acknowledged

the importance of being bilingual, but on the other hand, acquisition of Spanish’s formal

properties either felt irrelevant or threatened the social fabric of their community. This

ambivalence helps to explain the hostility students felt toward their first-semester teacher

who, it could be said, symbolically embodied academic Spanish of which students

wanted no part. Although the embodiment of academic Spanish could also be said for the

second semester teacher, it was more salient with the first-semester teacher because of

her more limited knowledge and use of vernacular Spanish: This put the academic

register in greater relief. Although students were not outright hostile to their second-

semester teacher, their stance toward academic Spanish manifested in a general

reluctance to do any work, especially textbook writing and exercises.

Ira Shor (1992) calls students acting out and refusing to be involved in learning

“performance strike.” Performance strikes occur when students see learning as lacking

meaning and relevance. I also argue in Chapter Four that the second-semester teacher’s

over-use of English was also a form of performance strike as it seemed he was more

concerned with acquiring English than teaching Spanish. As a Mexican lawyer by

training, his passions did not lie in teaching Spanish. Therefore, acquiring more

competence in English would allow him to align himself with his “imagined community”

of legal and business professionals.
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In the second semester HL course, the choice of pedagogic materials and over

reliance of textbook drills added to student sentiment that Spanish was a “waste of time”;

another factor provoking strike-like behavior. Textbook exercises designed for foreign-

language learners did not connect the target language to students’ actual experience with

Spanish nor did it match students’ actual linguistic competence. For some students,

particularly Olivia, the telenovela produced for foreign language learners and shown in

class for several weeks was a bore and an insult to her Spanish-language abilities. As a

result, she acted out her frustrations through outbursts and destructive behavior. Olivia

and Isabel both commented that they would have preferred to watch an authentic

telenovela, not one manufactured to teach Spanish. This lack of authenticity in the HL

class compartmentalized Spanish as a school “subject” and not as a living language that

students engage with personally. Taking language out of the domain of the personal made

its instruction feel irrelevant to students’ actual lives and therefore fostered the perception

that its study fruitless.

Formal decontextualized grammar instruction was also a source of complaint in

both semester classes. In the first semester, the instruction of the pronoun vosotros [you

plural, informal] and its accompanying grammatical conjugations added to the belief that

“proper Spanish” was a waste of time as this form is used predominantly in Spain and

does not reflect actual usage in Latin America. In fact only eight per cent of the Spanish-

speaking world use it (Wieczorek, 1992). This is indeed was a case of “no one speaks like

that.” The introduction of this form contributes to the hegemony of Iberian Spanish. In

the HL context this is particularly deleterious as students may already have feelings of
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inferiority regarding their language variety. The valuing of continental Spanish over

regional varieties sends the wrong message. Instead, my findings show that the language

varieties students speak should be valued. Findings suggest that a sociolinguistic

awareness of other varieties and registers of the target language have a place in the HL

classroom, but not taught as a replacement of vernacular or regional forms that students

might use; instead, students learn that situated context governs form use. Meta-linguistic

competence is therefore an important aspect of HL instruction (Martínez, 2003).

The lack of sociolinguistic discussion and raising linguistic awareness was also at

play in the grammar instruction of the second semester class. For example, students were

led to believe that the simple future tense that they already used (the conjugated verb “to

go” + a + infinitive) (e.g., [yo] voy a comer [I’m going to eat]) was somehow inferior to

an alternate conjugation (infinitive + inflection) (e.g., [yo] comeré [I will eat]). The lack

of explanation between the two Spanish forms of the simple future set up a false

hierarchy between what students actually used and what they were being taught. Instead,

the study’s findings suggest that grammar instruction can benefit from an explanation of

contextual usage specifying form-function relationships. In the HL class, however, the

lesser-used simple future was presented as the “correct” form without any other

explanation. I argue that a sociolinguistic discussion could have caused student confusion

and resentment.

In general, language instruction in the second semester HL class did not draw off

of the cultural and linguistic knowledge of the students and their teacher. It was if the

heritage-language learners were foreign-language learners and the teacher not a member
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of the target-language community. I argue that a place-based approach to HL instruction

could better connect the students’ funds of knowledge with course content and thereby

infuse the curriculum with more relevance and respect. A small glimpse of this was seen

when students were involved in an art project crafting piñatas in the second-semester

class. In contrast to other classroom activities, students found the piñata project to be

enjoyable, demonstrating that when teachers work from student strengths, interests, and

cultural backgrounds, learning becomes more meaningful.

Humanities class

The overall resistance of the HLLs in their Spanish class over two semesters

contrasts sharply with the engagement of the same students in their Humanities course in

which learners connected enthusiastically with subject matter and instructor. My analysis

revealed that both the teacher’s pedagogy, grounded in place-based learning

(Gruenewald, 2003a, 2003b), an approach that situates curriculum within the region’s

economic, ecological, geographic, political, social, and linguistic contexts, and the

teacher’s ethos contributed to the students’ greater involvement and interest in course

content. Also, the teacher’s adherence to a critical democratic pedagogy (Shor, 1992) that

stressed learner choice and shined a light on the processes of societal marginalization also

contributed to course relevance.

Although place-based learning and the principles of critical democratic pedagogy

were key ingredients for creating a successful learning environment in the Humanities

class, Chapter Five also presents findings that highlight teacher ethos. I chose to

emphasize teacher ethos because it was an especially salient factor explaining student
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engagement. Also, teacher ethos is a topic not commonly taught in teacher education

courses, though it factors hugely in a course’s success. Teacher ethos is a topic not fully

developed in teacher training because of the near impossibility of teaching personality,

caring, or respect—qualities that are personal, subjective, and elusive. Nonetheless, these

and similar qualities are essential for successful teaching. A teacher must be well

grounded in a theoretical understanding of teaching and learning, but that alone is not

sufficient. How theoretical knowledge is applied, and how teachers treat students, are

similarly important, as demonstrated by the Humanities teacher’s use of humor to disarm

and engage students along with her respectful stance toward them. The discussion of

findings such as those elaborated in the current study, and others that emphasize teacher

respect for students and caring (see Christensen, 1994; Kohl, 1994b; Valenzuela, 1999),

is one way to broach awareness in the area of ethos.

That being said, I do not want to diminish the power and potential for (critical)

place-based learning (see Gruenewald, 2003a, 2003b; Haymes, 1995; Loveland, 2003;

Woodhouse & Knapp, 2000). Place-based learning is a framework that personalizes

curriculum in an era of rampant standardization. In the present study, I provide examples

of how course content came alive through hands-on, place-based learning within the

school’s and student’s own neighborhoods. Representative projects and events included

creating Museum of Place exhibits, interviewing local business owners, investigating

local issues such as homelessness, and attending election-year political rallies. Chapter

Five also highlights FICTIONMANIA, the Mexican-origin students’ favorite project of

the year. FICTIONMANIA included students selecting their own literary texts, narrating
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key text events in the voice of a leading character, and leading discussions of student-

designed “probing questions.” In all of the above assignments abstractions became

concrete through actual hands-on experience, for example, learning economic theory

through conversations with actual business owners. Noted features in assignments were

student choice and the assignments’ multi-modality; these qualities gave students room to

express themselves creatively in addition to honoring varying scholastic abilities and

learning styles.

Packer and Goicoechea (2000) and Wortham (2006) propose that academic

learning is both personal and social transformation. This transformation is continuously

negotiated through classroom interaction and curricular choices: Academic learning,

then, shapes identity in a variety of socially constructed “realities.” In both classroom

contexts, students either resist this potential transformation or work through it. In the HL

class, students resisted an academic Spanish identity while in Humanities, students began

to adopt an intellectual one through actual experience. In the case of the Spanish class,

students could not “imagine” using “proper Spanish” in any domestic context, because

they never had opportunities to actually use academic discourses for authentic purposes.

Instead, academic Spanish was imposed through textbook drills, divorced from any

purposeful use. In Humanities, by contrast, students used more academic registers

because they had to. When meeting with professional adults or presenting literature

formally, they had to adopt other “ways of being” that at the same time didn’t chip away

at self or threaten community. Learning in this way was not an intimidating or menacing

abstraction. Instead, it was tangible, experiential, and authentic.
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Over the course of the academic year as exemplified by the Spanish HL and

Humanities classes, students saw more value in studying English and social studies (i.e.,

humanities) as academic subjects, than they did for learning Spanish as an academic

subject. They saw the content knowledge of Humanities to be more applicable to more

contexts. I suggest the diminished perceived value of Spanish was in part because

students could not imagine speaking or writing their heritage language beyond its current

use, whereas they could with English.

These stances could be characterized as ideologies. Pomeranz (2002) defines

language ideology as:

…constellations of people’s assumptions and expectations about language and
language users. They differ from beliefs in that they are shared across individuals
and implicated in power relations. Whereas beliefs are often characterized as
existing within people’s heads, ideologies are seen as a social production,
constructed within and through everyday linguistic practices. (p. 280)

Through the examination of student behavior and language use, an indication of the

students’ language ideology regarding Spanish emerges. For students, Spanish is a

language spoken between in-group members for personal reasons.  Interlocutors,

therefore, are authentic members of Spanish-language discourse communities, for whom

Spanish is a native language. Spanish is mainly seen as a home language and it is not

viewed as a professional or prestige language because of the compartmentalization

common in language contact situations (Silva-Corvalán, 1994). With this language

ideology in mind, it is not difficult to see why the HL class was problematic for teachers

and students. In order to teach Spanish as an academic subject, these barriers that hinder

HL instruction and form part of a language ideology must be critically examined and
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tested through experience, frank discussion, and sensitive instruction. Teaching heritage

languages is a much more complex endeavor than teaching foreign languages, again

another reason why designated HL classes are needed.

INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO RESISTANCE AND
ENGAGEMENT

Resistance

A lingering question not fully explored in the previous chapters centers on the

institutional factors that framed student resistance and engagement. One obvious factor

contributing to resistance was the school’s nascence. New schools suffer growing pains

and some are even forced to close their doors due to staffing issues, dried up funding, or

even corruption (see Rymes, 2001). In the case of City High School, although there had

been three years of planning before opening its doors, not all contingencies had been

anticipated. Probably the most striking was a lack of a fully conceived discipline matrix

from the start of the semester that could be applied consistently by all faculty and staff. In

the first weeks, months, and even years, how to discipline consistently and fairly has been

an issue. That being the case, a lack of uniformity across classrooms contributed to

chaotic learning environments of which students took full advantage, especially with

novice teachers. This was definitely the case in the second-semester Spanish class.

Related to discipline was the fact that some students attend charter schools

because they have had discipline problems and expulsions from other public schools.

This was certainly the case with several participants in the current study. However, more

established charter schools, like private schools, maintain specified criteria for admission

and retention, including stipulations regarding students who impinge upon the learning of
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others through inappropriate classroom conduct (Lopez, Wells, & Holme, 1998). As City

High School’s mentoring charter school representative had once commented City High

School didn’t have a discipline problem, it had an enrollment problem. More established

charter schools are able to implement and enforce strict enrollment policies and standards

for retention due to demand for admission. City High School, on the other hand, was not

operating at full enrollment. Dismissing disruptive students had economic consequences

it couldn’t shoulder, unless the dismissal was absolutely necessary.

In a related vein, some parents and students choose charter schools because of

special needs related to learning disabilities and giftedness. When these needs are not

met, discipline problems can arise from both groups. In the first year, the school was

unable to hire a full time special education teacher who could expertly modify curriculum

and run a designated classroom for students with learning challenges. Also, at the

beginning of the year, student records had not followed students in a timely manner to

alert the new school of either discipline histories or specify recommended

accommodations. In addition, several of the students with discipline issues had yet to be

tested to determine if they had learning disabilities that could help explain their disruptive

classroom comportment91. Therefore, students who clearly needed accommodations were

initially enrolled with other students, which added to discipline problems that seeped into

the overall culture of the school. These factors, out of the control of the new school

administration, added a chaotic feel to the school’s initial startup. In addition, as students

                                                
91 At the high school level, students are not tested for giftedness in the same manner or rate as they are in
elementary school; thus this discussion’s emphasis on learning disabilities, which are continually tested.
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were continually enrolling throughout the year, this predicament was constantly

unfolding. In addition, as new students joined the student body, there were always

students who had yet to be socialized into the school’s collaborative and experiential

culture. This fluctuation of engaged learners, contributed to the sometime chaotic climate.

Because of the extreme demands of opening a new school from overseeing new

construction to creating curriculum, teachers and administrators were overextended and

under stress. More able teachers and administrators were unable to provide sufficient

guidance and mentoring to teachers in need, such as Beth, Alberto, and Steve, the math

teacher. Although there were institutional outlets for seeking pedagogical stewardship in

the Critical Friend Group meetings, for reasons unknown, these teachers did not seek

help from other staff92. From observing teaching practice, my impression is that several

of these teachers had an incomplete understanding of the principles behind place-based

learning and how it could be implemented. More formal training and discussion of place-

based learning could have lessened the gap between observed practices and teaching

ideals. Again, the demands of opening a new school circumvented more extensive on-site

teacher education.

Related to the pedagogical construct of the school, several of the study’s

participants had selected the school based on its experiential approach to learning. They

therefore came to school with certain expectations of what learning should be like.

Interviewed students all expressed disdain for textbook learning, as it does not reflect the

personalized pedagogy that place-based approaches offer. Indeed, textbook learning ran

                                                
92 The first-semester Spanish teacher did seek advice regarding HL instruction from the city’s university.
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counter to what students thought they had signed-up. In the classes most plagued by

discipline problems (i.e., the second-semester SHL class and math), they shared the

tendency to over rely on canned textbook exercises. In contrast, the classes that had the

least discipline problems (i.e., humanities and science) offered students a rich variety of

authentic experiential projects in line with student expectations. It must also be noted that

both of these teachers had much greater teaching experience that enabled them to more

readily craft curriculum.

Engagement

One of the institutional factors that contributed to engagement was the school’s

autonomy to customize curriculum, restructure the school day, and limit class size

(especially when wait lists are established). This power of autonomy was a similar benefit

expressed by other charter school founders (Wells et al., 1999). Autonomy was

particularly important in light of the school’s focus on place, as it allowed teachers and

administrators to quickly design field trips without red-tape hassle from a supervising

school district. Teachers and their students were able to leave the confines of the school

with ease. What contributed to this mobility was the founding teachers’ decision to locate

the school downtown. Although not strictly an institutional factor, the school’s

geographic location close to public facilities such as the library, convention center, and

bus station greatly fostered off-campus learning opportunities. In terms of restructuring

the school day, the average day at CHS was actually longer than the day at other public

schools. This allowed students more time to engage in the City Works curriculum off

campus and participate in senior year internships. Control over the school day also
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allowed administrators to plan half days completely devoted to City Works. This class

schedule enhanced extended learning experiences that would be nearly impossible at a

larger public school.

Finally, small class size and a small school environment allowed for enhanced

teacher-student and student-student interaction, which contributed to personal instruction

and active learning. The familial atmosphere established at the school created safer

spaces for students to take risks and present or show their work publicly, key ingredients

for fostering intellectual growth and creating professionalism. The small school size also

contributed to greater management of whole-school field trips and reorganizing the

school day to accommodate a specific teacher’s plans for excursions. The small-school

size was a key factor for opening up the city for exploration, explorations that clearly

engaged students.

Filling a research gap

A large segment of HL research takes place in university settings. The current

study’s high school context concerning HL instruction thus provides teachers and

researchers a distinct perspective; as some of these students will not be attending

university, an additional segment of heritage-language learners are represented. Unlike

university students who have achieved academically, at least sufficiently to enter college,

and have more likely self-selected HL instruction over FL instruction, the present study’s

participants entered HL instruction distinct from university students. Indeed, these

students do not have the same academic track records as university students (though

some are certainly college bound), and because of their more limited work and
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educational experience, they don’t fully realize the value of language maintenance and

further heritage-language acquisition as compared to those who pursue HL instruction at

the university level.

It could be argued then, that because of these differences between high school and

university students that a “rawer” set of data is presented describing what happens when

HL instruction was introduced in a high school where attendance is essentially obligated

by the state. Perhaps because of these differences and the participants’ adolescent life

stage, student interactions with teachers were not couched with as much deference as one

might expect from university students. Conceivably in adolescence, teenagers are more

forthright in expressing themselves. In any case, several students acted out verbally and

nonverbally what conscientious adults would keep hidden. This outward display of

resistance, from a pedagogical vantage point, a viewpoint not necessarily captured in a

university setting, can be highly instructive in the search for more suitable and relevant

approaches to HL instruction,.

The Humanities class data also suggest a method for teaching HLLs that connects

community to the target language; what has been called in this dissertation as critical

place-based HL learning or instruction. Critical place-based HL instruction also fills a

need for pedagogical directions that cut across all heritage languages (Chevalier, 2004) as

the framework is amenable to most heritage languages—especially those with available

target-language communities. Essentially in this approach, the funds of knowledge

students possess through their membership in the HL community are highlighted. The

lives of students, their families, and communities make up the material to be used in
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class. For example, students can document family histories, research their neighborhoods,

or report on community events. Students can also collaborate with Spanish-speaking

professionals, forge community partnerships with groups serving Latino communities, or

be involved in service-learning projects with Mexican high school students across the

US-Mexico border.

The inclusion of critical pedagogy into this framework places emphases on

democratic learning, but also provides tools for critical investigation of power

relationships that construct minority status and disenfranchisement, themes particularly

relevant in an HL class (Brito et al., 2004; Freire, 1970; Lynn, 2004; Nieto, 2002; Shor,

1992). From a linguistic perspective, a critical lens helps students and teachers to develop

critical dialect awareness and understand the social processes involved in code choice and

formation (Martínez, 2003). As HLLs may speak stigmatized forms of Spanish,

sociolinguistic discussions as well as students engaged in research regarding their own

heritage language or community language practices are essential.

Thus, a critical place-based approach is particularly apt for students who come

from marginalized societal positions and communities. Place-based learning in its design

honors and respects these other ways of knowing and distinct histories. A glimpse of this

occurred in Beth’s class in the first semester. The lessons in which she was able to break

down barriers occurred when discussing Latino civil right’s movements and Latino

World War II veterans, who students learned had disproportionately received more

commendations and medals than any other ethnic or racial group. At this information,

Isabel commented that she had learned about African American civil right’s movements,
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but had never heard the discussion framed around Latinos. As this demonstrates, raising

cultural and historic awareness in the HL classroom serves an important function of

filling historic gaps that mainstream curriculum ignores or glosses over and as a result

instills pride.

Study limitations

A major limitation in the current study was a lack of data surrounding the

participating students’ own communities and life outside of school. Documenting

bilingual practices outside the school context as well as investigating community factors

that shape code choice would have provided further insights regarding resistance and

engagement. The investigation of students’ communities could provide further insights

unto academic achievement or lack thereof. It would have also inspired additional ideas

for designing HL curriculum. Despite the value and my desire to understand student life

outside of school hours, the fact that CHS students came from every zip code in the city, I

found it too difficult within the time frame of the study to capture the students’ varying

community contexts. However, a study set in a school that draws from single or

contiguous neighborhoods would be more conducive for the inclusion of this type of data

and is something that I would be interested in pursuing.

Another limitation was the restricted number of participant member checks I

could conduct. This was due to the students’ tight schedules and to both Spanish teachers

leaving the school. As explained earlier, the first semester teacher had to resign her

position for personal reasons and left the state. As time has passed since her departure, I

feel that I can approach her with questions concerning her time at the high school. This is
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my intention in future publications of these data. Although this passage of time is not

ideal, I do think getting Beth’s input regarding my interpretations would be invaluable.

The second semester teacher also did not return to the school in the second year, and I

lost contact with him. However, it is my understanding that he is no longer teaching.

Despite this shortcoming, however, in terms of all participating teachers, I did speak with

them daily after observing their classes, so I don’t feel completely in the dark in regards

to my analyses. Nonetheless, in this current work final input from the two Spanish

teachers would have been an asset.

IMPLICATIONS FOR HL TEACHER EDUCATION

The stress of the current study on resistance and engagement suggests

implications for teacher education for the HL classroom. The most obvious conclusion

from the data is the need for teacher education courses that specifically address HL

instruction as a distinct approach as HLLs have distinct needs. A theme that has been

reiterated throughout this dissertation is the importance of including sociolinguistic

training in these courses. Although important for all language teachers, HL instructors in

particular need an understanding of the social and geographic factors that shape

bilingualism, language variation, variety, and language stigmatization. Through

sociolinguistic training, teachers would be able to understand the myriad processes that

factor into code form, choice, and use. This would help curtail any biases teachers might

have as well as help teachers work with students in a more informed manner.

Findings also suggest that HL teacher education should include an emphasis on

how to use authentic materials in conjunction with (or in lieu of) textbooks. Workshops

on teaching with music, television, or film would be particularly relevant as these are

media with which many heritage-language learners already engage (Carreira, 2003). For
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literacy development, in-service or pre-service teachers could learn how to develop

lessons around other popular media such as comic books, magazines, Spanish-language

newspapers, and short fiction. As elaborated in Chapters Five and Six, free independent

reading positively influences vocabulary expansion, reading skills, and grammar use

(Krashen, 1995, 2004; McQuillan, 1998; Pucci, 2003).

Related to authentic materials, the current study suggests that HL teachers should

capitalize on the funds of knowledge students possess (Moll, 1992; Moll et al., 1992).

Teacher preparation courses should raise awareness around this concept and help teachers

learn how to design lessons that draw off community knowledge as well as how to foster

interaction with actual community members. A unit in such a teacher preparation course

could be for pre-service and in-service teacher teams to adopt a Spanish-speaking

“barrio” and investigate its potential for curriculum development. This could include

historical investigations, interviews with community members, visits to Spanish-speaking

businesses, services, and schools, and documentation of public art as it relates to the

community and culture. Teams could then draw from these investigations to create

curriculum that is later shared with the whole class. Teachers’ hands-on experience in

their adopted community also models for them what activities and events their future

students could participate in.

Finally, I do not want this current research to discourage non-native speakers of

Spanish who want to teach HL classes. Instead, the present study raises the potential

difficulties such teachers might encounter. Teachers entering the HL classroom need to

be aware of potential challenges in order to be better prepared and sensitized. For all

teachers, teaching heritage-language learners is both a challenge and a teaching

opportunity ripe with potential.
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FUTURE RESEARCH

The collected data in the present study are rich and varied and will continue to be

a resource for future analyses. In terms of HL data, I would like to further explore student

resistance and engagement in their HL class, as I only presented a portion of this relevant

data. One related line of inquiry is the phenomenon of linguistic insecurity and the subtle

and not-so-subtle messages student participants gave one another regarding their Spanish-

language competence. Issues of ethnicity, authenticity, and even intelligence were cited

regarding students’ developing proficiency.

An additional strand of research entails greater linguistic analyses of spoken and

non-verbal discourse. This includes focused linguistic analysis regarding adolescent slang

as represented by students’ use of discourse markers, a construct elaborated upon by

Jennifer Roth-Gordon (2002) in her study of slang use amongst marginalized Brazilian

youth. More linguistic analysis could also be applied to the students’ use of constructed

dialogue in narratives, as it was a particularly salient discourse feature. From the

Humanities data, I can further explore the intersection of academic content and identity

construction in terms of the formation of intellectual and adult identities. Additional

analyses from videotaped student presentations include the investigations of narrative

features and their structures, as well as the use of body language in public discourse.

During the process of doing research at CHS, I also interviewed Latino students

who chose not to enroll in the heritage-language class. Research questions could focus on

why students opted out of the course despite their identification with their heritage

culture. While conducting several interviews with Mexican-origin students (who were

non-focal participants), a common theme of current, former, or familial connections with

gangs also surfaced. Questions surrounding gang affiliation and disaffiliation could also

be investigated.
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Data collection in the current study also included City Works classroom

observations and field notes, field experiences, focus group interviews with students and

community partners, and two whole-class discussions surrounding how City Works

classes were functioning. The analysis could look at the benefits and shortcomings of

school-community partnerships.

As a researcher at the school, I was invited to be a member of its Critical Friends

Group (CFG), a national professional development group with strict protocol and

guidelines for discussing curricular issues and students. In CFG meetings, members met

monthly to discuss pre-scheduled agenda items brought forth by members. A unique

characteristic of this particular CFG was its inter-institutional make up between a public

school, an after-school writing program, a local university, and a researcher affiliated

with the same university. CFG membership is usually situated within a single institution.

Analysis could look at how these varying institutions interrelated, represented interests,

and framed issues within CFGs strictly mandated protocol for conducting meetings. It

could also look at the benefits and pitfalls of such inter-institutional configurations.

Research beyond the current data

Other related research, apart from extant data, could be the investigation of

established and successful heritage language programs at the secondary level. Many

studies investigate collegiate programs, thus more research is needed with high school

students who may or may not attend college. College students represent a select group of

students who have successfully navigated the K-12 system and who often self-select

heritage instruction. Thus, investigating pre-collegiate programs can provide expanded

descriptions of Latino students and their needs. And as the current study showed, high

school students offer a candid view of their experience that is highly instructive. These
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studies could include greater involvement of the students themselves, including

interactive diaries, video journals, and student-generated research questions.

CLOSING REMARKS

I am highly indebted to the teachers and students of City High School who

allowed me such personal access to their hearts, minds, and experiences. Through this

research I have gained invaluable insights regarding place-based learning, heritage-

language instruction, identity construction, charter school formation, and on-site

professional development. The founding teachers of City High School are an inspiration.

They teach us that educators have the power to create unique learning environments that

can function outside and alongside other public school options. They had a vision, and

they made it happen. I credit them for allowing an outsider to come into their school and

document their first institutional steps. As each year passes, these steps become firmer,

steadier, and more solidly grounded. Their school is not simply a physical structure, but it

includes people, institutions, and surrounding landscapes. City High School’s future is

bright and I hope to one day return and document its evolution.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

>word or words< Rapid speech rate

<word or words> Slowed speech rate

<<word or words>> Very slowed speech rate

= Latching (no discernable pause/breath between utterances)

[word Simultaneous speech (noted before speech of both participants

(word) Uncertain transcription

(…); (… ….) Inaudible utterance or word

(.3); (2.0) Pause(s) in seconds

*word, phrase* Laughing voice (speaking while laughing)

hehehehe; hahahaha Indicates laughter (soft and loud)

↑ Rising intonation

↓ Falling intonation

↑words↑ Series of words spoken at a higher pitch

↓words↓ Series of words spoken at a lower pitch

word Emphatic stress

wo:rd: Colon indicates vowel or consonant elongation

WORD Spoken at a louder amplitude

“words” Indicates speaker’s use of reported speech

°“word or words”° Aspirated, higher pitched, and softly spoken reported speech

! Animated tone

((comment)) Transcriber’s note (includes background noise, gestures, etc.)
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APPENDIX B: PRINCIPAL’S LETTER TO PARTICPANTS’ PARENTS93

Dear Parents or Guardians,

This year at City High School, we have been working with Kim Helmer, a Ph.D. student
from the University of Arizona. She is investigating how advanced Spanish is taught in order to
help improve our program. As a part of the study, she would like to videotape some Spanish
classes that your child is in, and conduct group interviews. Attached is a permission slip that you
and your child must sign in order to participate in the filming and interviews. No disciplinary
actions will be taken against any student for any reason. Kim Helmer is also interested in
interviewing bilingual parents to learn about family language history, and learn about what
languages are spoken in the home. All names will be changed to protect you and your child’s
privacy. Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. Kim plans to call you and explain the
study in more detail and answer any question you might have. We hope that this research will
positively benefit City High School. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
me at 623-5555 x555 or carrie@cityhighschool.org, or Kim Helmer at 884.1336 or
khelmer@email.arizona.edu.

Thank you for your cooperation,

Carrie Brennan, Principal

Estimido Padres o Tutores,

Este año en City High School, hemos estado trabajando con Kim Helmer, una candidata a
doctorado de la Universidad de Arizona. Ella está investigando como el Español esta ayudando
aquí para majorar nuestro programa. A ella le gustaria grabar unas clases de Español en la cual su
hijo/a está asistiendo, y hacer unas entrevistas. Anexo un permiso que Usted y su hijo/a tienen
que firmar para participar en el grabación y entrevistas. No acción disciplinaria sucederá contra
su hijo/a por ninguna razón. Por otra parte, Kim Helmer está tambien interesada en entrevistar a
los padres bilingües, para investigar su historia lingüistica, y saber qué idiomas están hablando en
su casa. Para proteger su privacidad y la privacidad de su hijo/a, todos los nombres serán
cambiados. La participación en éste estudio es totalmente voluntaria. Kim le llamará por teléfono
para explicarle el estudio con más detalle, y responder las preguntas que Usted tenga. Esperamos
que ésta investigación nos benefice. Si Usted tiene preguntas, por favor no dude en llamarme a
623-5555 x555 o carrie@cityhighschool.org, o Kim Helmer a 884.1336 o
khelmer@email.arizona.edu.

Gracías por su ayuda,

Carrie Brennan, Directora

                                                
93 Contact information has been altered.
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APPENDIX C: VIDEO LOG

Video log                Date:                    Class:                    Lesson Topic:

Tape
Start time

End
time

Activity Topic Code
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APPENDIX D: STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Life history-All Students (Ss)

1. What is your name?
2. How old are you?
3. What grade are you in?
4. Where have you lived?
5. Where do you live now?
6. Where have you gone to school?
7. How do your past schools compare to CHS?
8. Why did you decide to come to CHS?
9. What is your favorite class and why?
10. What is your least favorite class and why?
11. What about CHS do you like best/least?
12. What could be done to make the school better?

Non-Mexican-Origin Ss (ask later in interview for Mexican Origin Ss if time)

1. What is your ethnic background?
2. What were your first languages?
3. What City Works (CW) class are you in?
4. Describe your CW class to me.
5. How do you like your City Works class?
6. What has been the best thing you have done in your CW class?
7. What has been your least favorite thing?
8. Why is there a CW class?
9. What are some of the key things you have learned in your CW class?
10. What would you like to see in a future CW class?
11. Tell me about Spanish class—the differences between Beth and Alberto. How

could Spanish class be improved?
12. Do you think Mexicans are respected in AZ? Why or why not?
13. How do you think Mexicans should be viewed?

Note: Move down to “free time” if interviewing non-Mexican origin students

Language background

1. What is your ethnic background?
2. What were your first languages?
3. What languages did you hear growing up?
4. What languages are spoken in your home?
5. Who in your family speaks Spanish?
6. What languages do you understand?
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7. What languages do you speak?
8. When do you speak Spanish?
9. Who do you speak Spanish with?
10. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
11. Do they speak Spanish?
12. Who speaks the most Spanish in your family?
13. Do you ever speak Spanish with friends or neighbors?

Educational experience/Spanish

1. How would you describe your past Spanish classes?
2. How would you describe your past English (humanities) classes?
3. How was Spanish with Beth different from Spanish with Alberto?
4. Who do you prefer and why?
5. Why did you and your classmates not speak Spanish in Spanish class with

Beth?
6. Why did people start speaking Spanish with Alberto?

Details of experience

1. Describe your experience in advanced Spanish: What activities did you
like, dislike, did you learn anything?

2. At the beginning of the school year, there was a lot of complaining about
Spanish class—Do you remember that? What was the issue? Why did you
or others not want to take Spanish?

3. In Spanish class, I have heard people talk about “talking white.” What
does it mean to speak white?

4. What’s the best way to speak Spanish?
5. How do you know if someone is Mexican or Mexican origin?
6. Have you been to Mexico?
7. Do you have any relatives there?
8. Do you have to speak Spanish to be Mexican?
9. Do you speak Spanish there?
10. How do Mexicans treat you? (Remember what Selena’s dad said)
11. In the movie Selena the father talks about it being difficult being Mexican-

American, that you have to be more American than American, more
Mexican than Mexican-What do you think about that? Is that true for you?

12. How would you like Spanish to be taught?

13. What kind of activities would you prefer to do? If you were the teacher,
what would you do?

14. Do you ever feel embarrassed to speak Spanish? When? Why? Why not?
15. Do you ever feel uncomfortable or embarrassed being spoken to in

Spanish in front of people who do not speak Spanish? Why or why not?
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Reflection on meaning

1. How do you see yourself using Spanish in the future?
2. Do you think Latino culture is respected at City High School? In Tucson? In

Arizona? In American culture?
3. Have you ever experienced racism?
4. Do you think Mexicans are respected here? Why or why not?
5. How do you think Mexicans should be viewed?

Free time

1. What do you do in your free time? (Do you party at all?)
2. What are your five favorite music groups (genres)?
3. Do people group themselves according to musical taste?
4. Do you use myspace.com? What is it all about? Why do you like it? Tell me

about it.
5. Who are your main friends? (Are they at CHS or from other schools?)
6. Are there groups here at CHS? Is there a popular crowd?
7. What are your main concerns as a teenager?
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